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    REF:  CM24/12    File:  EM-913.05.002 

ITEM 1 COUNCILLOR OVERSIGHT OF MAJOR CBD PROJECTS   

 At its meeting of 13 February 2012, Council considered the CBD Action Plan and 
requested a report on provision of information on planning and progress of works on 
CBD assets and also for the options for a formal advisory body of Councillors relating 
to City Centre Projects. 
 

 

Recommendation 

1 The City Centre Major Projects Steering Committee Charter as attached be 
adopted. 

2 The City Centre Major Projects Steering Committee be delegated to make 
decisions on the design, engagement and deployment of projects that are 
nominated by Council as a City Centre Major Project. Matters that are not within 
the project budget or are assessed as major by the Committee should be referred 
to Council for determination. 

3 Council nominate 4 Councillors to the Steering Committee including one to be the 
chair. 

4 The Crown Street Mall refurbishment be nominated as a City Centre Major 
Project. 

 
 

Attachments 

1. Minute 24 - Council Meeting 13 February 2012. 

2. City Centre Major Projects Steering Committee Charter. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: David Farmer, General Manager 

 

Background  

Over the last few years there have been a number of pieces of strategic planning work 
on upgrades and revitalisation of the Wollongong CBD. These include the Civic 
Improvement Plan in 2006 and the Wollongong CBD Action Plan in 2010. 

These plans have been unfunded and projects within them have to compete against 
other priorities (listed in Councils other strategic documents) to receive funding in the 
budget process. 
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In recent years, while under Administration, a number of projects have been completed, 
including the Wollongong Town Hall refurbishment and the stage 1 Civic Plaza works.   

During this period, a number of significant works were also undertaken in the broader 
city centre, including a number of subsets of the Blue Mile such as the soon to be 
completed Bathers Pavilion precinct. 

The previous Administration prepared plans and funding models to allow the 
refurbishment of the Crown St Mall, potentially over two winter periods. At the election of 
the current Council, plans were advanced and funding allocated in forward programs.  

However members of the incoming Council held differing views on both fundamental 
and detail issues on the Mall design. On 12 December the Council resolved to support 
the design in principle, but requested both a workshop on specific design issues (held 
on 13 February) and a further report on other design elements (see separate report in 
this business paper).  At the meeting on 13 February 2012 the Council resolved to 
consider options for oversight by a committee involving Councillors and also how the full 
Council may be kept up to date on City Centre projects. 

It is clear that if the Council wishes to meet both its desire to progress the Mall project 
and to also vary certain design elements, that a structure be put in place to ensure that 
this is able to be achieved in a decisive and timely manner.  

A model is suggested that has been used in other major public domain works I have 
been involved in. 

 

Proposal 

The day to day operations of a major project such as the Mall should be overseen by a 
technical working group consisting of internal staff.  However it is suggested that a 
steering committee be established to oversee the planning and delivery of major City 
Centre projects. This committee would meet regularly (and as required dependent on 
the project requirements) to be briefed on progress, issues, timeline and budget on the 
project. The Committee would be delegated to make decisions on key unresolved 
issues to allow the project to progress.  

The use of a “non-expert” steering committee is appropriate for most CBD projects 
which have a strong focus on aesthetics, public use and stakeholder management 
during construction. The technical working group will provide support to ensure issues 
such as drainage and lighting standards are adequately addressed and will provide a 
range of issues for resolution for consideration by the Steering Committee.  

It is proposed the Steering Committee be made up of two staff (at this point, the 
Manager City Centre Revitalisation as the client, the Director Infrastructure and Works 
or myself) and four Councillors. As discussed, this group would be delegated to make 
most of the decisions on the project within budget allocations.  
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The minutes of the Steering Committee meeting would be provided to the Councillors, 
and non member Councillors would be invited to attend meetings should they wish, but 
not vote on decisions. This would satisfy the resolution of 13 February 2012 concerning 
Councillors being provided access to CBD project budgeting and delivery progress 
information.  

Any variations to budget or major variations to the project would be formally reported to 
Council for authorisation, either as a stand alone or via the Quarterly review process.  

 

Options 

1. Individual decisions be referred back to the full Council. This is has the potential to 
hamper cost effective and timely delivery of the project.  

2. The committee only be advisory and consist only of Councillors. This has the 
potential to lead to uncertainty and a lack of clarity for staff.  

3. No committee be established but a regular CBD project report be submitted to 
Council for consideration. Given the clear Councillor interest in this matter at a 
detailed level, this is likely to lead to a range of informal input into the process 
creating issues for those charged with its delivery. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

The recommendation if adopted, would require the delegation of items directly to the 
CBD Projects Steering Committee. 

Other reports on tonight’s Council business paper considers the current Wollongong 
City Centre Advisory Committee and also the future of Council’s role in Economic 
Development. Should Council adopt the recommendation in this report this should be 
taken into account in considering these later reports. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Major CBD projects such as the Mall refurbishment carry significant risks in design, 
stakeholder engagement and deployment.  

The establishment of a Steering Committee with delegations to make decisions on 
these projects will ensure that an appropriate project risk management strategy is in 
place and that emerging issues can be addressed in a timely fashion.  

 

Financial Implications 

There are no direct financial implications in the establishment of the Committee. 
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Conclusion 

In order to develop a clear and decisive model for the oversight and control of major 
CBD projects it is recommended that a small steering committee of staff and Councillors 
be established with a charter and delegations as attached. 
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    REF:  CM25/12    File:  SU26777 

ITEM 2 CROWN STREET MALL REFURBISHMENT - UPDATE ON ISSUES   

 At the 12 December 2011 Council meeting, Council requested an information report on 
a number of matters related to the design and deployment of refurbishment works on 
Crown Street Mall.  

This report provides the requested information together with an update on progress on 
this project. 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council note the information provided and that a grant application for $4,976,333 was 
submitted on 15 February 2012 under the Regional Development Australia Fund to 
part fund the refurbishment works. 
 
 

Attachments 

Minute 286 12 December 2011. 

  

Report Authorisations 

Report of: John Shepherd, Manager Infrastructure 
Authorised by: Peter Kofod, Director Infrastructure and Works 

 

Background 

At its meetings of 12 December 2011 and 13 February 2012 Council requested 
information on a number of matters related to the Mall refurbishment.  In regard to the 
requested information: 

DESIGN OF THE CROWN STREET MALL REFURBISHMENT  
(Minute 286 Resolution 1) 

No action required at this time subject to any outcomes from Resolution 3 (see below). 

REQUEST TO THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL PLANNING PANEL  
(Minute 286 Resolution 2) 

The Southern Regional Planning Panel has been requested to consider the 
Development Application. The application is scheduled to be considered at the Panel’s 
meeting on 1 March 2012. 
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COUNCILLOR BRIEFING ON DETAIL DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES  
(Minute 286 Resolution 3) 

The briefing session was held on Monday February 13, 2012. Additional information 
requested by Councillors at this meeting is currently being complied by the office of the 
NSW Government Architect’s Office for dissemination to Councillors. 

OPTIONS FOR EARLY “DE-CLUTTERING”  
(Minute 286 Resolution 4) 

Given the nature of the structural designs for the existing structures, the structural 
designs for the proposed structures/pavements and the requirement to finalise services 
adjustments/upgrades (e.g. the Sydney Water water main and National Broadband roll 
out) it is necessary to finalise the design review process. At this point a decision can be 
made on the merits of any early demolition works. This can be reported to Council via its 
adopted governance model. 

OPTIONS FOR PUBLIC TOILETS AND WATER BUBBLERS 
(Minute 286 Resolution 5) 

Bubblers - The current budgets for the refurbishment contain provision for two multi-
purpose public drinking fountains, ones that can be used to re-fill personal drinking 
bottles or as a drinking fountain/bubbler. These are currently located at the water play/ 
eating area and the music play area to reflect locations where people would be 
gathering and eating. 

The provision of additional bottle filling stations/bubblers can be considered in finalising 
the detail layout of the Mall. Other locations that could be considered in areas designed 
to accommodate gatherings such as the chess set. 

Toilets – Reflecting the design intent for a more open and inviting space, there are 
currently no public toilets in the adopted design for the Crown Street Mall. 

Options that can be considered for the provision of public toilets in the Central Business 
District include: 

− The MacCabe Park precinct. 

− Acquisition or leasing a shop to provide a facility adjacent to the public space, but 
not in the view lines of the adopted design. 

− Introduction of stand alone toilets such as Exeloo units. 

− Temporary weekend/evening toilets as recently trialled by the City of Sydney. 

ANNUAL PROGRAMME OF EVENTS  
(Minute 286 Resolution 6) 

Currently promotion and marketing of the City Centre including the Crown St Mall has 
been contracted to Tourism Wollongong and a program has been developed in 
conjunction with the Manager City Centre Revitalisation. The events program for the 
mall during and post construction will be greatly influenced by both the mall design and 
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construction program. This can be discussed during the budget development process as 
resolved. 

 
POTENTIAL FOR EXPANSION OF THE CROWN STREET MALL TO FORM A 
“TOWN SQUARE”   
(Minute 286 Resolution 7) 

A Town Square is usually a large open space in the centre of a town used for 
community gatherings or events and adjacent to retail opportunities and large civic 
facilities.  

Council’s current adopted City Centre Civic Improvement Plan (2007) includes the 
upgrade of the current Crown Street Mall and existing civic squares such the “Civic 
Plaza” on Burelli Street. The Crown Street Mall could be extended to the east by one 
block (Kembla Street to Corrimal Street); however, a series of investigation and design 
projects would have to be undertaken to confirm the desirability and feasibility of such 
an extension as follows: 

− Consultation with the existing businesses that exploit the current active movement 
economy. 

− Analysis of traffic impacts of closing Kembla Street and the re-distribution of traffic 
via Keira and Corrimal Streets. 

− Investigation of the ramifications of removing delivery access to existing businesses. 

− Ramifications of removing vehicular access to the Downtown Motel. 

Given the need for wide consultation for these investigations, it is anticipated that an 
initial feasibility assessment would take approximately two years and cost in the order of 
$150,000. 

Should the feasibility assessment indicate that extending the Mall is both desirable and 
feasible, further design works and then construction works would have to be included in 
a future budget. 

Based on the costs incurred to date on the design process for refurbishing the current 
Crown Street Mall and the estimated construction costs; it is anticipated that the costs in 
the order of $8,500,000 would be incurred over two to three years. 
 
POTENTIAL CYCLEWAYS THROUGH THE CROWN STREET MALL  
(Minute 286 Resolution 7) 

The Crown Street Mall is currently banned for cyclists due to the likely interaction issues 
with pedestrians travelling lengthwise, transversely and obliquely through the Mall area 
and the probability of cyclists travelling significantly above the desirable maximum 
speed for a shared path of 20 km/hr due to the west to east slope of the Mall and the 
north to south slope of Church Street. 
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The current City of Wollongong Bicycle Plan 2001/2011 does not identify a specific need 
for a cycle path in the City Centre and recognises that cyclists have a range of options 
on the local road network and assessment of their own skills and abilities to choose 
alternative routes such as Burelli Street and Stewart Street to travel from the railway 
station to the foreshore shared paths. 

Other factors to be taken into consideration when considering a cycle path through the 
Mall include: 

− Given the nature of development and the existing width of Crown Street between 
Keira Street and the railway station, it does not appear to be immediately feasible to 
construct a complying cycle path or shared path in this area to provide further 
connectivity to the railway station. 

− The lack of cycle connectivity from the railway station up to Crown Street. 

− Pedestrian concerns about the “silent” nature of bicycles. 

SUBMISSION OF GRANT APPLICATION 

In December 2011, Council submitted an Expression of Interest under Round 2 of the 
Regional Development Australia Fund programme, for a funding contribution towards 
the estimated $14.9 million cost of refurbishing the Mall. This Expression of Interest was 
successful and the Crown Street Mall project was short listed for a full submission. 

An application for a $4,976,333 funding contribution towards the construction of the Mall 
was submitted on 15 February 2012. An announcement of projects to be funded under 
the Round 2 programme is expected from the Minister for Regional Australia, Regional 
Development and Local Government in late May 2012. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

This report has been prepared with input from the Manager City Centre Revitalisation 
and the General Manager. 

 

Conclusion 

The refurbishment of the Crown Street Mall is the key public sector project for the 
successful revitalisation of the Wollongong City Centre and has the potential to unlock 
further large scale private investment in the City Centre to continue the transition and 
growth of the City and Regional economies.  

Council should continue in its efforts to finalise the detail designs of the Mall and seek 
additional funding such that construction can commence as soon as is practicable. 
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    REF:  CM26/12    File:  OSI-25.022 

ITEM 3 FREE WIFI IN THE CITY CENTRE   

 At its meeting of 31 October 2011, Council requested a report on the economic, social 
and cultural benefits to the City through the provision of free WiFi in the Mall.  The 
report includes the cost of implementation, annual running costs, projected usage 
rates (based on similar WiFi provision in other areas) and a draft consultation plan that 
Council may use to gauge local community support for the proposal.  
 

The report also identifies the proposed delivery model and costings for three different 
geographical options for the implementation of a free WiFi service within the City 
Centre for the consideration of Council. 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council endorse Option 2 (Crown Street between Gladstone Avenue and Corrimal 
Street) for the implementation of the detailed consultation plan and infrastructure to 
support the free WiFi service in the City Centre. 
 
 

Attachments 

1 Option 1 Map 

2 Option 2 Map 

3 Option 3 Map 

4 Community Consultation Plan 

5 Costing Components for provision of WiFi Service 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Mark Grimson, City Centre Revitalisation Manager 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services 

 

Background 

The Wollongong Central Business District (CBD) plays a key role in accommodating a 
concentration of commercial, employment, residential, civic and cultural uses.  A key to 
the revitalisation of the City Centre is to build on these aspects through diversity, 
productivity, innovation and investment in our City Centre.   

Information technology is an expanding area and is fast becoming an integral 
component of our lifestyle. The growth of wireless broadband is in itself part of a larger 
evolution of telecommunications, networks, services, applications and content delivery.    
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Over the past two years there has been a huge increase in the number of smart 
telephones and mobile technology, particularly among the younger generations for who 
social networking is the ‘norm’.  In addition, businesses are relying more on advertising 
and promoting their services via the internet.  At the same time, there is an increasing 
trend for customers to use the internet to purchase goods and services.  

One of the key challenges for Wollongong is to change the perceptions of the City. 
Wollongong is still perceived as a place where people either work in manufacturing, 
travel to Sydney for work, or do not work at all. The marketing of the City Centre as a 
digitally savvy place would play a significant role toward achieving this outcome.   

In turn, this project aligns closely with one of the clear goals of Wollongong 2022 in 
delivering a creative and vibrant city. 

While a number of councils have already introduced free WiFi at various locations within 
their local government area, this report focuses on those councils who currently offer a 
free WiFi in shopping precincts within their local government area.  These include Lane 
Cove Council, Auckland Council, Pittwater Council and most major cities in America, 
including the City of Seattle.  Other councils who are currently looking at introducing free 
WiFi into shopping precincts include Marrickville, Coffs Harbour and Rockdale. 

There are a small number of retailers who offer their customers a free WiFi service 
within the City Centre.  In addition, GPT introduced a free WiFi service into their 
Wollongong Central Shopping Centre in December 2011.   

The information sourced through discussion with the above councils/organisations, as 
well as general research, has been used to inform the contents of this report. 

Economic Benefits 

The most significant economic benefits are twofold:  attracting more customers resulting 
in increased purchases; and retaining existing customers in the area for longer also 
resulting in increased purchases.   

Foot traffic data for the Crown Street Mall indicates that there is on average 10 million 
people who visit the City Centre each year.  This is a significant existing customer base 
to be encouraged to stay in the area longer. 

A potential future benefit would be via the provision of advertising and promotional 
opportunities for businesses, events and activities in the City Centre.  This could include 
an A – Z services directory, a “What is on in Wollongong” page, access to individual 
user applications, and ability to pay council fees such as rates. 

In turn, the provision of a free WiFi service enhances the viability of businesses in the 
area as the service would encourage more businesses into the area, in particular ‘al 
fresco’ restaurants. 

Social and Cultural Benefits 

Free WiFi has the capacity to change the population attitude and perception as it 
creates a more social environment. 
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As already identified, there is an increasing trend in the use of smart phones and mobile 
technology for social networking, particularly in younger generations.  People are 
increasingly expecting to have an internet connection wherever they are and wherever 
they need it.  People will therefore tend to visit those areas where this service is 
available. 

The provision of local information will assist in the promotion of the social and cultural 
aspects of the City Centre.  This in turn will provide an increased ‘sense of belonging’ 
and that there is always ‘something happening’ which, in turn, will build on the 
revitalisation of the City Centre. 

Projected Usage Targets 

While there is widespread information with respect to councils who have introduced free 
WiFi, there has been limited in-depth analysis undertaken to obtain data to ascertain the 
economic success of this service.   

In fact, not all councils see this service as an indicator of spend.  The focus for Auckland 
Council was not based on cost/benefit.  Instead the focus was on improving the quality 
of visitors’ experiences through improved connectivity via the internet. In the case of 
Lane Cove Council the service is considered to be a convenience to enhance the 
reputation of the services Council provides to community and business, as well as a 
vital mechanism for the dynamic of the economy.   

The City of Seattle conducted a WiFi Evaluation Report in 2006 which reported that 
one-quarter of businesses surveyed had seen a positive impact on revenues and 
customer numbers.  In addition, the WiFi zone had become a marketing tool for area 
realtors and businesses.  From a customer perspective, two-thirds reported the free 
WiFi contributed to their coming to the area, and three-quarters stated it encouraged 
them to go into a business in the area. 

As the free WiFi service provided by GPT in the Wollongong Shopping Centre has only 
been in place since December 2011, there is limited usage data available to date.  
However, during January 2012, GPT has reported that over 4,900 people clicked on to 
use the service. 

It should be noted that software required to obtain accurate usage data is relatively new, 
and is only now becoming more affordable.  This is considered to be another reason for 
the lack of usage data by councils. 

The capacity to obtain usage data specific to use in the City Centre will be obtained 
through the capturing of real-time data as part of the WiFi service delivery model.  This 
usage data can be used to make future decisions on the service. 

Delivery Model 

Based on consultation with Council’s Information Technology Department and review of 
current external providers, Council is proposing an outsourced delivery model which 
would provide the following: 
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1 Customer telephone and on-site support. 

2 Content screening which allows Council to control access to internet sites. 

3 User protection via a business grade firewall at all times. 

4 A speedy and reliable service. 

5 Ensuring that the technology is equally available to all users through the setting of 
appropriate time and download limits. 

6 Capacity to build on future technologies and expansion. 

7 Capacity to collect real-time user and usage data, which can include demographic 
data as well as trend data. 

Implementation and Ongoing Costs 

To ensure that any proposed service delivers on Council’s value to use ratepayer’s 
money wisely, the following three geographical options have been identified and costed 
for the consideration of Council.   

 

Option Area Estimated Upfront capital 
cost 

Estimated 
annual 

ongoing 
cost 

1 Crown Street Mall ie Crown 
Street between Keira and 
Kembla Streets  

$17,000 $22,000 

2 Crown Street between 
Gladstone Avenue and 
Corrimal Street 

$34,000 + power installation 
costs TBD 

$26,000 

3 Extended CBD area $61,000 plus power 
installation costs TBD and 

potentially hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for fibre 

$30,000 

Note:  Refer attached maps for boundary details 

To ensure that the technology is equally available to all users, it is proposed to set 
appropriate time and download limits which enables users to have access to Facebook, 
e-mail, their applications, social media sites, podcast university lectures, events 
calendar, directory of services/events, shopper specials notifications, and Council 
website to pay bills eg Council rates.  However, download limits would apply to large 
files and images such as videos and Youtube applications.  The purpose of this is to 
provide a fair and equitable distribution of the service to all users.   
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The capacity for the service to continue both during and post the Crown Street Mall 
Refurbishment Project is attainable through close consultation with Council’s 
Infrastructure Division. 

As Council already has extensive infrastructure in place both in terms of the provision of 
power and optical fibre network (due to the existing CCTV Network), between Keira and 
Corrimal Streets, the costing for Options 1 and 2 are significantly lower than for 
Option 3.   

Potential Public/Private Partnerships 

Potential private/public partnerships would result in income streams to Wollongong.   

There is an option for Council to offer a WiFi service over and above the free allocation 
of time and download limits through the provision of paid passes in partnership with the 
telecommunications supplier.  Potential revenue to Council is 50% of value of paid 
passes sold. 

Advertising fees from businesses within the free WiFi area who wish to promote their 
services on the home page could, in the future, also be used to supplement the costs of 
the service. 

 

Proposal 

Council endorse Option 2 (Crown Street between Gladstone Avenue and Corrimal 
Street) for the implementation of a free WiFi service for the community. 

This implementation be undertaken over two stages with Stage 1 being Crown Street 
between Corrimal and Keira Street preceding Stage 2 being Crown Street between 
Keira Street and Gladstone Avenue. 

Option 2 be implemented for a period of two years following which a review will be 
undertaken to assess the success of the service to determine the future viability or 
expansion of the service. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Extensive consultation and research has been undertaken with Councils/organisations 
who currently provide free WiFi services within shopping precincts, various 
telecommunication suppliers, and Council divisions including Administration and 
Information, City Works and Infrastructure.  

This report includes a community consultation plan for the next stage of this project.  

 

Risk Assessment 

The implementation of this service will result in a number of risks.  These include actual 
costs exceeding anticipated costs, WiFi technology becoming quickly outdated, the 
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selected telecommunications supplier going out of business, and incorrect customer 
expectations. 

Careful monitoring and review of costs, and the implementation of a system that has the 
capacity to build on future technologies if required will be incorporated into the project 
plan for this project. 

Careful selection of a reputable telecommunications provider/s, the implementation of 
measures and payment milestones into contracts, adherence to Council’s Procurement 
Policy, and ongoing management of the process will assist in addressing this risk. 

An extensive communication strategy would need to be implemented to ensure that 
users are fully aware of what they are entitled to under free WiFi service. 

 

Financial Implications 

Council has submitted a proposal via the Regional Development Australia Fund for the 
Crown Street Mall, which included funding of WiFi within the City Centre.  It is 
anticipated the outcome of this submission will be known in April-May 2012. 

However, as this is a key strategy for the revitalisation of the City Centre, it is 
considered the progress of the WiFi project not be dependent on the success of the 
grant submission.  If the grant is unsuccessful, it is proposed the costs associated with 
the initial capital investment, and ongoing service and maintenance costs be absorbed 
within the existing City Centre Program budget. 

Opportunities for private sector support will be pursued. 

 

Conclusion 

The Revitalisation of the City Centre is recognised as critical to Wollongong maintaining 
its status as a regional centre.  This is recognised within the CBD Action Plan, 
Wollongong 2022 and the Wollongong City Centre Marketing Plan 2011-12. 

The introduction of free WiFi service would assist in the activation of the City Centre and 
changing the image of Wollongong, as it would allow the City Centre to be marketed as 
a digitally savvy area offering a platform for connectivity to both businesses and visitors.  
It would improve the amenity and experience of visiting the City Centre which, in turn, 
will enhance the social and cultural experience of the visitors. 

It is recognised the end users of the free WiFi service will primarily be school and 
university students, the younger generation and business people who are comfortable 
with using the technology.  However, it is also recognised that the capacity for these 
users to purchase reasonably costed mobile telephone packages which provide limitless 
internet access will, to some extent impact, on the success of any service that Council 
offers. It is therefore integral that the introduction of any free WiFi service is closely 
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monitored and reviewed to ensure that the service delivers not only from an economic 
perspective, but also from a social and cultural perspective. 

It is recommended the implementation of Option 2 be staged. The first stage will cover 
Crown Street between Keira and Corrimal Streets.  This will be followed by the second 
stage covering Crown Street between Keira Street and Gladstone Avenue.  The 
reasoning for this is that the necessary telephone and fibre infrastructure is already in 
place enabling Stage 1 to be more easily implemented.  Further negotiations will need 
to take place to implement Stage 2. 
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    REF:  CM27/12    File:  EM-911.01.013 

ITEM 4 WOLLONGONG CITY CENTRE ADVISORY COMMITTEE   
 

 In April 2009, Council resolved to establish the Wollongong City Centre Advisory 
Committee.  The purpose of the Committee was to provide independent advice to 
Council on important issues affecting the future of the Wollongong City Centre. 

The Committee meets bi-monthly and works closely with the City Centre Revitalisation 
Manager. 

This report reviews the structure and purpose of the Wollongong City Centre Advisory 
Committee as requested by Council at its meeting of 13 February 2012. 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council note the information contained in the report. 
 
 

Attachments 

1 Wollongong City Centre Advisory Committee Charter 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment  
Authorised by: David Farmer, General Manager 

 

Background 

On 28 April 2009, Council resolved to establish a Wollongong City Centre Advisory 
Committee.  At that time, Council recognised that significant investment including the 
refurbishment of the Town Hall, Civic Plaza, Crown Street Mall, Bathers’ Pavilion and 
the implementation of an Inner City Parking Strategy was planned. 

The establishment of an Advisory Committee and Place Manager was seen as an 
important measure to ensure Council would deliver value for money to the community. 

The Committee’s role was to oversee and help Council prioritise capital works and other 
initiatives in the City Centre. 

The Committee does not have decision making authority.  It provides advice, feedback, 
recommendations and support to Council on issues relevant to the City Centre. 

Membership 

Council called for expressions of interest between 1–17 July 2009 and received 
21 applications. 
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Eight members were appointed by Council’s former Administrators with the aim of 
selecting a diverse collection of people who are in touch with what’s happening in the 
City Centre. 

The Committee members are: 

• Ms Dianne Murray (Chairperson) 
• Mr Craig Osborne 
• Mr Geoff Jones 
• Mr Greg Fisher 
• Ms Jessica Saad 
• Ms Kym Shilton 
• Ms Natalie Viselli (resigned due to job relocation) 
• Mr Steve Hughes 

All Committee members were appointed on a 3 year term which ends on 1 October 
2012. 

 

Proposal/Options 

1 Retain current Committee structure 

The current structure and operation of the Advisory Committee provides Council an 
independent body which considers and provides recommendations to Council on 
matters of strategic importance to the City Centre. 

Council will need to review the Committee’s structure and membership at the end of 
their current term (October 2012). 

2 Appoint Additional Committee Members 

Additional members may be appointed through an Expression of Interest process or 
Councillors could be directly appointed to the Committee. 

If this option is preferred, it is recommended that the number of additional members 
be limited to two (2). 

3 Refresh the Committee’s Membership 

Council may determine to open up all Committee positions and invite existing 
members to reapply.  This option would impact on the continuity and knowledge of 
the Committee which has been working together on City Centre issues and initiatives 
for over two years. 

4 Discontinue the function of the Wollongong City Centre Advisory Committee 

The Advisory Committee was formed by resolution of Council and does not fill any 
statutory function.  It is at Council’s discretion to continue or discontinue the role of 
the Advisory Committee. 
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Conclusion 

Wollongong City Centre plays a vital role for the community in a wide range of 
employment, commercial, retail, entertainment, educational and recreational activities.  
Ensuring a coordinated and well informed approach will assist Council in delivering 
actions and initiatives to support and revitalise the City Centre. 

The City Centre Advisory Committee contributes to the CBDs revitalisation by providing 
independent advice to Council on strategic issues. 
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    REF:  CM28/12    File:  OSI-25.007 

ITEM 5 ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE   

 At its meeting of 27 September 2011, Council requested a report to be submitted 
following consultation with citywide stakeholders and State and Federal 
representatives, identifying options to establish an adequately resourced Economic 
Development Advisory Board.  The Board will actively research, develop and 
implement economic strategies that deliver effective strategic outcomes and 
employment opportunities. 

The attached Briefing Paper on the Structure of Economic Development for 
Wollongong identifies the current landscape, examines a number of models in practice 
by local government on a national and international level, and examines ways for 
moving forward. 

This report identifies the requirements of an effective governance model to drive the 
economic development of Wollongong that will result in a coordinated approach to the 
delivery of economic development within the Wollongong Local Government Area 
(LGA). 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council determine a model from the options contained in the report. 
 
 

Attachment 

Briefing Paper:  Structure of Economic Development Activities for Wollongong. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Mark Grimson, City Centre Revitalisation Manager, and 
Brenden Logue, Business Development Manager 

Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services 

 

Background 

There are already a number of organisations and institutions currently involved in the 
policy area of economic development in the Illawarra.  This includes Wollongong City 
Council which reflects the important role that Wollongong City Council has to play in 
driving the city’s economic development agenda.  Council’s current Economic 
Development Program is active but ad hoc in its approach. 
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Similarly, there have been numerous studies and reports undertaken that have 
examined the region and put forward plans and strategies to lift employment growth and 
encourage economic development in the Wollongong Local Government Area. 

The extent of the challenge is significant when taking into consideration that over 20,000 
residents leave the region each day for work.  In addition there are a number of local 
students who are forced to leave the region upon completion of their tertiary studies.  
The recent employee reductions at BlueScope Steel and the resultant flow-on effect 
throughout the local economy have added to this challenge. 

Lowering Wollongong’s unemployment rate, as the local economy continues to 
transition, is not a problem that Wollongong City Council can solve alone.  However, the 
Council has an important leadership role in delivering the goal of greater self-sufficiency 
in employment.  The policy levers that Wollongong City Council has can be divided into 
the following four key areas: 

1 Infrastructure Provision – High quality infrastructure and public spaces are vital 
to Wollongong’s continuing competitiveness and an essential foundation for 
business growth and job creation. 

2 Planning Controls – As the leading planning authority in Wollongong, Council can 
have a major impact on ensuring that businesses can access suitable land sites in 
a timely manner. 

3 Marketing – Wollongong has not been effective at marketing itself. The external 
perception of the city is not accurate as it is more of a reflection of its past rather 
than where it is going.  Wollongong is still perceived as a city where people either 
work in manufacturing, travel to Sydney for work or do not work at all. 

4 Leadership – One of the problems present in Wollongong recently is a lack of 
coordination amongst stakeholders.  As the civic leader of the City, Wollongong 
City Council has a critical role in coordinating and partnering with other key 
stakeholders in the policy development area. 

Based on the above findings, it is clear that any decisions around an economic 
development model would need to take the following factors into consideration: 

- the existing work/projects of Wollongong City Council 

- the involvement of other economic development-related organisation in Wollongong 

- lessons that can be learnt from other national and international jurisdictions 

- emerging projects that have been identified as part of Council’s Wollongong 2022 
strategic planning program. 

A review of a number of economic development models that have been implemented by 
other Councils demonstrates that economic development is delivered using a variety of 
different models dependent on the economic development environment and stakeholder 
relationships in their Local Government Area. 
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Further detail on the above is included in the attached Briefing Paper on the Structure of 
Economic Development for Wollongong. 

The most significant key implications for the governance structure in the economic 
policy area can be summarised as follows: 

• The product being sold – Wollongong - is essentially a good one.  Wollongong has 
many advantages as a competitive business location which include strategic location 
just one hour south of Sydney and Sydney International Airport, skilled multilingual 
workforce, competitive business costs compared to similar sized locations in 
Australia, and a world class university, affordable housing, and enviable lifestyle 
considerations. 

• The main stumbling block is the coordination of activities amongst the existing 
various economic development related organisations in Wollongong.  The 
coordination role is a critical aspect of Wollongong City Council’s participation in 
economic development.  This means any structure adopted by Wollongong City 
Council needs to acknowledge existing bodies that are working in the area of 
economic development. 

• Given the scale of the jobs challenge and its implications, economic development 
must be at the heart of every Council service.  Council’s economic development role 
is broader than just the activities of the economic development unit.  Council also 
contributes to the attractiveness and amenity of the City by providing the best 
possible environment including key aspects such as planning regulations, rates 
policy, public asset management, health and well-being policies, events and cultural 
activities. 

 

Proposal 

Based on the above factors, together with the considerations around existing 
Wollongong City Council projects, the works of other stakeholders and lessons from 
other jurisdictions, this report presents three options for consideration by Council. 

Option 1 is based on the establishment of an Economic Development Advisory Board 
comprising of 12 members which would report and make recommendations to Council.  
This model would comprise of five Councillors and seven stakeholder representatives 
that reflect the emerging diversity of the local economy.  These will be determined by 
Council and may include [not limited by] peak and advocacy groups, organisations and 
individuals that represent broad industry and business in Wollongong. 

This model is an inclusive one that recognises Wollongong City Council’s role as the 
civic leader of the City, while at the same time delivering a full partnership approach in 
recognising the important role that other organisations already play in the area of 
economic development.  It ensures that policy development and activities are 
undertaken in a unified and co-ordinated manner, eg Brand Wollongong, Events 
Strategy and Advantage Wollongong.  This group could also play an important 
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advocacy role in making representation to other levels of government, both state and 
federal, and send the important message that Wollongong is speaking with ‘one voice’. 

Option 2 involves Council’s economic development policy being governed by a 
Standing Committee of Council consisting only of Councillors. This would allow Council 
to have direct control over the economic development programs of Council only.  The 
Committee would set the goals and targets of Council and receive reports from the 
economic development-related projects in which Wollongong City Council is involved. 

This model does allow a greater level of control over the work of the economic 
development body. The Council Committee would meet regularly with other 
stakeholders in the economic development area, including an annual planning process. 

Both the Economic Development Advisory Board and Committee of Council would allow 
for the establishment of sub committees which would focus on specific issues and 
programs, and comprise people that had a specific interest or expertise in that area. 
These could potentially include City Centre, Wollongong major events, social enterprise, 
and business investment and attraction amongst others. 

Option 3 is for Council to continue in its current limited economic development role and 
leave it largely to other organisations such as Regional Development Australia, 
University of Wollongong, Illawarra Business Chamber to progress economic 
development within the Wollongong LGA. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Extensive research has been undertaken with external stakeholders to inform this 
report.  In addition, Council officers have also undertaken extensive consultation with 
peak business and representative groups in the region. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

This is addressed throughout the report. 
 

Risk Assessment 

In light of the challenges facing the Illawarra’s economy, there is a need for Council to 
exercise its role as Wollongong’s civic leader to implement an economic development 
model that delivers an effective approach to the formulation of economic development 
policy and partnerships within the Wollongong LGA and broader region. 

There is an external view that Council should adopt a greater leadership role in the area 
of economic development. 
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Financial Implications 

The financial implications associated with the revised Economic Development Program 
will be the subject of a Business Proposal to be considered by Council as part of the 
development of the 2012-13 Budget. 

 

Conclusion 

Economic development has a strong underpinning presence within the community goals 
that support our long term community vision for Wollongong 2022 into goals, strategies, 
actions and deliverables.   

An effective governance structure that delivers a strong leadership approach by Council 
in the current economic development environment within the Wollongong LGA will play 
a key role in translating these community goals into strategies, actions and deliverables. 
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    REF:  CM29/12    File:  OSI-25.010 

ITEM 6 WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL EVENTS STRATEGY   

 At the Council meeting of 13 February 2012, Council requested the preparation of an 
events strategy.  This report presents an events strategy for consideration.   

Council is currently involved in varying capacities with events across a range of its 
functions.  The Events Strategy aims to provide a clear and coordinated approach to 
ensure Council’s involvement in events delivers the best possible results for the 
community and its Council. It demonstrates the importance and value of a strategic 
approach to event; attraction, investment and divestment, development, infrastructure, 
planning, policy and establishment of measures for success. 

The report presents an approach that includes events that are focussed on local 
community celebrations, regionally based and national and internationally orientated. 

It promotes the importance of the provision of local and regional opportunities for 
communities to meet and engage and the opportunities that events with a national and 
international market may present to the city’s development. 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council endorse the Wollongong Events Strategy. 
 
 

Attachment 

Wollongong Events Strategy 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Jeremy Wilshire, Project Manager  
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services 

 

Background 
 
Wollongong City Council has identified the benefits of establishing an integrated and 
coordinated approach to events.  Council has requested the development of an events 
strategy that recognises the importance of local and regional community events, whilst 
also acknowledging the opportunities associated with major and significant events.    

 
Wollongong is not a ‘top-of-mind’ destination for Sydneysiders compared to the Hunter 
Valley, Blue Mountains or Central Coast. The city also lacks “must-see” iconic or 
historical sites.  However, research shows that visitors are often pleasantly surprised by 
its proximity and natural beauty.  
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The increasingly popular practice of taking multiple “short breaks” also works to 
Wollongong’s advantage. It is therefore ideally suited to forms of “forced tourism”, such 
as events-based attraction and business tourism. Such visitation is crucial in breaking 
down negative perceptions of Wollongong and promoting its attractions. 

While Wollongong suffered from a significant hotel accommodation shortage as recently 
as a decade ago, affecting the city’s ability to attract and cater for major events, this has 
begun to be addressed.  

Following significant job losses amid a decline in Wollongong’s traditional manufacturing 
sector, immediate stimulation and positive re-positioning can be achieved by securing a 
stable of signature, major and regional events that complement Council existing interest 
in local and regional community events. 

State of Play 

Wollongong currently has an active but ‘adhoc’ approach to planning, funding, 
coordinating and delivering events.  Council supports events across the city in a variety 
of ways including, producer, direct deliverer, funder, sponsor, supporter and promoter. 
Wollongong does currently boast a fair stable of events, providing a solid platform to 
work from.  Event interest includes, predominantly local and city wide community 
focussed events, and more recently limited involvement in regional, state and national 
events.   
 
The primary cluster consists of local and mid-size regional events, smaller cultural and 
community events, commercial entertainment and business conferences. These cover 
diverse categories, cut across the business, tourism and community sectors and utilise 
a balance of indoor and outdoor facilities. 
 
Existing events and activities supported by Wollongong City Council/Tourism 
Wollongong include; Viva la Gong, Wave Warriors, New Year’s Eve Celebrations 
Illawarra Folk Festival, Australia Day Celebrations, NSW PGA Golf Championships, 
Thirroul Seaside Festival, Spring into Corrimal, Festival of Flight, Southern Stars, Dapto 
Show and Mt Kembla Heritage.   
 
There is, however, a dearth of high profile and mass participation events, outside of 
those secured by Wollongong Entertainment Centre and WIN Stadium. Most 
significantly, there is no one signature event for which Wollongong is known for. 
Tamworth is known for its Country Music Festival, Parkes has its Elvis Festival, Port 
Macquarie is the home of Ironman Australia and even the outback town of Deniliquin 
punches well above its weight with an iconic Ute Muster.  
 
Wollongong must secure a signature event that becomes synonymous with the region 
and enhances the perception of a strategically targeted audience.  There is also a need 
for two to four major events to support this, providing significant economic impact and 
regional exposure. These events, either attracted or developed, should showcase 
existing attributes and engage key stakeholders.  
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It must also be noted that the events sector is a fluid and fast-moving industry that 
requires constant attention if a region is looking to play a proactive role. Trends appear, 
franchise opportunities arise, markets reach saturation point, event fatigue occurs and 
goals need upgrading. A region’s stable of events is constantly changing, due to 
opportunity and circumstance. The Junior State Cup touch football, for instance, has 
been held in Wollongong for more than a decade, but will move on from 2013 having 
reached capacity in both playing fields and accommodation.        

Wollongong is not a ‘top-of-mind’ tourist destination and lacks “must-see” iconic or 
historical sites. However, its proximity, great natural assets and infrastructure, including 
an improved range and scale of visitor accommodation, provides the raw ingredients for 
a successful events city. There are also several political, economic and sociological 
reasons why Wollongong would benefit from being more aggressive in the events 
space. 

An integrated approach to Council’s event interest will ensure that Council can; identify 
and transparently support appropriate events, develop a visible program of events that 
benefit from Council support, consider fairly and equally local community events through 
to major events, clearly identify its level and type of support, demonstrate opportunities 
for other agencies or corporates to be involved, determine ‘gaps’ in its program of 
events, plan for divestment or enhanced involvement in a specific event against,  apply 
relevant performance measures for ‘success’,  support events to achieve and maximise 
their full potential,  ensure community benefit is fully realized and importantly, ensure 
the community has a greater awareness of what events are on across the city. 

Notably, the Events Strategy demonstrates the value of major and significant events to 
Wollongong.  Council already supports an extensive number of local community events 
and festivals.  However, an opportunity exists to complement this interest with the 
support of major and significant events.  The right events can be the catalyst for positive 
economic impetus across the city and region.   The strategy provides guidance on what 
these major events should deliver to the community, how they can contribute to the 
branding and marketing of Wollongong, and what resources from Council and other 
stakeholders should be anticipated. 

Three critical issues that must be addressed for this to happen: an appropriate 
operational structure must be created; Council needs to improve facilitation in regard to 
the event facilitation and approvals processes; and significant local and State 
Government funding must be secured.    
 
The mission must be to increase visitation, provide opportunities for the community to 
participate and engage, enhance perceptions and engage the community by hosting 
major events that showcase Wollongong’s strengths. This can be achieved through the 
following objectives: showcase Wollongong’s beaches and other natural assets; 
highlight the city’s proximity to Sydney and Canberra; engage the region’s diverse 
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cultural community; create a vibrant, year-round calendar; and reinforce the regional 
brand.    
 
In regard to primary roles, Council should act as a facilitator, broker, sponsor and 
champion of events; while other associated entities, like Tourism Wollongong, act as 
marketer and promoter. Ideally, neither organisation should be an event operator. A 
three-pronged strategic partnering approach would reflect collaboration in: securing 
State Government funding; engaging national bodies and proven event operators; and 
working closely with all relevant local entities.   
 
Wollongong’s value proposition lies in its natural assets and proximity to Sydney and 
Canberra. It must play to those strengths, set a charter, deal with distractions and move 
on. 
 
Delivery can be guided by a four-tier ‘Events Pyramid’, providing strategic direction on 
the number, scale and type of events to be targeted. This calls for one or two signature 
events; three to five major events; five to 10 regional events and numerous community 
events. This pyramid also forms the basis for funding appraisal, with each tier assigned 
funding thresholds set according to indicative elements. Events are ranked using six key 
criteria: 1 - regional exposure; 2 - economic impact; 3 - community and business 
engagement; 4 - participant/spectator numbers; 5 - sustainability; and 6 - legacy and 
lifecycle.    
 
Events should be considered across four major categories that reflect Wollongong’s 
strengths: 1 - Sport, Health and Wellbeing: 2 - Culture, Music and Arts; 3 - Business, 
Learning and Knowledge; and 4 - Lifestyle and Entertainment. 
   
There has been significant progress during the early stages of event attraction and 
development, including initial State Government support for a “Gran Fondo” Cycling & 
Multi-Sport Festival of international significance, the hosting of NSW Grand Prix Cycling, 
securing the Australian Judo Championships, and creating a Botanic Garden Outdoor 
Cinema that will feature Tropfest. 
 
Wollongong City Council must play a crucial role across the events platform in regard to 
facilitation and support, but should aim to minimise operational responsibilities. Its 
primary event-based tasks should include: formalisation of an events unit, event 
approvals; funding; adjustment of departmental responsibilities to match the broader 
events strategy; bid and grants writing; creation of a VIK promotional program and VIK 
works and waste program; exploration of event site development opportunities; and 
basic research. 

Competition  

Competition for events has increased markedly in the last 15 years, as LGAs realise the 
exposure and economic impact they provide.  Also, national associations and governing 
bodies are more aware of what their events are worth and subsequently seek 
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substantial hosting fees or licence agreements. Given any one area is subject to event 
fatigue, through its residents or infrastructure, there should be a designated strategy as 
to what events are secured or created. 
 
There will always be competition from like LGAs for annual events or those of a 
transient nature ie national sporting championships that are often shared among states. 
Comparable regions that strategically chase events with demonstrated political and 
corporate support include Geelong, the Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Hunter Valley.  
 
Wollongong, comparatively, has not been proactive in this space, largely due to its 
dearth of accommodation. With this addressed over the last decade and given its 
natural assets and proximity to Sydney, there is every reason to suggest Wollongong 
can be successful in developing and attracting major events. 
 
In regard to funding, Wollongong is effectively competing with other NSW regions, 
including Sydney, for funding from Destination NSW. Regional event budgets are 
limited. Wollongong must either gain access to the substantial Sydney pool – arguing 
that it can relieve congestion associated with Sydney events while being close enough 
to engage Australia’s largest market – or advocate to be considered, along with 
Newcastle, on different terms.      

Market Summary  

A PESTE Analysis reveals potential political alignment and sociological gains while 
economic commitment should not be under-estimated.    
 
Political:  In assessing the political climate, it is perfect timing to campaign for a major 
events platform. On both Federal and State fronts, helping the Illawarra’s profile and 
economic development is politically savvy given recent job losses. Additionally, there 
have been logistical problems in holding large scale events in Sydney with the Premier 
of New South Wales pushing for regional cities to play a greater role.       
 
Economic:  Major events are not cheap so there has to be dedicated and integrated 
resolve across the private and public sector to support such a strategy. However, the 
economic benefits are often widespread, providing direct and indirect stimulus across 
community, business and tourism sectors. Furthermore, in regard to planning and 
development, events provide a mechanism for attracting visitors without the need for 
expensive, tourism-based investment and infrastructure. The demographic an event 
attracts and the time of year it is held (peak, shoulder or low season) should be 
considered. The impact of events can be difficult to measure if crowds and their 
spending habits are not captured, so simple and measurable objectives need to be 
established for evaluation by stakeholders.   
Sociological:  A recent study suggests that Wollongong collectively suffers from low self 
esteem; rarely giving itself enough credit and presuming those outside the region hold a 
similarly lowly perception. Major events are a great confidence booster, with successful 
large scale events sometimes seen to stimulate business confidence and harness 
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community spirit. Granted, “confidence” is difficult to measure, however, Wollongong 
needs initiatives that promote consumer confidence, engage the community and 
influence external perceptions. 
 
Technological:  No major considerations here. In this context, thought is often given to 
the ability to host initiatives, so alternatively consider Wollongong’s location and 
infrastructure as providing an ideal platform to host major events.  
 
Environmental:  There are two event-specific environmental considerations. Firstly, how 
will the event promote and/or impact on the space? ie: utilising the Blue Mile. Secondly, 
what message is that event type promoting? ie: the benefits of a “green-friendly” pursuit 
such as cycling.  
  
For both operational efficiency and market place perception, a specific events unit – 
nominally ‘Wollongong Major Events’ – should be established, supported by a sub- 
committee.  It would be given a specific focus to: establish a signature event; establish 
or develop three major events; and allocate funding for 5 to 10 regional events.  The unit 
be identified as a single point of entry to Council for existing, emerging and potential 
events. This function will also provide; advice on the process of establishing and running 
an event (including planning policy and approvals, licensing and regulation and 
enforcement), potential funding opportunities (by Council and alternatives), identify and 
attract events that align to the Events Strategy, ensure the online Events Calendar is up 
to date, provide a liaison point within Council for event organisers and other council 
officers, and support events staged by Council. 
 
Pools for available funding across the four event tiers have been recommended with this 
to be allocated by the events unit upon considering the key criteria. A direct resourcing 
component has also been recommended. Council’s final level of commitment would be 
dependent on its success in securing State Government support. Ideally, Council also 
needs to commit to a number of indirect resourcing requirements being maintained, 
altered or expanded across a range of its functions.  
 
Tourism Wollongong can maintain marketing and promotional focus, undistracted by 
event attainment and delivery goals. It’s event-based tasks should include: marketing 
and communications; creation of wollongong.com as an exhaustive online resource with 
an events calendar; multi-media and design; creation of a City Stakeholder Agreement 
for collaborative bidding; branding specification guidelines; and integration of the city 
centre events program.  
 
It makes sense, given Wollongong’s position in the market place and current 
challenges, that events play a significant role in the city’s development. Research shows 
that events can: provide tourists with reasons to visit a city; be used to create or change 
a city’s image; and be effective in drawing locals into the city precinct.  Achieve these 
three outcomes and Wollongong can attest to having developed a successful and 
targeted events strategy. 
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Proposal 

- Council endorse the Events Strategy.  This will ensure a strategic and 
coordinated approach to Council’s events program. 

- Council oversee the attraction of a significant event and two – three major events. 

- A centralised on line events program be delivered as part of Wollongong.com. 

- A single point of entry to Council for event producers be made available.  This 
function will provide advice on the process of establishing and running an event 
including planning, licensing etc and potential funding opportunities [internal and 
external], identify and attract events that align to the Events Strategy, provide a 
liaison point in Council or organisers and other Council staff, support events 
staged by Council. 

- Council funding and sponsorship of events be aligned to the Events Strategy. 

- An events policy be prepared supporting the aims of the Events Strategy. 

- Appropriate site/s for festivals be identified that enable the attraction or 
development of existing festivals that are staged. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

The preparation of the Events Strategy has involved review of models in Geelong, City 
of Melbourne, City of Sydney and Sunshine Coast.  Additionally, Auckland, Edinburgh 
and Manchester have also been investigated. 

The preparation of the Events Strategy has included advice and input from a range of 
experts on an external panel that has included, John Montgomery [Urban Cultures], 
John Lee [Tourism Transport Forum], Michael Palmer [Events] and Ed Blakely 
[Planner]. 

The Strategy has received input from an external steering group that includes the 
Illawarra Business Chamber, University of Wollongong, Port Kembla Port Corporation, 
Trade and Investment, Illawarra Mercury, KPMG, Property Council, City Centre 
stakeholders. 

All internal stakeholders from across various Council functions will be actively involved 
in the development of the detail and delivery of the Events Strategy. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

This Events Strategy will influence planning policy in the city.  An events policy has 
been proposed. 
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Financial Implications 

The financial resources associated with the Events Strategy are subject to a funding 
submission to be considered by Council as part of the 2012/13 Budget Program. 

 

Conclusion 
 
One of the most pertinent observations as to the benefits of an events strategy for cities 
appears in a research paper by King and Jago that compares Melbourne and Perth, 
entitled A Tale of Two Cities: Urban Tourism Development and Major Events in 
Australia. The opening of its conclusion states:    
 

“Special events can play an important role in fostering urban tourism development 
and a catalyst for urban renewal. They can also provide tourists with specific 
reasons to visit a city. Special events can be used to create or change a city’s 
image and are important for adding colour and life into a city’s landscape. Whilst 
special events can be important in attracting tourists to the host city, they also 
provide an important recreation activity for local citizens and are effective in 
drawing locals back into the city precinct.” 

 
This is extremely relevant to Wollongong given its position in the market place and 
current challenges. Significantly, it highlights three key aspects, in that events can:  
 

- Provide tourists with reasons to visit a city 
- Be used to create or change a city’s image 
- Be effective in drawing locals back into the city precinct   

 
Achieve these three outcomes and Wollongong can attest to having developed a 
successful, targeted events strategy. 
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    REF:  CM30/12    File:  ESP-100.03.008 

ITEM 7 FARMBOROUGH HEIGHTS TO MT KEMBLA PLANNING STRATEGY   

 Council at its meeting on 23 November 2010 considered a draft Concept Plan for 
certain properties located between Farmborough Heights to Mt Kembla and resolved 
to forward the draft Concept Plan to the NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure for advice. 
 
The Department responded, advising that a Planning Strategy should be prepared for 
a wider area, which could be used as the basis to assess future rezoning submissions.  
To prepare the Planning Strategy, additional studies and investigations are required.  It 
is recommended that Council note this status report and the Department’s response 
that a draft Strategic Plan be prepared for the wider area, and determine whether a 
draft Planning Strategy which would enable rezoning proposals to progress, should 
commence. 
 

 

Recommendation 

1 The status report on this project be noted. 
 
2 To prepare a draft Planning Strategy in line with the Scope of Works and precinct 

boundary identified in this report to facilitate the consideration of future rezonings. 
 
 

Attachments 

1. Air photo. 
2. Current Zoning Map. 
3. Illawarra Escarpment boundary under the Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 

2009; 
4. Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan map; 
5. Endangered Ecological Communities map; 
6. Riparian Corridors map; 
7. Bushfire risk map; 
8. Geotechnical Instability map; and 
9. Planning Strategy Scope of Works. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment 
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Background 

The boundary between the urban areas of Mt Kembla, Cordeaux Heights and 
Farmborough Heights and the Illawarra Escarpment has been under review for over 
fifteen (15) years.  Landowners are seeking opportunities to subdivide their land to 
provide additional housing, similar to adjacent properties, and dedicate remaining 
environmentally sensitive land to Council or the State for inclusion in the Illawarra 
Escarpment State Conservation Area.  Conversely, adjacent landowners consider that 
the urban limits have been reached and these properties should remain rural and 
already form part of the Illawarra Escarpment.  The area contains a mix of steep 
bushland and open sloping farmland (Attachment 1). 
 
Investigations into the area have included the Illawarra Escarpment Commission of 
Inquiry (1999), Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan (2006) and Illawarra 
Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy (2007).  Despite the investigations, the 
boundary between the urban areas and Illawarra Escarpment remains subject to 
debate. 
 
In 2007, two (2) rezoning proposals were submitted for ten (10) properties covering 258 
hectares.  The lands are predominantly zoned E3 Environmental Management, with two 
(2) properties zoned RU2 Rural Landscape and some small sections of E2 
Environmental Conservation under the Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 
(Attachment 2).  Approximately 248 residential lots were proposed, the proponents 
seeking E3 Environmental Management, E4 Environmental Living and R2 Low Density 
Residential zones.  The draft Concept Plan was exhibited from 27 February 2010 to 16 
April 2010 to provide for preliminary community input.  187 submissions were received 
predominately objecting to the proposal. 
 
Key concerns expressed by the community in response to the exhibition of the draft 
Concept Plan centred on the proposed density of development; the effects of 
development on flora, fauna and watercourses; the suitability of the land in terms of 
geotechnical and bushfire constraints; effects of additional development on stormwater 
and drainage; and the potential effect of development on traffic and access, heritage 
and visual amenity.  Concern was also expressed in relation to a perceived inadequacy 
of the studies submitted.  Submissions requested a thorough and independent analysis 
of the development potential in the context of the land constraints. 
 
A proposal to permit suitably located residential subdivision of land between 
Farmborough Heights and Mt Kembla has been under consideration since 1994. 
 

Process and Council Resolutions 

• 1994: Council invited land owners to investigate collectively the rezoning 
opportunities of Farmborough Heights to Mt Kembla (Fair Trading Policy); 
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• 1996: Council commissioned and partly funded the “Farmborough Heights to 
Mount Kembla Strategic Planning Study” and the “Farmborough Heights Local 
Environmental Study”; 

• 1997: Council endorsed a Strategic Planning Study and landowners were 
requested to prepare individual rezonings for each property.  Prior to the Local 
Environmental Plan amendment the land was retained under the Commission of 
Inquiry (COI).  A moratorium on rezonings within the escarpment was put in place 
in June 1997; 

• Subsequent studies for the escarpment arising from the COI were the “Illawarra 
Escarpment Strategic Management Plan” (IESMP) endorsed by the Minister for 
Planning in February 2006 and the “Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review 
Strategy” (LURS) adopted by Council, which recommended the development of a 
Master Plan for Mt Kembla in August 2007; 

• 2007: Farmborough Heights to Mount Kembla Strategic Study: Land Capability 
Assessment prepared by Cardno Forbes Rigby – proposed 160 dwelling lots in a 
variety of forms (note this report excluded Lot 101 DP 825516 – site 9); 

• 2008/09: GIS mapping of known constraints including: core escarpment lands (as 
identified in the IESMP); native vegetation including Endangered Ecological 
Communities (EECs); riparian corridors; geotechnical issues such as instability 
and known landslip; bushfire hazards; Indigenous and Non-Indigenous heritage; 
proximity to existing infrastructure; ridgelines; visual amenity; considerations of 
access; and potential contamination, to identify Development Opportunity 
Envelopes.  Site visits were made to ground truth aspects of the analysis such as 
the significance of vegetation shown on aerial photography.  The proposed 
developments submitted by Cardno Forbes Rigby and TCG Planning on behalf of 
their clients were overlain on a constraints map, with Development Opportunity 
Envelopes and minimum lot sizes recommended for each property, subject to 
additional studies being undertaken. Identification of Planning Principles for 
Sustainable Development to be incorporated into any Masterplan for the subject 
lands to guide a consistent approach to any future development (based on the 
IESMP and LURS); 

• Public exhibition of draft Concept Plan to allow residential development and 
conservation of sensitive escarpment lands: 27 February 2010 to 16 April 2010; 
(extended from 26 March 2010 following community request); 

• Neighbourhood Forum 5 meeting 8 April 2010 – attended by Council and Cardno 
Forbes Rigby representatives, Ms Noreen Hay MP, Member for Wollongong, and 
approximately 120 residents; 

• Public Meeting 16 June 2010 organised by Ms Noreen Hay MP, Member for 
Wollongong - attended by Council and Cardno Forbes Rigby representatives and 
approximately 200 residents. 

 
As a result of the public exhibition, submissions were received from Jemena (the 
operators of the Eastern Gas Pipeline), Railcorp, the Department of Environment, 
Climate Change and Water (DECCW), the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA), the 
National Parks Association of NSW and the National Trust of Australia (NSW).  In 
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addition, a total of 181 resident submissions were made, including three (3) petitions, 
containing twenty eight (28), twenty three (23) and twenty four (24) signatures 
respectively.  The majority of submissions objected to any rezoning and additional 
development. 
 
As a consequence of the exhibition and further investigations, the draft Concept Plan 
was reviewed and amended to comprise greater areas of environmental management 
and conservation and a reduced number of residential lots (from 248 to approximately 
64 - 82). 
 
The revised Concept Plan and submissions were reported to Council on 23 November 
2010. 
 
The following table summarises the proposed rezonings that comprised the draft 
Concept Plan exhibited and the recommended changes to the draft Concept Plan: 
 

Property 
Identification 

Current 
Zoning 

(WLEP 2009) 

Proposal 
Submitted 

Officer Recommendation 

Site 1: 
Lot 1 DP 
709986 
271 Cordeaux 
Road, Mt 
Kembla NSW 
2526 
 
6.38ha 
 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 

8 lots of 5000m² 
E3 
Environmental 
Management 
VMP for 
rehabilitation of 
riparian corridor 

No development in buffer 
zone between Cordeaux 
Heights and Mt Kembla. 
 
Potential development 
opportunity envelope E4 
zoning on minimum 5000m² 
lot size.  Classification of 
land (Landscape Support for 
Core in IESMP) allows 
development where it will 
result in improved 
conservation outcomes for 
the land. 
 
Estimated 1-3 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 2: 
Lot 1 DP 
588781 and 
Part Lot 1 DP 
518006 
Lot 1 Araluen 
Avenue, Mt 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 

8 lots at a 
density of 1 
dwelling / 6ha 
E3 
Environmental 
Management 
VMP to 

2 potential development 
envelopes on south eastern 
extent of land on Landscape 
Support for Core, consistent 
with IESMP and LURS. 
 
E4 with minimum lot size of 
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Property 
Identification 

Current 
Zoning 

(WLEP 2009) 

Proposal 
Submitted 

Officer Recommendation 

Kembla NSW 
2526 
 
42.71ha 
 

rehabilitate 
creek and 
bushland 
Dedication of 
remnant forest 

5000m². 
 
E2 on remainder of property. 
 
Potential visual impacts 
along ridgeline. 
 
Estimated 2-3 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 3: 
Lot 1 DP 
794558 
Lot 1 Staff 
Road, 
Cordeaux 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
13.91ha 
 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 
and E2 
Environmental 
Conservation 

3 lots 
E3 
Environmental 
Management 
VMP for 
bushland 
management 

Potential for 1 dwelling off 
Southspur on Landscape 
Support for Core, consistent 
with IESMP and LURS.  No 
existing dwelling on site. 
 
E4 with a minimum lot size of 
3000m².  Remainder of lot E3 
and E2. 
 
Estimated 1 additional 
dwelling subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 4: 
Lots 1 and 2 
DP 997505, 
Part Lot 124 
DP 751278 
and Lot 1 DP 
534849 
Lot 1 Staff 
Road, 
Cordeaux 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
69.70ha 
 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 
and E2 
Environmental 
Conservation 

50 lots with 
minimum lot 
size 800m² (R2 
Low Density 
Residential) 
32 large lots (1 
dwelling/ha) with 
minimum lot 
size 1700m² 
scattered (E3 
Environmental 
Management) 
66 
environmental 
lifestyle 
dwellings with 
minimum lot 

E4 with minimum lot size of 
1000m² (loop road) with a 
gradation of densities as 
development moves up the 
slope culminating in larger 
lots at the western extent of 
the loop road (minimum lot 
size 3000m²).  Development 
restricted to Landscape 
Support for Core land. 
 
Entrance gate to current 
dwelling to be relocated 
approximately 350m up slope 
from existing gate on Staff 
Road. 
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Property 
Identification 

Current 
Zoning 

(WLEP 2009) 

Proposal 
Submitted 

Officer Recommendation 

size 2066m² (E3 
Environmental 
Management) 
VMP to 
conserve creek 
environment 
and ecology 

Maximum 2 lots will provide 
closure to Blueberry Place 
and provide a safe turning 
circle for emergency and 
waste collection vehicles 
(subject to geotechnical and 
fire assessment).  
Development restricted to 
Landscape Support for Core 
land. 
 
E4 zoning with a minimum lot 
size 2000m². 
 
Estimated 15-22 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 5: 
Lot 3 DP 
997505 
Lot 3 Silvertop 
Parade, 
Cordeaux 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
21.05ha 
 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 
and E2 
Environmental 
Conservation 

16 lots with 
minimum lot 
size 1000m² (E4 
Environmental 
Living) 
1 lot to NW (E3 
Environmental 
Management) 
5 scattered lots 
to SW (E3 
Environmental 
Management) 
VMP for creek 
rehabilitation 

Development opportunity 
envelope in lower slope 
areas immediately adjoining 
Silvertop Parade with 
minimum lot size of 3000m² 
on basis that larger lots will fit 
with rural residential 
character of this contained 
valley.  Development 
restricted to Landscape 
Support for Core land. 
 
Proposed E4 zoning with 
remainder of property E2. 
 
Estimated 6-8 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 6: 
Lot 14 DP 
261286 
220 Waples 
Road, 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 

17 lots with 
minimum lot 
size 1000m² 
E4 
Environmental 

E4 zoning to reinforce the 
rural residential character. 
 
Potential for 2000m² lots 
subject to a road design with 
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Property 
Identification 

Current 
Zoning 

(WLEP 2009) 

Proposal 
Submitted 

Officer Recommendation 

Farmborough 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
3.26ha 
 

Living 
VMP for creek 
and bushland 
rehabilitation / 
management 

a cul de sac bulb on land 
classified as Landscape 
Support for Core and 
Biophysical Support for Core. 
 
Estimated 5-9 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 7: 
Lot 13 DP 
261286 
222 Waples 
Road, 
Farmborough 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
2.71ha 
 

E3 
Environmental 
Management 

1 additional lot 
with minimum 
lot size 1000m² 
E4 
Environmental 
Living 

Potential to subdivide the 
property to provide 2 lots – a 
lot containing the existing 
residence and a new lot with 
access off the existing 
driveway. 
 
E4 with a minimum lot size of 
2000m² on land classified as 
Landscape Support for Core 
and Biophysical Support for 
Core. 
 
Estimated 1 additional 
dwelling subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 8: 
Lot 101 DP 
825516 
Lot 101 
Farmborough 
Road, 
Farmborough 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
18.47ha 
 

RU2 Rural 
Landscape 

56 lots (R2 Low 
Density 
Residential 
eastern edge, 
E3 
Environmental 
Management / 
E2 
Environmental 
Conservation to 
the west), larger 
lot sizes as 
move closer to 
the escarpment 

Area takes on a rural context 
west of Highview Drive and 
future development should 
be in keeping with the rural 
residential nature of this 
area. 
 
Potential for rural residential 
development on Landscape 
Support for Core with 
gradation of densities to the 
escarpment – minimum lot 
size of 2000m² along eastern 
extent of site on Landscape 
Support for Core land, up to 
4000m² to the west.  Would 
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Property 
Identification 

Current 
Zoning 

(WLEP 2009) 

Proposal 
Submitted 

Officer Recommendation 

mirror the proposed rural 
residential development to 
the south on site 9. 
 
E4 zoning. 
 
Estimated 30-34 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

Site 9: 
Lot 101 DP 
860629 
Lot 101 
Farmborough 
Road, 
Farmborough 
Heights NSW 
2526 
 
1.95ha 
 

RU2 Rural 
Landscape 

5 lots  
E4 
Environmental 
Living 

Proposed 5 lot subdivision 
with minimum lot size 
4000m² and E4 zoning is in 
keeping with existing rural 
character/context.  
Development restricted to 
Landscape Support for Core 
land. 
 
Estimated 3 additional 
dwellings subject to further 
studies. 
 

 
An independent peer review of Council’s officer recommendations in relation to the draft 
Concept Plan was undertaken by AECOM.  The peer review confirmed that the analysis 
and Council officer recommendations are consistent with the policy directions contained 
within the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan and Land Use Review 
Study in terms of permitting limited residential development in Landscape Support for 
Core lands provided that it will result in an improved conservation outcome for the land. 
 
Council considered the revised draft Concept Plan at its meeting on 23 November 2010 
and resolved that: 
 
1. A Planning Proposal be submitted to the NSW Department of Planning seeking a 

Gateway Determination on the concept and further studies required to rezone a 
number of sites in the Farmborough Heights to Mt Kembla area. 

 
2. If approved by the Gateway Panel, the requested studies be completed prior to 

the draft Planning Proposal being exhibited. 
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Proposal 

On 13 April 2011 the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure responded, 
advising (in summary) that: 
 
• There is potential and capacity for appropriately scaled and located development, 

provided this development is considered within the context of active conservation; 
• A clear strategic framework is required to properly consider the rezoning 

proposals; 
• There is a need to consider development potential of areas outside of those 

nominated by Council, so that a lasting solution to development potential and 
environmental management of the area can be identified; 

• A Planning Strategy prepared by Council would provide this framework and would 
provide certainty for all parties; 

• The Planning Strategy should consider the entire study area and be consistent 
with and complement the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan and 
Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy; 

• The Planning Strategy should identify the key environmental attributes to be 
enhanced and require any development is linked to the protection and 
enhancement of those environmental attributes.  Particularly important is no net 
loss of vegetation, protection of visual catchments and development is linked to 
improved environmental management. 

 
Council officers met with representatives of the NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure to discuss the Departmental response to the draft Concept Plan.  It is 
proposed that representatives from the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure 
and Council work together to prepare a draft Planning Strategy for the wider precinct, so 
that a lasting solution to development potential and environmental management of the 
precinct can be identified.  The Planning Strategy should complement and build on the 
Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan and Illawarra Escarpment Land Use 
Review Strategy, with any future development considered in the context of active 
conservation and enhancement of key environmental attributes. 
 
The Planning Strategy Scope of Works and Area Boundary have been identified by the 
working group.  The Planning Strategy area boundary is similar to “The Heights” 
precinct, contained in the Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy.  This is to 
ensure that the Planning Strategy complements and builds on the Illawarra Escarpment 
Strategic Management Plan and Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy. 
 
The study area has many constraints.  The following maps are attached to the report: 
 
Attachment 3: Illawarra Escarpment boundary under the Wollongong Local 

Environmental Plan 2009 – applies to all properties subject to the 
rezoning proposal; 
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Attachment 4: Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan – applies to all 
properties subject to the rezoning proposal; 

Attachment 5: Endangered Ecological Communities – which shows three (3) 
Endangered Ecological Communities occur in the wider study area; 

Attachment 6: Riparian Corridors; 
Attachment 7: Bushfire risk; 
Attachment 8: Geotechnical Instability (note: Council does not have information on 

all properties). 
 
The Planning Strategy Scope of Works centres on the identification of tasks required to 
establish the potential for any appropriately located or scaled development in the area, 
in the context of active conservation (see Attachment 9 for Scope of Works).  The 
Scope of Works details the tasks to be undertaken in order to identify key values of the 
area to be protected or enhanced, areas at risk of deterioration due to current land use 
practices that should be targeted for restoration works, and land or other constraints to 
be considered in evaluating development potential for residential purposes.  These 
tasks may require a combination of desk top analysis of existing data as well as ground 
truthing work and further studies. 
 
The overall analysis will centre on the incorporation of the principles set out in the 
Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan and Illawarra Escarpment Land Use 
Review Strategy into the Planning Strategy for the precinct. 
 
A critical component of the Scope of Works is identification of the mechanism(s) 
required to link any identified development potential with an active conservation 
outcome.  Work is needed to develop a schedule of indicative restoration or protective 
work required by location, and the expected cost.  A funding mechanism for ongoing 
environmental management of the precinct will be developed, including the identification 
of parties responsible for the management. 
 
The following options are available to Council: 
 
Option 1: Resolve to prepare a Planning Strategy for the wider area, as shown in 

Attachment 2, in consultation with the NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure, commencing either now or at a future date. This will enable 
the future consideration of Planning Proposals for rezonings in the area. 
[Recommended option]. 

 
Option 2 Resolve not to proceed with any Planning Strategy or Planning Proposal 

for the wider area or sites considered in the draft Concept Plan and retain 
the current zoning and planning controls. 
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Consultation and Communication 

As noted, the draft Concept Plan was exhibited to the community in 2010 and Council 
received 187 submissions.  No further consultation has occurred since that time.  
 
On 6 February 2012, a Councillor Briefing and site visit to the precinct occurred. 
 
Should Council support the Departmental response, Council representatives and the 
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure will work together to develop a draft 
Planning Strategy for the wider area.  This draft Strategy will be reported to Council.  
Should the draft Strategy be approved by Council it will be referred to the Director 
General for endorsement prior to being placed on public exhibition for feedback from the 
wider community. 
 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Any decision to support a rezoning must be consistent with Council’s current adopted 
policies, specifically the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan (IESMP), 
Land Use Review Study (LURS), the Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009, and 
the Illawarra Biodiversity Strategy.  These policies and studies have been adopted by 
Council to guide development in the vicinity of the escarpment, to reflect constraints of 
the land and community sentiment. 
 
Additionally, a rezoning application is assessed in terms of its consistency with State 
Government legislation, specifically State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) and 
Ministerial Directions.  The recommendations of this report demonstrate consistency in 
this regard. 
 

Financial Implications 

The preparation of a Planning Strategy for the wider area will require the allocation of 
Council resources.  Study briefs will be prepared and quotes obtained to determine the 
cost.  It is anticipated that more up to date studies will be required as well as further 
desk top analysis and review of council constraint mapping.  A preliminary estimate is 
that the studies will cost $100,000.  If Council endorses the preparation of a draft 
planning strategy, resources will be identified through the business planning process. 
 

Conclusion 

In response to the Farmborough Heights to Mount Kembla draft Concept Plan, the NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure has requested that Council prepare a 
Planning Strategy for the wider area, which can be used to assess this and any future 
rezoning proposal.  A Planning Strategy for the wider precinct will provide for the 
identification of a lasting solution to the development potential and environmental 
management of the precinct. 
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    REF:  CM31/12    File:  ESP-100.01.027 

ITEM 8 REQUEST FOR A PLANNING PROPOSAL FOR LOT 2 DP 792692 
WYLLIE ROAD, KEMBLA GRANGE   

 The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure has referred a request to rezone land at 
Wyllie Road, Kembla Grange for a Bulky Goods and Discount Factory Outlet from the 
Joint Regional Planning Panel to Council.  This report considers the request against 
strategic policy directions for the region.  This rezoning request has considerable 
history which is also discussed in the report. 
 
 

Recommendation 

A draft Planning Proposal not be prepared to allow a Bulky Goods and Discount 
Factory Outlet centre at Lot 2 DP 792692 Wyllie Road, Kembla Grange. 
 
 

Attachments 

1. Locality Map. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning 
Director: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment 

 

Background 
 
On 4 August 2011, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure requested that Council 
consider a rezoning proposal for Lot 2 DP 792692 Wyllie Road, Kembla Grange to 
permit a Bulky Goods and Discount Factory Outlet.  The site has an area of  
18.77 hectares and is zoned IN2 Light Industrial under the Wollongong Local 
Environmental Plan (West Dapto) 2010. 
 
The proposed use of the site for a bulky goods establishment has a long history, which 
is summarised below. 
 
The site was zoned 4(c) Light Industry under the Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 
1990. 
 
On 3 April 2006, Council endorsed the draft West Dapto Local Environmental Study, 
Master Plan and draft Local Environmental Plan for exhibition.  The draft Local 
Environmental Plan proposed that the site be zoned IN2 Light Industrial. 
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On 3 July 2006, Council considered a revised draft West Dapto Local Environmental 
Plan, to be consistent with the State government’s Standard Local Environmental Plan 
Template.  This revised draft Local Environmental Plan proposed the subject land at Lot 
2 DP 792692, Wyllie Road, Kembla Grange as B6 Enterprise Corridor.  The report did 
not discuss the proposed change from IN2 Light Industrial. 
 
In November 2006, Leda Holdings met with representatives of Council and the then 
NSW Department of Planning regarding a proposal for a Direct Factory Outlet/Bulky 
Goods Warehouse on the subject site.  In January 2007, the Executive Director of the 
former NSW Department of Planning wrote to Council advising that before the rezoning 
could be considered, the Department would require: 
 
1. Justification and assessment of the proposal against draft SEPP 66 – Integration 

of Land Use and Transport, in particular whether an out-of-centre location such 
as the proposal is supportable;  

2. Assessment of the likely impact of the proposal on Council’s city wide and 
regional retail centres hierarchy.  This should pay particular attention to the 
existing and proposed commercial and retail centres for West Dapto and 
demonstrate why there are no suitable alternative sites.  In this regard I note that 
the draft Illawarra Regional Strategy confirms the emerging role of Dapto as a 
major retail and commercial area; 

3. Assessment of the likely impact of the proposal on the employment potential of 
the Kembla Grange employment lands, including an assessment of the area 
required for the proposal against the total area of employment lands identified for 
Kembla Grange; and 

4. Assessment of the adequacy of public transport to access the proposal, including 
from Kembla Grange Railway Station. 

 
Council at its meeting on 4 June 2007 updated the draft West Dapto Local 
Environmental Plan for exhibition.  The report noted that there was an altered draft zone 
for Lot 2 DP 792692, Wyllie Road, Kembla Grange from IN2 Light Industrial to  
B6 Enterprise Corridor, enabling potential use of the site for bulky goods retail and 
factory outlet warehouse. 
 
The proposed B6 Enterprise Corridor zone for the site was not supported by the NSW 
Department of Planning.  On 18 July 2007, the former NSW Department of Planning 
directed that the draft zoning for the site revert to IN2 Light Industrial prior to the 
exhibition of the draft Local Environmental Plan.  The proposed use would be prohibited 
under the IN2 Light Industrial zone.  Accordingly, the exhibited copy of the draft Local 
Environmental Plan showed the site as IN2 Light Industrial. 
 
On 21 April 2008, Development Application DA-2008/577 was lodged by Total 
Recycling Pty Ltd for a Bulky Goods and Warehouse Complex, associated car parking 
and a three (3) lot subdivision for the subject site.  Council’s assessment staff 
highlighted a number of key concerns with the application including the inconsistency 
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with State Government and Council strategies with regard to retailing within industrial 
zones. 
 
On 19 June 2008, Council received a submission in regard to the draft West Dapto 
Local Environmental Plan by JBA Urban Planning Consultants on behalf of Total 
Recycling Pty Ltd.  The submission requested that Council consider “a rezoning which 
could facilitate the construction of a Direct Factory Outlet upon the subject land”. 
 
A Land and Environment Court Appeal was lodged against the deemed refusal of  
DA-2008/577, with hearing dates set for 25-28 May 2009.  Council lodged a Statement 
of Contentions with the Land and Environment Court and prepared to defend the 
appeal.  The appeal was later withdrawn. 
 
Council’s reasons for defending the appeal included: 
 
• The proposal was not considered permissible, as it did not meet the requirements 

of the relevant Local Environmental Plan and was not consistent with the 
objectives of the Light Industrial zone; 

• The proposal was contrary to the [then] draft West Dapto Local Environmental 
Plan; 

• The proposal, within regionally significant industrial land was contrary to the NSW 
Government’s Illawarra Regional Strategy, the NSW Department of Planning’s 
Employment Lands Guidelines for the Illawarra, Council’s Wollongong Retail 
Centre Strategy and the Wollongong Local Government Area Employment Lands 
Study; and 

• The proposal would not provide adequate pedestrian or cycle access for the 
development. 

 
On 26 May 2009, Council considered a report on the draft West Dapto Local 
Environmental Plan, including Total Recycling Pty Ltd’s request that the site be rezoned 
to either B6 Enterprise Corridor, or to allow “a building, the primary function of which is 
used for the discounted sale of surplus stock, out of season stock, factory seconds and 
the like, with ancillary or associated facilities such as food courts and automatic teller 
machines.  Stock will mostly comprise of fashion and homewares sold from separate 
retail outlets.” 
 
Council resolved on 26 May 2009 that the requested zone change not be supported. 
 
In July 2009, DA-2008/577 was formally withdrawn by the applicant. 
 
On 30 March 2009, the proponent submitted an application for a Part 3A Concept Plan 
approval for the construction of a bulky goods retail centre to the then NSW Department 
of Planning.  Although the proposal met the criteria to be declared a Major Project, 
valued over $100 million, the application was not supported by the Department on  
27 November 2009 on the grounds that it would be inappropriate to authorise a Concept 
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Plan to permit the proposal given that it was contrary to the Wollongong Local 
Environmental Plan 1990, the (then) draft West Dapto Local Environmental Plan 2007 
and the Illawarra Regional Strategy, which seeks to retain the site for industrial 
purposes. 
 
In October 2010, JBA Planning lodged another request with Council for the land to be 
rezoned to enable the site to be used for bulky goods retail and a factory retail outlet. 
 
In November 2010, Council wrote to the applicant advising that the requested rezoning 
was not supported, as the site was located within regionally significantly industrial land 
and that both State and local policies and guidelines clearly indicated that Council 
should not support the proposal on strategically located industrial land.  The letter noted 
that Council’s recent Local Environmental Plans enabled increased opportunities for 
both retail and bulky goods retailing in suitable locations across the city of Wollongong.  
Land zoned for bulky goods (B6 Enterprise Corridor) has increased from 70 ha in 2006 
to 141 ha in 2010. 
 
On 18 February 2011, the then Minister for Planning, Tony Kelly, wrote to Council 
advising that he viewed the proposal as being of regional planning significance.  The 
Minister advised that he would direct the Southern Region Joint Regional Planning 
Panel (JRPP) to be the Relevant Planning Authority for the proposed rezoning. 
 
Following a change of State government, the new Minister for Planning and 
Infrastructure, Brad Hazzard, reviewed this decision.  On 4 August 2011 the Minister 
wrote to Council advising that he had decided that the proposed rezoning should be 
considered by Council and not the JRPP. 
 
On 14 September 2011, the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure forwarded 
the paperwork for the planning proposal request to Council. 
 

Proposal 

The subject site has an area of 18.77 hectares and is currently zoned IN2 Light 
Industrial under Wollongong Local Environmental Plan (West Dapto) 2010.  The 
proponent requests that Council prepare a Planning Proposal to permit through an 
additional use clause, the proposed development – suggested in the submission to be 
of 39,620m² of gross floor area, comprising 10,900m² leasable floor area for bulky 
goods retail, with a 420m² café and 24,000m² of leasable floor area for retail factory 
outlet, plus 991 car parking spaces.  The submission requests an additional use clause 
for Lot 2 DP 792692 to allow: 
 
(a) bulky goods premises, 
(b) industrial retail outlets and shops operating as factory outlets, 
(c) food and drink premises associated with the bulky goods premises, and 
(d) associated car parking. 
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The proponent argues that there is a strategic need for additional bulky goods retailing 
in the Illawarra, that it will generate significant investment and employment (suggested 
to be in the order of $110 million capital investment).  It should be noted that if the site is 
rezoned, a potential development could take an alternate format and is not limited to the 
above.  Recent correspondence by the proponent suggests 12,500sqm for bulky goods 
retailing and 20,000 to 25,000sqm for a factory outlet retailing, with 1,225 car spaces is 
required. 
 
The proponent further argues that the proposal would “claw back $37million in escape 
spending each year”, attracting $140million in retail spending.  Recent correspondence 
from the proponent suggests that the site would “evolve into the third sub-regional 
centre in the region”. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Nature of the proposal: 
 
While the description of the proposed development has varied between rezoning 
requests and the development application, the proposed request in the latest 
documentation received from JBA (via the NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure) is described as: 
 
(a) bulky goods premises – 10,908m², 
(b) industrial retail outlets and shops operating as factory outlets – 24,000m², 
(c) food and drink premises associated with the bulky goods premises, and 
(d) associated car parking – 991 spaces. 
 
This proposal comprises some bulky goods retailing, but with the majority – over two 
thirds (66%) of the leasable floor space – proposed to be predominantly a regular retail 
use. 
 
Bulky goods premises are defined as: 
 
a building or place the principal purpose of which is the sale, hire or display of bulky 
goods, being goods that are of such size or weight as to require: 
 
(a) a large area for handling, display or storage, and 
(b) direct vehicular access to the site of the building or place by members of the 

public for the purpose of loading or unloading such goods into or from their 
vehicles after purchase or hire, 

 
and including goods such as floor and window supplies, furniture, household electrical 
goods, equestrian supplies and swimming pools, but does not include a building or 
place used for the sale of foodstuffs or clothing unless their sale is ancillary to the sale 
or hire or display of bulky goods. 
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Bulky goods premises are a subset of the definition of “retail premises” and “commercial 
premises”.  Bulky goods premises are permissible in the following zones: 
 
B2 Local Centre, 
B3 Commercial Core, 
B4 Mixed Use, and 
B6 Enterprise Corridor. 
 
The objectives of the B6 Enterprise Corridor zone specifically encourages Bulky goods 
premises. 
 
Retail factory outlets are defined as “Shops” which means: 
 
a building or place used for the purpose of selling items by retail, or hiring or displaying 
items for the purpose of selling them or hiring them out, whether the items are goods or 
materials (or whether also sold by wholesale), and includes any of the following: 
 
(a) bulky goods premises, 
(b) cellar door premises, 
(c) food and drink premises, 
(d) garden centres, 
(e) hardware and building supplies, 
(f) kiosks, 
(g) landscaping material supplies, 
(h) markets, 
(i) plant nurseries, 
(j) roadside stalls, 
(k) rural supplies, 
(l) shops, 
(m) timber yards, 
(n) vehicle sales or hire premises, 
 
but does not include highway service centres, service stations, industrial retail outlets or 
restricted premises. 
 
Shops are also a subset of the definition of “retail premises”.  Retail premises are `a 
subset of “Commercial premises”.  Shops are permissible in the following zones: 
 
B1 Neighbourhood Centre, 
B2 Local Centre, 
B3 Commercial Core, and 
B4 Mixed Use. 
 
Essentially this proposal seeks permission to amend the planning controls to establish a 
new retail centre, of regional significance. 
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The concept of the “factory outlet” is that goods (predominantly fashion and homewares, 
end-of-line goods and factory seconds) are sold to the public at factory prices - without a 
retail mark-up.  Some “factory outlets” do not even have a relationship to a factory.  The 
concept originated in the United States of America, where such centres would be 
located a minimum 30 miles from existing centres, in order to avoid adversely impacting 
on existing retail catchments. 
 
Bulky goods are those which by their nature (size, weight, shape etc.) require large floor 
areas and/or direct vehicular access for handling.  The primary goods sold out of 
“factory outlets” – fashion, homewares and the like are not bulky goods.  There are 
numerous examples of fashion and homeware items being retailed out of retail zones 
within town centres and such goods are not reliant on a bulky goods retail outlet for sale 
to the public.  Many examples of discounted fashion and homeware items are also 
retailed from mainstream shopping centres – including locally within Crown Street Mall. 
 
This issue has been considered by the Land and Environment Court in Direct Factory 
Outlet Homebush v Strathfield Municipal Council (2006 NSWLEC 318).  In this court 
case, Senior Commissioner Roseth considered a similar land use and concluded: 
 

“Whether or not the nature of the goods is different, in most other aspects the 
DFO centre is similar to a mainstream shopping centre.  It looks like a shopping 
centre, it uses floor space intensively, it generates large amounts of parking, and 
it would benefit from location near good public transport.  There is no intrinsic 
reason why it needs different location criteria from mainstream shopping centres. 
… 
Whether the goods are this year’s or last year’s fashion makes no difference to 
the fact that the main characteristics of a DFO centre are similar to those in a 
mainstream shopping centre.  Like other shops that do not cater for the industrial 
area, DFO outlets should be located in commercial zones.” 

 
Using this rationale, the proposed uses requested as part of the rezoning submission 
would constitute a retail shopping centre and would be better located within an existing 
town centre. 
 
Council has made provision in recent Local Environmental Plans for additional bulky 
goods developments by increasing areas within the B6 Enterprise Corridor zone.  Some 
potential sites include: 

 Zone Site Area Comment 

Tallawarra B6 Enterprise 
Corridor 

12.3 ha and 
4.1 ha 

Zoned, unserviced, 
vacant land 

 

Northcliffe Drive, 
Berkeley 

B6 Enterprise 
Corridor 

7.4 ha Zoned, serviced, 
under developed and 
vacant land 
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A factory outlet is not permissible within the B6 Enterprise Corridor zone.  If a large 
discount factory outlet centre is to be established in the City existing zoned land is 
available at: 
 

 Zone Site Area Comment 

Warrawong Town 
Centre – Lot 3 DP 
536533 Cowper Street 

B3 Commercial 
Core 

3.65 ha Zoned, serviced, 
under developed 

Tallawarra B1 Neighbourhood 
Centre 

4.47 ha Zoned, unserviced, 
vacant land 

Bong Bong Town 
Centre, West Dapto 
Road 

B2 Local Centre 1.9 ha 
(zoned 
area could 
be 
extended) 

Zoned, unserviced, 
vacant land 

 
The Site 
 
Lot 2 DP 792692 Wyllie Road has an area of 18.77 hectares.  The site is next to Ian 
McLennan Park (zoned RE1 Public Recreation), with the Wollongong Lawn Cemetery 
(zoned SP1 Special Purposes – Cemetery) and Macedonian Temple (zoned RE2 
Private Recreation) with IN2 Light Industrial land to the northwest, west and south.  The 
rail line crosses West Dapto Road to the south.  A locality map is at Attachment 1. 
 
The site has been historically filled creating a large buffer on the southern side, fronting 
West Dapto Road.  The flat useable area of the site is approximately 9.58 hectares. 
 
The site was filled with coal washery refuse and blast furnace slag material and is noted 
as potentially contaminated land on Council’s records.  A preliminary contamination 
report by Douglas Partners in 2006 noted that the site has been filled to depths 
exceeding 15 metres.  The preliminary contamination assessment involved test pits 
within the top 5 metres of the fill, concluding that contamination levels were consistently 
low compared to relevant guidelines for industrial use. 
 
The flat part of the site is cleared of trees and is covered in grass and weeds.  
Unauthorised dumping has occurred near and on the site.  The site also contains two 
(2) shipping containers.  The containers may relate to DA-2005/1815, which sought to 
use the shipping containers as advertising signage.  DA-2005/1815 was withdrawn at 
the applicant’s request in 2006. 
 
The site is also potentially affected by acid sulphate soils and bushfire risk on the 
northern side. 
 
The Eastern Gas Pipeline passes through the road reserve surrounding the site. 
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West Dapto Masterplan – Access 
 
As part of the West Dapto Masterplan, Northcliffe Drive is proposed to be connected to 
Wyllie Road and Reddalls Road to form the main northern access to the West Dapto 
Release Area.  This access would replace the West Dapto Road level crossing at 
Kembla Grange.  The bridge over the rail line and connection to Wyllie Road is currently 
estimated to cost $66million and is scheduled to be constructed in 2031-36. 
 
The new link would provide good access to the site.  However, this access was 
designed to provide improved access for existing and future residents as well as access 
to / from Port Kembla for the industrial precinct. 
 
POLICY 
 
The proposed rezoning is inconsistent with a number of State and local planning 
policies. 
 
Illawarra Regional Strategy 
 
The proposed rezoning is not consistent with the Illawarra Regional Strategy (2007) 
which was prepared by the then NSW Department of Planning to guide development 
and growth within the Illawarra region.  The Illawarra Regional Strategy states that its 
primary purpose is to: 
 

“ensure that adequate land is available and appropriately located to sustainably 
accommodate the projected housing and employment needs of the Region’s 
population over the next 25 years”. 

 
Section 2 of the Strategy specifies regional and economic challenges, including: 
 

“Specific and significant employment areas such as the port of Port Kembla, 
University of Wollongong, Kembla Grange, Illawarra Regional Airport will also 
need to be protected and supported to attract investment.” 

 
The economic challenges referred to in the Illawarra Regional Strategy include: 
 

“... protect, monitor and, in some cases, expand, employment lands to avoid 
fragmentation 
 
establish a commercial hierarchy that clearly identifies the roles of centres and 
relationships between centres …” 

 
Section 3 of the Strategy includes the subject site in the Kembla Grange precinct, 
identifies this precinct as key employment lands, and states that the aims of the 
Strategy include: 
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“Ensure an adequate supply of land strategically located to support economic 
growth and the capacity for an additional 30,000 new jobs by building on the 
current strengths in the existing manufacturing sector and the export opportunities 
presented by the port of Port Kembla.” 

 
Section 4 of the Strategy states outcomes and actions for economic development and 
employment growth in the Illawarra region.  Included in those outcomes and actions are: 
 

“Employment growth is encouraged by protecting key employment lands from 
inappropriate development and fragmentation and providing new employment 
land in appropriate locations. 
 
… 
 
The hierarchy of centres clearly defines the role and supports the functioning of 
centres as key job, service and residential locations within the Region. 
 
Economic development and employment growth particularly in manufacturing, 
research and development, retail, health and community services, property and 
business services, and tourism will be facilitated through the provision of suitable 
employment lands. 
 
… 
 

• Councils will implement the principles and monitoring protocol as outlined in the 
Employment Lands Guidelines for the Illawarra. 

• Councils will maintain the supply and protect regionally significant employment 
lands such as Wollongong City Centre, Port Kembla precinct, University of 
Wollongong and the Wollongong Innovation Campus, Illawarra Regional Airport 
and Kembla Grange industrial lands, Tallawarra Power Station site, Shell Cove 
precinct, and Dapto, Shellharbour and Warrawong town centres. 

• Local environmental plans will ensure that employment lands are protected in 
accordance with the Employment Lands Guidelines of the Illawarra to 
accommodate new jobs required for each local government area by 2031 and to 
maintain the Region’s strategic advantage.” 

 
The rezoning submission seeks to alter the West Dapto Local Environmental Plan to 
permit a land use that is inconsistent with the strategic aim of protecting significant 
employment lands.  The proposed development is likely to promote erosion of industrial 
uses and their replacement with retail/commercial uses.  The primary aim of industrial 
zones is to permit industrial development.  The primary intended location for retail 
activity is within business zones. 
 
The subject site is part of a regionally significant industrial lands precinct.  It is important 
for scarce industrial land parcels such as this to be preserved for future industrial uses.  
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The proposed development is not consistent with the specific objective of the Illawarra 
Regional Strategy to protect significant industrial precincts, which includes the subject 
site. 
 
Employment Lands Guidelines for the Illawarra 
 
The proposed rezoning is inconsistent with the Employment Lands Guidelines for the 
Illawarra (2008, Department of Planning), which contain an adopted set of guidelines to 
support the intentions of the Illawarra Regional Strategy, and to promote good planning 
and orderly development of the region’s employment lands. 
 
Section 2 of the guidelines produces a set of “Employment Lands Principles” to help 
guide land use planning decisions by NSW Government and councils.  Subsection 2.8 
defines “West Kembla Grange” as “lands of regional significance for employment 
generating use”. 
 
The general principles in Section 2 of the document include promoting the Regional 
Strategy, promoting commercial centres hierarchies, and to cluster businesses and 
industries with similar environmental impacts and business synergies to improve 
business efficiency and identity and reduce land use conflicts.  The proposed land use 
requested in the submission does not support the existing retail hierarchy in its 
proposed location, though a similar proposal in one of the suitably zoned areas would 
support the established retail hierarchy. 
 
The principles of the guidelines also seek to preserve lands of regional significance for 
employment generating use, and include: 
 
“Guiding Principles for Industrial and Commercial Lands 
… 
2.3.2 Light Industrial 
 
1. Preserve large parcels and clusters of light industrial land, particularly adjacent to 

main roads and rail infrastructure. 
 
2. Protect light industrial employment clusters from encroachment by incompatible 

land uses both from within the cluster and its surrounds. 
… 
4. Preserve a supply of light industrial land to support the long term need for 

employment lands at a reasonable cost to industry, identifying appropriate interim 
land uses that do not compromise the long term use identified. 

 
5. Provide opportunities for a mixture of on site operations including, light industrial, 

wholesaling and showroom and office administration that ‘support and service’ 
the zone (particularly in areas requiring local neighbourhood services such as 
motor mechanics and home maintenance).  The amount of office space needs to 
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be restricted and retailing of produces not manufactured on site limited to those 
that service the locality such as cafes and newsagencies.. 

 
8. Discourage bulky goods to be located in light industrial zones.” 
 
The guidelines clearly recognise that retailing is a use not generally suitable for 
industrial zones.  The proposed land use sought in the requested planning proposal 
would not facilitate the preservation of light industrial land.  It would introduce a land use 
of a retail nature to the area, and limit future industrial uses and opportunities.  The 
proposed development would not be a retail use that would primarily “service the locality 
such as cafes and newsagencies”.  The submission acknowledges the land use sought 
would attract a regional customer base, having customers travel some distance to make 
infrequent purchases.  This is not consistent with an ‘ancillary’ retail use, serving daily 
convenience needs of the locality intended for the IN2 Light Industrial zone. 
 
The land use requested in the submission is considered likely to introduce, rather than 
reduce the incidence of incompatible land uses in the area.  This would not be 
consistent with the desired strategy of protecting employment lands from incompatible 
uses, including discouraging general retailing within light industrial zones.  The 
submission acknowledges (page 15) that “The proposal is a significant retail 
development in itself and has the potential to develop further into a larger cluster of 
bulky goods and factory outlets”. 
 
New retail jobs are desirable – in retail centres.  The subject site is strategically 
important industrial land and should be reserved for future industrial uses and 
employment. 
 
Integrating Land Use and Transport Policies 
 
The proposed rezoning is inconsistent with the NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure and Transport NSW Integrating Land Use and Transport policy (2001) 
which seeks to reduce car travel and provide more equitable access to services, 
facilities and jobs.  The policy aims to encourage development to concentrate in centres, 
have a mix of use within centres, align centres with corridors, link centres with public 
transport and improve pedestrian/cycling links.  As part of the policy package, the 
Department has included The Right Place for Business and Services – Planning Policy.  
This policy sets out to encourage and maintain mixed use centres, protect community 
investment in infrastructure, reduce reliance on cars, minimise dispersed trip generating 
development and encouraging multi-purpose trips.  The policy states that retail activities 
serving more than just a neighbourhood catchment “should always be located in 
centres” and encourages use of public transport, walking and cycling.  The policy also 
seeks to avoid unnecessary creation of new centres.  If justified, new clusters should be 
located to support major centres and link to public transport. 
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With regard to bulky goods retailing, the policy states that “Bulky goods outlets have a 
physical need for space to display and handle large goods; however, they can be 
located in centres.  When it is not realistic for bulky goods outlets to be in centres, they 
should be located in one or two regional clusters.”  The policy further states that: 
 

“Regulation of the format is often required to stop bulky goods outlets selling non-
bulky goods.  This practice impacts on centres and raises community costs 
beyond any benefit. 
. . . 
Out-of-centre clusters are not automatically necessary for bulky goods outlets.  
Some larger and most new centres can accommodate bulky goods outlets.  
Lower order centres in need of investment may also be suitable.  The need for 
car access for loading bulky goods is not an adequate basis for justifying out-of-
centre locations.  In many instances the goods sold are not immediately available 
or capable of being transported anyway.” 

 
The policy also provides guidance on factory outlet retailing; 
 

“Factory Outlets 
These comprise sales of manufactured goods often described as ‘seconds’ or 
‘surplus’, usually at discounted prices.  These should be treated like normal 
retailing outlets unless they are genuinely ancillary to on-site manufacturing and 
used only occasionally.  Other forms of factory outlets are simply shops seeking 
low rents and could be encouraged to agglomerate in existing declining centres 
where they can play a positive role in their revitalisation.” 

 
The proposed rezoning would allow a form of development that would contradict these 
policy aims.  The development sought would create a stand-alone retail centre. 
 
Wollongong Retail Centre Study 
 
The Wollongong Retail Centre Study (2004, Hill PDA).  The study was prepared to 
guide Council’s future policy directions for planning of retail centres and has been 
adopted by Council. 
 
Section 12.2 of the study identifies “a set of policy directions which are critical to the 
development and implementation of a future strategy”.  Included in those directions are: 
 
• Existing major centres should be supported with areas which can accommodate 

peripheral (bulky goods) retail floor space rather than being dispersed through 
industrial zones. 

 
Section 12.3 contains recommendations for future planning.  These recommendations 
include: 
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• Support the retail hierarchy: Future retail development should support and 
complement the existing hierarchy of shopping centres as identified, the 
exceptions being where new communities are being planned (West Dapto) or are 
being established, or where areas are being redeveloped with higher residential 
densities, which may require new retail facilities to support local demand. 

• Encourage peripheral sales (bulky goods) retailing in specific locations: The study 
has established that peripheral sales activity will be a primary focus of retail floor 
space development in the region.  This activity has specific location and site 
criteria which cannot be easily met in or adjoining existing centres.  This criteria 
includes such factors as large site area, good levels of visual exposure, good 
accessibility typically from a large surrounding catchment and low development 
costs. 

 
The Retail Centre Study concludes: 
 

“Fundamental should be the requirement that proposals for the development of 
new retail floor space should be accompanied by sufficient evidence that there is 
an established market demand for the type of retail floor space proposed and 
demonstrates that it will contribute to net community benefit for Wollongong 
residents.” 

 
The proposal requested in the submission is not consistent with Council’s retail 
hierarchy.  The proposed development would not be located on a site that would lend 
support to the established centres such as Dapto, Warrawong, Figtree or Unanderra.  
There are a number of suitable zones for such retailing within the catchment area, 
including Dapto, Warrawong and around the Wollongong CBD where retailing is 
permissible and encouraged.  For future retail demand, there are proposed new town 
centres and neighbourhood centres to support the West Dapto release area. 
 
There are existing town centres, (some examples being Warrawong, Port Kembla, 
Berkeley and parts of Wollongong City Centre) in which new retail development could 
provide for the revitalisation of such centres.  Although these may not have sites which 
accommodate a separate centre, the submission clearly states that the intention of the 
proponent is to have separate retail outlets.  Separate retail outlets could be located 
within existing centres, particularly in declining centres, to revitalise and make best use 
of the public infrastructure, transport links etc that make up a town centre.  It could be 
argued that separate retail outlets could be independently dispersed among existing 
retail premises in existing centres, or a planned future centre.  This is not a restriction on 
economic competition, rather it is planning’s role to facilitate the right land uses in the 
right place.  While Council would encourage new retail businesses, they should be 
located in appropriate areas. 
 
Normal retail activities should be in retail zones.  The submission refers to a shortage of 
land for bulky goods retailing (though the additional use sought by the submission 
includes substantial activities that are not bulky goods retailing).  Where future demand 
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exists for specific bulky goods retail activities, there are suitably zoned sites where 
development of this type is permissible and encouraged.  There are additional sites in 
Council’s recent Local Environmental Plans where developments of this type have 
become permissible and encouraged.  Council’s Local Environmental Plans significantly 
increase the areas of B6 Enterprise Corridor zoned land compared to the 3(d) 
Commercial Services zone under Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 1990 to 
accommodate future demand. 
 
Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 has rezoned a number of areas to permit 
bulky goods retail uses, including a nearby precinct at Northcliffe Drive, Unanderra.  At 
the time of the Employment Lands Study in 2006, there was approximately 70 hectares 
of land zoned 3(d) (Commercial Services zone).  The Wollongong Local Environmental 
Plan (West Dapto) 2010 and Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 provide a total 
of approximately 141 hectares of land zoned B6 Enterprise Corridor.  This significantly 
increases the potential for future demand for bulky goods retailing to be accommodated 
within Wollongong Local Government Area.  It is noted that normal retail land uses are 
not appropriate within the B6 Enterprise Corridor zone, and should be located within 
retail centres. 
 
In nearby areas, Tallawarra has over 16 ha of vacant B6 Enterprise Corridor zoned land 
and Northcliffe Drive has over 7.4 ha of B6 Enterprise Corridor zoned land.  Both sites 
contain large parcels suitable for forming bulky goods clusters.  Dapto Town Centre has 
approximately 5.8 ha of B6 Enterprise Corridor zoned land and Unanderra has 
approximately 8.6 ha, in various parcels for genuine bulky goods retailers wishing to 
locate near town centres. 
 
For normal retail uses, there are a number of town centres which could accommodate 
additional retail uses.  Wentworth Street, Port Kembla has a large vacancy rate, has 
capacity to accommodate a variety of retail premises, which could co-locate with the 
three (3) street blocks to provide a destination-based retail revitalisation of the town 
centre.  Wentworth Street also has approximately 9,860sqm of B6 Enterprise Corridor 
zoned land at the northern end.  Berkeley town centre also has vacant retail buildings 
and vacant commercial zoned land, and is in need of new retail businesses to locate 
with the centre.  Other centres (Wollongong, Corrimal, Dapto etc) would benefit from 
new retail businesses and the jobs and customers generated. 
 
The development sought by the proponent would comprise a large, stand alone 
shopping centre.  If an additional large stand alone shopping centre is needed in the 
Illawarra, this should be located within Wollongong City Centre, Shellharbour Regional 
Centre, Warrawong Regional Centre or Dapto Regional Centre.  Each of these centres 
is designated as the major centres under the Illawarra Regional Strategy.  Dapto is 
planned as the new major regional centre for the West Dapto growth area, and is less 
than 3 km from the proposed site (the proposed 1.9 ha Darkes Road town centre is also 
within 3 km of the subject site).  These major centres are the appropriate location for 
large scale retail development. 
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The proposed development is likely to draw businesses and customers away from these 
and other centres within the area, impacting on the retail hierarchy.  It is noted that the 
Darkes Road town centre was reduced in size following the Growth Centres 
Commission review to avoid negative impacts on the Dapto Regional Centre.  The 
proposed Calderwood town centre has also been restricted in size by the NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure to avoid negative impacts on the hierarchy of 
nearby centres. 
 
A redistributive effect occurs when business, jobs and customers are drawn from 
existing centres to a newly created facility.  With its close proximity to nearby centres, it 
is inevitable that a major retail centre such as is proposed would result in businesses, 
customers and jobs being redistributed from existing centres (where new businesses 
and jobs should be encouraged) to the proposed development, undermining town 
centres nearby. 
 
The submission clearly articulates that the nature of the development sought is a large 
scale, significant retail development, which should be located within a major centre, not 
in a stand alone facility on regionally significant industrial land. 
 
Employment Lands Strategy 
 
The proposed development contradicts the recommendations of Council’s adopted 
Employment Lands Strategy, (2006, Hill PDA).  This strategy was prepared to guide the 
development of Council’s city-wide comprehensive Local Environmental Plan 
(Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009) with regard to employment lands within 
the local government area. 
 
The Strategy identifies criteria for assessment to make recommendations on the future 
zonings of existing industrial lands, including the 4(a) Light Industrial zones. 
 
Section 4.2 of the Strategy identifies general principles for employment land, including: 
 
• Maintaining the established centre hierarchy; 
• Clustering businesses with similar environmental impacts and business 

synergies; and 
• Preserving regionally significant employment lands. 
 
The Kembla Grange industrial lands are identified as regionally significant under the 
Illawarra Regional Strategy. 
 
Section 4.4 of the Strategy identifies the criteria for Light Industrial zones.  It outlines 
principles relevant in the identification of future re-zonings of existing light industrial 
lands across the Wollongong Local Government Area.  Included in this section is 
recognition of the anticipated future growth across the region in the light industrial sector 
and recommends: 
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• Preserve large parcels and clusters of light industrial land; 
• Protect light industrial employment clusters from encroachment of incompatible 

land uses both from within the cluster and its surrounds; and 
• Provide for a broad range of industrial and warehouse land uses. 
 
The strategy recommends preserving a supply of light industrial land in the development 
pipeline to support the long term need for employment lands at a reasonable cost to 
industry.  The subject site is a large, well positioned parcel of industrial land.  It is 
located within an existing, large industrial cluster and is considered an important parcel 
in the supply of developable industrial land.  It is strategically important to protect the 
Kembla Grange employment lands from encroachment by incompatible land uses and 
preserve the potential of this area for industrial use. 
 
The planning proposal requested would not facilitate the protection of light industrial 
land.  It would introduce a land use of a retail nature to the area, likely to lead to an 
erosion of industrial uses within the immediate area. 
 
Section 6 of the Strategy addresses demand for employment lands.  In 6.1, the Strategy 
concludes that: 
 
• “It was noted that the identification that there is an existing oversupply of 

industrial/employment lands in the LGA, is somewhat misleading.  There are 
many prevailing constraints that reduce the total useable area of the land for 
employment purposes i.e.: physical and environmental.” 

 
Page 108 of the Strategy states that: 
 
“Overall within the LGA there are a limited number of large industrial lots across all 
industrial zones.” 
 
Section 7.3 of the Strategy provides general guiding principles for industrial lands, 
including: 
 
• “Preserve zoned land that can accommodate relatively large floor plates (larger 

sized lots) and that are well serviced or connected to main road networks”; and 
• “Do not permit bulky goods retailing in industrial zones.  Allow retailing in 

industrial zones only where it is ancillary to industrial uses.” 
 
The proposed retail use the planning proposal seeks to allow is not well-located to 
support the retail centre of Dapto or the land zoned for the proposed West Dapto Town 
Centre and would encroach on the existing industrial area.  The subject site is a 
relatively large parcel of industrial land, well separated from residential areas and near 
to the heavy industrial land in Kembla Grange.  This industrial lands precinct is 
regionally significant and well located to support higher order industry, with good access 
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to road, rail and the port of Port Kembla.  This area should be protected for industrial 
land uses. 
 
The potential customers of the proposed development would introduce vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic of a different character to that normally expected within an industrial 
zone.  The submission seeks a large retail development and states that customers 
would be drawn from a wide region.  The uses sought in the submission would not be 
considered ancillary to industrial uses.  This is likely to introduce conflict, with the 
sensitivity of customers potentially deterring industrial uses from locating within the area 
and pressure existing industrial uses to move out, due to incompatible land uses.  To 
approve the current proposal is considered likely to exacerbate, rather than reduce the 
incidence of incompatible land uses.  This would not be consistent with the desired 
strategy of protecting employment lands from incompatible uses. 
 
Consistency with the objectives of the IN2 Light Industry zone: 
 
Bulky goods premises are prohibited development in the IN2 Light Industrial zone under 
Wollongong Local Environmental Plan (West Dapto) 2010.  The objectives of the zone 
are as follows: 
 
• To provide a wide range of light industrial, warehouse and related land uses; 
• To encourage employment opportunities and to support the viability of centres; 
• To minimise any adverse effect of industry on other land uses; 
• To enable other land uses, that provide facilities or services to meet the day to 

day needs of workers in the area; 
• To support and protect industrial land for industrial uses; 
• To encourage appropriate forms of industrial development that will contribute to 

the economic and employment growth of the City of Wollongong; 
• To facilitate and encourage suitable types of light industrial, high technology 

service and manufacturing activities that, due to their nature and the processes 
involved, are appropriate for inclusion in a light industrial zone; 

• To ensure that development cannot be carried out if the processes to be carried 
on, the transportation to be involved or the plant, machinery or materials to be 
used interfere unreasonably with the amenity of the area; and 

• To allow some diversity of activities that will not: 
- significantly detract from the operation of existing or proposed 

manufacturing and service industries; or 
- significantly detract from the amenity of nearby residents; or 
- have an adverse impact on the efficient operation of the surrounding road 

system. 
 
The submission requests a large scale retail operation of almost 40,000m² floor area.  
This is considered to be a significant amount of retailing to be proposed outside the 
existing or proposed centres, well beyond the ancillary, small scale retail operations 
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considered appropriate for industrial zones.  Such significant retail development should 
be encouraged in locations that support existing retail centres. 
 
Intent of these strategies and Court recognition 
 
The intent of these strategies is to provide for the orderly development of industrial and 
retail land uses within an appropriate hierarchy.  This assists in maximising public 
benefits, by locating centres where existing public infrastructure, social services and 
public transport can allow for equitable access and minimise vehicle travel distances by 
co-locating such retail and commercial services in centres where people can undertake 
multiple tasks in one trip.  It also provides certainty for businesses and investors.  The 
retail centre proposed by the submission is best described as a destination centre, for 
specific purpose trips. The proposed rezoning would not support existing town centres 
and would take up regionally significant land reserved for significant industrial uses.  It 
would also impact negatively on existing retail centres. 
 
The importance of these strategies has been backed by the Land and Environment 
Court.  In ATB Engineers Pty Ltd v Wollongong City Council (2008), Commissioner Bly 
found that studies and strategies referred to above held determinative weight in 
upholding Council’s refusal of a proposed bulky goods retail use within an industrial 
zone: 
 

“. . . the important merits question is whether the site should be maintained for 
industrial uses rather than allowing it to be used for a bulky goods store.  In this 
regard, taking into account the above-mentioned studies, strategies and plans 
together with the evidence of [Council officers] I have been persuaded that the 
proposal would, by limiting the availability of land for these purposes, prejudice 
opportunities for manufacturing and service activities in the 4(a) zone. 
 
In reaching this conclusion I have given significant and determinative weight to 
the common theme of these studies and strategies that seeks to ensure that the 
availability of industrial lands for employment purposes is maintained, and which 
effectively culminate in the draft LEP that will prohibit bulky goods stores on this 
site. 
. . . .  
This is because the measures in these studies and strategies and the draft LEP 
reveal a consistent approach by the Department of Planning and the Council 
towards the protection of industrial zoned lands for industrial purposes over a 
number of years and this is sufficient for them to attract determinative weight.” 

 
Since this court case, Council has implemented both Wollongong Local Environmental 
Plan 2009 and Wollongong Local Environmental Plan (West Dapto) 2010, both of which 
are consistent with these studies and strategies in prohibiting bulky goods retailing and 
general retailing within industrial zones.  These Local Environmental Plans and 
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strategies are consistent in their guidance that general retailing should not be located on 
industrial zoned land. 
 
Economic Impacts 
 
Industrial land is a limited resource within the region.  The subject land is a large, well 
located parcel of land, within a regionally significant industrial lands precinct.  The 
Kembla Grange lands are a significant land resource for industries supporting the port of 
Port Kembla and supporting industrial jobs within the region.  The requested rezoning 
would forgo industrial development on this important precinct in favour of retail 
development – that could be more appropriately located to support existing retail 
centres. 
 
The proponent argues the benefits of investment and job creation resulting from the 
proposal.  However, much of this could be diverted from elsewhere - investment and 
jobs lost from existing centres like Wollongong City Centre, Dapto Town Centre and 
other centres needing revitalisation, investment and jobs.  The loss from existing 
centres is difficult to quantify, however it is recognised that a redistribution of 
employment opportunities from existing centres would take place (Patrick Partners, 
2010). 
 
No synergies exist between the proposed retail outlet and the industrial land uses 
desired within this precinct.  Conflict between retail customers and the operations of 
industrial land uses is likely to stifle industrial operations and undermine investor 
confidence.  The type of traffic generated by retail uses is likely to conflict with the 
needs of industry - for example freight truck movements within the industrial streets are 
likely to be impeded by retail customer’s cars.  The loss of this significant large lot of 
industrial land would set an undesirable precedent and promote the erosion of the 
industrial land uses within the area. 
 
Industry and manufacturing jobs have a higher “value add” component and generally a 
higher proportion of skilled employment opportunities.  Retail uses generate 
employment which is lower skilled and towards the low end of the income spectrum and 
serve to capture income from existing resident population within the catchment (and 
divert this from other retail centres).  Manufacturing and industry generate employment 
at higher incomes and with a higher dollar value to the economy per employee.  
Industrial land uses have potential to generate significantly more “export” income from 
outside the region to the local economy.  Retail employment generates less gross value 
to the economy per employee than industry (Pracsys, 2009). 
 
The 2006 ABS data for Wollongong indicates that there are slightly more jobs within the 
bulky goods retailing sector within the local government area than there were residents 
employed within this sector.  In 2006, there were 216 more residents employed in 
industrial jobs than there were jobs available within Wollongong.  Council’s employment 
and economic strategies seek to protect scarce industrial land parcels and encouraging 
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investment within this sector to provide suitable employment creation for the skilled 
industrial and manufacturing workers in our city. 
 
In the Strathfield Council case, Senior Commissioner Roseth noted: 
 

“. . . to give outlet centres special planning treatment, and to allow them to locate 
in industrial or bulky good zones where shopping centres are otherwise prohibited 
is to pander to one group of retail property developers and give them a significant 
cost advantage over their competitors through the lower cost of land in these 
zones.” 

 
Council should be fair and equitable in its treatment of retail uses.  Unless a retail use is 
genuinely ancillary to industrial uses within industrial zones, they should be treated as 
any other retail use.  Such retail land uses should be encouraged to locate within 
existing or new town centres.  For “factory outlets” seeking lower rents, these could be 
encouraged to locate in locations that can support and revitalise existing centres 
including declining centres. 
 
Arup Economics Regional Development Agencies report (2001) suggests that retailing 
in town centres generates approximately five (5) employees per 100sqm of leasable 
area, whereas superstores / retail warehouses generate approximately 1 person per 
100sqm leasable floor area. 
 
The travel costs associated with dispersed, out-of-centre retail uses needs to be 
factored into consideration of the economic impacts of this proposal.  In car dominated 
cities, the annual cost of journeys can be twice that of cities which have a higher 
proportion of public transport/cycle/pedestrian journeys.  This has an economic cost to 
the community in terms of fuel costs, vehicle wear and tear, and time spent travelling.  
These costs are often overlooked.  There are also social and environmental costs from 
increased vehicle usage.  The proposed rezoning would allow the creation of what is 
effectively a new shopping centre, outside of existing/proposed town centres.  With the 
wider regional catchment the proposed retail development seeks to draw from, the likely 
result is a significant increase in vehicular traffic. 
 
The proponent has claimed that there are no suitable sites within which their proposed 
development could be accommodated.  There are suitably zoned sites which could be 
used to accommodate bulky goods retailing land uses (such as Tallawarra, Unanderra 
and Northcliffe Drive, Berkeley). 
 
Existing town centres have significant investment, both public and private in the 
infrastructure, public transport and facilities to serve the wider community.  Vibrant town 
centres with a wide variety of services and businesses have significant social and 
environmental benefits.  This rezoning would allow a stand alone retail centre to be 
developed, away from existing centres, contrary to the plans for West Dapto Urban 
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Release Area and contrary to the relevant plans and strategies relating to economic 
development for the region. 
 
Ecological Sustainability 

In order to achieve increased environmental sustainability, improve air quality and 
encourage the use of public transport, cycling and walking, Council needs to encourage 
retail development within centres.  By adhering to the strategies discussed above, 
Council will enable a reduction in travel demand by private vehicles, support the viable 
operation of public transport and improve equitable access for the community to jobs, 
retail opportunities, services and facilities.  The proposed rezoning would enable a form 
of development which is not supporting these sustainability aims.  The proposed 
development sought would result in a stand alone retail centre, generating additional 
single-use vehicle trips.  The proposal does not support vibrant and sustainable town 
centres or ecologically sustainable movement patterns. 
 
Options 
 
Council has the following options: 
 
1. No change to current planning controls. 
 
2. Prepare a draft Planning Proposal to either: 
 

a. allow the additional uses of bulky goods premises, industrial retail outlets, 
shops and food and drink premises on the site; or 

 
b. rezone the site to the B6 Enterprise Corridor zone, to allow bulky goods 

premises, or B2 Local Centre to allow retail premises (permits both bulky 
goods premises and shops). 

 
It is recommended that Council make no changes to the current planning controls. 

 

Conclusion 

The subject site is a large, well sited parcel of industrial land, within a regionally 
significant industrial land precinct.  The preservation of such significant land and 
retention for industrial uses is consistent with strategies, studies and guidelines at both 
a state and Council level.  Protection of this land will enable the region to build on its 
strengths through higher order manufacturing activities and proximity to the Port of Port 
Kembla.  Such valuable and scarce industrial land should be protected. 
 
The use of this site for retail uses is contrary to the relevant studies and strategies and 
forgoes significant industrial land for retail uses which would be more appropriately 
located within existing retail centres.  The proposed rezoning request would undermine 
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the integrity of town centres, rather than supporting them.  The requested rezoning is 
inconsistent with centres policies; employment lands policies and regional strategies.  
The proposal is inconsistent with the intent of: 
 
• Illawarra Regional Strategy; 
• Employment Lands Guidelines for the Illawarra; 
• Integrating Land Use and Transport Policies; 
• Wollongong Retail Centre Study; 
• Wollongong Employment Lands Strategy; and 
• Wollongong Local Environmental Plan (West Dapto) 2010. 
 
The principles behind these studies and strategies have been consistently applied by 
Council and the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure in the creation of 
Wollongong’s Local Environmental Plans.  These principles and strategies have also 
been recognised and upheld by the NSW Land and Environment Court.  On this basis 
the proposed “Factory outlet” retailing and bulky goods retailing uses are considered to 
be inappropriate for this site. 
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    REF:  CM32/12    File:  ESP-100.03.001 

ITEM 9 DRAFT WARRAWONG TOWN CENTRE - URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS   

 In 2010, the Land Use Planning Team commenced a detailed review of the planning 
controls for Warrawong Town Centre in the form of an Urban Design Analysis.  A cross 
divisional team has been established to provide input on the Study.  
 
The Draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis aims to review the 
strategic vision for Warrawong as a Regional Centre and to guide its future growth 
over the next 30 years.  The analysis draws on past community opinion, the review of 
strategic policy and a desktop analysis to identify key observations, draft key urban 
design principles and draft key strategies.   
 
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s support to undertake community 
engagement through exhibition of the draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design 
Analysis. 
 

 

Recommendation 

The Draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis as attached be received 
and exhibited for a minimum period of six (6) weeks. 
 
 

Attachments 

Draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment 

 

Background 

The Land Use Planning Team are preparing town and village plans across the Local 
Government Area.  The intention of this process is to review the planning controls for 
nominated town centres and villages, and promote well designed and vibrant centres to 
meet the future needs of the community. 
 
On 22 June 2010, Council resolved to endorse the priority list for the preparation of 
Town and Village Plans.  The Land Use Planning Team have been progressing with a 
range of studies to inform the progression of the top four (4) priorities: 
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- Warrawong Regional Centre Review (draft Urban Design Analysis completed for 
exhibition); 

- Port Kembla Main Street Study (Concept Master Plan completed 2011, 
Development Control Plan pending); 

- Figtree and Unanderra Major Towns (Urban Design Analysis commenced for 
each centre concurrently); and 

- Wongawilli Village Master Plan (Urban Design Analysis commenced). 
 
In December 2010, the Land Use Planning Team commenced a detailed review of the 
planning controls for the Warrawong Town Centre in the form of an Urban Design 
Analysis. 
 
In November 2011, a Councillors’ Briefing Note was prepared, outlining the town and 
village planning process and the adopted priority list for the completion of these studies.  
The Briefing Note identified an opportunity for Councillors to review the priority list as 
part of the preparation of the annual Operational Plan. 
 
Discussion on the priority list will form part of the upcoming Councillor workshops on the 
Strategic Management cycle (annual planning and budget preparation), and a further 
report will be presented to Council following these workshops to consider a revised 
priority list. 
 
On 19 December 2011, a Councillor workshop was held to seek Councillor input and 
observations for the Warrawong Town Centre study with regard to challenges, draft 
urban design principles, draft key strategies and consultation methods.  Information 
provided and feedback recorded from this workshop will inform the ongoing 
engagement process. 
 

Proposal 

The Warrawong Town Centre is identified as a Major Regional Town Centre in the 
Illawarra Regional Strategy and Council’s Retail Centres hierarchy.  As a Regional 
Town Centre, Warrawong is one of the largest centres in the southern region of 
Wollongong with a total retail floor space of 54,000m2 most of which is occupied by 
Westfield Shopping Centre. 
 
The Warrawong Town Centre has a number of challenges including: 
 
• King Street is a major barrier dividing the town in two; 
• residents and visitors are encouraged to drive; 
• town centre is under developed and there is a lot of vacant tenancies; 
• no quality community meeting spaces; 
• no main street or ‘town centre’; 
• limited connectivity around the town centre and surrounding suburbs; and 
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• increased competition from surrounding retail centres in Shellharbour, Dapto, 
Figtree and Wollongong. 

 
Warrawong Town Centre is defined by a concentration of retail and commercial uses 
along King and Cowper Streets of Warrawong.  This area is shown in Figure 1 by a 
concentration of Commercial Core zoned land (represented in blue).  The study area, 
defined by red outline, represents the boundary of Warrawong Town Centre as defined 
by Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009 (Chapter B4) which sets out the built 
form controls for the centre. 
 

 

Figure 1: Map of Warrawong Town Centre 
 
The first stage of the Warrawong Town Centre Study is the preparation of an Urban 
Design Analysis which includes a thorough assessment of relevant land use planning 
controls, the current built form and public domain structure of the town centre, and 
desktop research of environmental, economic and social issues.  The Draft Warrawong 
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Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis (attachment 1) draws out key observations, draft 
urban design principles and key draft strategies for consultation. 
 
The Warrawong Town Centre study will: 
 
- assist in defining the regional role and identity of Warrawong; 
- guide built form over the next thirty (30) years; 
- respond to the current and future needs of residents and visitors to the town 

centre; and 
- address public domain, open space and transportation requirements. 
 
Key Observations for Community Discussion 
 
Section 4.11 of the Urban Design Analysis presents a summary of key observations 
arising from background analysis.  These observations have been divided into three (3) 
categories – People, Place and Movement (see Attachment 1). 
 
Draft Key Urban Design Principles for Community Discussion 
 
Section 5.3 Draft Urban Design Principles within the Warrawong Town Centre - Urban 
Design Analysis presents ten (10) urban design principles for community discussion and 
to inform future master planning of Warrawong Town Centre. 
 
The draft urban design principles and strategies presented by the Draft Warrawong 
Town Centre - Urban Design Analysis provide a range of concepts and ideas to direct 
discussion around the future revitalisation of the Warrawong Town Centre.  These 
principles include: 
 
1. re-establish Cowper Street as the ‘main street’; 
2. create community meeting places either side of King Street; 
3. improve legibility of the town centre; 
4. a connected and accessible town centre which is safe for all; 
5. promote a sense of community; 
6. promote a sustainable town centre; 
7. enhance existing Warrawong Town Centre; 
8. retain character which is specific to Warrawong; 
9. connect the town centre with key destinations; and 
10. reconnect Westfield with the town centre. 
 
In order to successfully promote positive change which will meet community needs, it is 
essential to engage with the community and key stakeholders to confirm and identify the 
key priorities and issues facing their town centre. 
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Consultation and Communication 

To date, the Draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis has drawn from a 
range of internal, community and stakeholder consultation. 
 
Internal Consultation 
 
Initial consultation has occurred with representatives from a number of Council Divisions 
including Environmental Strategy and Planning, Community Cultural and Library 
Services, Organisational Strategy and Improvement and Infrastructure.  An internal 
Project Control Group for this project has also been established. 
 
A Councillor workshop was held on 19 December 2011 to brief Councillors on the 
project and to seek their input and involvement. 
 
Community Consultation 
 
The draft Urban Design Analysis draws on key themes and issues presented by 
previous consultation exercises with the southern suburbs community (documented by 
Place Management in the Southern Suburbs Final Report, Urbis 2007).  It is intended 
that these comments will form the basis of ongoing discussion with the community. 
 
Initial discussions around observations and key issues were held with Neighbourhood 
Forum 7 on 16 June 2011. 
 
Stakeholder Consultation 
 
Consultation has occurred with representatives from key agency and stakeholder 
groups, including the Lake Illawarra Authority, Westfield’s Pty Ltd and Southern Suburbs 
Taskforce, the Roads and Traffic Authority, Department of Planning and Infrastructure 
and Healthy Communities Illawarra. 
 
Of note, the Lake Illawarra Authority (LIA) have commenced a review of the adopted 
master plan for Griffins Bay (Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009).  To ensure a 
coordinated approach Council and the LIA have held ongoing discussions relating to 
this matter.  LIA have advised they will be lodging a planning proposal in the near future 
for Council’s consideration.  While a future planning proposal would be subject to 
statutory consultation requirements, the proposal will also be considered in context of 
the Warrawong Town Centre Study. 
 
Next Stage – Consultation 
 
The next stage of the Warrawong Town Centre Study is the public exhibition of the Draft 
Urban Design Analysis to gain important community and stakeholder input.  This will be 
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delivered through a comprehensive community engagement strategy to ensure that the 
opinions of this very diverse community are represented. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Feedback compiled from staff, Councillors, the community and key stakeholders will be 
used to refine key urban design principles, and in turn assist in refining a draft Concept 
Master Plan and Implementation Strategy.  These documents could inform amendments 
to Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 and Wollongong Development Control 
Plan 2009 and such changes would involve further community consultation. 
 

Conclusion 

Warrawong Town Centre presents a range of diverse issues, presenting some 
significant challenges in delivering successful revitalisation. 
 
The Draft Warrawong Town Centre – Urban Design Analysis is the first stage of the 
Warrawong Town Centre Study, identifying a range of observations and ideas for 
community and stakeholder input.  The public exhibition of the observations, draft urban 
design principles and key strategies will provide a forum for community and stakeholder 
ideas and input and give residents in the southern suburbs the opportunity to contribute 
to the future of Warrawong. 
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    REF:  CM33/12    File:  ESP-100.07.007 

ITEM 10 NSW PLANNING SYSTEM REVIEW ISSUES PAPER   

 The NSW Government commenced a review of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act (1979) and the broader planning system in July 2011.  Wollongong 
City Council provided initial input to the review in October 2011.  An Issues Paper has 
now been prepared by the Review Panel posing questions for consideration. 

Council considered a draft submission in response to the Issues Paper at the 
13 February 2012 Council meeting and resolved that a briefing be arranged with staff 
and Councillors to discuss the submission, prior to it being reported to Council for 
finalisation. 

This report presents the revised submission, which incorporates the issues discussed 
at the briefing. 
 

 

Recommendation 

The draft submission on the NSW Planning System Review Issues Paper The Way 
Ahead for Planning in NSW (Attachment 2) be endorsed for finalisation by the General 
Manager and submitted to the Joint Chairs of the NSW Planning System Review. 
 
 

Attachments 

1 Council’s previous submission to the NSW Planning System Review. 

2 Draft submission on the NSW Planning System Review Issues Paper The Way 
Ahead for Planning in NSW. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environmental Strategy and Planning 
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment 

  

Background 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act came into force in 1979.  The 
provisions of the Act are supplemented by the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulations 2000.  The legislation controls: 
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• The preparation of State Environmental Planning Policies by the NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure; 

• The preparation of Local Environmental Plans, Development Control Plans and 
Development Contributions Plans by Councils; 

• The assessment of Development Applications and Major Project Applications; 
• Regulation and enforcement of development issues; and 
• Administrative functions. 

In July 2011, the State Government announced the commencement of replacement 
legislation and appointed Tim Moore and Ron Dwyer, Joint Chairs of an Independent 
Panel, to lead the review and proposed the following timetable: 

• 29 September to 2 November 2011 - State wide listening tour; 
• 4 November 2011 – closing date for written submissions; 
• December, 2011 – Issues Paper to be released; 
• 2 March 2012 (extended from 17 February 2012) – closing date for submissions 

on the Issues Paper; 
• April 2012 – publish Green Paper (which sets out the Panel’s preferred structure 

for a new Planning System). 
• 2013 - publish White Paper; and 
• 2013 - submit draft Bill to the NSW Parliament (draft Act / law). 

On 4 October 2011 the co-chairs held two (2) meetings in Wollongong as part of their 
State wide “listening tour”. 

On 31 October 2011, Council endorsed a written submission as input to the listening 
and scoping stage of the review. 

Submissions and comments received in the initial consultation phase have been used to 
produce an Issues Paper entitled, The way ahead for planning in NSW?  The Issues 
Paper is available on the NSW Planning System Review Website 
http://planningreview.nsw.gov.au/.  It focuses on questions concerning the issues raised 
in written submissions and at the community forums and stakeholder meetings held 
during the listening and scoping stage of the review. 

Council has the opportunity to submit written comments in response to the Issues Paper 
prepared by 2 March 2012. 

A draft submission was prepared and reported to the 13 February 2012 Council meeting 
for consideration.  Council resolved: 

1 Council note the draft submission. 
2 Staff arrange a briefing and Councillor discussion to gain more information about 

the submission and to compare with other submissions. 
3 The matter be brought back as a draft to the next Council meeting for endorsement 

following the above discussion and information. 

A briefing session was held on 20 February 2012 with Councillors and Council officers. 
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Proposal 

The draft submission attached to this report (Attachment 2) incorporates the issues 
discussed at this briefing session and responds to the questions posed in the Issues 
Paper.  There are over 200 questions contained within six sections of the Paper as 
follows; 

Chapter A: Introduction 
This Chapter provides background to the review and asks high level questions about 
what the new planning system might look like.   

Chapter B: Key elements, structure and objectives of a new planning system 
The Chapter explores the key issues around the possible options for a new planning 
system framework.   
 
Chapter C: Making plans 
This Chapter explores the key issues and principles relevant to the content and 
processes of making plans, such as Local Environmental Plans.   

Chapter D: Development proposals and assessment 
This Chapter explores the key issues at the centre of approving and regulating 
development.   

Chapter E: Appeals and reviews; enforcement and compliance 
This Chapter explores the key issues related to appeal and review systems.   

Chapter F: Implementation of the new planning system 
This Chapter explores a range of issues and questions related to implementing a new 
planning system.   

The draft submission responds to all relevant questions contained within these six 
sections. The submission needs to be read in conjunction with the Issues Paper, which 
sets the context for each question and response. 

 

Conclusion 

The NSW Planning System provides the framework for Council in undertaking core 
responsibilities in relation to planning and development.  The current Planning System is 
over 30 years old and has become increasingly complex. 

Council has made both verbal and written submissions as input to the listening and 
scoping stage of the Planning System Review being undertaken by the NSW 
Government.  Responding to the Issues Paper prepared by the Review Panel is an 
important way in which Council can express its views on a new Planning System. 
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    REF:  CM34/12    File:  ESP-080.02.001 

ITEM 11 ILLAWARRA ESCARPMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE   

 At the 31 October 2011 Council meeting, Council resolved that a report be prepared 
outlining how a possible Escarpment Planning Committee and its functions could 
operate.  This report provides background information on the Illawarra Escarpment 
and an overview of the current status of the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic 
Management Plan, to provide context for the potential establishment of an Escarpment 
Planning Committee. 

The roles and structure of a possible Escarpment Planning Committee are outlined in 
the report. 

 

 

Recommendation  

1 The progress of implementation of the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic 
Management Plan be noted. 

2 The structure and function of a possible Escarpment Planning Committee be 
noted and Council consider the establishment of such a committee. 

 
 

Attachments 

There are no attachments for this report. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Renee Campbell, Manager Environment Strategy and Planning 
Director: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment 

 

Background 

Council at its meeting of 31 October 2011 considered a notice of motion on the 
establishment of committees and reference groups.  Part of the notice of motion was: 

The following Council Committees be formed, with the aim of assisting Council in our 
long-term, strategic planning for overall sustainability: … 

d)  Illawarra Escarpment Planning Committee 

This committee or authority was recommended by the Commission of Inquiry into the 
Illawarra Escarpment and, throughout the subsequent development of the Illawarra 
Escarpment Plan of Management (PoM). Council and the State Government were 
committed to the formation of such a committee. The Committee’s role would be to 
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oversee the implementation of the PoM, and recommend any changes to the PoM to 
ensure that its objectives are being met. 

Recommended structure: 

3 x Councillors (1 from each ward), 3 x community representatives (1 from each ward), 
representative from the Illawarra Escarpment Coalition, 1 representative from the 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure. 

Council resolved (in part) that: 

A report be presented to Councillors detailing how a possible Escarpment Planning 
Committee and its functions could operate. 

 

Proposal 

In order to consider how an Escarpment Planning Committee could operate, this report 
is presented in three parts: 

1. Illawarra Escarpment – Background Information 

2. Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan – Current Status 

3. Possible Escarpment Planning Committee – Structure and Functions 

1. Illawarra Escarpment – Background Information 

The Illawarra Escarpment has major conservation significance and is regarded as a 
natural icon of the region. It extends the entire length of the Wollongong Local 
Government Area and was defined by the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management 
Plan (2006) as a 11,407 hectare area largely occurring above the 50m RL contour (50m 
above sea level) or existing residential development. This boundary has since been 
modified by the exclusion of areas covered by the West Dapto Urban Release Area. 

Approximately 60% of the Illawarra Escarpment is in private ownership, with 
approximately 30% under National Parks and Wildlife Service management. 
Wollongong City Council manages approximately 5% of the escarpment area. In 
addition to direct management, Council is responsible for the preparation and 
assessment of land use planning controls which affect escarpment lands.  
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Illawarra Escarpment Land Management

Private
59%

Wollongong City Council
5%

Sydney Catchment Authority
4%

Roads and Maritime Services
1%

Other Public
1%

Sydney Water Corporation
1%

National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (E1 Zone)

29%

In 1990, Council established the Illawarra Escarpment Working Party to provide advice 
to Council on the implementation of tighter planning controls on environmentally 
significant lands along the Illawarra Escarpment, so as to better protect their scenic, 
landscape and environmental values. 

The Working Party identified a “core” escarpment area and in 1991 Council resolved to 
exhibit a draft Local Environmental Plan to rezone core escarpment land to 7(a) Special 
Environmental Protection zone. Some 160 properties were affected by the draft 
proposal. Following the exhibition period Council received 170 submissions of which 35 
submissions objected to the zoning on specific sites or issues.  Council and the Working 
Party reviewed the submissions and on 1 October 1993, Wollongong Local Environment 
Plan 1990 (Amendment No. 38) was gazetted which rezoned the core escarpment area 
to the 7(a) zone. 

In 1994, Council adopted a policy called Fair Trading whereby a landowner could 
negotiate additional development entitlements in exchange for the transfer of 
Escarpment Core Area land and in 1996, a Rural Residential Development policy was 
adopted, outlining areas Council considered suitable for rural residential development.  
The Fair Trading policy effectively related to lands within the escarpment core area and 
the Rural Residential Development policy related to West Dapto. 

On 2 March 1998, Council resolved to request the Minister for Urban Affairs and 
Planning to hold a Commission of Inquiry into the Illawarra Escarpment.  The reasons 
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for this request were twofold.  Firstly, there had been a number of concerns raised by a 
section of the community about development in close proximity to the Escarpment.  The 
second reason for Council’s request related to the Fair Trading Policy. The Policy had 
been in operation for a number of years and there was some concern that whilst the 
policy was achieving its objective of bringing sensitive Escarpment lands into public 
ownership, this may have been occurring at a cost of development in the escarpment 
fringe. 

The Minister subsequently agreed to the Commission of Inquiry and forwarded Council 
the draft Terms of Reference. 

In 1999, a Commission of Inquiry (CoI) into the long term planning and management of 
the Illawarra Escarpment recommended (amongst other things) the creation of a 
Management Plan to address the Illawarra Escarpment as a whole, rather than relying 
on individual 'spot' rezonings and the existing Fair Trade and Rural Residential policies 
of Council. The Commissioner stated that the Management Plan was to be informed by 
a series of constraint studies. The following studies were undertaken: 

• Bioregional Assessment 2002 – the (then) Department of Environment and 
Conservation; 

• Riparian Corridor Management Study 2004 –  the (then) Department of 
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources; 

• Update of Landslip Mapping – University of Wollongong and Wollongong City 
Council; 

• Social Study – CSIRO (partially completed); 

• Preliminary Heritage Assessment – external consultant; 

• Bushfire Risk Management Plan - Wollongong City Council; and 

• Bushfire Asset Protection Zone Risk Management Study - Wollongong City 
Council. 

The CoI also recommended the establishment of a management committee, chaired 
and serviced by the (then) Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, to prepare an 
environmental management plan for all state government owned lands. Any 
development or work proposed by government agencies on public land within the 
Escarpment was to be reviewed by this Committee.  This Committee was never 
established by the State. Instead, a Community Reference Group was formed, which 
contributed to the preparation of the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan 
(the Plan). 

The draft Escarpment Plan was prepared and endorsed for exhibition on 8 December 
2003. The preparation of the draft Plan involved significant consultation with state 
government agencies, the Community Reference Group, liaison with Aboriginal groups, 
workshops with landholders and 'listening posts' in shopping centres throughout the city. 
The draft Plan was exhibited for four months from February 2004 and received 278 
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submissions.  The Plan defined, in a broad scale, the strategic planning and 
management actions required to define the escarpment and manage it in its entirety, for 
both current and future generations. 

The objectives of the Plan include: 

• Identify important (high conservation, core escarpment areas), environmentally 
significant areas of the escarpment and foothills; 

• Protect and conserve the cultural heritage of the escarpment including not only 
physical items but the scenic and aesthetic values that inspire people and draw 
them to the Illawarra for tourism and recreation; 

• Assess the existing land use zones within the escarpment and foothills and 
identify possible changes to the zoning regime to align conservation 
requirements and land use zones; 

• Provide a framework for consistency in applying WCC land use planning 
policies to current and future public and private land use; 

• Identify voluntary land management options for all land tenures consistent with 
the conservation values; 

• Outline potential implementation strategies to facilitate partnerships between 
public and private land holdings with respect to voluntary management options; 
and 

• Discuss possible conservation incentives to encourage conservation outcomes.  

The Escarpment Plan utilised the constraint studies undertaken following the CoI to 
inform attribute mapping of four broad categories within the study area. In order from the 
highest conservation significance, they were: 

• Core Escarpment - areas of high conservation value, within fifty (50) metres of a 
significant watercourse, or highly constrained by slope or land instability. 

• Biophysical Support for Core - areas either fully surrounded by Core 
Escarpment, or which contained conservation values as a support for Core 
Escarpment areas. 

• Landscape Support for Core - areas which had cultural landscape values or 
were surrounded by Biophysical Support for Core 

• Escarpment Interface - areas of primarily agricultural value providing a transition 
from the urban to the natural areas of the escarpment. 

The Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan was endorsed by Council on 2 
May 2005.  The Plan proposed to modify the CoI recommended state authority for 
management of the escarpment to accommodate an Illawarra Conservation Authority 
with the potential for all or some of the following governance roles: 
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• take carriage of the final (approved) strategy/actions; 
• direct any further work required (eg additional studies); 
• periodic revision, evaluation and updating of the plan; 
• monitoring of actions; 
• employment of staff/consultants; 
• undertake onground works; 
• administration (agendas, minutes etc); 
• advise on agency expenditure of funds and prioritisation of agency actions; 
• spend funds on community conservation grants and private land conservation 

incentive schemes; 
• coordination of information/skills sharing between stakeholders; 
• assignment of action priorities; and 
• agency, Council, community consultation, coordination & communication. 

 
The Plan identified that an interim measure was required to investigate the form an 
Authority might take and how it would attract funding, including from Council and State 
sources. The Authority would be required to have representation across all key 
stakeholders and provide a transparent decision making process for the implementation 
and subsequent review of the Escarpment Plan. 
 

The NSW Government did not support the endorsement of an Illawarra Conservation 
Authority and endorsed a slightly modified version of the Plan in May 2006. One of the 
modifications related to the management structure for implementation of the Plan.  
Instead of an Illawarra Conservation Authority, the following management structure was 
adopted: 
 
A committee of WCC will be used for managing the implementation of the plan. The 
committee structure will need to be negotiated with relevant state agencies. A report 
including the proposed management structure and a detailed work plan and 
implementation strategy will be developed and provided to WCC in November 2006. 
 
A work plan was presented to Council's Information Folder on 8 May 2006 outlining 
eleven (11) projects which would culminate in the gazettal of an LEP, integrating the 
zonings recommended by the Plan. One of these projects was to develop a framework 
for an Illawarra Escarpment Committee.  This project was scheduled for completion in 
February 2007. 

The establishment of this Committee was delayed, largely due to the demands of 
implementing several major studies related to the development of a new LEP. In 
February 2008 the framework for an Escarpment Working Group was prepared, with the 
intent of involving state government agencies and Wollongong City Council 
representatives. 

Attempts to involve state agencies in the Working Group proved difficult, with the (then) 
NSW Department of Environment and Climate Change and the (then) NSW Department 
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of Planning declining the invitation to participate.  The concept for a Working Group was 
disbanded, and the implementation of actions identified in the Plan was undertaken 
through issues based, as opposed to place based, projects/working groups. 

It should be noted that there was significant interest from the community in being 
involved in escarpment related matters.  With the finalization of the Plan, Community 
Reference Group meetings were discontinued.  There is a feeling of discontent from 
some within the community with the loss of opportunity to participate in a structure 
dedicated to escarpment matters. 

2. Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan – Current Status 

The actions contained within the Plan are made up of two major components: land use 
planning and management.  

Land Use Planning 

The land use planning section proposed new planning zones under LEP 1990 related to 
the Illawarra Escarpment attribute mapping. In 2006, the State government introduced 
the standard instrument for the preparation of LEPs which removed the opportunity for 
Council to define zones specific to areas such as the Illawarra Escarpment. 

Council undertook the Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Study in 2007 in order to 
examine existing zoning within the escarpment, the mapped constraints applying to the 
land, and to recommend LEP controls and zonings consistent with both the new LEP 
template and the objectives of the Plan. The Study recommendations were reported to 
Council in June 2007 and were subsequently endorsed, with several site-specific 
amendments, at the 6 August 2007 meeting. The recommended zonings were exhibited 
as part of the draft Wollongong LEP 2009. 

In response to the exhibition of the draft LEP, Council received fifty four (54) 
submissions commenting on issues associated with the Illawarra Escarpment.  Forty 
(40) submissions were from or on behalf of landowners who objected to the proposed 
E2 or E3 zones; wanted to build a house on their land; wanted to subdivide their land; or 
wanted to continue agricultural practices. 

On 28 July 2009 Council considered a report on the draft LEP relating to escarpment 
matters and endorsed a final set of controls to be integrated into the Wollongong LEP 
2009. The Wollongong LEP 2009 was endorsed by the Minister for Planning on 26 
February 2010. 

Wollongong LEP 2009 utilises the E1 National Parks zone for land controlled by 
National Parks and Wildlife Service, E2 Environmental Conservation zone for high 
conservation priority land and E3 Environmental Management zone for land with a 
mixture of conservation and other land use values. Approximately 90% of the 
escarpment area mapped as Core Escarpment by the Plan is within these zones; 80% 
of the escarpment area mapped as Biophysical Support for Core is within these zones; 
and 46% of the Landscape Support for Core is within these zones (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Proportion of Illawarra Escarpment Attribute areas within Wollongong LEP 
2009 zones. 

 
E1 E2 E3 E4 R2 R3 RE1 RE2 RU1 RU2 SP1 SP2 SP3 Attribute 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % 

CORE 
ESCARPMENT 31 43 16 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 3 0 
BIOPHYSICAL 
SUPPORT 17 36 28 1 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 6 0 
LANDSCAPE 
SUPPORT 3 13 31 12 0 0 1 0 6 28 0 6 0 
ESCARPMENT 
INTERFACE 0 6 4 0 0 0 4 5 0 79 1 1 0 

 

Management – Investigation and Planning Phase 

The management measures proposed by the Plan were summarised as key actions in 
two phases. The first phase was the investigation and planning phase. This consisted of 
studies to inform the management of the Illawarra Escarpment and contribute further 
information to the revision of land use zoning. The second phase consisted of on-
ground works programs arising from the recommendations of the studies. In some 
cases, the actions identified within the Plan mirrored actions and/or initiatives which had 
already been identified in other plans or which were required by legislation/agency 
guidelines.  As a result, a number of the actions are currently overseen by existing 
committees/management structures.  In addition, the work undertaken has reflected 
changing legislation, guidelines and work practices.  For completeness, all actions 
identified within the Plan have been included below to provide a snapshot of current 
status. 
 

Table 1  Management Actions for the Investigation and Planning Phase. 

Escarpment Plan 
Key Action 

Plan/Strategy Responsibility Status 

Biodiversity Action 
Plans 

Illawarra Regional 
Biodiversity Strategy 

WCC, SCC, 
KMC, SRCMA, 
OEH 

Completed 2011.  
Implementation of 
actions ongoing. 

Weed Action Plans Illawarra Escarpment 
Strategic Weed 
Management Plan 

WCC, Illawarra 
Noxious Weeds 
Authority, 
SRCMA 

Completed 2006.  
Implementation of 
actions ongoing. 

Riparian Corridor 
Management Plans 

Wollongong Riparian 
Corridor Study 

WCC Completed 2006.  
Implementation of 
actions ongoing. 
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Escarpment Plan 
Key Action 

Plan/Strategy Responsibility Status 

 Draft Riparian DCP WCC, OEH Completed 2008 

 Wollongong DCP 2009 
- Ch. E23 Riparian 
Land Management 

WCC Completed 2009 

Erosion Control 
Plan 

 WCC, DoPI Not Undertaken – 
considered on a 
catchment basis 
through Floodplain 
Risk Management 
Plans and Issues 
based projects 

Ecotourism Strategy  WCC, DoPI, 
Tourism NSW 

Not Yet 
Commenced 

Pest and Feral 
Abatement Plans 

Vertebrate Pest Animal 
Management Policy 

Pest Management 
Plan: 

- Deer 

- Rabbits 

- Indian Myna Birds 

WCC, OEH, 
CLHPA, SCA, 
RSPCA, Animal 
Welfare 
League, Game 
Council NSW, 
NSW Police, 
DII. 

Completed 2010.  
Implementation of 
actions ongoing. 

Heritage 
Management Plans 

Illawarra Escarpment 
Heritage Assessment 
Part I 

WCC, OEH Completed 2005 

 Illawarra Escarpment 
Heritage Assessment 
Part II 

WCC, OEH Completed 2007 

 Indigenous Heritage 
Assessment 

WCC, OEH Completed 2008 

Voluntary 
Conservation 
Agreement Program 

 WCC, DoPI, 
OEH 

Undertaken on a 
project basis. 

Bushfire Precinct 
Plans 

Wollongong Bushfire 
APZ Study 

WCC, RFS Study complete.  
Asset Protection 
Zones 
Implemented. 
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Escarpment Plan 
Key Action 

Plan/Strategy Responsibility Status 

Maintenance 
ongoing. 

Agricultural 
Sustainability Study 

 Department of 
Agriculture 

Not Undertaken 

Facility Maintenance 
and Upgrade 
Strategy 

Asset Management 
Plans 

WCC Underway 

 

Acronym Name 

SRCMA Southern Rivers Catchment Management Authority 

OEH Office of Environment and Heritage 

DoPI Department of Planning and Infrastructure 

CLHPA Cumberland Livestock Health and Pest Authority 

SCA Sydney Catchment Authority 

DII Department of Industry and Investment 

RFS Rural Fire Service 

SCC Shellharbour City Council 

KMC Kiama Municipal Council 

RSPCA Royal Society for Protection of Cruelty to Animals  
 
Management – Onground Works 

The on-ground works programs proposed by the Plan are generally components of 
broader Council management programs. Biodiversity, weed, riparian corridor, erosion, 
feral animal control, heritage, bushfire, and asset management are all considered as 
part of LGA-wide Council programs. The level of on-ground works occurring in the 
Illawarra Escarpment is limited by the small proportion of Council land located within the 
escarpment (approximately 5%) and current operational budgets. 

Table 2  Management actions for on-ground works. 

Escarpment 
Plan Key Action 

On-ground Work Responsibility Status 

Biodiversity 
Enhancement 

Re-vegetation and 
rehabilitation works 

WCC, SRCMA Underway 

Weed 
Management 

Re-vegetation and 
rehabilitation works 

WCC, Illawarra 
Noxious Weeds 
Authority, 

Underway 
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Escarpment 
Plan Key Action 

On-ground Work Responsibility Status 

APZ management – 
FiReady 

Illawarra Noxious Weeds 
Authority works 

SRCMA,RFS 

Riparian Corridor 
Rehabilitation 

Re-vegetation and 
rehabilitation works 

WCC, SRCMA Underway 

Erosion Control Re-vegetation, 
rehabilitation and 
engineering works 

WCC Project based 

Ecotourism  WCC, DoPI, 
Tourism NSW 

Not Yet 
Commenced 

Feral Animal 
Control 

Pest control works 

 

CLHPA, WCC Underway 

Heritage 
Management 

Site specific management  WCC, OEH Project 
based 

Bushfire 
Management 

Asset Protection Zone 
management – FiReady 

WCC, RFS FiReady 
Program 
established. 

Facility 
Maintenance and 
Upgrade 

Asset Management 
System implementation 

WCC Underway 

3. Possible Escarpment Planning Committee – Structure and Functions 

A Committee charged with overseeing implementation of the Plan could provide a 
valuable forum for improving management of the Illawarra Escarpment.  

Key roles for the committee could include: 

1. Coordinate the monitoring, review and updating of key actions identified 
within the Plan.  As discussed previously, a number of the actions identified 
above have existing committee/management structures which prioritise and 
monitor implementation of works.  An Escarpment Planning Committee 
could coordinate a periodic review of all key actions identified within the 
Plan to ensure these remain current and relevant; 

2. Identify and supplement programs for the conservation and management of 
biodiversity across non-reserved tenures (approximately 60% of 
escarpment lands), similar to the Voluntary Conservation Agreement 
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Program identified within the Plan.  This is currently undertaken on a project 
basis, but would benefit from the development of a Policy to support a 
consistent approach; 

3. Review escarpment rezoning proposals for consistency with the objectives 
of the Plan and provide information for inclusion in reports to Council; 

It is not intended that this committee would be a Committee of the Whole, nor that it 
would have delegations of Council, but that it would provide advice, input and support to 
Council – both in the provision of information to Councillors through input to Council 
reports, and advice to Council officers in the consideration of escarpment related 
matters.  For this reason, the term Reference Group may be more appropriate. 

Committee membership could consist of: 

• Three Councillors (one from each Ward) 

• Three community representatives (one from each Ward) with an interest 
in escarpment management 

• Three escarpment landowners 

• One representative of the Illawarra Escarpment Coalition 

• One representative of Department of Planning and Infrastructure 

• One representative of Office of Environment and Heritage 

In order that the Committee is successful, the following issues would need to be 
considered:  

1. Council currently manages programs largely through issues based committees 
(for example the Heritage Advisory Committee). Whilst some place based 
committees do operate (for example the Estuary and Coastal Zone 
Management Committee), these are project related and do not usually oversee 
a regular program of works.  A place based committee focusing on the 
escarpment area would need to ensure it did not duplicate the work of existing 
structures.  The key roles identified above have been developed with this in 
mind.  

2. A previous attempt at engaging state agencies in an escarpment working group 
was not successful. If Council supports the establishment of an Escarpment 
Planning Committee, state agency participation would be advantageous, 
particularly given that the state manage almost 30% of escarpment lands.  
Commitment from these agencies is required prior to the Committee being 
established. 

3. During preparation of the Plan, there were often disparate views regarding 
management of the escarpment between various interest groups, including 
some landowners and community members.  The views of all interest groups 
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would need to be managed within a framework of meeting the objectives of the 
Plan. 

4. The Committee should be focused on strategic planning/policy issues relating to 
the escarpment, rather than on individual development applications.  This is 
consistent with a number of other committees of Council, including the Heritage 
Advisory Committee and the Environment and Sustainability Reference Group. 

Council has a number of options with respect to escarpment planning matters: 

1. Establish an Escarpment Planning Committee, with the objectives of the 
Committee consistent with the key roles outlined above.  If Council were to 
consider this option, it is recommended that discussion with State government 
agencies occur prior to the Committee being established so that the outcome of 
these discussions could be reflected in a Committee charter. 

2. Continue to manage escarpment planning matters through existing 
management structures and committees. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

If Council were to recommend the establishment of an Escarpment Planning 
Committee, discussions with the relevant state government agencies would need to 
occur to ensure commitment to the establishment and ongoing implementation of such a 
Committee. 

 

Financial Implications 

The establishment of an Escarpment Planning Committee has little direct financial 
implication for Council. Current implementation of actions occurs through existing 
annual budget allocations.  Funding requirements for actions not currently undertaken, 
or enhancement of existing programs, would need to be considered in the development 
of these programs of work during preparation of the annual operational plan. 

 

Conclusion 

Preparation of the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic Management Plan involved significant 
consultation with the community.  Whilst a large number of the studies identified within 
the Plan have been completed, ongoing works programs for implementation of the 
actions continue.  In addition, planning matters will continue to affect lands within the 
escarpment.  This report outlines the potential roles and structure for a possible 
Escarpment Planning Committee, for the consideration of Council. 
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    REF:  CM35/12    File:  iw-005.04.50.009 

ITEM 12 EOI 11/3 - LEASE OF PART NORTH BEACH BATHERS PAVILION 
CAFE/KIOSK   

 The North Beach Bathers Pavilion which is listed on the State Heritage Register is 
being re-developed to incorporate a new café/kiosk and is due to be completed by the 
end of March 2012. Council, as Trust Manager of the Wollongong North R71482 
Reserve, invited Expressions of Interest (EOI) to Lease the vacant kiosk/café section 
of the Pavilion.  This report sets out the submissions received and recommendations. 
 
 

Recommendation 

1 Council accept the submission received from Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, 
Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, or their Corporate Nominee, for 
the lease to operate the North Beach Bathers Pavilion café/kiosk for the sum of 
$161,588 per annum plus GST for a Lease term of 20 years. 

2 Subject to the Minister administering the Crown Lands Act, 1989 approval, 
authority be granted for a Lease to be entered into for Part Lot 70 DP 751299 
and Part Lot 7001 DP1056765 of Part Wollongong North R71482 Reserve to 
Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana 
Mercuri, or their Corporate Nominee, on the terms set out in the report. 

3 Council delegate to the General Manager, the authority to finalise and execute 
the Lease and any other documentation required to give effect to this resolution. 

4 Council grant authority for the use of the Common Seal of Council on the Lease 
and any other documentation, should it be required, to give effect to this 
resolution. 

 
 

Attachment 

1 Lease Plan. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Peter Coyte, Manager Property and Recreation 
Authorised by: Peter Kofod, Director Infrastructure and Works 

 

Background 

This process was undertaken in two (2) stages with Stage 1 of the EOI inviting 
applicants who wished to be considered for the Lease and Stage 2 by a selective EOI 
process. 
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Stage 1 of the EOI invited applicants who wished to be considered for the Lease of the 
vacant kiosk/café section of the North Beach Bathers Pavilion to provide information 
against the following criteria as outlined below in Table 1: 

Table 1 – Assessment Criteria for Stage I 

Stage I Criteria Score % 

Demonstrated experience in operating a takeaway 
food outlet, kiosk, café or restaurant 

50 

Business proposal for this site 35 

Demonstrated financial capacity 15 

Referees Yes/No 

Although the EOI was extensively advertised and there was a wide level of interest, only 
six (6) submissions were received by the close off date. These submissions were 
scrutinised by the panel in accordance with the pre-determined criteria with one 
submission being withdrawn during this stage of assessment. 

A report submitted to the General Manager on 6 November 2011 recommended that all 
five of the remaining submissions be invited to provide a detailed submission under the 
EOI Stage 2.  

Those Selective Parties were the following: 

• The Coffee Club Franchising Company; 
• Caveau Pty Ltd; 
• P Pio Investments Pty Ltd; 
• Connies Cliff Road Café; and 
• Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, 

or their Corporate Nominee. 
 
Stage 2 of the EOI process requested further information be submitted from each 
respondent.  The Stage 2 Criteria is outlined below in Table 2: 

Table 2 – Assessment Criteria for Stage 2 

Stage 2 Criteria Score % 

Stage 1 Score 40 

Proposed rent offer per annum (excluding GST) 60 

Confirmation and acceptance of Draft Lease Yes/No 

Demonstrated Occupational Health & Safety and 
Food Handling Policies and Procedures 

Yes/No 

Menu proposed including Pricing Structure Yes/No 
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The score for Stage I represented 40% and the score for Stage 2 represented 60% of 
the overall score. 

Stage 2 of the invitation for EOI closed on 20 December 2011.  Four (4) out of the five 
(5) selected respondents submitted submissions. Connies Cliff Road Café did not 
submit a response for Stage 2.    

The four (4) remaining submissions were again critically scrutinised.  The panel utilised 
a numerical scoring method for the assessment of both EOI stages which allocates a 
numerical score out of 5 in relation to the level of compliance offered by the respondents 
to each of the assessment criteria as specified in the EOI documentation.  The method 
then takes into account pre-determined weightings for each of the assessment criteria 
which provides for a total score out of 5 to be calculated for each submission.  The 
submission with the highest total score is considered to provide the best value to 
Council.  

During the Stage 2 process, the submission received from The Coffee Club Franchising 
Company was withdrawn following their reconsideration of their initial rental offer.   

Table 3 below summarises the results of the Assessment of both Stage 1 and Stage 2 
processes: 

Table 3 – Summary of Overall Assessment for both Stages 1 and 2 

Respondent Overall Score Ranking 

Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle 
Fraticelli, Massimiliano 
Borsato and Lorendana 
Mercuri or their Corporate 
Nominee 

4.51 1 

P Pio Investments Pty Ltd 4.277 2 

Caveau Pty Ltd 3.811 3 

Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, or 
their Corporate Nominee, have requested the following changes to the draft Lease: 

1. Lease term – the Lease have a 20 year term (rather than a 10 year Lease); 

2. Guarantors – a 5 month bank guarantee be accepted by the lessor in lieu of 
personal guarantees (rather than a 3 month Security Deposit); 

3. Rent–free period – a 3 month rent free period be accepted starting on the 
commencing date of the Lease, (rather than 2 months as per the fit out 
requirement); and 

4. Operating hours – the minimum operating hours (subject to modification of the 
Development Consent) be as follows: 
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-  Kiosk – Breakfast & Lunch – Tuesday to Sunday 0700 – 1700 

-  Café – Breakfast & Lunch – Tuesday to Sunday 0700 – 1700 
-  Café – Dinner – Friday to Saturday 1800 – 2300 
 

Proposal 

The proposal received from Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato 
and Lorendana Mercuri, or their Corporate Nominee, who ranked No 1 in the combined 
stages, is considered the best value to Council to operate the North Beach Bathers 
Pavilion Kiosk/Café.  The panel interviewed this party and was satisfied as to their ability 
to operate the business and to comply with the conditions of the Draft Lease 
Agreement.  This consortium has a wide range of experience in the hospitality industry 
and it is considered that this underlying experience will support their operation of the 
kiosk/restaurant within the Bathers’ Pavilion. 

The recommendation from the panel is for Council to accept the submission received 
from Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, 
or their Corporate Nominee, and to enter into a Lease with the successful party in 
accordance with the terms and conditions outlined below and Ministerial Endorsement 
of the final Draft Lease documentation.  The Lease will also incorporate a Licence for 
the use of the common areas, hatched yellow on the attached plan, to permit the 
Lessee to access the disabled toilet and parents’ room after hours. The Lessee will be 
responsible for the security of those common areas and to secure the building at close 
of business.  

The applicant will be required to complete the fit out of the premises at their cost with a 
view to commencing operations in 3 months from the date of signing the Lease. Given 
that the Lessee is required to fund the fit out of the facility, which in this harsh 
environment will be expensive, the 20 year Lease term is considered reasonable to 
allow full amortization of those costs and the Crown Lands Division have agreed to this 
term. 

Lessee:  Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato 
and Lorendana Mercuri or their Corporate Nominee. 

Area to be Leased: Wollongong North R71482 Reserve, Part Lot 70 DP751299 
and Part Lot 7001 DP1056765 being part of the premises 
known as the North Beach Bathers Pavilion Café/Kiosk and 
shown on the attached plan edged red including the 
Licensed/Common Area indicated yellow for access. 

Permitted use: Café/Restaurant and Kiosk 

Term: 20 years 

Date of 
Commencement: 

TBA 

Commencing Rent: $161,588 per annum plus GST payable monthly in advance. 
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Review of Rent: Annually by CPI and Market review every five years. 

Security Deposit: The equivalent to five (5) months rent (plus GST). 

Outgoings: The Lessee is to be responsible for the payment of all 
outgoings whatsoever related to the Leased area including 
electricity, water, sewer, gas, telephone, Council rates, land 
tax and garbage charges. 

Insurance: The Lessee must keep current insurance policies with a 
reputable insurer approved by the Lessor covering: 

(a) Public and products liability with a limit of liability (for 
each accident or event) not less than $20 million, or 
such other amount, as the Lessor may nominate 
from time to time;  

(b) Damage or destruction from any cause to the 
Premises; 

(c) Damage or destruction from any cause to the 
Lessor’s improvements and contents; 

(d) Destruction or damage to plate glass; and 

(e) Workers’ compensation insurance. 

The policies must be in the joint names of the Minister, 
administering the Crown Lands Act, the Lessor and Lessee 
for their respective interests. 

Maintenance: The Lessee will keep the Premises clean and tidy and in 
good order and condition. 

The Lessee will comply with and fulfil their obligations under 
the Leased Buildings Maintenance Responsibility contained 
in the Lease. 

Special Conditions: The Lessee shall not make any additions or alterations to 
the Premises which are not consistent with the heritage 
requirements of The North Beach Bathing Pavilion and 
Kiosk Wollongong Conservation Management Plan and The 
North Beach Bathers Pavilion + Heritage Curtilage 
Wollongong NSW Statement of Heritage Impact, copies of 
which were provided to the Lessee prior to the 
commencement of the Lease. 

Legal costs: Except where a law limits costs being incurred by a Lessee 
being recovered from the Lessor, the Lessee will pay in full 
the Lessor's reasonable legal costs. 
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Consultation and Communication 

As this lease is on Crown Land, of which Council is appointed as Trust Manager, 
consultation was undertaken for both stages of this EOI Process with the Crown Lands 
Division of the Department of Primary Industries (the Crown) and the Crown has 
confirmed their acceptance of the submission received from Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle 
Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri or their Corporate Nominee. 

In addition, Council’s Property and Recreation Division also consulted and answered 
questions raised by Neighbourhood Forum 5 on matters they raised during the EOI 
process.  
As the proposed Lease is under the Crown Lands Act, 1989, advertising of the 
proposed Lease will be undertaken by the Crown. 
 

Planning and Policy Impact 

The renovation of the North Beach Bathers Pavilion was approved under Development 
Consent DA-2009/883.  In terms of the proposed Lease of the kiosk/café section of this 
building, this is consistent with the conditions of Consent.   

The proposed Lease is permissible under Wollongong City Council’s “Wollongong City 
Foreshore Plan of Management”.  
The calling for EOI is consistent with Council’s Commercial Lease Policy. 
 
 

Risk Assessment 

Due diligence undertaken by Council Officers on the prospective tenants has minimized 
any risk by insuring that they meet standard requirements in respect to experience and 
demonstrated financial capacity to meet the requirements of the proposed Lease. 
 

Financial Implications 

The recommended submission received from Mario Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, 
Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, or their Corporate Nominee, provides for 
a commencing rent of $161,588 pa plus GST with annual reviews during the term of the 
Lease by CPI and to Market for every five years of the Lease term. 
 

Options 

1 Council accept the recommendation contained in this report. 

2 Council decline to accept the recommendation and accept one of the other 
respondents’ submissions. 

3 Council decline to accept any of the submissions and invite fresh tenders for the 
Lease. 
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Conclusion 

The EOI panel was unanimous in the view that the submission received from Mario 
Fraticelli, Gabrielle Fraticelli, Massimiliano Borsato and Lorendana Mercuri, or their 
Corporate Nominee, provided the best value to Council and it is recommended that they 
be awarded the Lease in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in the 
proposal and in accordance with the Draft Lease accepted by them. 
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    REF:  CM36/12    File:  IW-250.40.008 

ITEM 13 COUNCIL SUBMISSION TO PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE "INQUIRY 
INTO THE UTILISATION OF RAIL CORRIDORS"   

 Council has been invited by the Chair of the NSW Legislative Assembly’s Committee 
on Transport and Infrastructure to make a submission to the NSW Government’s 
Parliamentary “Inquiry into the utilisation of rail corridors”.   

The Inquiry terms of reference relate to the use of land adjacent to, within and above 
rail corridors in the Greater Metropolitan Area of Sydney, including the Hunter and 
Illawarra Regions. 
 

This report includes a draft submission and seeks Council endorsement for lodging by 
the closing date of 29 February 2012. 
 
 

Recommendation 

1 Council make a submission to the NSW Government’s Parliamentary “Inquiry 
into the utilisation of rail corridors” with particular reference to the key railway 
stations of Wollongong and Dapto. 

2 The draft submission be endorsed as Council’s submission. 
 
 

Attachments 

1 Submission to Inquiry 

2 Inquiry Terms of Reference, and 

3 Advice Preparing Submissions to Committee Inquiries 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: John Shepherd, Manager Infrastructure 
Authorised by: Peter Kofod, Director Infrastructure and Works 

 

Background 

THE INQUIRY  

The Legislative Assembly Committee on Transport & Infrastructure is inquiring into and 
reporting on the utilisation of air space above, and the land adjacent to, the rail corridor 
in the Greater Metropolitan Area of Sydney, including the Hunter and the Illawarra. 

Matters may include, but are not limited to, how rail corridors might contribute to: 

• providing opportunities for mixed use property development; 

• generating income for funding future infrastructure projects; 
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• facilitating sustainable urban renewal and development; 

• facilitation of transit oriented development schemes around railway stations; 

• connectivity of communities either side of railway lines. 

Other areas of inquiry will include: 

• the current planning and policy framework; 

• regulatory and policy barriers to implementing rail corridor projects; 

• issues relating to the financing and funding of such projects; 

• methods of assessing the compatibility of projects with the local community; 

• examples of best practice from other jurisdictions. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR WOLLONGONG 

Two key transport projects were identified in the mid 2000s as having significant 
potential to facilitate sustainable development and encourage the revitalisation of their 
respective areas.  The projects are: 

• Wollongong Station Upgrade and precinct redevelopment, and 

• Dapto Station Transport Interchange and precinct development. 

Wollongong Station 

A Wollongong Station Precinct master plan (and study) was completed in October 2005 
with concept plans showing the feasibility of increased development density and a 
station upgrade that included a transport interchange and Crown Street access.   The 
NSW Government’s “Revitalising Wollongong City Centre Plan” acknowledged the 
project as having a “critical role to play in the revitalisation of the City Centre”.   LEP 
2009 permits a floor space ratio of 6:1 and maximum building heights of 120 metres (40 
storeys) around Wollongong Railway Station. 

 he master plan study found that a $30 million investment in public infrastructure could 
facilitate adjacent private sector development of around $400 million.  Following removal 
of the special 1% levy on CBD development the project requires a reinvigoration and 
renewed commitment to proceed.   

Dapto Station 

The State Government’s “Illawarra Regional Strategy” identifies Dapto as a Planned 
Major Regional Centre with expansion of an additional 50,000 residents in the adjoining 
West Dapto area.    

A new study is now required which looks broadly at development potential and 
considers current West Dapto LEP traffic planning.   
 

Proposal 

As both the Wollongong and Dapto Station projects meet the Inquiry terms of reference, 
it is proposed to lodge a submission to the Inquiry.   This will not only raise general 
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awareness of these two important projects but also generate support in getting them on 
the NSW Government agenda for funding and subsequent implementation. 

Subject to endorsement, it is proposed to finalise Council’s submission (attached) and 
submit prior to the 29 February 2012 closing date. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Extensive community and stakeholder engagement and consultation occurred during 
the preparation of the studies and plans that support these two projects. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Both the Wollongong and Dapto Station projects comply with Wollongong LEP 2009. 
 

Ecological Sustainability 
Both the subject projects incorporate sustainable “Transit Oriented Development” 
principles as part of wider sustainable land use and transport strategies. 

 

Financial Implications 

There are minimal financial implications for the lodging of the submission. 

Should the State Government include either of these projects on a development 
programme, a contribution towards planning and design may be required.  

The financial implications associated with the implementation of both these projects are 
likely to be very complex with State Government transport agencies managing these 
arrangements.  The extent of developer contributions or “Public Private Partnership” 
arrangements can be determined in due course. 

 

Conclusion 

For a variety of reasons, the Wollongong and Dapto Station upgrade and development 
projects have not progressed beyond strategy and the early feasibility stages of 
planning. 

The Parliamentary “Inquiry into the utilisation of rail corridors” presents Council with the 
opportunity to make a submission that would not only raise general awareness of these 
projects but importantly, seek to place them on the State Government’s agenda for 
State Agency endorsement and future State funding for implementation of the public 
infrastructure components of the projects. 
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    REF:  CM37/12    File:  28.15.01.085 

ITEM 14 PROPOSED PERMANENT ROAD CLOSURE AND SALE OF PORTION OF 
CARRINGTON STREET, BULLI   

 The owners of properties in Carrington Street, Bulli have applied to Council to close 
and purchase the portion of Carrington Street fronting their properties. 

This report seeks Council’s approval to the road closure and sale. 
 
 

Recommendation 

1 Council determine the portion of Carrington Street, Bulli adjoining Lots 6-10 DP 
35839 Nos 1-9 Carrington Street, Bulli, as shown on Attachment 1, to be surplus 
to Council requirements. 

2 Council submit an application to the Crown Lands Division to close the portion of 
Carrington Street, Bulli adjoining Lots 8 and 9 DP 35839 Nos 5 and 7 Carrington 
Street, Bulli, as shown on Attachment 1, and upon closure, declare the land 
Operational land under the Local Government Act 1993. 

3 Subject to formal closure, Council authorise the sale of the portion of Carrington 
Street, Bulli adjoining Lots 8 and 9 DP 35839 Nos 5 and 7 Carrington Street, as 
shown on Attachment 1, to the adjoining owners, or their nominee, on the 
following conditions: 

 a Purchase price: 

  No 5 Carrington Street - $27,500 (net of GST). 

  No 7 Carrington Street - $27,500 (net of GST). 

 b The purchasers be responsible for all costs associated with the closure and 
sale including legal fees, survey and plan lodgement fees and Council’s 
reasonable legal fees. 

4 Upon the request of the adjoining landowners of Lots 6, 7 and 10 DP 35839 Nos 
1, 3 and 9 Carrington Street, Bulli, Council authorise the lodgement of a road 
closure application for the portions of surplus road reserve adjoining those 
properties and delegate to the General Manager the authority to approve the 
purchase price and terms of the transfers. 

5 Authority be granted to affix the Common Seal of Council to the plan of survey 
and transfer documents, along with any other documentation required to give 
effect to this resolution. 
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Attachments 

Site plan. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Peter Coyte, Manager Property and Recreation 
Authorised by: Peter Kofod, Director Infrastructure and Works 

 

Background 

The owners of Nos 1, 3, 5 and 7 Carrington Street, Bulli have requested Council 
consider the closure and sale to them of the portion of Carrington Street adjoining the 
front of their properties, as shown on Attachment 1. 

The footpath is extremely wide along the front of these properties and some of the 
landowners wish to acquire the land to add to their existing landholdings.  The sale of 
the land will still allow for a standard width footpath to be retained along this portion of 
Carrington Street and for vehicular access to continue to be provided to Bulli Cemetery.  

The road is zoned R2 Low Density Residential, the same as the adjoining properties, 
and the areas of road proposed to be closed are as follows: 

Lot 6 DP 35839 No 1 Carrington St – 363.3m2 

Lot 7 DP 35839 No 3 Carrington St – 337.38m2 

Lot 8 DP 35839 No 5 Carrington St – 212.81m2 

Lot 9 DP 35839 No 7 Carrington St – 141.15m2 

Lot 10 DP 35838 No 9 Carrington St – 108.37m2 

The proposal was referred to the various Divisions within Council and service authorities 
and no objections were raised to the closure and sale. 

Council obtained valuation advice from Walsh and Monaghan Valuers and offers were 
made to the applicants based on that valuation advice.  Agreement has been reached 
with the owners of Nos 5 and 7 Carrington Street of a purchase price of $27,500 (net of 
GST) for each property, which is above the amount contained in the valuation. 

The valuation was assessed on a “before and after” basis, having regard to the added 
value of the portions of road to the adjoining landholding.  The addition of the parcels of 
land to Nos 5 and 7 Carrington Street will not provide subdivision potential. 

The owners of Nos 1, 3 and 9 Carrington Street have not responded to this proposal 
and are not proceeding with the acquisition of the land at this time.  However, they or 
future owners can complete the closure and purchase of the land at a future date. 
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Proposal 

Initially, it is proposed Council declare that the portion of Carrington Street, Bulli 
adjoining Lots 6-10 DP 35869 Nos 1-9 Carrington Street, Bulli be declared surplus to 
Council requirements. 

Council make application to the Crown Lands Division to close the portion of Carrington 
Street adjoining Nos 5 and 7 Carrington Street.  Upon closure, it is proposed that the 
land be transferred to those landowners for $27,500 (net of GST) each, with the 
applicants to be responsible for all costs in the matter. 

 

Consultation and Communication 

Council Divisions – no objection. 

Service authorities – no objection. 

Letters were sent to the 5 adjoining landowners and no objections were received. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Recommendations in this report are in line with Council’s policy on Land Acquisition and 
Disposal. 

 

Financial Implications 

If approval is granted to the road closure, Council will receive $55,000 (net of GST) from 
the sale of the portions of road adjoining Nos 5 and 7 Carrington Street.  All costs 
incurred in the closure and sale will be borne by those purchasers. 

 

Conclusion 

The portion of Carrington Street adjoining Nos 1-9 Carrington Street has been identified 
as being surplus to Council requirements and serves no physical purpose in being 
retained as road.  Therefore, it is recommended that Council approve the closure and 
sale as set out in this report. 
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    REF:  CM38/12    File:  IW-909.008 

ITEM 15 MINUTES OF THE CITY OF WOLLONGONG TRAFFIC COMMITTEE 
MEETING HELD 1 FEBRUARY 2012   

 A meeting of the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee was held on 1 February 2012.  
The minutes (Items 17 - 19) in relation to Regulation of Traffic which must be 
determined by Council are presented. 

With respect to the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee minutes of 1 February 2012:  
 

Items 1 – 16, and 20 - 31 have been adopted by Council through delegated 
authority. 
 
Items 17 – 19 recommend Council approve the temporary regulation of traffic on 
public roads for road works or events by independent parties. 

 

 

Recommendation 

In accordance with the powers delegated to Council, the minutes and 
recommendations of the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee held 1 February 2012 in 
relation to Regulation of Traffic, be adopted. 
 
 

Attachments 

There are no attachments for this report. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: John Shepherd, Manager Infrastructure 
Authorised by: Peter Kofod, Director Infrastructure and Works 

 

Background 

CORRIMAL 

17 Railway Street at Level Crossing – change of date for RailCorp road closure 
 
 Background: 
 Council at its meeting of 12 December 2011 approved traffic management plans 

submitted for the closure of Railway Street at the level crossing on the following 
dates: 

 
 Saturday 4 February 2012 6 am – Monday 6 February 2012 6.30 am 
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 Saturday 17 March 2012 6 am – Monday 19 March 2012 6.30 am 
 
 The applicant will proceed with the approved closure on the weekend of 4 – 6 

February 2012, but has requested a change to the March date, now to be: 
 
 Saturday 24 March 6 am – Monday 26 March 2012 6.30 am 
 
 PROPOSAL SUPPORTED (UNANIMOUSLY): 
 The proposed change of the previous March date to Saturday 24 March 6 am – 

Monday 26 March 2012 6 am, for the road closure be approved subject to 
Council’s standard conditions for road closures.   

 

FAIRY MEADOW, WOLLONGONG 

18 Triathlon Festival – Tri the Gong – 10-11 March 2012 
  
 Background: 
 The Tri Gong event is proposed for 10-11 March 2012.  Traffic management 

plans will be tabled at the meeting.  This event is proposed to become an annual 
fixture and hopes to attract Olympic standard athletes using an extended course 
from the first event in 2010.  It involves the closure of Pioneer Road and Squires 
Way to Towradgi Road and has significant traffic controls for the signalised 
intersection at Bourke and Kembla Streets.   

 
 The Traffic Committee had no objection to the event in principle; but the event will 

need approvals from RMS, NSW Police and Transport for NSW.  
 
 PROPOSAL SUPPORTED (UNANIMOUSLY): 
 The traffic management plans be approved subject to: 

a) Approval from Roads and Maritime Services, 
b) Approval from NSW Police, 
c) Approval from Transport NSW; and 
d) Compliance with Council’s standard conditions for road closures.   

 

WEST DAPTO, AVONDALE, CALDERWOOD AND MT KEMBLA 

19 Kembla Joggers Winter Series 2012 
 
 Background: 
 An application and traffic management plans have been received for Kembla 

Joggers 2012 Winter Series Events to be held on public roads within the West 
Dapto, Avondale, Calderwood and Mt Kembla suburbs.  The subject races 
requiring approval are: 
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 April 21 – 8 km – West Dapto 
 May 12 – 10 km – West Dapto 
 June 9 – 16 km – West Dapto 
 June 30 – 9 mile – Mt Kembla 
 July 29 – Half Marathon – West Dapto 
 September 1 – 5 km – West Dapto 
 
 PROPOSAL SUPPORTED (UNANIMOUSLY): 
 The traffic management plans be approved subject to Council’s standard 

conditions for road closures.   
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    REF:  CM39/12    File:  OSI-55.005 

ITEM 16 DECEMBER 2011 QUARTERLY REVIEW STATEMENT   

 The December 2011 Quarterly Review Statement reports on progress towards the 
achievement of Council’s Strategic Directions 2011-14 and Management Plan 
 2011-14 . It addresses the financial and operational performance of Council for the 
second quarter of the 2011-12 financial year. 
 

 

Recommendation 

1 The December 2011 Quarterly Review Statement be adopted. 

2 The financial statement as at 30 December 2011 be adopted and revised totals of 
income and expenditure be approved and voted. 

 
 

Attachments 

December 2011 Quarterly Review Statement 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Kerry Hunt, Corporate Strategy Manager 
Authorised by: David Farmer, General Manager 

 

Background 

Council’s Quarterly Review Statement reports on the operational and financial 
performance of Council’s Management Plan.   

This report provides an overview of the Quarterly Review Statement and includes 
significant achievements against the priority areas as identified in Council’s Strategic 
Directions 2011-14. North Beach Bathers Pavilion, the endorsement of  a revised set of 
recommendations for the future zoning of 7(d) lands and progress of Wollongong 2022 
Community Strategic Planning process are highlighted as achievement areas for this 
Quarterly Review Statement. 

The Quarterly Review is designed around Council’s three departments; Planning and 
Environment, Infrastructure and Works, and Corporate and Community Services.  The 
Quarterly Review reports on highlights for the October to December period.  In addition, 
the progress of key projects and performance against targets is included.  

The Quarterly Review also shows how Council is tracking against its budgets and 
expenditure provides a concise visual summary of Council’s financial situation for the 
quarter including budget, capital budget and expenditure. 
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Consultation and Communication 

All members of the Executive and Senior Management have had input into the 
production of the December 2011 Quarterly Review Statement. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

This document reports on the achievement of the Strategic Directions 2011-14 and the 
principal activities outlined in the Management Plan 2011-14.  It complies with the 
requirements of the Local Government Act. 
 

Financial Implications 

Full financial performance details and implications on Council’s financial position are 
contained within the attached Quarterly Review Statement. 

 

Conclusion 

This Quarterly Review Statement has been prepared following input and assistance 
from all Divisions within the organisation.  It is submitted for consideration by Council. 
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    REF:  CM40/12    File:  FI-914.05.001 

ITEM 17 JANUARY 2012 FINANCIALS   

 Council’s January 2012 financial reports indicate that Council is generally on track to 
achieve its budgeted results and maintain a strong financial position. 

The revised budget presented in this report includes all changes proposed as part of 
the December Quarterly Review. 

Council’s Operating Result [pre capital] is currently $5.6M better than the year to date 
budget. 

The Funds year to date surplus of $0.8M is better than the $4.7M deficit forecast for 
the same period that is largely due to lower capital expenditure and associated 
funding. 

The Cash Flow Statement at the end of the period indicates that there is sufficient 
cash to support external restrictions. 

Council has expended $30.8M on its capital works program for the year against the 
phased budget of $35.8M. 
 

 

Recommendation 

The report be received and noted. 
 
 

Attachments 

1 Income, Expense and Funding Statements – January 2012 

2 Balance Sheet – January 2012 

3 Cash Flow Statement – January 2012 
 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Brian Jenkins, Manager Finance 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services 

 

Background 

This report presents the Income, Expense and Funding Statements, Balance Sheet and 
Cash Flow Statement for 27 January 2012.  The financial statements and analysis 
indicate that Council continues to maintain a strong financial position with substantial 
assets and strong liquidity (short to medium term).  Council’s financial performance 
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compared to the year to date budget is better than anticipated.  The following table 
provides a summary view of the organisation’s overall financial results to date. 

Original Revised YTD YTD

Budget Budget Forecast Actual Variation

KEY MOVEMENTS 1-Jul 30-Dec 27-Jan 27-Jan

Operating Costs $M (229.3) (232.0) (131.1) (126.7) 4.4 

Operating Revenue $M 206.1 210.1 120.7 121.9 1.2 

Operating Result [Pre Capital] $M (23.2) (21.8) (10.4) (4.8) 5.6 
Capital Grants & Contributions $M 6.9 4.3 1.4 2.0 0.6 

Operating Result [Post Capital] $M (16.3) (17.5) (9.0) (2.8) 6.2 

Operational Funds Available for Capital $M 30.3 30.5 18.0 18.1 0.2 

Capital Works 66.9 73.6 35.8 30.8 5.0 

Contributed Assets -  

Funded from:

 - Operational Funds $M 30.3 30.5 18.0 18.1 0.2 

 - Other  Funding $M 28.8 34.2 13.2 13.5 0.4 

Total Funds Surplus/(Deficit) $M (7.8) (9.4) (4.7) 0.8 5.6 

FORECAST POSITION

 
 

Assets 

The Balance Sheet shows that $2.2B of assets are controlled and managed by Council 
for the community as at 27 January 2012.  The 2011/12 budget has a capital works 
program of $73.6M that includes projects such as the West Dapto Access Strategy, 
refurbishment of the Wollongong Bathers’ Pavilion, Crown Street Mall upgrade, Sandon 
Point Surf Club expansion, civil asset renewals including roads, car parks and buildings  
purchase of library books and acquisition of Flinders St land parcel.  At 
27 January 2012, Council recorded capital expenditure of $30.8M compared to a year to 
date capital budget of $35.8M.  This expenditure includes the Flinders Street land 
purchase of $5.2M. 
 

Liquidity 

Council’s cash and investments position decreased in January 2012 to holdings of 
$75.4M.  Council’s cash and investment positions are as follows: 
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JUNE EST' JUNE * JANUARY
2011 2012 2012

$M $M $M

Total Cash & Investments 82.5        60.0        75.4        
Less: 
Less: Internal Restrictions (18.5)       (23.2)       (18.8)       
Less: External Restrictions (35.9)     (20.4)     (37.1)       

Available Cash 28.1        16.4 19.6        

Cash & Investments

* Note target based on December 2011/12 QR  
 

The available cash position excludes restricted cash.  External restrictions are funds 
that must be spent for a specific purpose and cannot be used by Council for general 
operations.  Internal restrictions are funds that Council has determined will be used for a 
specific future purpose. 
 
Although the cash position decreased slightly during the month, due to increased 
outflows for the purchase of property plant and equipment, holdings are still higher than 
benchmark.  Council’s cash and investments outperformed the benchmark during 
January due to high yielding term deposits and improved valuations in investment 
securities.  The weighted average return for January was 6.12% (annualised) compared 
to the benchmark return of 4.68% (annualised UBS Warburg Bank Bill Index). 
 
The Unrestricted Current Ratio measures the cash/liquidity position of an organisation.  
This ratio is intended to disclose the ability of an organisation to satisfy payment 
obligations in the short term from the unrestricted activities of Council.  While Council’s 
ratio is above the Local Government Benchmark of >2:1, the strategy is to maximise the 
use of available funds for asset renewal by targeting a lean unrestricted current ratio. 
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Unrestricted Current Ratio
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Receivables 

Receivables (the amount of money owed to Council) at January 2012 totalled $14.5M, 
compared to receivables of $13M at January 2011.  The major fluctuations relate to 
current receivables, particularly rates receivables, which fluctuate month to month in line 
with the timing of rates instalments.  
 

Payables 

Payables (the amount of money owed to suppliers) of $13.5M were owed at 
January 2012 compared to payables of $13M in January 2011.  The majority of 
payables relate to goods and services and capital projects delivered but not yet paid for.  
Council has continued to improve its performance in paying its creditors on time during 
this financial year, with 95% of payments being made on time in January 2012 
compared to the target of 85%. 
 

Debt 

One of Council’s financial strengths has been a low level of borrowing.  Over the past 
years, Council has borrowed predominantly through finance leases for its operating 
plant.  It is currently planned that as finance leases are repaid and expire that this type 
of financing will cease and plant purchases will be funded through annual capital 
funding.  The program is expected to be finalised at the end of the 2012 reporting 
period. 
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Borrowings may increase from time to time as Council may borrow to bring forward the 
completion of capital projects where immediate funding is not available.  In 2009/10, 
Council received interest free funds of $26M to assist in the delivery of the West Dapto 
Access Plan. 
 
The industry measure of debt commitment is the Debt Service Ratio that measures the 
proportion of revenues that is required to meet annual loan repayments.  Council’s low 
level of debt means that Council’s Debt Service Ratio is currently 0.2%.  This is 
exceptionally low in comparison to the Local Government’s benchmark ratio of <10% 
and also compares favourably to Council’s own longer term target of <2%.  It is noted 
that non-cash interest expense relating to the amortisation of the income recognised on 
the West Dapto Access Plan Loan is not included when calculating the Debt Service 
Ratio. 
 
Financial Performance Year to Date 

Council’s revised budget as proposed in the December Quarterly Review, projects a 
Total Funds (cash) deficit of $9.4M for year ending 30 June 2012 and an Operating 
Deficit [pre capital] of $21.8M.  The projected Total Funds Deficit includes the net impact 
of property sales and land purchases approved by Council during November.  The result 
for January indicates that Council remains on target to achieve these projections. 
 
At 27 January 2012, the financial results show a better than anticipated Operating 
Result [pre capital], compared to phased budget that is mainly due to a significant 
positive variations in depreciation and expenditure in the waste area that are partially 
offset by increased employee costs.  The unfavourable variation in employee costs is 
due to a number of large workers’ compensation related payments to date that have 
included lump sum payments ($0.6M) and increased level of overtime ($0.5M).   It is 
expected that the increased overtime expenditure will be absorbed at a capital and 
operational project level through offsetting savings in other categories of expenditure 
and largely represents a change in the type of resource that have been used to deliver 
these projects.  
 
The Funds result is ahead of projections due to timing of capital expenditure and 
associated funding.  It is envisaged as capital projects are completed, this variation will 
reduce. 

 

Conclusion 

The results for January 2012 are positive over a range of financial indicators and it is 
expected that Council will achieve the projected Total Funds result. 
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    REF:  CM41/12    File:  :  FI-914.05.001 

ITEM 18 STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS - JANUARY 2012   

 This report provides an overview of Council’s investment portfolio performance for the 
month of January 2012. 

Council’s average weighted return for January 2012 was 6.12% which was above the 
benchmark return of 4.68%.  The result was primarily due to high yielding term 
deposits and positive valuations on the marked to market portion of Council’s portfolio.  
The remainder of Council’s portfolio continues to provide a high level of consistency in 
income and a high degree credit quality and liquidity. 
 

 

Recommendation 

Council receive the Statement of Investments for January 2012. 
 
 

Attachments 

Statement of Investments – January 2012 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Brian Jenkins, Manager Finance 
Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services 

 

Background 

Council is required to invest its surplus funds in accordance with the Ministerial 
Investment Order and Division of Local Government guidelines.  The Order reflects a 
conservative approach and restricts the investment types available to Council.  In 
compliance with the Order and Division of Local Government guidelines, Council has 
adopted an Investment Policy, which was endorsed by Council on 21 June 2011. The 
Investment Policy provides a framework for the credit quality, institutional diversification 
and maturity constraints which Council’s portfolio can be exposed to. Council’s 
investment portfolio is controlled by Council’s Finance Division and external investment 
advisors, Oakvale Capital Limited, to ensure compliance with the investment policy. 
Council’s Governance Committee role of overseer provides for the review of the 
investment policy prior to submission to Council and review of the investment strategy 
and monthly statement of investments. 

Council’s Responsible Accounting Officer is required to sign the complying Statement of 
Investments contained within the report, certifying that all investments were made in 
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accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and the Local Government Regulation 
2005. 
 
Council’s investment holdings as at 27 January 2012 were $76,427,524 (Statement of 
Investments attachment) [31 January 2011 $80,199,724]. 

During January, Council posted a weighted average return of 6.12% (annualised) 
compared to the benchmark return of 4.68% (annualised UBS Warburg Bank Bill Index).  
Council’s above benchmark investment portfolio returns were primarily due to the 
performance of high yielding term deposits and positive valuations on the marked to 
market portion of Council’s portfolio. 

Council’s CBA Zero Coupon Bond experienced a decline in valuation of $5,800 for 
January.  As this bond gradually nears maturity, movements in interest rates will have 
less of an impact on the securities valuation.  While there will be short term fluctuations 
along the way, the investments valuation will gradually increase to its $4M maturity 
value. 

The two Mortgaged Backed Securities increased in value by $20,583. Council’s 
Westpac floating rate note matured during the month and full proceeds were received, 
while its Members Equity floating rate note increased in value by $5,080 for January. 

The NSW T-Corp Long-Term Growth Facility recorded a strong performance, with an 
increase in value of $34,609 during January, up 2.5% for the month.  These fluctuating 
variations are a reflection of the current sharemarket volatility both domestically and 
internationally. 

Council’s portfolio performance was assisted by term deposits yielding high levels of 
return. The RBA kept Australia’s official cash rate unchanged at 4.25% following its 
February meeting, citing Australian economic growth remained close to trend and higher 
than expected inflationary data. 

The current financial crisis in Europe has impacted heavily on international borrowing 
costs for domestic banks, who in response have offered relatively high rates on term 
deposits to access greater domestic funds. Interest earned on term deposits during 
January 2012 was $270,990. 

This report complies with Council’s Investment Policy which was endorsed by Council 
on 21 June 2011.  Council’s Responsible Accounting Officer has signed the complying 
Statement of Investments contained within the report, certifying that all investments 
were made in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and the Local 
Government Regulation 2005. 
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    REF:  CM42/12    File:  CCL-914.04.004 

ITEM 19 COUNCILLOR REPRESENTATION – COUNCIL REFERENCE GROUPS - 
COMMUNITY CULTURAL AND LIBRARY SERVICES DIVISION   

 This report progresses the matter of Councillor representation on Reference Groups of 
Wollongong City Council coordinated through Community Cultural and Library 
Services Division. 

The report has been prepared in response to Council Minute 243, of 14 November 
2011. 
 

 

Recommendation 

1  Council appoint a maximum of two Councillors to each of the Reference Groups 
coordinated by Community Cultural and Library Services Division (CC&LS): 
•  Aboriginal 
•  Access 
•  Multicultural 
•  Cultural 
•  Community Safety (formerly Safe Community Action Team) 
•  Wollongong City Gallery 

2  Reference Group Charters be reviewed by Reference Group members (including 
Councillor members), with the support of Council Officers, during the period 
March to June 2012. 

3  Renewal of Reference Group membership, via a publicly advertised expression of 
interest process, be conducted during the period July to August 2012, with newly 
constituted groups meeting from September 2012, to coincide with a 4 year 
Council term. 

4  Councillor representatives elected to Reference Groups at the Council Meeting of 
27 February 2012, retain membership for the duration of the Council term.  

 
 

Attachments 

Schedule of CC&LS Reference Group Meetings – 2012 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Jenny Thompson, Manager Community Cultural and Library 
Services. 

Authorised by: Greg Doyle, Director Corporate and Community Services. 
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Background 

Reference Groups form a key component of Council’s Community Consultation Policy. 

They contribute information and advice on matters pertaining to specific areas of 
Council activity, relevant to the fields of interest and competence of Reference Group 
members. Reference Groups also provide input on more general fields of Council 
business, where they contribute unique perspectives from the communities or interest 
groups that they represent. Members of Reference Groups work effectively with Council 
Officers to ensure that community feedback, and in certain instances sector expertise, is 
considered in the business of Council.   
 
Council Minute 243, of 14 November 2011 proposed that: 
 
1. Council maintain the existing suite of Reference Groups coordinated by Community 

Cultural and Library Services Division. 
2. The Reference Groups continue to operate with existing membership until the 

review is finalised. 
3. The review of incoming Reference Groups should be finalised and presented to the 

Council meeting of 27 February 2012 at which time Council undertake an election to 
appoint Councillors to the Reference Groups. 

 
Reference Groups comprise community representatives and Council Officers, with 
community representatives filling the role of Chair, or co-Chair wherever possible. This 
maximises citizen participation and ownership of each group and facilitates effective 
liaison between Reference Groups and Council Officers.  Meetings are held during 
Council business hours, on a monthly or bi-monthly basis, as per the schedule at 
Attachment 1. 
 
Because of the Christmas / New Year holiday period, most Reference Groups have not 
met during the period 14 November 2011 to 27 February 2012, which has prevented 
them from undertaking the review of their Charters requested in Minute 243. It would not 
be appropriate to review Reference Group Charters in the absence of genuine 
consultation with Reference Group members, nor would it  be appropriate to 
disenfranchise existing Reference Group members without consultation or prior to the 
expiry of their tenure in September 2012. 
 
There is an opportunity for Councillors appointed to Reference Groups at the Council 
Meeting of 27 February 2012, to join with existing Reference Group members to review 
and renew Charters during the period March to June 2012, with a view to Reference 
Group membership being renewed from September 2012, honouring the term of 
existing Reference Group members. 
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Proposal 

It is proposed that Council elect two Councillors to membership of each of the six 
Reference Groups coordinated by Community Cultural and Library Services Division. 
 
Councillors elected to Reference Groups will work with Reference Groups to review 
existing Reference Group Charters, in preparation for scheduled renewal of Reference 
Group community representative membership, from September 2012. 

 

Consultation and Communication 
Reference Groups will be notified of the outcome of this report to Council, in writing, as 
soon as practicable following the meeting of 27 February 2012. 
  
Councillors appointed to each Reference Group will attend the next scheduled meeting 
of that Reference Group, as per Attachment 1.  
 
All Reference Group members and relevant Council Officers will be consulted during the 
process of review of the Charters. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Reference Groups are one of a range of consultation opportunities within Council’s 
overarching Community Consultation Policy. The purpose of Reference Groups is to 
provide information and policy advice in relation to Council business, from diverse 
perspectives. However the existence of and engagement with Reference Groups does 
not substitute for or preclude broader Council engagement and consultation with target 
groups and with the community generally. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Current CC&LS Division Reference Group Charters were developed through a 
comprehensive consultation process. Revision of these Charters without effective 
consultation with current Reference Group members will create risk to Council’s 
reputation and the future smooth operation of these groups. 
 
Therefore, a review of Reference Group Charters has been planned for the period 
March-June 2012, which will provide for continuity of existing membership and 
governance arrangements and contiguity with scheduled Reference Group membership 
renewal From July-September 2012. 
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Financial Implications 

The costs associated with supporting the Reference Groups will be managed within 
existing CC&LS Division staff resources and operational budget. 

 

Conclusion 

Reference Groups provide a unique opportunity for Council to consult with members of 
the community who have specialist skills, knowledge and interest in particular areas of 
Council business. They also fulfil an important function in empowering citizens to 
contribute to Council information and decision-making processes.   

Election of Councillors to Reference Groups, review of Reference Group Charters in 
consultation with existing members and programmed renewal of Reference Group 
membership in September 2012 will ensure their continued, effective operation. 
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    REF:  CM43/12    File:  EM-911.01.018 

ITEM 20 ATTENDANCE AT MAJOR CITIES SUMMIT IN CANBERRA   

 The Lord Mayor and General Manager have been invited to attend the Major Cities 
Summit to be held in Canberra on 1 March 2012.  This is a part of an ongoing 
engagement of major cities by the Federal government in conjunction with the Council 
of Capital City Lord Mayors. 

It is recommended that Council endorse representation by the Lord Mayor and 
General Manager for their representation at this and future meetings (or their 
representative) of the Major Cities Working Group. 

This report is submitted to Council for endorsement in accordance with the Payment of 
Expenses and Provision of Facilities to Lord Mayor and Councillors Policy.   
 

 

Recommendation 

Council endorse the attendance of the Lord Mayor and General Manager at the Major 
Cities Summit in Canberra on 1 March 2012 and future meetings of the Major Cities 
Working Group. 
 
 

Attachments 

Invitation from Council of Capital City Lord Mayors and Draft Summit Program. 

 

Report Authorisations 

Report of: Wendy Fogarty, Executive Officer to Lord Mayor 
Authorised by: David Farmer, General Manager 

 

Background  

The Summit to be held in Parliament House, Canberra will discuss the Federal 
Government’s interest and actions in working with urban communities to build 
productive, sustainable and liveable cities.    

This is part of a number of interactions that have occurred over the past couple of years 
at the request of the Federal Government and its Major Cities Unit and coordinated by 
the Secretariat of the Council of Capital City Lord Mayors.  

The Federal Government has now released a National Urban Policy (Our cities, Our 
future – A National Urban Policy for a productive, sustainable and liveable future) and 
issues an annual State of Australian Cities Report. 
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Proposal 

The benefits to be obtained from attending this Summit and continuing ongoing 
dialogues include the latest updates and strategic thinking around Australian urban 
planning systems, civic leadership and provides opportunity for building relationships 
with other councils from across the country. 

In the medium term there may be funding opportunities as the Federal Government 
seeks to improve the productivity of its major cities.  

 

Consultation and Communication 

The Lord Mayor and the General Manager have been consulted in the preparation of 
this report. 

 

Planning and Policy Impact 

Payment of Expenses and the Provision of Facilities Policy has been considered in the 
preparation of this report due to overnight accommodation requirements.  

 

Financial Implications 

Attendance at the Summit will incur the following costs which are provided for in the 
current 2011/2012 Budget: 

Conference registration   ($110 x 2)  $220 

One night’s accommodation  ($275 x 2)  $550 

Total Cost        $770 

 

Conclusion 

The attendance of the Lord Mayor and General Manager at this Summit is 
recommended. 

   



 
 
 
 
 
 

MINUTES ORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL 

 
at 6.00 pm 

 
Monday 13 February 2012 

 
Present 
Lord Mayor – Councillor Bradbery OAM (in the Chair), Councillors Kershaw, Connor, 
Brown, Takacs, Martin, Merrin, Blicavs, Dorahy, Colacino, Crasnich and Curran 

 
In Attendance 
General Manager – D Farmer, Director Corporate and Community Services –
G Doyle, Director Infrastructure and Works – P Kofod, Director Planning and 
Environment – A Carfield, Manager Governance and Information – L Kofod, 
Manager Finance – B Jenkins, Manager City Planning – M Riordan, Manager 
Property and Recreation – P Coyte, Manager Infrastructure – J Shepherd, Manager 
Environmental Strategy and Planning – R Campbell, Manager Community Cultural 
and Library Services – J Thompson and Manager Organisational Strategy and 
Improvement (Acting) – B Logue 

 

Apology 
Min No.  

17 RESOLVED on the motion of Councillor Curran seconded Councillor Blicavs 
that the apology tendered on behalf of Councillor Petty be received and 
leave of absence granted.  
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 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL 

HELD ON MONDAY, 30 JANUARY 2012  

18 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Brown 
seconded Councillor Kershaw that the Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of 
Council held on Monday, 30 January 2012 (a copy having been circulated 
to Councillors) be taken as read and confirmed.  

 
 

 

Lord Mayoral Minute 

 ITEM A1 - AMENDMENT TO IHAP CHARTER   

19 RESOLVED  on the motion of Councillor Bradbery that the IHAP Charter 
be amended to include the following: 

1.10 Applications not captured by any of the above clauses which are 
deemed to be of significant community interest by either: 

 

 Four (4) Councillors notifying in writing or by email 
 

 or by 
 

 Written notification by both the General Manager and the Director 
Planning and Environment. 

 

In favour Councillors Kershaw, Brown, Martin, Blicavs, Dorahy, Colacino, Crasnich 
and Bradbery    

Against Councillors Connor, Takacs, Merrin and Curran 

 
 
 

 CALL OF THE AGENDA  

20 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Brown 
seconded Councillor Martin that the staff recommendations for 
Items 5 and 7 be adopted as a block. 
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Planning and Environment Department 

 ITEM 1 - NSW PLANNING SYSTEM REVIEW ISSUES PAPER  

21 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Merrin 
seconded Councillor Brown that -  
 
1 Council note the draft submission. 

2 Staff arrange a briefing and Councillor discussion to gain more 
information about the submission and to compare with other 
submissions. 

3 The matter be brought back as a draft to the next Council meeting for 
endorsement following the above discussion and information. 

 

 
 
 
 ITEM 2 - PUBLIC EXHIBITION OF THE DRAFT WOLLONGONG 

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PLAN  

22 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Brown 
seconded Councillor Connor that -  

1 The Draft Wollongong Coastal Zone Management Plan be placed on 
public exhibition for a period of six weeks. 

2 Following the public exhibition, a further report be provided to Council 
on the submissions received and the amendments proposed. 
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 ITEM 3 - WEST DAPTO RELEASE AREA - REDDALLS ROAD 
INDUSTRIAL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN  

23 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Connor 
seconded Councillor Martin that -  

1 The following amendments to the Wollongong Development Control 
Plan 2009 – Chapter D16 West Dapto Release Area be endorsed for 
exhibition: 

a The draft Neighbourhood Plan prepared for Reddalls Road, 
Kembla Grange (Attachment 2 of the report). 

b Figure 5.1 Defined Neighbourhoods is to be amended by 
merging the two (2) Light Industrial neighbourhoods on the 
western side of Reddalls Road and West Dapto Road. 

2  The draft amendments be exhibited for a minimum period of twenty 
eight (28) days. 

 

 
Infrastructure and Works Department 

 ITEM 4 - WOLLONGONG CBD ACTION PLAN - REVIEW OF PRIORITY 
ACTIONS  

24 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Blicavs 
seconded Councillor Brown that –  
 
1 Council note the report and review of the current status of the CBD 

Action Plan. 
 

2 Council expresses its concern that there is a potential for City Centre 
development to fall behind schedule due to complexity, number and 
variety of projects, and lack of integration within Council departments. 

 

3 The General Manager produce a report to the next Council meeting 
that – 

 

a presents options for Councillors to be provided with access to 
CBD project budgeting and delivery progress information; 

 

b canvasses options for a formal committee/advisory body of 
Councillors to receive regular project updates for the City Centre;  
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c reviews the structure and purpose of the Wollongong City Centre 
Advisory Group. 

 

4 The reports called for at the Council meeting on 12 December 2011 
regarding advancing the mall design be presented to the 12 March 
2012 meeting of Council, or sooner. 

 

 
 

 ITEM 5 - COMBINING EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR THE WOLLONGONG, KIAMA AND SHELLHARBOUR LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AREAS  

 The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 
Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 20). 

 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION –  

1 Council endorse the proposal to combine the Wollongong and the 
Kiama/Shellharbour Local Emergency Management Committees into 
a single Illawarra Local Emergency Management Committee for the 
purpose of emergency management within the three local 
government areas. 

2 Manager Infrastructure, Mr John Shepherd, be appointed as 
Chairperson of the Local Emergency Management Committee and be 
Council’s representative on the District Emergency Management 
Committee on a rotational basis with the other two councils  

3 The City Wide Services Manager, Mr John Bubb, be appointed as the 
Local Emergency Management Officer on a rotational basis with the 
other two councils. 
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 DEPARTURE OF COUNCILLOR 
 

 Councillor Colacino departed the meeting at 6.42 pm and was absent 
during discussion and voting on Item 6. 

 
 
 ITEM 6 - PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF NO 3 ARROW AVENUE, 

FIGTREE - FLOOD MITIGATION  

25 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Brown 
seconded Councillor Dorahy that -  

1 Subject to funding being provided by the Office of Emergency 
Services under the NSW Natural Disaster Resilience Program to the 
amount of $495,000 (GST will not apply) and estimated demolition 
costs of $50,000 (GST exc), Council authorise the acquisition of Lot 
11 DP 30180 No 3 Arrow Avenue, Figtree, as shown on Attachment 1 
of the report, on the following terms: 

a Purchase price of $495,000 (GST will not apply). 

b Each party be responsible for their own legal costs. 

2 Council endorse the allocation of the purchase price, demolition cost 
and associated costs from the current Capital Budget provided for 
floodplain management. 

3 Authority be granted to affix the Common Seal of Council to the 
transfer documents and any other documents required to give effect 
to this resolution. 

 
 

 
 ITEM 7 - MINUTES OF THE CITY OF WOLLONGONG TRAFFIC 

COMMITTEE MEETING HELD 6 FEBRUARY 2012  

 The following staff recommendation was adopted as part of the Block 
Adoption of Items (refer Minute Number 20). 

 COUNCIL’S RESOLUTION - in accordance with the powers delegated to 
Council, the minutes and recommendations of the special electronic 
meeting of the City of Wollongong Traffic Committee held 6 February 2012 
in relation to Regulation of Traffic, be adopted. 
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Corporate and Community Services Department 
 
 ITEM 8 - VIVA LA GONG FESTIVAL 2011 REPORT   

 MOVED Councillor Brown seconded Councillor Crasnich that – 

1     Council note the information contained in the report.  

2 Council –  

a develop a Festival/Cultural Events Strategy to include major 
events such as the Illawarra Folk Festival; and 

b consider developing a festival site such as the Canberra 
exhibition site. 

26 An AMENDMENT was MOVED by Councillor Kershaw seconded 
Councillor Connor that  - 

1     Council note the information contained in the report.  

2 Council develop a Festival/Cultural Events Strategy. 
 
 

 The AMENDMENT on being PUT to the VOTE was CARRIED. 
 

In favour Councillors Kershaw, Connor, Martin, Blicavs, Dorahy, Colacino, Crasnich, 
Curran and Bradbery  

Against Councillors Brown, Takacs and Merrin  
 

The AMENDMENT then BECAME the MOTION. 

The MOTION was PUT and CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.    

 

 
 
 ATTENDANCE OF COUNCILLOR 

 

 During consideration and prior to voting on Item 8, Councillor Colacino 
returned to the meeting, the time being 6.45  pm. 
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 ITEM 9 - AUDIT COMMITTEE VACANCY  

27 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Blicavs seconded 
Councillor Brown that Council endorse the appointment of Mr Brian Ward to 
the Audit Committee as an independent member.  

 

       
 DEPARTURE OF COUNCILLOR 

 

 During consideration and voting on Item 9, Councillor Crasnich departed and 
returned to the meeting, the times being 7.09 pm and 7.11 pm respectively. 

          
 
   
THE MEETING CONCLUDED AT 7.11 PM. 
 
 
Confirmed as a correct record of proceedings at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council of 
the City of Wollongong held on 27 February 2012. 
 
 
 

Chairperson 
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Infrastructure and Works Department 
ITEM 4 - WOLLONGONG CBD ACTION PLAN - REVIEW OF PRIORITY 
ACTIONS 

24 RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY on the motion of Councillor Blicavs 
seconded Councillor Brown that –  

1 Council note the report and review of the current status of the CBD 
Action Plan. 

2 Council expresses its concern that there is a potential for City Centre 
development to fall behind schedule due to complexity, number and 
variety of projects, and lack of integration within Council departments. 

3 The General Manager produce a report to the next Council meeting 
that – 

a presents options for Councillors to be provided with access to 
CBD project budgeting and delivery progress information; 

b canvasses options for a formal committee/advisory body of 
Councillors to receive regular project updates for the City Centre;  

c reviews the structure and purpose of the Wollongong City Centre 
Advisory Group. 

4 The reports called for at the Council meeting on 12 December 2011 
regarding advancing the mall design be presented to the 12 March 
2012 meeting of Council, or sooner. 



 

CITY CENTRE MAJOR PROJECTS STEERING COMMITTEE 
CHARTER 

 
PURPOSE 
 
Oversee the planning, progress and financial performance of major CBD projects (as determined 
by Council) and where required make decisions on planning, engagement and deployment issues 
relating to these projects within the project budget. 
  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
On any major City Centre project that the Council so delegates, the Committee shall: 
 
• Oversee project planning, engagement and deployment as reported by the project’s 

Technical Working Group; 
• Monitor project financial performance; 
• Oversee the project risk management plan; 
• Make decisions on project “matters for resolution” as required to ensure timely successful 

delivery of the project within budget. 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP/REPRESENTATION 
 
• 2 Council officers nominated by the General Manager. 
• 4 Councillors appointed by the Council. 
• The Chair will be appointed by the Council. 
 
 
CODE OF CONDUCT AND CODE OF MEETING PRACTICE 
 

• Term of appointment to be for one year and will be reviewed on an annual basis.  
• Meetings will be as required to achieve the above objectives.  
• A quorum will consist of half plus one.  
• The Chair has no casting vote.  
• In the absence of the Chair the meeting will appoint a chair.  
• Councillors who are not members of the steering committee may attend meetings and may 

address the meeting at the invitation of the Chair but do not have a vote. 
• Matters that are unable to be resolved by the committee (ie. a tied vote) will be referred to 

Council for determination. 
 
 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
 
• Report via the minutes of the meeting to Councillors; 
• Refer major project variations or budget variations to Council for determination. 
• Present a final project report to Council 
 



 

 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 
 
• The steering committee will be supported by Council’s Infrastructure Division and the 

technical working group of the project it is overseeing. 
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Infrastructure and Works Department 
 

 ITEM 11 - CROWN STREET MALL REFURBISHMENT  

286 MOVED Councillor Brown  seconded Councillor Martin  that - 

1 The design for the Crown Street Mall refurbishment, prepared by the 
Government Architect's Office, be adopted  

2 The Joint Regional Planning Panel be requested to determine the 
current development application. 

3 A briefing be held for Councillors that gives options, via either an 
amendment to the development application, a new development 
application or condition variations that do not delay progress of the 
adopted design,  to review:  the type of seating, the children’s water-
play area, additional children’s play areas, tree species, lighting 
configuration, options for public art (including film and performance 
art), options for rain protection for pedestrians. 

4 A report come back to Council that identifies options to fast-track de-
cluttering parts of the mall by removal of structures, such as plant 
boxes, that can occur at reasonable cost and without delaying 
progress of the adopted design. 

5 A report be presented to Councillors for options to provide public 
toilets and water bubblers in the CBD. 

6 An annual program of events to be held in the revamped Mall be 
presented to Councillors for review in conjunction with annual budget 
deliberations. 

7 A report come back to Council on the feasibility of creating a true 
Town Square by considering a future extension one block to the east. 

8 A report be submitted on including a cycleway through the centre of 
the Mall as part of a ‘station to the sea’ active transport link. 

 An AMENDMENT was MOVED by Councillor Blicavs seconded 
Councillor Crasnich that -  

1 Council commit to the redevelopment of Crown Street Mall as part of 
the Revitalisation of the City Centre with works commencing in 
February 2013.  

2 The current plans for the western end of the Mall, between Keira 
Street and Church Street become Stage 1 of works. 



 
Minutes of Ordinary Meeting of Council 12 December 2011

 

 

3 A Committee be formed of Councillors and relevant Council Officers 
to review the plans for Stage 2, the eastern end of the Mall from 
Church Street to Kembla Street, with a view to workshopping and 
investigating options not previously considered. 

4 Further research be undertaken into how the Mall can better 
complement the operations of the CBD and the economic impacts of 
the GPT development proceeding and UOW students residing in the 
City Centre. 

5 This Committee report back on workshop results and research 
findings in the first quarter of 2012 with a plan for Stage 2 of the Mall 
redevelopment. 

6 After some minor design adjustments, to be determined by the 
Committee, Stage 1 be submitted to the Joint Regional Planning 
Panel in early 2012. 

 
A FORESHADOWED AMENDMENT was MOVED by Councillor Curran  
seconded Councillor Crasnich  that – 

1 The item be deferred until the February 2012 Council meeting. 

2 Interested people meet at a suitable time and venue, such as the 
Mall. 

The AMENDMENT on being PUT to the VOTE was LOST. 

In favour Councillors Blicavs, Dorahy, Colacino, Crasnich and Curran    
Against Councillors Connor,  Brown,  Martin,  Takacs,  Merrin, Petty and  Bradbery 

 
The FORESHADOWED AMENDMENT then BECAME the AMENDMENT. 
 
The AMENDMENT on being PUT to the VOTE was LOST. 
 

In favour Councillors Curran  and Crasnich    
Against Councillors Connor, Brown, Martin, Takacs, Merrin, Blicavs, Dorahy,  

Colacino, Petty and Bradbery 
 
The MOTION was PUT and CARRIED. 
 

In favour Councillors Connor, Brown, Martin, Takacs, Merrin, Blicavs, Dorahy,  
Colacino, Crasnich and Bradbery 

Against Councillors Curran  and Petty    
 

 









Attachment 4 
 

CONSULTATION PLAN 
 

Background  

At the Council meeting of 31 October 2011, Council requested a draft 
consultation plan that Wollongong Council may use to gauge local community 
support for the introduction of free WiFi in the City Centre 

Key Messages  

To gauge local community support for the introduction of free WiFi in the City 
Centre.   

External Stakeholders  

The following list is a summary of key external stakeholders - 
 

Businesses within the defined area: 
 

§ Business organisation within the Local Government Area 
§ Current users of the defined area 
§ Community members 
§ Community and Social Groups 
§ University of Wollongong 
§ Local schools 
§ Local Neighbourhood Forum 

Proposed Methodology 

The purpose of the consultation will be to gauge potential 
usage/benefit/support by current users of the defined area, identify potential 
usage/benefit/support of non-users of the defined area, and determine level 
of benefit/support/impact by businesses and business organisations. 

External consultation mechanisms will include: 

§ Kiosks 
§ Surveys 
§ Business consultation 
§ Neighbourhood forum presentation 
§ Media release to promote engagement activities 
§ Advertisements and notices in local papers to promote engagement 

activities 
§ Council libraries 
§ Council website 

 



 

 

Attachment 5 
 
COSTING COMPONENTS FOR PROVISION OF WIFI SERVICE 
 

A –Provision of Wireless Equipment 

This is a one-off cost which is dependent on the size of the geographical area to be 
serviced. 

B – Provision of Internet  

There are two components to this service – the initial set up costs and the ongoing 
costs, both of which are dependent on the size of the geographical area to be 
serviced. 

The ongoing cost is also linked to the number of users and access capacities 
provided to users.  As a result is it not financially feasible to provide unlimited internet 
access.   

Additional ADSL internet links could be introduced at a later stage dependent on the 
usage of the system.  

C – Annual Management Service 

This is an ongoing cost per year and the most significant.  This service provides 
monitored internet content control; a digital management platform, real-time 
reporting, the establishment of a customised splash page, and 24x7 phone and on-
site support.  It also includes customized splash pages and branding.  The estimated 
cost is $18,000 pa. 

D – Provision of Power to Sites 

Existing Council infrastructure can be used within Crown Street Mall between Keira 
and Corrimal Streets.  This is sufficient to provide the service within this area. 

Additional power would need to be provided for areas outside of this boundary.  The 
cost for this is yet to be established as negotiation would need to take place with 
building owners to mount and use existing power from those buildings, as Council 
does not own any of the infrastructure.  Solar powered units could be considered for 
these new areas which would result in minimal ongoing costs. 

E – Provision of Fibre 

Existing fibre infrastructure can be used within Crown Street Mall between Gladstone 
Avenue and Corrimal Streets.   

However beyond this area, there is no existing fibre.  The provision of fibre to these 
areas is costly and is estimated in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
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Executive Summary 
This briefing paper has been complied to assist Wollongong City Council with their 
deliberations around the governance structure of Council’s involvement in economic 
development across the LGA. Consequently, the paper is predominantly focused on 
governance model options - rather than considering the specific work or projects that 
Wollongong City Council may get involved in. 

Any decisions around structure will need to consider: 

• The existing work/projects of Wollongong City Council 
• The involvement of other economic development-related organisations in Wollongong 
• Lessons that can be learnt from other national and international jurisdictions 
• Emerging projects that have been identified as part of Council’s Wollongong 2022 

strategic planning program. 

In the past decade numerous reports have been written suggesting ideas about how 
Wollongong City Council can support existing business, attract new ones and ultimately break 
the long term trend of above average unemployment that has characterised the region. The 
most recent of these were done by KPMG1 and Buchan2.  

These two reports mainly focused on actual economic development policies, but also contained 
three key implications for the governance structure in this policy area. 

Firstly, the product being sold – Wollongong – is essentially a good one. There are lots of 
reasons why people would want to start a business in Wollongong, live in Wollongong and 
holiday or relax in Wollongong.  

Secondly, the main stumbling block is co-ordination of activities amongst the various groups. 
There is significant good-will amongst the city’s economic development stakeholders but they 
are often doing activities in isolation of each other and with limited resources. This co-
ordination role is a critical aspect of Wollongong City Council’s participation in economic 
development. This means any structure adopted by Wollongong City Council needs to 
acknowledge existing bodies that are working in the area of economic development. 

Thirdly, Council’s economic development role is broader than just the activities of the economic 
development unit. Council also contributes to the attractiveness and amenity of the city by 
providing the best environment possible, including key aspects such as planning regulations, 
rates policy, public asset management, health and well-being policies and events and cultural 
activities. This means any structure adopted by Wollongong City Council needs to have the 
capacity to also incorporate Council activities that may not be exclusively about traditional 
economic development – such as planning, asset maintenance and social and cultural 
enterprise projects. 

                                                           

1 KPMG (2011) Wollongong Business Attraction Review  
2 Buchan (2010) Wollongong City Review Report 
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Based on these three factors - together with the considerations around existing Wollongong 
City Council projects, the work of other stakeholders and lessons from other jurisdictions - this 
paper concludes by proposing two models for consideration by Councillors. 

The first model is based around an Advisory Board. This model offers a flexible, adaptable 
structure that can adjust as different issues emerge. It allows for constructive input from many 
stakeholders and experts, without becoming a large and potential unwieldy Committee. It 
includes specific goal setting across a range of areas and timeframes, and recognises that 
different projects will move at different paces. It emphasises the need to complement existing 
bodies, agencies and committee already immersed in this area. Finally, it incorporates a review 
mechanism that ensures issues remain relevant and progress is made. 

The second model involves making the governing body for economic development a Standing 
Committee of Council. This will allow Council to ensure a greater level of accountability over 
the work of the economic development body. The Council Standing Committee would meet 
regularly with other stakeholders in the economic development area, including an annual 
planning process. 

Economic Development has a strong underpinning presence within the community goals that 
support our long term community vision for Wollongong 2022, and in particular the draft 
community goals including: 

• We value and protect our environment 

• We have an innovative and sustainable economy 

• Wollongong is a creative and vibrant city 

• We are a connected and engaged community 

• We are a healthy community in a liveable city 

• We have sustainable, affordable and accessible transport 

An effective governance structure will play a key role in translating these Community Goals into 
strategies, actions and deliverables. 
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The current landscape 
There are already a number of organisations and institutions currently involved in the policy 
area of economic development in the Illawarra. This includes Wollongong City Council, which 
undertakes a number of activities that are designed to support existing businesses and 
encourage new ones into the region. These programs reflect the important role that 
Wollongong City Council has to play in driving the city’s economic development agenda. 

Similarly, there have been numerous studies and reports undertaken that have examined the 
region and put forward plans and strategies to lift employment growth and encourage economic 
development in Wollongong. The reports, while largely focused on policies rather than 
structure, still provide some insights into potential governance structures. 

The future structure of any new governance model, and the projects the entity undertakes, 
would be well placed by taking into account the existing projects of Wollongong City Council, 
the activities of other operators in the region and the numerous reports that have been 
undertaken in recent years that look at the issue of economic development in Wollongong. 

 

Challenges and opportunities  
Before examining governance options, it is useful to briefly consider the key problem that 
economic development policy is trying to overcome - the lack of local job availability and 
opportunities - and the critical areas that Wollongong City Council can have an effective impact.  

 

Central policy focus: Jobs 

The central economic challenge facing the Illawarra, including Wollongong, is the need to lift 
employment opportunities within the region. This policy aim needs to be the central focus of 
economic development activities of all stakeholders in Wollongong – the projects and activities 
need to create local jobs.  

Official unemployment data, from the ABS, shows that Wollongong consistently has an 
unemployment rate above the NSW and national average. The average unemployment rate in 
Australia over the past four years has been 5%, compared to 6.9% in Wollongong3. Youth 
unemployment rates (15 to 19) are significantly higher – at 42.5% in Dec 2011.4 

In addition, this employment challenge is actually bigger than the official statistics suggest. Up 
to 20,000 people travel to Sydney each day for work, making Wollongong-Sydney one of 
Australia’s busiest commuter corridors. Most of these commuters would prefer to avoid 
travelling up to 4 hours per day for work if there were similar employment opportunities in 
Wollongong and the Illawarra.  

                                                           

3 ABS (2011) 6291.0.55.001 Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, Table 16 
4 www.deewr.gov.au/LMIP/default.aspx?LMIP/LFR/NSW/Wollongong 

http://www.deewr.gov.au/LMIP/default.aspx?LMIP/LFR/NSW/Wollongong
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Having such large numbers of people travelling out of the area for work has broader economic 
and social implications. People working in Sydney are more likely to spend at least some of 
their income there, rather than in Wollongong, resulting in a loss of economic activity from the 
LGA. Such a long commute also means people are less to participate in family and community 
activities, such as sporting clubs, school communities and a range of broader community and 
cultural activities. 

These long-term employment trends, and their negative economic and social implications, are 
why local job creation is at the centre of economic development policy.      

 

Economic transition has been underway since early 1980s 

The economic transformation has been underway since the early 1980s, when the then BHP 
Steelworks began to downsize its workforce from a peak of 25,000.  Today the number 
employed at Bluescope is down to 2500 or just 10 per cent of the workforce compared to the 
early 1980’s.  

In other words, the transition of the Illawarra/Wollongong economy from a major reliance on 
Steel has been underway for 30 years. However, this transition process has not been well 
recognised and acknowledged, either within the region, but particularly externally.  

This was most evident in the reaction to the last year’s decision by BlueScope Steel to cease 
exporting resulting in job losses of over 1,000 at BlueScope Steel and related businesses.  
Much of the media coverage, and particularly at a national level around this decision again 
portrayed Wollongong as a steel town.  The influence on perceptions of Wollongong can also 
be attributed to its significant geographical footprint. 

What is not recognised, particularly externally, is that Wollongong’s economic base is emerging 
as an important business and financial services centre that possesses one of the nation’s 
leading universities. In fact most people, both in Wollongong and outside the region, would be 
unaware that the University of Wollongong has more IT graduates that any university in 
Australia and that it accounts for 25% of all IT graduates in NSW. An important consideration 
when look at workforce planning issues.  

Today the Knowledge Services Sector employs 4,500 people across 58 locations in 
Wollongong in the areas of Business/ Shared services, ICT including Software development 
and digital media along with Financial Services and Funds administration. Other key growth 
sectors include Advance Manufacturing along with the growth in the logistics sector on the back 
of the expansion of the Port of Port Kembla.  

Whilst the local economy has diversified significantly, the fact remains this process of economic 
diversification, has resulted in the region consistently recording a higher-than-national-average 
unemployment rate, along with a growing number of people commuting out of the region each 
day for work. 
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Four key pillars of economic development  

Lowering Wollongong’s unemployment rate, as the local economy continues to transition, is not 
a problem that Wollongong City Council can solve alone. Nevertheless, the Council has an 
important role in delivering the goal of greater self-sufficiency in employment.  

The policy levers that Wollongong City Council has can be divided into four key areas. 

 

Infrastructure provision – High quality infrastructure and public spaces are vital to Wollongong’s 
continuing competitiveness and an essential foundation for business growth and job creation.  
Wollongong City Council can directly assist in this area via providing quality local infrastructure 
that lifts amenity and the attractiveness of the city (e.g. projects identified in the CBD Action 
Plan which include Blue Mile, the redevelopment of Crown Street Mall, and streetscapes). The 
Council also has a role to work with other stakeholders to attract funding from other levels of 
government for larger projects such as upgrades to the Princes Highway and F6, further Port 
development and improved rail links between Sydney and Wollongong. 

 

Planning controls – As the leading planning authority in Wollongong, the Council can have a 
major impact on ensuring the business can access suitable land sites in a timely manner. This 
planning role ranges from undertaking high-level strategic planning around precincts through to 
ensuring specific sites have appropriate zoning controls and are attractive to potential 
investors.  

 

Marketing – As discussed earlier, Wollongong has not been effective at marketing itself and the 
external image of the city is not accurate. Wollongong is still perceived as a city where people 
either work in manufacturing, travel to Sydney for work or do not work at all.  

A recent Property Council5 report found investors have a poor view of the Illawarra’s future. 
The survey of 2800 property industry professionals found 49 per cent expect economic 
conditions to deteriorate in the Illawarra this year. This is in contrast to 28 per cent for 
Newcastle and 21 per cent for Sydney. 

This issue is further highlighted by the fact that since 2007, over $850M worth of major city 
centre developments have been approved.  However, with the exception of GPT’s West Keira 
development, only a handful of these projects have translated into actual activities. 

Programs like Advantage Wollongong and Brand Wollongong (see pg. 8) are working to get 
positive messages out and challenging external perceptions, and clearly this needs to be a 
major focus.   

                                                           

5 Property Council (2012) The Property Council of Australia-ANZ Property Industry Confidence Survey 
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This marketing role needs to be broader and include a range of tools such as developing 
external networks with target industries and key decision makers within those industries, 
achieving positive national media coverage and improving the local communities understanding 
about the current state of Wollongong and where the economy is heading. 

 

Leadership – As discussed later in the paper (pg. 11), one of the problems that has been 
present in Wollongong recently is a lack of co-ordination amongst stakeholders in Wollongong. 
This is not surprising given the LGA has been governed by Administrators for the past three 
years. As the civic leader of the city, Wollongong City Council has a critical role in co-ordinating 
the work of these groups and providing leadership in this policy area.  

 

Wollongong City Council current projects  
Wollongong City Council is currently engaged in a number of projects in the economic 
development space that will need to be bought into any new structure for this policy area within 
Council.  

 

Advantage Wollongong (business attraction and development) – This program has been 
around for a number of years and taken a number of forms. Currently, it is funded by 
Wollongong City Council, University of Wollongong, Department of Trade and Investment and 
Port Kembla Port Corporation. This group undertakes research to highlight the competitive 
advantage of Wollongong over other areas and uses various communication channels (web, 
publications) to deliver the message that Wollongong has many advantages for investors and 
business owners. The program is also supported by other stakeholders such as IBC and 
Property Council. 

 

Brand Wollongong  (branding, marketing and events)– This Council-led initiative aims to deliver 
a core message and consistent branding that can be utilised across the three pillars of 
business, tourism and community. Several key stakeholders have been engaged over the past 
12 months to ensure this is a collaborative and relevant exercise. The initial stage of this 
program saw the development of a City Centre Marketing Plan for Tourism Wollongong to 
adopt by way of strategic partnerships and a diverse program of events that concentrate on 
social and experiential components.  

The second key deliverable is the recently-drafted Wollongong Major Events Strategy, which 
will see the region play a more proactive role in the attraction and promotion of events that 
provide significant economic impact and regional exposure. This initiative includes selection 
criteria for funding consideration, with four categories developed that include indicative 
guidelines. This assistance can also help local operators secure regional, state and national 
events on behalf of the city. Events to be developed or created include a “Gran Fondo” mass 
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participation and elite cycling festival of international significance, down to existing community 
events such as the Twilight Markets. 

The third key component, due to be drafted by March, is a collaborative branding program. This 
will include a “mother-ship” brand, primarily for out-of-region attraction, with sub-brands 
complementing it for specific sectors, such as business attraction and the city centre. An 
evaluation of existing campaigns will be part of this process, along with the creation of an 
exhaustive online resource utilising the wollongong.com address. It is envisaged the Brand 
Wollongong program will include a number of business tools stakeholders can use, such as a 
brand and image library, official guidebook, workshops, joint event bidding template, co-
ordinated events calendar, social media initiatives, customer database and conference 
prospectus. 

 

City Centre management and revitalisation – Wollongong City Council has recently taken direct 
control of the operational management of Wollongong City Mall. Prior to this transition the 
Council established the Wollongong City Centre Advisory Committee, made up of various 
business and government representatives, to work with Council on how to best revitalise this 
key piece of city infrastructure.  

 
Other Council projects – These include: 
 

• 93 Crown Street Wollongong which is an integrated facility to provide information 
to residents, visitors and business. An expanded model on the normal visitor 
information centre, including information on business growth and support programs, 
business attraction, city centre events and operations. This facility will also have 
"Start Pad" that provides a structured creative environment, business development 
support, and adaptable, flexible space considered essential to take start-up 
companies from idea to forming viable businesses.  

• Supporting key groups like the property council, Illawarra Business Chamber 
running events and activities to attract business and investors to Wollongong, 
Council supported the investor tour run last year by the property council. 

 
• Feasibility Studies preparation, an example being the Convention Centre. 

 
• Business growth Program undertaken in conjunction with Shellharbour and Kiama 

Council. Support Wollongong Small Business Club.   
 

• Supporting existing industry clusters I3net (Manufacturing and Engineering 
sector) and ICTI (ICT sector) in partnership with State and federal Government and 
University of Wollongong to promote industry capability outside of the region.   
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Tourism Wollongong – This is an organisation with an independent Board which has recently 
been engaged by Council to deliver marketing, events and promotional activities for the city 
centre, in addition to traditional activities in relation to tourism and destination marketing.  This 
partnership is the vehicle for the delivery of Council’s ‘Tourism development’ function.  Tourism 
is increasingly becoming a significant contributor to the local and regional economy.  

IPAC- Merrigong Theatre - Council funds Merrigong Theatre company to manage the IPAC and 
deliver significant elements of Council’s cultural program.  More recently, Merrigong’s 
contribution to the economic development of the city centre, city and region has also been 
recognised.  There are further opportunities to develop this role.  

IRIS- Research and Information- Council’s key funding of this community based agency 
enables the delivery and availability of ‘quality’ economic and market research information and 
data to the city and region.  This source, supported by other material developed by, Trade and 
Investment NSW, Property Council, and University of Wollongong, ensures the delivery of data 
and information is a key economic strategy.   

 

Council asset management program – A key role of Wollongong City Council is to maintain the 
existing asset base of the city to ensure the city is a vibrant and attractive place to do business, 
in addition to, where possible, ensure that the city can provide its citizens (including 
businesses) with appropriate community facilities and ensure the city has high living standards 
and amenity. Key current projects include the Blue Mile and the broad redevelopment plans for 
the CBD, as outlined in the CBD Action Plan. 

As all Council strategic planning documents, the CBD Action Plan is unfunded and needs to 
compete against all priorities through the budget/annual planning process.  Key projects within 
the CBD Action Plan will need to be considered as part of the Wollongong 2022 budget 
allocation process. 

 

Planning – Planning issues can have influence the location decisions of businesses and 
investors, especially when new premises and/or buildings are needed. Council plays a major 
role in this process, not just in terms of planning laws but also how these laws are implemented 
and the level of communication between project proponents and Council staff. 

 

Customer service – Council also facilitates business in the city via its customer service unit 
which supports existing and new businesses and acts as an enabler of economic activity in the 
city. 

 

Figure 1 below outlines Council’s current Economic Development Program. 
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Figure 1 
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Other organisations in business support and attraction 
Apart from Wollongong City Council, there are a number of other organisations that have a role 
in supporting local business and attracting new investors. 

 

Regional Development Australia- Illawarra (RDA-I) 

This key organisation was formed in 2008 by the Australian Government and brings together 
Federal, State and Local Government as well as business and community representatives. The 
RDA-I is governed by a Board, which sets the strategic direction of the organisation, and has a 
secretariat staff. The Board includes representation from business, public service and the 
community sector. 

The RDA-I’s main role is to be the peak regional advocacy group for attracting public funding 
for key projects in the Illawarra. Many of these projects relate to major infrastructure, such as 
the Maldon-Dombarton rail link, the Port of Port Kembla, the Princes Highway and the NBN. 
There are also other non-infrastructure based projects that it advocates for such as Green Jobs 
Illawarra. 

The RDA-I also runs business assistance services such as a small business networking group 
and an Economic Gardening program to help entrepreneurs. 

The RDA-I has put together a Strategic Plan that outlines its priorities and focus areas going 
forward. 

The RDA-I runs an annual regional conference, the theme of 2011 was around an economy in 
transition.  

Council currently has an MOU with the RDA-I acknowledging the role that each of the 
organisations play in regard to economic development. 

Trade and Investment NSW 

The NSW Government is involved in economic development in the region via Trade & 
Investment NSW. This department has an office in Wollongong that works to both support 
existing businesses and attract new ones.  

As a NSW Department, Trade & Investment NSW implements NSW Government policy with 
respect to economic development. Consequently, it does not advocate for Wollongong or the 
Illawarra over other regions in NSW. 

The business attraction strategy targets potential businesses in specific industries that suit the 
Illawarra’s skill base. Industry and Investment then works with the targets to lower barriers to 
come to the region, such as providing information about the region, linking target businesses 
with local entities like Council, and offering short-term financial incentives. 
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Trade & Investment NSW has a strategic plan, as part of the State Plan process, which outlines 
the NSW Government’s key focus sectors for the Illawarra. These include knowledge based 
industries in ICT, business and financial services; manufacturing; education; and logistics. 

 

Business and Industry groups 

There are a number of member-based organisations with operations in the Illawarra. The main 
organisations are the Illawarra Business Chamber, the Property Council and the Australian 
Industry Group. 

Illawarra Business Chamber - This member-based organisation has over 700 members across 
most industry sectors and all business sizes – ranging from sole traders to multi-national 
corporations. It is governed by a Board of Directors and affiliated with the NSW Business 
Chamber. 

Property Council - The Property Council is a national organisation that represents property 
investors, developers and businesses involved in the construction industry. It has a Wollongong 
office that services and represents local-based members. 

Australian Industry Group - The Australian Industry Group is a national organisation that 
represents businesses of all sizes from a range of industries, in particular the manufacturing 
sector. It has a Wollongong office that services local-based members. 

These groups assist existing businesses (predominantly members) by running networking 
events, professional development and business advisory services such as industrial relations, 
trade, skill development and marketing. 

They are involved in the business attraction process by advocating ways to improve the 
business operating environment to all levels of government. For example, in 2009 the Illawarra 
Business Chamber released a paper advocating for greater participation in economic 
development policy from Wollongong City Council. 

The Property Council runs direct investor tours of the region to highlight the benefits of 
operating a business or investing in Wollongong and the broader region. The latest one was 
held on November 21, 2011 in which it partnered with Wollongong City Council and a number 
of other local stakeholders.  

In addition, these groups are engaged with Wollongong City Council and other organisations in 
forums that are working on attracting businesses to Wollongong, such as Advantage 
Wollongong, RDA, Wollongong City Centre Advisory Committee and Brand Wollongong. 

 

University of Wollongong 

The University of Wollongong is an active participant in attracting new businesses to the 
Innovation Campus, especially those involved in technology and R&D who would benefit from 
being closely located to the main University campus. 
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This business attraction program has a national and international focus. For example, UOW 
Ambassador Adam Gilchrist has been a key part of the program targeting businesses and 
investors from India. 

 

Recent reports on economic development in Wollongong 

Most of the many reports that have looked at economic development in Wollongong have 
focused on the ‘what’ – the task that needs to be done. There has been very little focus on the 
‘how’ – the governance and organisational structure of economic development policy in 
Wollongong. Nevertheless, there are some insights that may help in Councillor’s deliberations 
about the best governance model. 

The Federal Government’s Major Cities Unit has released a number of reports looking at 
Australia’s main cities, including major regional centres such as Wollongong6. These reports 
summarise the demographic and economic trends of the cities and highlight challenging areas 
for particular cities. For example, the most recent paper that was released earlier this year 
highlighted Wollongong’s relatively slow population growth in recent years and poor job 
creation performance. 

This measured outcome is despite the well-documented positive attributes that Wollongong has 
such as proximity to Sydney, good transport links, skilled workforce and access to research via 
local education institutions such as UOW. 

The contrast between the positive story, yet disappointing outcomes, reinforces the idea that 
any structure needs to be able to accommodate promotional aspects of economic 
development. 

In 2007 the NSW Government released the Wollongong City Centre Vision7, which was 
completed by Cities Taskforce as part of the major Metropolitan Strategy project. 

This plan was summarised as: 10,000 new jobs, 6,000 more people, 25 year plan and 1 city 
centre. 

This plan provided detailed planning directions, including a focus on additional high density 
housing in the CBD, increases in floor space and building heights for commercial buildings, a 
revitalisation of the Crown Street Mall and railway station areas, the transport links needed in 
the city and the environmental and green space management of the city. 

This comprehensive document also had a chapter focused on economic development. This 
chapter identified a number of key points: 

o More jobs need to be created in Wollongong to improve employment self-
containment and reduce the proportion of people travelling to Sydney daily 
for work. 

                                                           

6 Major Cities Unit (2011) State of Australian Cities 
7 NSW Dept. Planning (2007) Wollongong City Centre Vision 
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o That key potential sectors to create these jobs include health, knowledge-
based industries and education. 

o A more compact and densely populated CBD area would help lift the liveability 
of the city and improve current safety concerns. 

This city-focused paper was also accompanied by a region-wide plan called the Illawarra 
Regional Strategy8. This was a similar document, but covered the LGAs of Wollongong, 
Shellharbour and Kiama. It also looked at planning, economic development issues, transport 
needs and environmental plans. The report found that a third of new jobs across the three 
LGAs would be located in the Wollongong CBD area. 

Both the Wollongong City Centre Vision and the Illawarra Regional Strategy highlighted the 
strong links between good planning outcomes and positive economic development outcomes – 
highlighting the importance of ensuring non-traditional economic development areas, such as 
planning, have links into the governance structure selected by Councillors. 

There have also been many reports commissioned in the past decades about economic 
development strategies for Wollongong. There have been two key reports done in the past two 
years that examined economic development issues, especially around the CBD area.  

In 20109 the consulting firm Buchan updated a 2005 report that had been done10. This update 
focused on data related to the CBD area such as employment patterns and commercial supply 
and demand trends for various types of properties (retail, office, industrial) and qualities (A 
down to D). It also compared recent commercial property supply trends with similar cities such 
as Newcastle, Geelong and Parramatta. 

In 2011, KMPG11 were commissioned to look at the attributes that business owners are 
seeking in a location, and compared Wollongong’s offering to that of similar or competitor cities 
such as Geelong and Newcastle.  

Some key themes emerge from these two recent reports: 

• The product being ‘sold’ to investors and businesses – Wollongong – is essentially a 
good quality product. Wollongong has qualities that business owners/investors are 
looking for and is competitive when compared to similar sized regional cities such as 
Geelong and Newcastle. 

• Wollongong was the most attractive location for ICT businesses on the eastern 
seaboard.  

• A critical hurdle that needs to be overcome is greater co-operation between agencies 
and groups working in the area of economic development. KPMG suggested that co-
operation between the parties involved in Advantage Wollongong (WCC, Port Kembla 
Port Corporation, Industry & Investment NSW and University of Wollongong) is high. 

                                                           

8 NSW Dept. Planning (2007) Illawarra Regional Strategy 
9 Buchan (2010) Wollongong City Review Report 
10 Buchan (2005) Wollongong City Centre Economic Development Strategy 
11 KPMG (2011) Wollongong Business Attraction Review 
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However, co-operation with other parties – especially private sector organisations – 
needs to be improved. 

• There is a need to improve communications between development proponents and 
Wollongong City Council as development applications are progressing through the 
system.  

• A lack of A-grade commercial stock has been added to Wollongong CBD in recent 
years. WCC has approved a number of projects, but these development approvals 
have not translated into new buildings as this point. Most of the new office and 
commercial space in the Wollongong LGA in recent years has occurred at the 
Innovation Campus. 

• For Wollongong CBD to grow as a regional city it needs to build on existing positives 
such as concentration of employment, emergence of the health precinct, ‘event’ based 
visitation, strong suitability for knowledge services sector and offering the range of 
services expected in a regional centre. 

These identified issues highlight the need for a co-ordinating body within Wollongong, the need 
to focus on promotional activities and the need to build on existing ground-work. 

In 2010 the Illawarra Business Chamber released a paper that looked at the current 
economic development policy situation in Wollongong12. The IBC argued that in the early years 
of Administration, the Council had withdrawn from the economic development space. The IBC 
urged the Council to re-engage in this policy area and looked at how other cities structured 
their economic development efforts. 

                                                           

12 IBC (2010) Economic Development in Wollongong – a way forward 
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In 2010 the Property Council called for the development of a plan to revitalise Wollongong13 
that would look at an integrated plan for the city, especially key sites around the CBD area. 
This project was taken up by Wollongong City Council, and the CBD Action Plan14  was 
released in November 2010. This plan identifies key re-vitalisation projects for the CBD area, 
including the Crown Street Mall upgrade, and provides a time table for the projects.    

What are other regions doing? 
There is an opportunity for Wollongong City Council to also learn from the experience of other 
similar regions, both in Australia and internationally. 

 

National examples 
The work undertaken by KPMG, earlier this year, identified a number of cities that were either 
competitor cities to Wollongong or similar cities to Wollongong. How these cities and regions 
organise their economic development activities is summarised below. 

 

Adelaide – sits within Council with direct Council control 

Adelaide City Council has a dedicated Economic Development Unit within Council which runs a 
number of programs in the city to assist businesses and attract investment. The main business-
related project is Enterprise Adelaide which is a one-stop shop for business advice and 
services. It is run in conjunction with The Department of Trade & Economic Development and 
Business SA. The Economic Development Unit also has a business attraction function, 
targeting identified industry sectors. 

The structure appears to be governed directly by Council, which has input from partners for 
certain projects but there does not appear to be broader community input such as via an 
advisory board. 

 

Brisbane – separate Council-owned entity with own Board and members 

Brisbane’s economic development functions are performed by Brisbane Marketing, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Brisbane City Council. This entity has numerous roles, including business 
assistance and attraction.  

The organisation has similarities to a business group, in that it offers membership services to 
Brisbane-located firms and sponsorship opportunities.  It has its own Board of Directors and 
sizable staff and works in partnership with business, State and Federal Governments on 
specific projects. 

 
                                                           

13 Property Council (2010) Implementation Plan for Revitalisation of Wollongong CBD 
14 WCC (2010) Wollongong CBD Action Plan 
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Geelong – Council business unit and regional focus via G21, plus the Committee for Geelong 

Geelong Council has an internal business unit that provides a range of services for existing and 
potential businesses, including economic information, site identification assistance, business 
networking and support services and business visit programs. 

Outside of Council, Geelong also has a Committee for Geelong. This is a member-based 
organisation which is focused on the promotion of Geelong and attracting public and private 
investment to the city. 

Geelong Council is also part of the G21 project, a collaborative local government-led plan that 
aims to develop a road-map for the region in a range of areas including economic 
development.   

 

Penrith 

Penrith, in Sydney’s west, has some similarities with Wollongong in that it has an industrial 
base but also a large number of residents that travel out of the area each day to work, some to 
Sydney CBD.  

In 2009, a number of stakeholders, including Penrith City Council, pooled resources and 
launched the Penrith Business Alliance. This organisation’s mission is to “promote sustainable 
economic growth for Penrith as a Regional City through innovation, strategic alliances, 
enterprise development and investment attraction.”15 This is mostly funded from developer 
contributions from major development such as ADI and Glenmore Park. 

The group has developed a strategic plan that works towards achieving this central goal. It is 
governed by a Board and also has employed staff to run the day-to-day operations.  

The stakeholders in the alliance are Penrith City Council, University of Western Sydney, TAFE, 
Penrith Business Advisory Centre, Penrith Valley Chamber of Commerce and Home Based 
Business Network. 

 

Ipswich 

Ipswich City Council, in SE Queensland, is the main driver of economic development activities 
in that city. Like Wollongong, Ipswich has many great attributes as a location for business but it 
had trouble shedding the image as a coal mining and industrial town. But the latest economic 
projections (2008) show that the Council now expects Ipswich to be Queensland fastest 
growing local government area over the next 25 years, with an annual average growth rate of 
approximately 4.6% compared to the Queensland’s 1.7% per annum.16 

                                                           

15 Penrith Business Alliance (2009) Strategic Plan 2009-2014 
16 Ipswich City Council (2008) Ipswich Economic Profile 
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Two years ago Ipswich City Council prepared an Economic Development Plan for 2009-2031 
which provides direction to key stakeholders and partners to support and build Ipswich's 
economic development for the next 20 years. This plan focuses on a program of actions under 
four themes that will achieve the city's vision for growth - City Leadership, Regional Leadership, 
City Growth & City Competitiveness. Within this plan sit a number of specific projects focused 
on skills development, employment land provision and business attraction. The plan also has 
targets and KPIs for Council to assess if the programs are meeting the targets.  

 

Playford 

Located to the north of Adelaide, Playford has had a strong heavy manufacturing base but is 
shifting this towards more higher-value manufacturing and diversifying the local economy, with 
growth in communications, defence, agriculture, property and business services and transport.  

Playford now has a strong local economy, with Gross Regional Product (Salisbury and 
Playford) up 5.1%pa compared to 2.8%pa for the whole South Australian economy (2001 to 
2006).17  

As with Ipswich, the Council has taken on a strong economic development role and has a 
dedicated team within Council to deliver these policies. The Council also has a cross-
department team so that related policy issues, such as planning, can work more closely with 
the economic development unit. 

 

Newcastle – most activity done by non-Council entities 

Newcastle City Council provides basic business information. However, much of the business 
support and business attraction activity in the city is driven by non-Council organisations. 
These include Hunter Founders Forum, the Hunter Industry Development Centre and 
Newcastle Innovation (Uni of Newcastle), Hunter Economic Development Corporation, Hunter 
RDA and Dept of Trade and Investment. 

 

Ryde Sydney – Council driven, but low-key 

Economic development activities in the Ryde/Macquarie Park area of Sydney are driven by City 
of Ryde Council. They provide services for both existing business and potential business. For 
example, they actively promote the Macquarie Park area as a technology hub. They run the 
Ryde Planning and Business Centre – a one-stop shop to assist local businesses and the 
broader community. 

Interestingly, there is no ‘business’ tab on the Ryde Council website and the site has none of 
the standard business statistics or business contacts that feature on most other Council sites. 

 
                                                           

17 www.playford.sa.gov.au 

http://www.playford.sa.gov.au
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Parramatta - sits within Council with direct Council control 

As with Ryde and Adelaide, the Council is the main driver of economic development activity in 
the LGA. They have an internal Economic Development unit that provides statistics and 
services to new and potential businesses.  

 

There are also other national examples of cities, similar to Wollongong, which have reinvented 
themselves. 

 

 

International examples 
There are also international examples of various levers and structures available to Councils in 
terms of economic development policy.  

 

Waterloo Region 

Waterloo, in Canada, has undertaken a number of economic transformations over its history – 
it was a brewing town until the late 1980s, then it focused on attracting finance firms in the 
1990s. But its most successful transformation has been its more recent focus on technology. 
Waterloo now hosts many leading technology companies including Google, McAfee, Intel, 
Oracle, Research in Motion (makers of the Blackberry).  

Economic development in the region is driven by Canada's Technology Triangle Inc (CTT)18 - a 
non-profit economic development partnership of public and private interests. This organisation 
markets the Waterloo Region to the world and attracts new business, investment and talent. 

CTT works on economic research and development strategies in consultation with Chambers 
of Commerce, post-secondary institutions, municipal economic development offices and senior 
levels of government. It is governed by a board of directors, including representatives from 
Council, other public sectors and business. 

The University of Waterloo played a key role in this transformation, harnessing the institution’s 
technology student base and encouraging them to commercialise research and turn ideas into 
businesses. 

                                                           

18 www.techtriangle.com 

http://www.techtriangle.com
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Leeds 

Leeds, in the north of England, was a manufacturing town but has now transformed into a 
services-based economy, with 80% of local jobs in services. Finance and media services are 
the two main drivers of this shift, with 30 national and international financial institutions based in 
the city.19 

 

Manchester 

Manchester has been able to transform itself from a run-down, northern city to arguably 
England’s second city. It is a successful example of a city using major events (Commonwealth 
Games) and its cultural and event credentials to spring board an economic revitalisation.  

 

Liverpool 

Liverpool, on the UK’s west coast, is another major UK city that has revitalised in recent years.  

This transformation is being overseen by an independent organisation, Liverpool Vision. This 
initiative is funded by Liverpool City Council, Northwest Regional Development Agency and 
English Partnerships. Its Board is made up of a combination of Councillors and business 
representatives. Liverpool Vision is governed by a strategic plan which includes all the goals 
and specific projects. 

One interesting idea is the establishment of a Liverpool Embassy in London to promote the 
benefits of locating in Liverpool to London’s business leaders. 

This regeneration process is underpinned by £4 billion which has been committed to the 
physical regeneration of the city.20 

 

                                                           

19 www.leeds.gov.uk 
20 www.liverpoolvision.co.uk 

http://www.leeds.gov.uk
http://www.liverpoolvision.co.uk
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A way forward 
The key initial task for Wollongong City Council, and focus of this paper, is to decide on the 
governance structure and organisation of the Council’s involvement in economic development.  

This structure would be well-placed by drawing on the experience of other cities. But it also 
needs to consider the existing structure and activities in this policy space. There are already 
many existing economic development related activities being done Wollongong City Council 
and external stakeholder organisations across the region. 

A Key component of any structure would be the establishment of KPIs around job targets and 
other key deliverables at varying timeframes (e.g. 3mths, 6mths 12mths, 2yrs).  These 
deliverables would align with the goals, strategies and actions identified in Wollongong 2022 

There are a number of key issues for discussion that will assist in forming the best economic 
development policy structure for Wollongong at this point in time. 

These are: 

• Appropriate governance rules – should this be an advisory or binding decision-making 
body? 

• Stakeholder involvement – how can the right balance be achieved between having as 
many stakeholders as possible involved without becoming an unwieldy body that 
cannot reach consensus or deliver outcomes? 

• Coverage and scope of the economic development body - How to incorporate activities 
of other groups without using Council’s valuable resources to simply replicating them? 
How can you best have a model that has the flexibility to take-on new issues as they 
emerge or stop working on issues as they become resolved? 

• Measuring outcomes – what does success look like and how can WCC make sure this 
body is more than just another discussion forum? 

• Review processes – how can the right balance be found between having stability in 
structure while also making sure that the organisation is dynamic enough to handle 
major changes in direction in the LGA? 

• Review the MOU between Council and the RDA-I 

 

The following two options are being out forward as options for Council’s consideration. 

Advisory Board Option 
This model involves a broad group of stakeholders in economic development policy, not just 
Council.  The key aspect of this model would be the inclusiveness of key stakeholders to 
ensure a unified and coordinated approach to all programs and activities for economic 
development. 
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The establishment of an Economic Development Advisory Board would report and make 
recommendations to Council.  

It is proposed that this model would comprise: 

• 5 elected councillors, 

• 7 stakeholder representatives that reflect the emerging diversity of the local 
economy.  These will be determined by Council [not limited by], peak and advocacy 
groups, organisations and individuals that represent the broad industry and business 
in Wollongong. 

Sitting underneath this Advisory Board there would be a number of sub-committees that are 
focused on specific aspects/projects of economic development.  

• The main Advisory Board would set high-level goals and outcomes to achieve such as 
a number of jobs created, businesses attracted, visitors attracted, business turnover 
increased by or other economic indicators. 

• The setting up of a sub-committee would be determined by the main Advisory Board. 

• The sub-committees would be 5 to 8 people and made up of a representative from the 
Advisory Board + a Councillor + appropriate WCC staff + expert stakeholders. That is, 
the Sub-Committees would draw on people that may be external to the Advisory 
Committee, but who have expertise that would be of benefit to that specific sub-
committee. 

• This would allow the sub-committees to focus on specific issues and programs and 
comprise people that had a specific interest or expertise in that area. These smaller 
groups are also more likely to achieve outcomes than a large group. The smaller 
groups also mean that representative bodies can send staff/members that have 
appropriate skills and it would allow for multiple suitable representatives depending on 
the focus of the sub-committee.  

• The sub-Committee would report back to the main Advisory Board on progress against 
goals and timelines. 

• Every 2 years the Advisory Board would review the sub-Committees to see if they were 
still appropriate sub-committees to continue and that they were achieving outcomes. 

• The structure is flexible enough to allow for changing interest areas and coverage of a 
broad range of economic development issues. 

• The model is also capable of bringing in existing programs run by WCC. For example, 
the current Board of Tourism Wollongong could report through to the Advisory Board, 
effectively become one of the ‘sub-committees’ in this model. Or the current City 
Centre Advisory Committee could become a ‘sub-committee’ within this model, again 
reporting back to the Advisory Board. 
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The structure would allow the Advisory Board to identify where there is cross-over and ensure 
good communication between sub-committees and stakeholders, a strong focus on common 
goals and the accountability of the sub-committees. 

Some of the sub-committees could be built from existing Wollongong City Council initiatives 
(e.g. Brand Wollongong/Advantage Wollongong), others would be focused in a specific target 
sector (e.g. Finance sector) and others could explore non-traditional economic development 
opportunities (e.g. social enterprises). 

 

A Committee of Council 
This model involves Council’s economic development policy being governed by a Standing 
Committee of Council, made up of Councillors and Council staff only – with no direct 
participation from external stakeholders or bodies. It would operate in the same manner as 
other Council Committees.  

This would allow Council to have more direct accountability for the economic development 
programs of Council. 

The Standing Committee would set the goals and targets of Council and receive reports from 
the economic development-related projects Wollongong City Council is involved in, such as 
Brand Wollongong, Advantage Wollongong and Tourism Wollongong. 

Reporting to the Standing Committee of Council would be a number of sub-committees that are 
focused on specific aspects/projects of economic development.  

• The sub-committees with the Standing Committee of Council would establish high-level 
goals and outcomes to achieve such as a number of jobs created, businesses 
attracted, visitors attracted, business turnover increased by or other economic 
indicators. 

• The setting up of a sub-committee would be determined by the Standing Committee of 
Council. 

• The sub-committees would be 5 to 8 people consisting of industry stakeholders and 
experts. Members of the Standing Committee of Council and senior officers would also 
be in attendance. The Sub-Committees would draw on people that would ensure 
progress the objectives of the relevant sub-committee. 

• This would allow the sub-committees to focus on specific issues and programs and 
comprise people that had a specific interest or expertise in that area. These smaller 
groups are also more likely to achieve outcomes than a large group. The smaller 
groups also mean that representative bodies can send staff/members that have 
appropriate skills and it would allow for multiple suitable representatives depending on 
the focus of the sub-committee.  

• The sub-Committee would report back to the Standing Committee of Council on 
progress against goals and timelines. 
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• Sub-committees would be a valuable source of advice and feedback to the Standing 
Committee of Council. 

• Every 2 years the Standing Committee of Council would review the sub-committees to 
evaluate whether they were still appropriate sub-committees to continue and that they 
were achieving outcomes. 

• The structure is flexible enough to allow for changing interest areas and coverage of a 
broad range of economic development issues. 

• The model is also capable of bringing in existing programs run by WCC. For example, 
the current Board of Tourism Wollongong could report through to the Committee of 
Council, effectively becoming one of the ‘sub-committees’ in this model.  Alternatively, 
they could continue to report to management.  Further, the current City Centre 
Advisory Committee could become a ‘sub-committee’ within this model, again reporting 
back to the Standing Committee of Council. 

The structure would allow the Standing Committee of Council to identify where there is cross-
over and ensure good communication between sub-committees and stakeholders, a strong 
focus on common goals and the accountability of the sub-committees. 

Some of the sub-committees could be built from existing Wollongong City Council initiatives 
(e.g. Brand Wollongong/Advantage Wollongong), others would be focused in a specific target 
sector (e.g. Finance sector) and others could explore non-traditional economic development 
opportunities (e.g. social enterprises). 

 

Retention of the Status Quo 
This option is for Council to continue in its current limited economic development role and leave 
it largely to other organisations such as Regional Development Australia, University of 
Wollongong, and Illawarra Business Chamber to progress economic development within the 
Wollongong LGA. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Wollongong currently has an active but ‘ad-hoc’ approach to planning, funding, coordinating
and delivering events. Council supports events across the city in a variety of ways, from
direct funding and sponsorship, to promotion and delivery. Traditionally, the focus has
primarily been on local and city-wide community based events, while more recently there
has been limited involvement in regional, state and national events.

An integrated approach to Council’s event interest will ensure Council can: identify and
transparently support appropriate events; develop a visible program that benefits from
Council support; consider events of any scale fairly and equally; provide formulaic levels and
types of support; demonstrate opportunities for other agencies or corporate entities;
determine ‘gaps’ in its program of events; plan for divestment or enhanced involvement in a
specific event; apply relevant performance measures; offer support that allows events to
maximise their potential; ensure community benefit is fully realised; and importantly, ensure
the community has a greater awareness of what events are scheduled.

Notably, the Events Strategy demonstrates the value of major and signature events to
Wollongong. Council already supports an extensive number of local community events and
festivals. However, an opportunity exists to complement this interest with the support of
major and signature events. The right events can be the catalyst for positive economic
impetus across the city and region. The strategy provides guidance on what these major
events should deliver to the community, how they can contribute to the branding and
marketing of Wollongong, and what resources from Council and other stakeholders should
be anticipated.

Wollongong is not a ‘top-of-mind’ tourist destination and lacks “must-see” iconic or
historical sites. However, its proximity, great natural assets and infrastructure, including an
improved range and scale of visitor accommodation, provides the raw ingredients for a
successful events city. There are also several political, economic and sociological reasons
why Wollongong would benefit from being more aggressive in the events space.

Three critical issues that must be addressed for this to happen: an appropriate operational
structure must be created; Council needs to improve its event facilitation and approvals
processes; and significant local and State Government funding must be secured.

The mission must be to increase visitation, provide opportunities for the community to
participate and engage, and enhance perceptions by hosting major events that showcase
Wollongong’s strengths. This can be achieved through the following objectives: showcase
Wollongong’s beaches and other natural assets; highlight the city’s proximity to Sydney and
Canberra; engage the region’s diverse cultural community; create a vibrant, year-round
calendar; and reinforce the regional brand.

In regard to primary roles, Council should act as a facilitator, broker, sponsor and champion
of events; while other associated entities, such as Tourism Wollongong, act as a marketer
and promoter. Ideally, neither organisation should be an event operator. A three-pronged
strategic partnering approach would reflect collaboration in: securing State Government
funding; engaging national bodies and proven event operators; and working closely with all
relevant local entities.

Wollongong’s value proposition lies in its natural assets and proximity to Sydney and
Canberra. It must play to those strengths, set a charter, deal with distractions and move on.
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Delivery can be guided by a four-tier ‘Events Pyramid’, providing strategic direction on the
number, scale and type of events to be targeted. This calls for one or two Signature Events;
three to five Major Events; up to 15 Regional Events and numerous Community Events. This
pyramid also forms the basis for funding appraisal, with each tier assigned funding
thresholds set according to indicative elements. Events are ranked using six key criteria: (1)
regional exposure; (2) economic impact; (3) community and business engagement; (4)
participant/spectator numbers; (5) sustainability; and (6) legacy and lifecycle.

Events should be considered across four major categories that reflect Wollongong’s
strengths: (1) Sport, Health and Wellbeing: (2) Culture, Music and Arts; (3) Business, Learning
and Knowledge; and (4) Lifestyle and Entertainment.

There has been significant progress during the early stages of event attraction and
development, including initial State Government support for a “Gran Fondo” Cycling & Multi-
Sport Festival of international significance, the hosting of NSW Grand Prix Cycling, securing
the Australian Judo Championships, creating a Botanic Garden Outdoor Cinema, and
screening of the world’s largest short film festival, Tropfest.

Wollongong City Council must play a crucial role across the events platform in regard to
facilitation and support, but should aim to minimise operational responsibilities. Its primary
event-based tasks should include: formalisation of an events unit, event approvals; funding;
adjustment of departmental responsibilities to match the broader events strategy; bid and
grants writing; creation of value-in kind promotional and works programs; exploration of
event site development opportunities; and basic research.

For both operational efficiency and market place perception, a specific events unit – 
nominally ‘Wollongong Major Events’ – should be established. It would be given authority to:
establish a Signature Event; establish or develop three Major Events; and allocate funding for
up to 15 Regional Events. This unit would be the single point of entry to Council for existing,
emerging and potential tier 1, 2 or 3 events. This function would also provide advice on: the
most effective way to facilitate events (including planning policy and approvals, licensing and
regulation and enforcement), potential funding opportunities (by Council and alternatives);
identifying and attracting events that align to the Events Strategy; overseeing the online
calendar of events; and providing a central liaison point within Council for event organisers
and other Council officers.

Pools for available funding across the four event tiers have been recommended, with this to
be allocated by the events unit upon considering the key criteria. A direct resourcing
component has also been recommended. Council’s final level of commitment would be
dependent on its success in securing State Government support. Ideally, Council also needs
to commit to a number of indirect resourcing requirements being maintained, altered or
expanded across a range of its functions.

Tourism Wollongong can maintain marketing and promotional focus, undistracted by event
attainment and delivery goals. It’s event-based tasks should include: marketing and
communications; creation of wollongong.com as an exhaustive online resource with an
events calendar; multi-media and design; creation of a City Stakeholder Agreement for
collaborative bidding; branding specification guidelines; and integration of the city centre
events program.
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Performance measures can be defined to include: one Signature Event and three Major
Events bringing in a combined total of $10 million in economic impact; the creation of a
diverse, year-round calendar representing the four event categories; creation of the online
events resource; and research to track external perceptions.

It makes sense, given Wollongong’s position in the market place and current challenges, that
events play a significant role in the city’s development. Research shows that events can:
provide tourists with reasons to visit a city; be used to create or change a city’s image; and
be effective in drawing locals into the city precinct. Achieve these three outcomes and
Wollongong can attest to having developed a successful and targeted events strategy.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

History and Status

Wollongong City Council has identified the benefits of establishing an integrated and
coordinated approach to events. Council has requested the development of an Events
Strategy that recognises the importance of local and regional community events, whilst also
acknowledging the opportunities associated with major and signature events.

Events Strategy

Wollongong is not a ‘top-of-mind’ destination for Sydneysiders compared to the Hunter
Valley, Blue Mountains or Central Coast. The city also lacks “must-see” iconic or historical
sites. However, research shows that visitors are often pleasantly surprised by its proximity
and natural beauty.

The increasingly popular practice of taking multiple “short breaks” also works to
Wollongong’s advantage. It is therefore ideally suited to forms of “forced tourism”, such as
events-based attraction and business tourism. Such visitation is crucial in breaking down
negative perceptions of Wollongong and promoting its attractions.

While Wollongong suffered from a significant hotel accommodation shortage as recently as a
decade ago, affecting the city’s ability to attract and cater for major events, this has begun to
be addressed.

Following significant job losses amid a decline in Wollongong’s traditional manufacturing
sector, immediate stimulation and positive re-positioning can be achieved by securing a
stable of signature, major and regional events that complement Council existing interest in
local and regional community events.

Market Summary

A PESTE Analysis reveals potential political alignment and sociological gains, while economic
commitment should not be under-estimated.

Political: In assessing the political climate, it is perfect timing to campaign for a major events
platform. On both Federal and State fronts, helping the Illawarra’s profile and economic
development is politically savvy given recent job losses. Additionally, there have been
logistical problems in holding large scale events in Sydney, with the Premier of New South
Wales pushing for regional cities to play a greater role.

Economic: Major events are not cheap, so there has to be dedicated and integrated resolve
across the private and public sector to support such a strategy. However, the economic
benefits are often widespread, providing direct and indirect stimulus across community,
business and tourism sectors. Furthermore, in regard to planning and development, events
provide a mechanism for attracting visitors without the need for expensive, tourism-based
investment and infrastructure. The demographic an event attracts and the time of year it is
held (peak, shoulder or low season) should be considered. The impact of events can be
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difficult to measure if crowds and their spending habits are not captured, so simple and
measurable objectives need to be established for evaluation by stakeholders.

Sociological: A recent study suggests that Wollongong collectively suffers from low self
esteem; rarely giving itself enough credit and presuming those outside the region hold a
similarly lowly perception. Major events are a great confidence booster, with successful large
scale events sometimes seen to stimulate business confidence and harness community spirit.
Granted, “confidence” is difficult to measure, however, Wollongong needs initiatives that
promote consumer confidence, engage the community and influence external perceptions.

Technological: No major considerations here. In this context, thought is often given to the
ability to host initiatives, so alternatively consider Wollongong’s location and infrastructure
as providing an ideal platform to host major events.

Environmental: There are two event-specific environmental considerations. Firstly, how will
the event promote and/or impact on the space? (ie: utilising the Blue Mile) Secondly, what
message is that event type promoting? (ie: the benefits of a “green-friendly” pursuit such as
cycling).
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Competition

Competition for events has increased markedly in the last 15 years, as LGAs realise the
exposure and economic impact they provide. Also, national associations and governing
bodies are more aware of what their events are worth and subsequently seek substantial
hosting fees or licence agreements. Given any one area is subject to event fatigue, through
its residents or infrastructure, there should be a designated strategy as to what events are
secured or created.

There will always be competition from like LGAs for annual events or those of a transient
nature (ie: national sporting championships that are often shared among states).
Comparable regions that strategically chase events with demonstrated political and
corporate support include Geelong, the Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Hunter Valley.

Wollongong, comparatively, has not been proactive in this space, largely due to its dearth of
accommodation. With this addressed over the last decade, and given its natural assets and
proximity to Sydney, there is every reason to suggest Wollongong can be successful in
developing and attracting major events.

In regard to funding, Wollongong is effectively competing with other NSW regions, including
Sydney, for funding from Destination NSW. Regional event budgets are limited. Wollongong
must either gain access to the substantial Sydney pool – arguing that it can relieve
congestion associated with Sydney events while being close enough to engage Australia’s
largest market – or advocate to be considered, along with Newcastle, on different terms.

State of Play

Wollongong does currently boast a fair stable of events, providing a solid platform to work
from. The primary cluster consists of local and mid-size regional events, smaller cultural and
community events, commercial entertainment and business conferences. These cover
diverse categories, cut across the business, tourism and community sectors and utilise a
balance of indoor and outdoor facilities.

Sample of existing events supported by Wollongong City Council/ Tourism Wollongong:

- Viva la Gong
- Wave Warriors
- New Year’s Eve Celebrations
- Illawarra Folk Festival
- Australia Day Celebrations
- NSW PGA Golf Championships

There is, however, a dearth of high profile and mass participation events, outside of those
secured by Wollongong Entertainment Centre and WIN Stadium. Most significantly, there is
no one signature event for which Wollongong is known for. Tamworth is known for its
Country Music Festival, Parkes has its Elvis Festival, Port Macquarie is the home of Ironman
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Australia and even the outback town of Deniliquin punches well above its weight with an
iconic Ute Muster.

Wollongong must secure a signature event that becomes synonymous with the region and
enhances the perception of a strategically targeted audience. See ‘Signature Event’, page16,
for further details.  There is also a need for two to four major events to support this,
providing significant economic impact and regional exposure. These events, either attracted
or developed, should showcase existing attributes and engage key stakeholders.

It must also be noted that the events sector is a fluid and fast-moving industry that requires
constant attention if a region is looking to play a proactive role. Trends appear, franchise
opportunities arise, markets reach saturation point, event fatigue occurs and goals need
upgrading. A region’s stable of events is constantly changing, due to opportunity and
circumstance. The Junior State Cup touch football, for instance, has been held in Wollongong
for more than a decade, but will move on from 2013 having reached capacity in both playing
fields and accommodation.

Critical Issues

Structure: The major events portfolio must be formalised in a unit or associated entity that
boasts mobility in the marketplace to take advantage of opportunities. It must be
identifiable, have direct access to a pool of pre-allocated funds, having been provided with
strategic direction and authority for discretionary allocation. Top tier events (1 & 2) are to
have clear outcomes focused on economic impact and regional exposure, while lower tier
events can afford less tangible outcomes in servicing the broader community.

Funding: Long-term commitment is needed for events to reap rewards of increased
exposure and return visitation. Collaboration between local and State Government needs to
be strong. Opportunities for corporate involvement also need to be encouraged.

Facilitation: Wollongong cannot profess to be an “events city” if the perception of event
promoters is that its application and approvals process is convoluted, slow and inconsistent.
Perceptions aside, with a focus continuously looking for ways to work better, a number of
improvements can be made to streamline the process and make it more “user-friendly” for
applicants. Establishing an identifiable Events Unit will go so far. Even more importantly,
there has to be a whole-of-Council approach in promoting and hosting events, including:
policy creation; cognisance of event needs in relation to planning and infrastructure;
integration within the economic development program; budget allocations for event
subsidies across a number of departments; and the implementation of systematic event-
support procedures across infrastructure, transport, regulation, waste, marketing and
communications. In essence, remove the speed humps by cultivating a culture and processes
that provides an environment in which industry experts can prosper.
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STRATEGY

Mission

To increase visitation, provide opportunities for the community to participate and engage,
enhance perceptions and stimulate community by hosting major events that showcase
Wollongong’s strengths.

Objectives

- Showcase Wollongong’s beaches and other natural assets
- Highlight and tap into the city’s proximity to Sydney and Canberra
- Celebrate and engage the region’s diverse cultural community
- Help make Wollongong vibrant all year round
- Reinforce the regional brand
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Roles

Wollongong City Council undertake the following roles:

- Enabler: Establish an Events Unit that promotes and facilitates the development of
relevant and accessible processes for the approval, regulation and coordination of
events. This must be achieved by adopting “user-friendly” policy and procedure,
along with an indoctrinated “whole-of-Council” facilitation platform.

- Sponsor: Strategically invest in events, via funding (directly through WCC or pre-
allocated monies to affiliated organisations) and/or stipulated value-in-kind.

- Champion: Provide significant support in advocating and planning for a vibrant
events platform, including community, private and public sector engagement.

Contracted third parties should undertake the following roles:

- Broker: Proactively create, chase and secure select events, by exploring funding
options and engaging governing bodies and commercial event operators.

- Promoter: Drive and/or support communication and marketing/PR strategies for
events, including leveraging opportunities for local businesses.

Note: Essentially, Council should not act as an event operator, as the organisation doesn’t
boast the skill set or resources required. Notwithstanding, there will be instances where the
delivery of community or cultural initiatives and programs remain within Council as part of
broader, integrated programs (e.g. Seniors Week and Youth Week).
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Integrated Strategy

Council will work closely with a range of
agencies and organisations across all major
event initiatives and collaborate on a three-
pronged partnering approach.

- Government: A strong partnership be
fostered with Destination NSW, in
attempting to secure funding beyond
traditional regional event thresholds.

- National: Proven commercial event
operators will be engaged for tier 1 and
2 events to establish market credibility,
while national governing bodies and
sporting organisations will be targeted
for tender submissions and tailored
event bids.

- Local: Entities such as Tourism
Wollongong, the Illawarra Business
Chamber, Illawarra Venues Authority
and University of Wollongong, media,
hotels and event operators must be
engaged for specific campaigns and
collaborative bids. This should include
GPT from a city centre perspective.
Neighbouring councils must also be
engaged to provide a whole-of-region
platform for large scale events.

Value Proposition

Wollongong should, unashameably, play to its strengths. Research though the IRIS Image
Study has primarily shown these to be its beaches and natural assets, along with its
proximity to Sydney and Canberra.

Undoubtedly there is need to cater for the broader community, special interest and
disadvantaged groups. Further, these sectors are and will continue to being supported by
various Council programs with specific focus. Note, too that these elements can be
incorporated into major events as they reach a certain level of maturity (such as the Noosa
Special Triathlon for people with disabilities) to add local legacy and community poignancy.

With limited budget within a competitive market, it is imperative major events that
demonstrate and take advantage of Wollongong’s strengths are hand-picked and promoted.
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DELIVERY

Delivery Model

An ‘Events Pyramid’ provides strategic direction on the number, scale and type of events to
be acquired, retained and/or developed.

This four tiered Events Pyramid also forms the basis for funding appraisal, with each tier
assigned funding thresholds. Events are categorised using six key criteria:

- (1) regional exposure
- (2) economic impact
- (3) community and business engagement
- (4) participant/spectator numbers
- (5) sustainability
- (6) legacy and lifecycle

See Appendix A for a table depicting event selection criteria, including a scoring system out
of 40 which weights regional exposure and economic impact as the primary drivers.

See Appendix B for indicative table as to scale and funding guidelines.
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Event Categories

Events will be considered across four major categories:

- (1) Sport, Health and Wellbeing: Smart cities play to their strengths. Dublin taps into
its literary scene, Auckland boasts a maritime bent. Wollongong, undisputedly,
possesses a strong sporting culture, with its weather, topography and infrastructure
lending itself to outdoor pursuits. No need to make apologies for it.

- (2) Culture, Music and Arts: The region’s cultural diversity;
varied musical pockets with its successful industry exports; and
established arts and creative scene provide a solid platform for
targeted event development.

- (3) Business, Learning and Knowledge: Leverage the
University’s reputation and market traction; promote our
proximity to Australia’s largest business sector and optimise
competitive advantages in R & D and knowledge services.
Includes event-based business attraction such as TV shows
shooting on-location, or targeting sporting teams to use
Wollongong as a training base.

- (4) Lifestyle and Entertainment: Wollongong scores highly on
‘liveability’ tables. Showcase its attractive elements with
complementary pursuits aimed at audiences that place a
premium on lifestyle.

Note, some significant event sectors such as technology, the creative sector, food and
hospitality sit within these broad categories. Furthermore, it does not mean events that sit
outside these categories will not be considered. Unforseen and unique opportunities may
arise. However, given the culture and attributes of the region, a mature stable of tier 1, 2
and 3 events covering these four sectors would provide balance and relevance.

Strong consideration needs to be given to seasonality. Events that can be held during low or
shoulder seasons should be looked upon favourably, with yield to be considered alongside
volume of patronage. A balanced calendar would lead to greater use of existing facilities and
help reduce the extremes of seasonality for local businesses.

Events should also complement or enhance the city image and key message, to be developed
as the final deliverable of the “Brand Wollongong” program.

Event Attraction Status

There has been significant progress during the initial stages of event attraction and
development. A number of proven commercial event operators and national governing
bodies have been engaged in discussions, while tender documents have also been submitted
for some tier 3 events.
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New events confirmed:

- NSW Grand Prix Cycling: held in November, featuring two-hour live TV broadcast
- Screentime TV Series: on-location filming for “Tricky Business” slated for 2012
- Australian Judo Championships: secured by WEC 2012-15
- Botanic Gardens Outdoor Cinema: 14-night program for Jan/Feb 2012
- Tropfest: licence agreement for February screening

Events under consideration (concept only):

- Mothership Music Festival
- Festival of Faith, Body & Soul
- Grand Pacific Drive Running Regatta
- South Coast Children’s Festival
- Music for Life
- SuperKarts Spectacular & Billycart Festival
- Vivid Wollongong
- Matildas (Australian Women’s Soccer) training camps and international fixtures
- Tedx (globally patented business ideas and professional development seminar)
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Signature Event

Wollongong must develop a signature event for which it becomes synonymous. What do we
want to be known for? Wollongong doesn’t have the luxury of a Gold Coast or Whitsundays
that attract visitors as a top-of-mind tourist destination. We must provide specific reason for
people to visit.

“Gran Fondo Wollongong”, a cycling and multisport festival, would enhance perceptions of
the region, provide national and international exposure, spark significant economic impact,
attract the ideal demographic and tap into a sport enjoying unprecedented growth.  The
cycling festival presents a unique opportunity for Wollongong to, host an international
cycling event with the exposure that an event of that scope presents, a mass participation
bike rides, and festival that encapsulates the entire cycling community.

Who:
- Cycling attracts broad community involvement and support. Young and wise, healthy

and those on the journey.
- Road cycling also attracts, high-achieving, high-earning demographic, with typically

high discretional spend and a vast array of business figureheads. For example, 79%
of participants in the Audax Alpine Classic (Mt Hotham) are classified as professional
or managers/administrators, with 69% possessing a tertiary or postgraduate
education.

- Cycling is the fourth most popular physical activity for adults in Australia, increasing
by 21% within a year, with the 35 to 44 age group responsible for the most growth,
and the number of female riders increasing significantly.

- Elite cycling, complemented by a mass participation component, guarantees
significant spectator support.

What:
- “Gran Fondo” (“grand ride” in Italian) is the term for a mass participation, single day

ride that has gained enormous popularity in Europe. It is seen as a true test; an
aspirational ride that becomes a “must-do” event for any cyclist. A few hand-picked
international legends of the sport would be secured to provide point-of-difference
exposure. The format usually includes the choice of a full day ride (about 150km), or
a recreational ride (about 50km).

- An elite criterium (short-distance loop) would be held in the city on Saturday
afternoon, packaged for national television.

- A range of support events would be added, both initially and over time, including an
ocean swim, fun run and possibly triathlon. One event would include a significant
charity component.

- A Health & Lifestyle Expo, featuring a variety of entertainment, promotions, products
and interactive learning.

When:
- Early December 2012 or early February 2013, to fit in with the start or end of the

European season. This works locally, as the weather is good and it falls within
shoulder seasons in regard to occupancy rates, as they fall just outside the school
holidays and are soft periods for business tourism.

- It is also complemented by the domestic road racing calendar and the social/ charity
cycling event (Sydney to Gong).
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Where:
- The event will be based in the heart of Wollongong to reap maximum economic

impact and utilise the region’s greatest concentration of accommodation. An elite
criterium course (a loop circuit ranging from 1km to 7km) will showcase the city’s
most striking asset, being the Blue Mile.

- The Gran Fondo takes advantage of our striking escarpment and highlands. A
preliminary route of 155km would see up to 10,000 cyclists depart south from
Wollongong, hug Lake Illawarra, cut below Albion Park, climb Jamberoo Mountain
Road to Robertson, and take the tourist drive towards Bowral before descending
Macquarie Pass and finishing back in Wollongong.

- Support events staged in the city would highlight Wollongong’s pristine beaches and
green space.

Why:
- Cycling in Australia is enjoying unprecedented exposure and growth on the back of

Lance Armstrong’s appearances in the Tour Down Under, Cadel Evans’s win in the
Tour de France, Geelong hosting the 2010 World Road Cycling Championships, and
the formation of Australia’s first UCI-licensed team, GreenEDGE.

- Wollongong’s surrounding landscape, rising quickly from sea level to the
escarpment, provides the perfect topography for a picturesque but challenging ride.

- This is a significant opportunity. There is currently a gap in the market for a premier
cycling event in NSW and a premier single-day event nationally. Furthermore, cycling
is experiencing huge growth in Asia and a signature mass participation event could
gain traction in that massive market.

- Cycling is an environmentally friendly pursuit that is both politically popular and
commercially viable.

- The ACT leads the nation in bicycle use (24%) with events in Canberra and on the
South Coast regularly selling out, while the Sydney to Gong ride has been at capacity
for several years.

How:
- Engage a third party that boasts established industry and State Government contacts

to ensure market relevance and gain instant credibility. USM Events runs the ITU
World Championships triathlon in Sydney, the Jayco Sun-Herald Cycling Tour and the
Noosa Triathlon.

- Provide the State Government with a “whole-of-cycling” solution in a funding
submission, via a combined proposal that incorporates three lead-in criterium events
at locations around the State, culminating in Wollongong with the Gran Fondo.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Structure and Resourcing

Current Landscape

Successful government event units work
autonomously but illustrate strong partnering, both
internally and externally. EventsCorp, an arm of the
WA Government, was the first state-wide event
agency established when it launched in 1986 on the
back of the America’s Cup. This model was most
effectively adopted by Melbourne Major Events
Company when it was created in 1991.

Many regional entities have since re-structured to
centralise resources and provide a consistent
approach. The Geelong Major Events Committee
(GME) was formed in late 2009 to attract, assist and
fund events on behalf of the Greater Geelong City
Council. Auckland Council recently combined a
number of organisations and business units to
create Auckland Tourism, Events & Economic
Development (ATEED).

Hence, modern management recognises that, for
those targeting major events, having this unit
buried in traditional Council circles does not provide
the autonomy and flexibility required by the
industry. It also makes it susceptible to a dilution of
goals in an effort to please everyone.

Wollongong City Council:
Council must play a crucial role across the events platform in regard to facilitation and
support, but should aim to minimalise operational responsibilities. Significant Council
support should include:

- Departmental responsibilities: Quit being half pregnant. Resist having several
departments dabbling in events – streamline responsibilities, outsource operational
components and step out of the commercial sponsorship space.

- Establish an Events Unit (Wollongong Major Events)
For both operational efficiency and market place perception, it is recommended a
specific unit be established, nominally named ‘Wollongong Major Events’ for the
purpose of deploying the Events Strategy.

- Policy and approvals: Creation of a specific events policy to complement the
strategy guide the drive the n Re-wording of the LEP to be more event-friendly;
apply for generic DAs across all premier event sites; conduct a complete review of
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the event applications process to provide a “one-stop shop” for external operators;
restructure event staffing roles to reflect greater emphasis on facilitation and third
party liaison.

- Regional Integration: A whole-of-region approach needs to be adopted to promote
benefits, share costs and garner political support and funding. Wollongong should
engage Shellharbour, Kiama, Wingecarribee and Shoalhaven in adopting a regional
plan for select large scale events.

- Funding: Approve budgets across the four event tiers; commit to direct and ancillary
resources; and implement event subsidies across several departments.

- Bid and grants writing: place greater emphasis on exploring external funding
options, and look at providing this as a potential service for tier 2 and 3 events.

- Value-in-kind promotional program: Identify and develop potential physical and
cyber tools to promote events, including: city centre banners, variable message
boards, temporary signage, email access, homepage tiles, electronic direct mail,
public facilities distribution network and rate notice inclusions.

- Value-in-kind works and waste program: Consider event activity when scheduling
works and explore potential concessions and incentive programs for tier 1 and 2
events that utilise and promote existing Council programs.

- Event and Festival sites: Identify, research and develop up to three potential event
sites: a city centre precinct, a large-scale single day site, and a multi-day festival site.
The identification and development of a festival site requires long-term vision and
regional scope (the Byron Regional Sport and Cultural Complex is a $17 million, 40-
hectare site that took eight years to develop). This could be a key task assigned to an
economic development group.

- Research: explore opportunities with IRIS, online, and as part of ‘Wollongong 2022’,
which has identified a desire for events. Needs (in regard to both infrastructure and
facilitation) can be identified if event-related research is included in the regular
survey, which would also enable benchmarking to track community acceptance,
pride and impact.
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Wollongong Major Events:

Wollongong Major Events would be charged with a specific focus over an initial three-year
period:

- Establish a Signature Event (tier 1)
- Establish or develop 3 x Major Events (tier 2)
- Allocate funding for 5 to 12 x Regional Events (tier 3)

As part of this three-tier portfolio, a realistic aim would be to create or develop at least one
new event annually, which may include replacing an existing event once a contract expires.
This maintains vibrancy and market place relevance.

The unit is identified as a single point of entry to Council for existing, emerging and potential
tier 1, 2 and 3 events. This function would also provide advice on: the most effective way to
facilitate events (including planning policy and approvals, licensing and regulation and
enforcement), potential funding opportunities (by Council and alternatives); identifying and
attracting events that align to the Events Strategy; overseeing the online calendar of events;
and providing a central liaison point within Council for event organisers and other Council
officers.

Resourcing and strategic management of the Events Unit could take the form of:

- Dedicated human resources – that attract, retain and develop major events
- A streamlined Wollongong Major Events Committee (structure and regularity of

meetings to be determined)
- Access to Council and Tourism Wollongong resources for ancillary support and

alignment with complementary programs
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The establishment of this unit with support from Tourism Wollongong (Council affiliate) has
a number of advantages:

- Pre-allocated funding allows for market place mobility
- Flat structure promotes direct and efficient strategic partnering
- Major event focus creates favourable industry perception
- Provides focus and direct input for Council into its major event funding
- Provides TW with an official channel to Council for event approvals modelling and

infrastructure planning
- Well positioned between the two entities to mobilise ancillary support and tap into

complementary programs

Third Parties:

Tourism Wollongong can maintain marketing and promotional focus, undistracted by event
attainment and delivery goals, while commercial event operators should be engaged for
actual delivery. Primary event-based tasks that Council need to foster but not directly deliver
include:

- Marketing and Communications: Continue and enhance existing services to provide a
comprehensive program covering all traditional and new media, with possible inclusion
of an events ambassador initiative.

- Online site: Create wollongong.com with an exhaustive online Events Calendar resource
covering all events and festivals. This site should act as the central resource for
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stakeholders and a public interface to promote events, destination marketing and
business attraction and investment.

- Multi-media and design: Tap into existing Council resources to secure new media and
design support for promotional initiatives, marketing services and major event bids. This
should include a dedicated design resource.

- City stakeholder agreement: Create a template that reflects sliding scale commitments
from city stakeholders for tier 1, 2 and 3 events. This would include hotel room blocks,
subsidised advertising packages with local media outlets, exclusive discounts for
competitors/participants and access to established distribution networks.

- Branding specifications: Establish contractual obligations of third party providers based
on the four event tiers to ensure regional signage and branding components are met on
behalf of the city.

- City Centre integration: ensure the city centre events program complements the
broader strategy in regard to calendar collaboration, event categories and cross-
promotional opportunities. This should include the creation of a city centre events
advisory panel, chaired by an objective external expert, to achieve a balance of cultural
credibility and mainstream appeal.

- Business tools: Engage Council for back-of-house resourcing support to deliver
initiatives for stakeholder use, including: brand usage and image library; guidebooks,
workshops, social media and database library.

Note, conferencing must complement the Wollongong Major Events unit. However, given
events are open to the general public and not confined to specific businesses or delegations,
these two units target different sectors using different methods, ensuring the need for some
delineation.
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FINANCIALS & CONTROLS

Funding

Annual funding proposal for the four tiers of events is as follows:

Event Funding Pool:

Tier 1 $250,000 (unfunded)
Tier 2 $200,000 ($150k funded)
Tier 3 $150,000 ($100k funded)
Tier 4 $100,000 (funded)

TOTAL: $700,000 ($350,000 currently funded)

Note 1: Tier 4 is the existing Council allocation for sponsorship of Community Events.
Approximately up to 30 local community events annually are supported via this program.
Council also provides an annual Cultural Small Grants program that also supports local
events. Current allocations across Tier 2 and Tier 3 are part of approved third party delivery,
through Tourism Wollongong.

Note 2: Current Council funding for Australia Day ($40 000) and New Year’s Eve Celebrations
($10 000) totalling $50,000, are included in the Tier 3 figure above.

Viva La Gong ($165 000) is not included in the above figures.

IPAC and Wollongong City Gallery initiatives are also not included in the above budget;
however, their performances and exhibitions will be included on the online events calendar.

Direct Resourcing:

Council’s final level of required commitment will be dependent on its success in securing
State Government support, through Destination NSW for direct event funding and through
Trade & Investment in potentially subsidising a resource component.

Indirect Resourcing:

A number of indirect resourcing supports would be maintained, altered or expanded across
relevant Council business units.

Existing Council Initiatives

Council’s three largest single-day initiatives – Viva la Gong, Australia Day and New Year’s Eve
Celebrations – should be evaluated as part of the events strategy moving forward.

Consideration should be given to Australia Day and New Year’s Eve Celebrations falling under
the Events Pyramid and being funded under those criteria.
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At this stage Viva la Gong has not been included in the Event Pyramid, being part of a wider
program, it is a little more complex. Consideration needs to given as to its primary objective-
either as a key and successful activity of the cultural development program or as a stand-
alone event (major or key regional), that is considered under the event criteria.

Controls

Governance

The Events Strategy deployment will be led by the proposed Events Unit (Wollongong Major
Events). It is anticipated that the unit would report either directly to the Director Corporate
and Community Services, or to a Divisional Manager with relevant program responsibilities.

The Unit would also be supported by the Wollongong Major Events Sub Committee that
reports to the proposed Economic Development Committee. Progress reports would be
provided on a formal and regular basis.
.
Performance Measures (indicative)

Indicator: Attain or develop 1 x Signature Event (tier 1)
Reporting Frequency: Annual
Target: $4 million economic impact and/or specified regional exposure

Indicator: Attain or develop 3 x Major Events (tier 2)
Reporting Frequency: Annual
Target: $2 million economic impact and/or specified regional exposure

Indicator: Develop a diverse, vibrant and fresh stable of events
Reporting Frequency: Annual
Target: All event categories represented; 1 x new tier 2 or 3 event annually

Indicator: Definitive online resource with ‘Brand Wollongong’ deliverables
Reporting Frequency: Annual review
Target: Creation of wollongong.com with events-based search component

Indicator: Existing IRIS Image Study: external perception indicators
Reporting Frequency: Every three years
Target: Improvements in specific benchmarks to be defined
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CONCLUSION

One of the most pertinent observations as to the benefits of an events strategy for cities
appears in a research paper by King and Jago that compares Melbourne and Perth, entitled A
Tale of Two Cities: Urban Tourism Development and Major Events in Australia. The opening
of its conclusion states:

“Special events can play an important role in fostering urban tourism development and a
catalyst for urban renewal. They can also provide tourists with specific reasons to visit a
city. Special events can be used to create or change a city’s image and are important for
adding colour and life into a city’s landscape. Whilst special events can be important in
attracting tourists to the host city, they also provide an important recreation activity for
local citizens and are effective in drawing locals back into the city precinct.”

This is extremely relevant to Wollongong given its position in the market place and current
challenges. Significantly, it highlights three key aspects, in that events can:

- Provide tourists with reasons to visit a city
- Be used to create or change a city’s image
- Be effective in drawing locals back into the city precinct

Achieve these three outcomes – as highlighted in the mission statement of this document –
and Wollongong can attest to having developed a successful, targeted events strategy.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A Event Selection Criteria (WCC)

Appendix B Event Classification: Indicative Table (WCC)



Event sponsorship criteria

Event name: ________________________________________
Weight

Regional exposure
 - Level of media exposure (media platforms, distribution, profile)
 - Level of industry recognition or commercial appeal
 - Promotional and sponsorship opportunities for Council and aligned entities
 - Image portrayed, alignment with Council objectives

Economic impact
 - Level of benefit to local businesss (demographic, spend stimulus)
 - Out-of-region visitation (hotel bed nights, potential growth)
 - Timing of event (calendar fit, impact on existing events)
 - Event frequency (one-off, annual, set term)

Community and business engagement
 - Opportunities for community participation/contribution
 - Cultural, historical or religious significance
 - Environmental impact / sustainability
 - Opportunities for local business (direct, indirect, cross-promotional)
 - Charity component

Participant and spectator numbers and attraction
 - Target demographic
 - Number of participants/spectators (achieved or expected)
 - Revenue from paying participants/spectators (achieved or expected)
 - Participant/spectator profile (out-of-region %)

Sustainability
 - Other funding sources (achieved or expected, including sponsorship)
 - Business model
 - Opportunities for strategic, industry, or political support
 - Risk assessment

Lifecycle and Legacy
 - Event maturity, perceived or proven (start-up, growth, peak, decline)
Provision of lasting infrastructure
 - Regional loyalty
 - Level of expected on-going support required
 - Opportunities for growth

TOTAL POINTS __ / 40

__ / 5

__ / 5

__ / 5

__ / 10

__ / 5

__ / 10



Event sponsorship categories

Event category Points to qualify Potential funding $ commitment
Signature Event 35 to 40 points Up to $____,______ Up to __ years
Major Event 26 to 34 points Up to $____,______ Up to __ years
Regional Event 18 to 25 points Up to $____,______ Up to __ years
Community Event   5 to 17 points Up to $____,______ Up to __ years



Event Criteria: Indicative Table

Category Regional Exposure Economic Impact Community and Business
Engagement

Participant and Spectator
Numbers

Sustainability Lifecycle and Legacy Indicative WCC and/or TW
support

Indicative Event Funding & #
of Events

1  Dedicated television
broadcast
 International
exposure

 More than $5 million
economic impact
from third year or as a
one off event
(measured)

 International and national
sponsors
 Demonstrated corporate
partnering and cross
promotional strategy
 Ideally incorporates Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)
program
 Includes opportunities for local
suppliers

 More than 10,000
paying participants /
spectators OR
 More than 50,000 free
participants
 Target of 20% out of
region

 Ability to attract more
than $250,000 corporate
sponsorship
 Ability to attract more
than $200,000 State
Government support

 Need for seed funding
or one off support
 Long term, locally
focused legacy
program

 WCC Reception
 City Centre Banner
Program
 Waste & Works
concessions
 City stakeholder
agreement
 Media Releases & EDM
 Marketing & PR
 Social Media
 Online & calendar listings

 Gran Fondo
Cycling &
Multisport
Festival

 Up to
$250,000
 1 to 2

2  Dedicated television
broadcast or
minimum of
national/state
reporting
 Typically multi day
festival or event

 $2 $5 million
economic impact
from third year
(measured)

 National sponsorship
 Demonstrated corporate
partnering and cross
promotional strategy
 Includes opportunities for local
suppliers

 More than 5,000 paying
participants / spectators
OR
 More than 20,000 free
participants
 Target of 10% out of
region

 Ability to attract more
than $100,000 corporate
sponsorship
 Ability to attract more
than $50,000 State
Government support

 Typically strong
regional affiliation
 Typically strong
potential to enhance
external perception of
the city

 Waste & Works
concessions
 City stakeholder
agreement
 Media releases & EDM
 Marketing & PR
 Social Media
 Online & Calendar listings

 Vivid
Wollongong

 $20,000 to
$50,000
 3 to 6

3  Blanket regional
coverage
 Possible State based
media interest

 Typically $500,000 to
$2 million economic
impact from third
year (estimated)

 Strong stable of local sponsors
 May include a charity
component
 Aligned to local organisations
and/or community groups
 Maximises opportunities for
local suppliers

 More than 2,000 paying
participants / spectators
OR
 More than 8,000 free
participants

 Ability to attract more
than $50,000 corporate
sponsorship
 Typically VIK and
logistical support via
national sanctioning
body

 Strong stable of local
sponsors
 Typically
demonstrates strong
growth potential

 Media releases & EDM
 Marketing & PR
 Social Media
 Online & Calendar listings

 Outdoor Cinema
& Tropfest
 Wave Warriors
 NSW Junior
Touch Football
Championships

 $5,000 to
$20,000
 10 to 20

4  Local and/or sector
specific interest

 Typically a not for
profit with no major
financial objectives

 Driven by local groups  Loyal but limited
following

 Typically low level
sponsorship with
primarily VIK
components

 Locally entrenched  Online & Calendar listings  KidzWish
Christmas Carols
 Festival of Flight

 Up to
$5000
 Unlimited

Notes:

a) Events may not hit thresholds in every category. For example, an event may boast strong regional exposure due to a dedicated television broadcast, but generate relatively low economic Impact due to it being elite, one day event. Thresholds are
indicative only and to be used as a guide to assist in the allocation of funding and resources. What an event has, or may potentially secure, in regard to other Government funding will also influence funding allocations.

b) Events should complement and reinforce the core regional image and key messages borne from the �Brand Wollongong� program.

c) Funding support is essentially for one off or annual events. Repeat seasonal events, such as regular sporting fixtures, are not eligible. While all event funding will be considered on a case by case basis, it is not likely to support those that: involve capital
works; are politically or racially themed; essentially seek a charitable donation; or are not open to the general public, such as business conventions and those restricted to members or delegates. Funding for any single entity is restricted to a maximum of
two events annually, unless extenuating circumstances can be established.

e) Events that will be looked upon favourably include those that: may require initial seed funding, but demonstrate strong growth potential with a view to reaching a sustainable business model over three years; can demonstrate immediate impact in
regard to out of region visitation; are likely to help secure associated gains in regard to other events, economic development or lasting infrastructure.
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SCOPE OF WORKS FOR DRAFT PLANNING STRATEGY 
Farmborough Heights to Mt Kembla 

 
 
1. Identify area boundary for Strategy. 

 
The Planning Strategy area boundary identified is similar to “The Heights” precinct, 
derived from the Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy.  This is to ensure that 
the Planning Strategy complements and builds on the Illawarra Escarpment Strategic 
Management Plan and Illawarra Escarpment Land Use Review Strategy. 

 
2. Any development will only be considered in the context of active conservation. 

 
TASK: The precinct will be mapped to indicate areas where conservation is deemed 
desirable (codes showing reason for the need for conservation, such as EECs and 
biodiversity values); the key environmental attributes/values to be protected and 
enhanced; and “at risk” areas (codes showing threats, such as grazing).  This task may 
require a combination of desk top analysis of existing data as well as ground truthing 
work and further studies. 

 
3. There is potential for appropriately located development.  

 
TASK: The precinct will be mapped to indicate known constraints in order to identify 
these potential areas for development.  The list of potential constraints identified to date 
by the working party includes: geotechnical instability; slope; flood; riparian; EECs; 
bushfire; visual impact; issues of access; heritage (European and Aboriginal); and LURS 
criteria such as core and biophysical support for core.  This task may require a 
combination of desk top analysis of existing data as well as ground truthing work and 
further studies.  The outcome of this task will be the identification of areas without 
constraint, those with some constraints to development and zones deemed not capable 
of any development. 

 
4. There is potential for appropriately scaled development. 

 
TASK: The principles set out in the IESMP and LURS (e.g. no net loss of vegetation) 
will be incorporated into the Planning Strategy for the precinct.  These principles will be 
examined in the context of the mapping relating to key values to be protected, at risk 
areas to be restored and any land constraints to development, in order to determine the 
scale of development deemed suitable. 

 
5. The mechanism to link development potential to protection and enhancement of 

identified environmental attributes needs to be identified. 
 

TASK: A schedule of indicative restoration or protective work required by location will 
be developed, and the expected cost.  A funding mechanism for ongoing environmental 
management of the precinct will be developed, including the identification of parties 
responsible for the management. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
01 INTRODUCTION 
 
Wollongong Council resolved in June 2010 to undertake detailed review of the 
planning controls for commercial centres and other precincts over a number of 
years.  Council have commenced preparation of key town and village plans, with 
Warrawong Town Centre the first key priority. 

 
The Warrawong Town Centre Study will take the form of a detailed urban design 
analysis and master plan.  These documents will then guide policy refinement. 

 
The Warrawong Town Centre Study will: 

- assist in defining the regional role and identity of Warrawong; 
- guide built form over the next 30 years; 
- respond to the current and future needs of residents and visitors to 

the town centre; and 
- address public domain, open space and transportation 

requirements. 
 
02 LOCATION AND SETTING 
Warrawong is located in the southern suburbs of Wollongong Local Government 
Area.  The suburb is located approximately six (6) kilometres south of the 
Wollongong City centre and some 12 kilometres north of Shellharbour 

 
 
03 ANALYSIS 

Summary of Observations 

– King Street is a major barrier dividing the town in two 
– Residents and visitors are encouraged to drive  (with large amount of car 

parking creating a drive-in and drive-out mentality) 
– Town centre is under developed and there is a lot of vacant tenancies 
– Public transport networks established, however limited services and poor 

patronage 
– Security/surveillance to be strengthened and upgraded 
– Strong structure to create a liveable and healthy centre – need to build on 

legibility and accessibility 
– No quality community meeting spaces  
– No main street or ‘town centre’ 
– Public domain ‘operational’ but in need of upgrade – to improve accessibility,  

create identity and a ‘sense of place’ 
– Beautiful natural setting not connected to the town centre (lake, escarpment, 

beach) 
– Pedestrian access inhibited 
– Library disconnected from the town centre 
– The activity is limited to the ‘big box’ – with poor connectivity back to the 

town centre 
– Multicultural community – but not represented   
– Located in close proximity to Wollongong City Centre 
– Quality retail along Cowper Street – need to build on this 
– Social Housing – high concentration 
– Limited connectivity to the Lake Illawarra; Port Kembla; and other key 

destinations 
– View opportunities  
– Access to sporting grounds and recreation open spaces adjacent to the Lake 
 

 
 
04 DRAFT URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
The Urban Design Analysis presents the following urban design principles for 
community discussion and to inform future master planning of Warrawong Town 
Centre. 
1. Re-establish Cowper Street as the ‘main street’; 
2. Create community meeting places either side of King Street; 
3. Improve legibility of the town centre – walkability and accessibility; 
4. Create a safe town centre for all to enjoy; 
5. Promote a sense of community; 
6. Promote improved public transport; 
7. Enhance the existing (quality) features of Warrawong Town Centre; 
8. Reinforce the character of Warrawong represented by its community 

and history; 
9. Connect the town centre with key destinations including Lake Illawarra, 

Port Kembla Main Street, Port Kembla Beach, Wollongong, Darcy 
Wentworth Park etc); and 

10. Reconnect Westfield’s with the town centre. 
 
05 NEXT STEPS 
The draft strategies and urban design principles presented by this urban design 
analysis report provide a range of responses to the future of Warrawong Town 
Centre.    
 
In order to successfully promote positive change which will meet community 
needs, it is essential to engage with the community to confirm and identify the 
key priorities and issues facing their town centre and which will shape the future.   
 
Following internal review and Councillor input, it is intended that the initial 
analysis presented in this report will be exhibited for public input.  This will be 
delivered through a comprehensive community engagement strategy to ensure 
that the opinions of this very diverse community are represented.   
 
Based on feedback and ongoing technical analysis, Council will refine a preferred 
structure and built form outcome for the town centre which will require policy 
refinement.   
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01 INTRODUCTION 
 

Wollongong Council resolved in June 2010 to undertake detailed review of the planning controls for commercial 
centres and other precincts over a number of years.  Council have commenced preparation of key town and village 
plans, with Warrawong Town Centre the first key priority. 
 
The Warrawong Town Centre Study will take the form of a detailed urban design analysis and master plan.  These 
documents will then guide policy refinement. 
 
The Warrawong Town Centre Study will: 
- assist in defining the regional role and identity of Warrawong; 
- guide built form over the next 30 years; 
- respond to the current and future needs of residents and visitors to the town centre; and 
- address public domain, open space and transportation requirements. 
 
What is an Urban Design Analysis? 
An urban design analysis is a document which sets out the key analysis of a place or site to assist in the development 
of urban design principles and strategic direction which will guide the longer term development of an area.  The urban 
design analysis is prepared with reference to technical background papers, review of policy and relevant strategic 
literature.  Combining technical drawings, illustrations and written statements, this urban design analysis is a detailed 
document which communicates priorities for movement through the town centre, open spaces, land use, landscape 
and infrastructure, with a concern for responsible, sustainable and compatible growth. 
 
The findings of this urban design analysis will be presented to key stakeholders and the community for input and 
comment to enable a Master Plan for the Warrawong Town Centre to be refined. 
 
What is a Master Plan? 
The Warrawong Master Plan will provide detailed information to clearly demonstrate how the buildings, open space 
and movement between these will be planned into the future.  It will be a set of refined drawings which clearly 
demonstrate preferred building heights and setbacks, priority streets for outdoor dining and walking, and put forward 
ideas relating to where public  transport stops will be located.  The Master Plan will be prepared in conjunction with an 
implementation strategy which will be used by Council to direct priorities in policy amendments; funding and key site 
investigations.   
 
The Warrawong Master Plan will guide the preparation of detailed controls for future development within the town 
centre.  These controls will be prepared as an amendment to the Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009 and 
Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009. 
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‘’ Two meanings are given for the Aboriginal word Warrawong, "a whiting" and 

the "side of a hill” ‘’  

(Place Names of the Wollongong Region". Wollongong City Library) 
 

2.1  Location and Setting 
Warrawong is located in the southern suburbs of Wollongong Local Government Area.  The suburb is 
located approximately six (6) kilometres south of the Wollongong City centre and some 12 kilometres north 
of Shellharbour.   
Positioned on the north eastern edge of Lake Illawarra, Warrawong sits between Port Kembla (to the east) 
and Lake Heights (to the west).  To the south, Warrawong adjoins the suburb of Primbee and is some 2.5 
kilometres from the east coast, separated by the suburb of Port Kembla. 
As a designated Regional Centre, Warrawong is one of the largest centres in this southern region of 
Wollongong, offering a range of destination retail facilities. 
As a consequence of urban development, the landscape is highly modified, with natural vegetation 
substantially removed.  Lake Illawarra provides an important natural resource adjacent to the Town Centre.  
Located adjacent to Lake Illawarra, the Warrawong town centre sits at a low point, with the topography 
elevated to the north, east and west.  The steep topography of the surrounding residential areas offer the 
potential for regional views.   
Warrawong supports the Port Kembla Hospital and a range of retail facilities which support the local and 
regional population.  These include Westfield Warrawong and the King Street bulky goods retail strip. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wollongong 
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Port Kembla 

Berkeley   Lake Heights 

Cringila 
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Warrawong Town Centre 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Defining the Study Area 
The Warrawong Town Centre is identified by retail land uses established along Cowper and King Streets and extends south to 
include the King Street bulky goods precinct.  The centre has changed over time.   
The Warrawong Town Centre is defined by a concentration of retail and commercial uses along King Street and Cowper 
Streets.  The core area of the Centre includes sections of Greene Street and land along the northern side of Northcliffe Drive.  
The core study area is defined on the adjacent map. 
The Master Plan will propose specific design solutions and projects to guide future development to deliver high quality public 
domain, compatible building form and scale, appropriate land uses, and an efficient movement system and access for 
vehicles.  Consideration will also be given to the interface of the town centre with adjacent open spaces south of Northcliffe 
Drive.   
 
A town centre does not sit or function in isolation.  It is important to consider the Warrawong Town Centre in context of 
surrounding lands (conscious of their form and function), to ensure optimal outcomes can be achieved.   
 
The Warrawong Regional Centre ‘Support’ includes land on the periphery of the defined town centre, including retail lands, 
retail uses and community facilities which are in close proximity of the Town Centre.  This area has been defined to ensure 
that appropriate links, associations and opportunities of land outside of the Warrawong Town Centre are considered as part of 
this study.   
These periphery lands include Lake Illawarra foreshore, King Street bulky goods retail strip, specialty services (such as health 
and medical facilities), civic, community and residential uses (including detached dwellings and townhouses).   
While this study does not propose built form outcomes for lands outside of the Warrawong Town Centre, it considers the future 
relationship of this land with the town centre.   
These periphery lands provide a transition between the higher intensity function and scale of the town centre and surrounding 
residential and recreation uses. 
Key elements of the support area include: 
– King Street bulky goods retail corridor 
– Port Kembla Hospital 
– Surrounding residential lands\ 
– Lake Illawarra Foreshore interface (at the Northcliffe Drive and King Streets intersection) 
– Coomaditchie Lagoon 
– Darcy Wentworth Park and Noel Mulligan Oval and Warrawong Library.  The largest area of parkland within the town 

centre located adjacent to a newly relocated community library. 
 
The Study and urban form options will consider design strategies and principles that these periphery areas can adopt to 
promote cohesion with the Warrawong Town Centre. 
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King Street is the major north south road dissecting Warrawong.   

King Street is an RTA Classified Road.  Land uses established along King Street vary from 
residential (north of Turpin Avenue); to a mix of retail uses (from car yards and service 
stations to small tenancy retail); to open space (south of Northcliffe Drive).  The King 
Street bulky goods retail strip defines the south eastern side of King Street. 
The amenity of King Street is compromised by the highly trafficked vehicle corridor.  No on 
street parking is permitted.  
While footpaths are serviceable, they are outdated and do not always provide adequate 
kerb ramps.  North of Cowper Street (generally to Greene Street), a continuous awning is 
provided on both sides of King Street. 
Buildings are typically one and two storeys with some three storey elements.  Buildings do 
not define or activate the street. Levels above ground appear to have limited occupation or 
activation. 
The Westfield’s site has a substantial frontage to both King and Cowper Streets.  This 
building does not address King Street nor does it achieve an active frontage.  
North of Greene Street, the form and use of buildings results in limited street address and 
activation (car yards, service stations, fire station and medical practices).  Along this 
section of King Street, pedestrian paths are interrupted by vehicular crossings. 
The median strip along King Street (north and south of Cowper Street intersection) has a 
pedestrian safety fence to restrict pedestrians crossing the road resulting in poor east/ 
west connectivity for pedestrians.   
North of Turpin Avenue, King Street is characterised by single and two storey residential 
development.   
There is no defined entry or gateway to the town centre from the north or south along King 
Street.    
There is evidence of established street trees in isolated locations adjacent to the 
Westfield’s boundary and at the corner of King and Northcliffe Drive. 
Signage along King Street dominates the streetscape.  Signage is not coordinated, and is 
of varying finishes and forms. 
 

 

 
 
 
  

Photos 
1. Southern view along King Street from 

Turpine.   
2. Southern view along King Street from 

Turpine. 
3. King Street – looking South. 
4. Retail established along King Street 

(north of Cowper Street intersection). 
5. King Street residential (looking north). 
6. King Street bulky goods retail (looking 

north). 
7. Medical centre - eastern elevation. 
8. Awning and small retail tenancies 

established on western elevation, north 
of Cowper Street intersection. 

9. Eastern Streetscape, north of Cowper 
Street intersection 
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Cowper Street forms the key east  west corridor of the Warrawong Town Centre.  
Development established along the northern side of the street is characterised by a 
continuous strip of two storey development, with smaller retail tenancies at ground level, 
addressing the street.   
A continuous awning is established along the northern streetscape.   
The southern side of the street comprises Westfield’s (eastern part) and the Bunnings and 
Liquor Land buildings (western part) which provides limited activation of the street.  These 
larger buildings are generally set back from the street. 
Footpaths along Cowper Street are established, and are functional, however they do not 
provide accessible movement through the town centre, with steps required to access retail 
tenancies and poor quality kerb ramps.  
The eastern end of Cowper Street has a pedestrian barrier restricting pedestrian crossing 
of the road to one crossing point – adjacent to Westfield’s. 
Cowper Street is four to six lanes (total) and supports substantial traffic movements 
connecting vehicles to King Street.  On street parking is available along the majority of the 
northern side of Cowper Street. 
A bus stop and taxi stand are established at the southern side of Cowper Street, adjacent 
to Westfield’s.   
There is evidence of established street trees in isolated locations – adjacent to the 
Westfield’s development. 

 
 

Photos 
1. Eastern view toward the Hospital.   
2. King and Cowper Street intersection, 

easterly view. 
3. Westfield’s under croft adjacent to bus 

stop and taxi stand. 
4. Cowper Street retail strip – looking 

west. 
5. Eastern view along Cowper Street. 
6. Cowper Street - Northern elevation. 
7. Cowper Street pedestrian crossing. 
8. Looking west along Cowper Street 

toward the Hospital (west of King 
Street). 

9. Retail established along northern 
elevation (west of King Street). 

10. Retail established at the north western 
corner of Cowper and King Streets. 

11. Bunning’s established along the 
southern elevation of Cowper Street 
(west of King). 
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 Greene Street 

Greene Street supports a range of community and residential uses, with the Community 
Centre and Legal Centre located on the southern side of the street with residential along 
the north (eastern end).   
Limited activation of the street frontage is achieved with buildings set back and not 
addressing the streetscape.  On street parking is provided on both sides of the road. 
Street tree planting is established on the northern side of the street, adjacent to residential 
uses. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Northcliffe Drive  Northcliffe Drive is poorly activated, with Westfield’s back of 
house and car parking established along this major thoroughfare.   
There are substantial areas of open space and active recreation lands established along 
the southern side of Northcliffe Drive in the form of Darcy Wentworth Park, as well as 
recreational and vacant lands adjacent to Lake Illawarra.   
On the northern side of Northcliffe Drive, Westfield’s, Bunnings and McDonalds dominate 
the streetscape, with substantial areas of car parking and loading docks which do not 
provide any activation of the public domain. 
Built form is ad hoc and dominated by Westfield’s and Bunnings developments.   
Pedestrian access is provided in some locations, with limited amenity.  There is poor 
pedestrian movement available, with crossing only available at the main King Street 
intersection. 
A triangular open space has been established adjacent to the King Street intersection 
‘Lions Park’ which is not utilised.  

 
 
 
 

Photos 
1. Greene Street – looking west. 
2. Greene Street – eastern perspective. 
3. Community Centre. 
4. Northcliffe Drive – looking west from King Street 

intersection. 
5. Northcliffe Drive – western perspective from 

Westfield’s vehicular entry. 
6. Westfield’s external stairs fronting Northcliffe Drive. 
7. Westfield’s vehicular entry – eastern perspective. 
8. Northcliffe Drive – eastern perspective. 
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Laneways provide north south links through the Town Centre.   
Laneways have limited activation, with typical ‘back of house’ functions.  Laneways are 
used for both formal and informal on site parking, delivery and loading docks and for 
garbage storage.  
Mowbray Lane and Lane 130 are dominated by service and staff vehicles and are poorly 
designed with limited or no vehicle turning areas.  The northern end of Mowbray Lane (at 
Montgomery Avenue) is in part activated by a small courtyard in the pub.  
Lane 129 provides access to the medical practices established along King Street with the 
northern end of the Lane dominated by a blank brick wall. 
Laneways provide important mid block north / south pedestrian movement corridors, but 
provide an unsafe environment with evidence of graffiti and anti social behaviour. 
There are two pedestrian only laneways established.  One sits at the north of the Town 
Centre, linking pedestrians from King Street to Bent Street.  The second (Lane 127) runs 
north south, parallel to King Street, linking this northern pedestrian link to Greene Street.  
These lanes are poorly lit and are not activated, and do not provide a safe environment. 

Photos 
1. Retail tenancies on western side of Montgomery 

Lane. 
2. Lane 130 provides informal parking; back of 

house; and loading/ garbage storage facilities. 
3. Pub on Montgomery Lane. 
4. Lane 130. 
5. Lane 129. 
6. Lane 127. 
7. Pedestrian lane linking King Street to Bent Street. 
8. Lane 127 extending south of Greene Street. 
9. Lane 127.  
10. Lane 127 on site parking areas. 
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2.3 Historic Context  
Aboriginal sites are located throughout all landforms within the Illawarra Region from the coastal strip to the sandstone plateau 
(Wollongong City Aboriginal Heritage Planning Study, 1995).  While there are no items or areas of Aboriginal heritage listed 
within the immediate Warrawong Town Centre, there are areas identified to likely have Aboriginal heritage significance in 
proximity to the town centre.  The Commaditchie Lagoon has strong connections with Aboriginal community.  The 
Coomaditchie United Aboriginal Corporation is based in the old Kemblawarra Community Hall and are custodians of the 
Coomaditchie Lagoon. 
Lake Illawarra, the Commaditchie Lagoon, Hill 60 and the coastline are all areas which offer Aboriginal heritage significance. 
Since the time of European heritage, the area of Warrawong has been known by various names including ‘Steeltown’, ‘Kembla 
Estate’, ‘New Kembla. Originally this region was a large land grant used for grazing cattle and growing crops. With the 
establishment of the Electrolic Refining Smelting Company and the construction of a steelworks in Port Kembla, Warrawong 
became a residential settlement for workers and their families from the mid-1930s. By the late 1960s, Warrawong was a major 
town in the area supporting a significant shopping centre and the largest hospital on the south coast. Today, Warrawong is 
designated as a regional centre which provides services and facilities to the local community and neighbouring towns. 
 
1816/17 Surveyor General John Oxley marked out the first three large land grants in the region. Warrawong and Port 

Kembla were situated as part of David Allen’s 2,200 acre grant named ‘Illawarra Farm’. Allen grazed cattle and 
cleared 600 acres of the grant.  

1828 ‘Illawarra Farm’ sold to William Charles Wentworth 
1880s D’Arcy Wentworth inherited this land grant. Growing crops - wheat, oats and potatoes - around the lake, fishing 

and dairying were the main industries. 
1883 The first shipment of coal on the ‘S.S. Arawata’ departed Port Kembla 
1890s Attempts were made to make Lake Illawarra a sea port. The project was abandoned in 1902 due to the 

ongoing problem of sand blocking the lake entrance channel.  
1895 Decision made to develop Port Kembla as the deep water port for southern coalfields rather than the smaller 

Wollongong Harbour. 
1907 Electroylic Refining and Smelting Co began operations at Port Kembla.  
1927 Australian Iron and Steel reached an agreement with the State government to build a steelworks at Port 

Kembla. This company merged with BHP in 1935. 
1934 First houses were built in Steeltown (Warrawong) 
1935 Wentworth IV subdivided part of his land to be sold. This included some unusual features for the time such as 

wide streets, kerb and guttering and underground drainage. Wentworth also granted 4 acres of land for 
‘Steeltown’ (Warrawong) Public School located in Flagstaff Road. The school transferred to Cowper Street in 
1946. 

1936 ‘Steeltown’ (Warrawong) had a Post Office, a Public School and the first shop in the shopping centre opened. 
1939 Open Hearth Hotel, King Street Warrawong built by the Wentworth family as a boarding house to provide 

accommodation for Commonwealth Rolling Mills engineers and their families, it be came a hotel in 1948. 
1940s St Andrews Anglican Church built (demolished 1999) and Odeon Theatre opened. 
1960 Warrawong shopping centre opens and the prominent landmark Port Kembla smoke stack owned by ER&S is 

constructed to a height of 650 feet. 
1965 Port Kembla District Hospital on Cowper Street designed by Government Architect E.H. Farmer was opened. It 

was the biggest hospital on the south coast and cost almost £2 million. 
1972 Gala Cinema established by owners the Waghorn family and Warrawong High School opens 
1988 Westfield Shoppingtown opens including Hoyts cinema complex and the library 
1988  Bulky Goods precinct along King Street established 
 
 
 
 

Warrawong …
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source Illawarra Images, Wollongong 
City Library website 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

This section of the report provides an overview of relevant strategic planning policy in context of the outcomes of this 
Study.  

 
3.2 Illawarra Regional Strategy 2006 – 2031 
 

The Illawarra Regional Strategy applies to the local government areas of Kiama, Shellharbour and Wollongong. 
Prepared by the Department of Planning in 2007, this Strategy aims to ensure adequate land is available and 
appropriately located to sustainably accommodate the projected housing and employment needs of the Illawarra 
Region over a 25 year period.   The Strategy designates a hierarchy of centres throughout the Illawarra Region, 
mapping employment lands; new release areas; rural and natural resource areas; biodiversity outside of conservation 
areas; and extractive mineral resources.  Warrawong is designated as a Major Regional Centre.  It is noted that 
Warrawong town centre is an important commercial and retail centre (particularly in relation to bulky goods) and that 
this role is to be maintained. 
 
A Major Regional Centre is identified to be: A concentration of medium to high density living, business, employment, 
professional services, department stores, specialised shops including discount department stores and associated 
warehouses, transport logistics and bulky goods operations.  Focal point for subregional road and transport networks 
and servicing for a number of districts. (refer Illawarra Regional Strategy Map) 
 
Shellharbour City Centre is also designated as a Major Regional Centre.  It is noted that: Shellharbour City Centre 
has grown rapidly over the last 30 years.  It plays an important role in servicing the southern part of the Region.  As 
the current residential estates reach completion, the focus for Shellharbour will shift towards urban renewal 
opportunities. (refer Illawarra Regional Strategy Map). 
 
Dapto is designated as a planned Major Regional Centre. Dapto – With revitalisation and consolidation, Dapto town 
centre has the potential to develop into a Major Regional Centre.  Residential growth at West Dapto and development 
of employment land at Kembla Grange will support this new role. (refer Illawarra Regional Strategy Map). 
 
The industrial and retail lands within Warrawong town centre are designated as Employment Lands by the Strategy.  
It is noted that these sites are to provide a range of employment activities and will be protected by avoiding 
fragmentation or rezoning to non-employment related uses. 

 
3.2.1 Economic Development and Growth 
 

The Illawarra Regional Strategy outlines the key functions of Warrawong as a Major Regional Centre as: 
A concentration of mid to higher density living, business, employment, professional services and specialised 
shops, including discount department stores and associated warehouses, transport logistics and bulky 
goods operations.  Focal point for subregional road and transport networks, and servicing a number of 
districts. 

 
Warrawong is already of a significant size with respect to its commercial and retail capacity.  With its 
proximity to Wollongong City Centre, any further major expansion of its retail and commercial functions 
needs to be evaluated against the potential impacts on the retail capacity of Wollongong City Centre.  It has 
a significant role as a major bulky goods centre for the Region. (refer page 16) 

 
It is noted that the land around the Warrawong town centre, including the industrial lands and retail bulky goods to the 
south, and Port Kembla to the north, support Employment Lands. 
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3.3 Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 

The Wollongong LEP 2009 is the statutory planning document that sets the framework for the land use structure 
within the Local Government Area, including Warrawong. The plan includes a set of land use zones and provides 
requirements for development. It also establishes what types of development may be permitted on a particular parcel 
of land with the consent of Council. The aims of this plan are: 

- encourage business and economic development,  
- encourage a range of housing choices, 
- improve the quality of life, and  
- conserve and enhance our significant landscapes, flora and fauna and heritage 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.1 Permissible Zoning – LEP 2009 

The majority of land within Warrawong Town Centre is zoned 
Commercial Core (B3, blue).   The western end of Cowper Street is 
zoned for Mixed Use (B4, purple) and the retail bulky goods precinct 
along King Street has an Enterprise Corridor zoning (B6).  Land 
adjacent to Lake Illawarra is zoned Tourist and Public Recreation.  
Darcy Wentworth Park is also zoned Public Recreation. 

Residential lands surrounding the town centre are typically Low 
Density Residential.  One Medium Density site is identified adjacent to 
the north eastern end of the town centre 

Permissible land uses within each zone are outlined over page. 

 

3.3.2 Permissible Building Height  

The height of established buildings across the Town Centre are 
typically two storey, with some single and three storey buildings 
interspersed.  The permissible building heights prescribed by 
Wollongong LEP 2009 are defined in the map below.  Permissible 
heights range from 24 metres in the commercial core (pale pink), to 20 
metres along the Lake Illawarra foreshore for lands zoned Tourist 
(brown), and down to 9 metres for the Mixed Use zoned lands and 
surrounding Low Density Residential lands (green). The King Street 
Bulky Goods corridor has a height limit of 11 metres.   

 

3.3.3 Permissible Floor Space Ratio – LEP 2009  

The floor space ratio permitted across the Warrawong Town Centre 
vary from 2.5:1 for the central commercial lands, to 0.75:1 for Mixed 
Use lands and 1.5:1 for land zoned for Tourist.  The Enterprise 
Corridor lands, being the King Street bulky goods has a permissible 
floor space ratio of 0.5:1.  Surrounding residential floor space ratios is 
predominantly 0.5:1 with pockets up to 0.75:1. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.4 Permissible Lot Size– LEP 2009 

Lot sizes are not prescribed for the majority of the Warrawong Town 
Centre.  The western end, zoned to support mixed uses has a 
maximum lot size of 449 square metres, and the King Street bulky 
goods precinct has a maximum lot size of 3,999 square metres.  
Residential lands surrounding the Town Centre have a minimum 
permissible lot size of 449 square metres.  
 
 

 

 

 

3.3.5 Hydrology 

Warrawong town centre is located in a low-lying area adjacent to Lake 
Illawarra. A significant portion of the town centre is prone to flooding, 
particularly the west side of King Street between Northcliffe Drive and 
Green Street. 
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3.3.6 Acid Sulfate Soils 

Lands classified as acid sulfate soils are identified within and adjoining 
the Warrawong Town Centre.  Any lands classified as potentially 
contaminated require development consent and certain works would 
require an Acid Sulfate Soils Management Plan.  While this is an 
issues which would need to be considered in the future development 
of lands, it does not affect the urban form outcomes or design 
opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.7 Bushfire Prone Land 

Bushfire prone land is limited to a category 2 prone area southwest of 
the major intersection of Northcliffe Road and King Street Warrawong, 
approximately between 200 – 400 metres from the town centre. This 
bushfire prone land is located on open space highly vegetated with 
mature trees and shrubs within close proximity to the shore of Lake 
Illawarra. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.8 Contaminated Lands 

Contaminated lands within the town centre are confined to a few small 
pockets including the funeral parlour and Bunnings outdoor garden 
area located on Cowper Street, a small lot located in Westfield’s which 
is incorporated into the building and a strip of commercial/retail 
premises including a service station and the fire station on the west 
side of King Street north of Green Street.  Contamination is not 
considered to inhibit or restrict the urban form opportunities of the 
Town Centre. 

 

 

 

3.4 Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009 
 

The Wollongong DCP provides guidelines and controls for development within the whole of the Wollongong Local 
Government Area. Part B4 of the DCP contains guidelines on the development within Business Zones, the hierarchy 
of centres and broad place-based requirements for these centres. Section 5.2 focuses on the Warrawong Major 
Regional Centre including precincts within the town centre. These precincts outline present and potential future land 
uses and types of development. Floor space ratios, setbacks, parking and access is also addressed for each precinct.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The DCP promotes a range of heights across the town centre area, from 3 storeys at the northern end (along King 
Street), to 8 storeys on the Westfield’s site, with floor space ratios ranging from 1.5:1 to 2.5:1.  These vary from the 
LEP controls.  Street activation, setbacks and vehicular access are specified by Precinct.   This Study will inform the 
review and, if necessary, amendment of these controls.  
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3.4 Illawarra Transport Planning Principles (2003) 
The Illawarra Transport Taskforce prepared these principles in 2003 in order to assist decision makers, planners and 
the development industry develop plans which facilitate transport choice and reduce travel distances.  The following 
principles have been integrated into the study. 
 
- Concentrate in centres. Locate the centres within a walking distance of 400 metres of the junction of major bus 

routes. 
- Mix uses in centres 
- Plan and design to support public transport 
- Provide and improve pedestrian access 
- Provide and improve cycle access 
- Manage parking supply  
- Provide efficient low impact freight movement 
- Provide and improve access to education and public facilities 
. 

3.5 City of Wollongong Bicycle Plan 2006 – 2011 
This plan was created to provide strategic direction regarding existing and proposed cycleways and bicycle facilities 
within the Wollongong Local Government Area.  This plan encourages active transport options such as public 
transport, walking and cycling to reduce short car journeys and therefore contribute to a more sustainable community. 
This plan sets out eight goals: 
 
- To facilitate bicycle network development 
- To facilitate bicycle network maintenance 
- To create safer training routes for competitive and longer ride cyclists 
- To improve bicycle parking facilities, shower and locker amenities 
- To promote cycling as a healthy activity and a viable alternative transport options 
- Raise safety awareness among cyclists and road users 
- Improve bicycle tourism opportunities 
- To develop partnerships with key organisations to promote and fund cycling routes 

 
The goals of the Plan have been considered in the progression of this study, underpinning the key urban design principles.  
 
3.6 Moving Together (2009) 

This document, prepared in 2009 by Bitzios Consulting, prepared on behalf of Council,  outlines goals for the next 5 
years and 25 years and will impact upon the future planning, development, employment, population settlement and 
growth strategies for the region with the objective to inform and reflect policy and investment decisions that support 
the region. The following six strategies are outlined: 

- Transport and land use are integrated in order to: 
- Identify corridors where higher density and mixed development can be encouraged to support public 

transport corridors and nodes. 
- Develop new urban growth areas in line with existing or planned transport infrastructure 
- New transport infrastructure and new public transport services to be delivered in sequence with new urban 

growth areas 
- A mix of housing, employment, retail, services and public facilities accessible at town centre 
- Education and other public facilities are highly accessible by non-motorised modes. 
- Economic development is supported and encouraged 

- Encourage adoption of more flexible working arrangements to reduce number of trips but increase business 
daily operating hours 

- New urban growth areas must be planned and delivered as integrated communities with access to 
employment locations 

- Manage parking supply in activity centres to promote public and active transport 
- Social inclusion and equity is enhanced 
- Public transport provision supports residents without access to private vehicles 
- Active transport travel options are encouraged and supported with walkable environments that are suitable 

for people with disabilities and also on and off-road cycle routes with priority 
- Transport system is optimised and infrastructure decisions deliver ‘value for money’ 
- Transport network upgrades support the most efficient movement of people and goods 
- Improve decision making, planning, evaluation and funding 
- A safe and secure transport network 
- Targeted investment to improve personal security for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport passengers 
- Ensuring the transport network is resilient 
- Reducing the dependence on non-renewable energy sources 
- Environmental impacts of the transport system are minimised 
- Encouraging alternative modes of transport for short to medium length trips 
- Protecting natural resources through design 
- Protecting liveability and amenity 

 
The key principles underpinning the urban design review and revitalisation of the Warrawong town centre are to 
remain consistent with the six identified strategies. 

 
3.7 Wollongong Planning People Places: A strategic framework for open space, recreation facilities and 

community facilities (2006) 
Prepared by Suter and Associates Leisure and Tourism Planners in 2006 for Council, this document was prepared to 
provide a strategic direction for open space, key recreational facilities and indoor sport and recreation centres and 
key community facilities. This 20 year strategy document will guide Council in its future policy and decision making, 
resource allocations and provide a framework for partnerships with the community and other levels of government.   
The Warrawong town centre is identified within Area 7 – Berkeley, Cringila, Lake Heights, Port Kembla, Primbee, 
Warrawong and Windang 
 
The relevant Strategic Directions outlined for Area 7 are outlined below: 

- Enhance the quality and appeal of open space around Lake Illawarra 
- Review the provision of playgrounds. Consider whether any should be consolidated, whilst maintaining a good 

spread of facilities within a reasonable distance of local areas 
- Initiate and strengthen projects that support lower socio-economic groups and Aboriginal communities  
- Focus on improving the quality and accessibility of existing open space and facilities 
- Open space lacking in Warrawong suburb.  
- Low supply of tennis courts and may need to consider additional facilities 
-  
- Key Actions were identified by Wollongong Planning People Places which are relevant to establishing principles 

and vision for the Warrawong town centre: 
- Continue to plan for, establish and maintain district foreshore settings that provide a focus for recreation 

including  Lake Illawarra King Street Foreshore Heritage Park 
- Maintain and strengthen the trail links around Lake Illawarra  
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- Opportunities to obtain smaller areas of land in suburbs such as Warrawong which lacks local and 
neighbourhood parks 

- Lack of provision for young people. Need to consider opportunities and youth facilities to cater for Port Kembla 
and Warrawong areas 

- Incorporate art and culture in the design of buildings and places in accordance with broader design principles 
- Improve quality and access to sites around Lake Illawarra 
- Possible Demand Implications 
- Likely demand for a range of places and facilities to support different age and interest groups (areas that are 

not family orientated as well as family orientated) yet there is a very  high supply of community facilities in 
each suburb. Should consider rationalisation or alternative use where there is duplication in suburbs 

- Likely demand for facilities and services to support older people (affordable) 
- The number of children and young people will justify facilities for these age groups 
- Potential cultural interests and needs, e.g. community gardens, places for social gatherings 
- Affordability is likely to be a key issue particularly for one parent families, people who are unemployed and 

older people 
- People could need recreation and community activity opportunities due to time availability. However, they may 

not have the resources to do so. 
- Likely demand for facilities and services  to support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
- Likely demand for outdoor spaces for people living in flats, units and apartments. Warrawong lacks a local park.  
- A larger proportion of households will be constrained by a lack of private transport 

 
The findings of Wollongong Planning People Places remain relevant.  The full range of key issues and actions 
identified by Wollongong Planning People Places need to be recognised by, and underpin the Warrawong Regional 
Centre Review.    
 

3.8 Wollongong City Housing Strategy (2005) 
SGS Economics and Planning were commissioned by Wollongong City Council in 2005 to prepare the Wollongong 
City Housing Strategy. The purpose of this study was to provide future strategic direction and inform subsequent 
planning instruments including the Wollongong Local Environmental Plan 2009 and the Wollongong Development 
Control Plan 2009. The objective of this study was to provide a mix of housing choice for a broad demographic range 
including the provision of opportunities for affordable housing now and in the future. 
 
Aims for the City include: 

- Urban consolidation with an emphasis on areas with a high level of access to urban goods and services. This 
includes looking at live-work policies which consider ways in which mixed use space can be ensured for the 
future (eg shop top housing). 

- Provide housing diversity that caters for all segments of Wollongong society, through the provision of 
accommodation that is affordable, accessible, and suited to the needs of all groups within the community, 
including those that are disadvantaged in the housing market. This includes developing an’ Older Persons 
Housing Strategy’ and a ‘Homelessness Strategy’. 

- Regenerate degraded housing areas to provide a safe and attractive environment within which communities can 
prosper by Council working together with the Department of Housing, and developing policies to address 
issues such as urban design guidelines, lighting and surveillance. 

- To enhance community capacity in Wollongong to contribute towards community development through 
developing a Communication Strategy for engaging the community in the decision-making surrounding the 
development of their neighbourhood and also developing a Housing Advocacy Programme. 

 

3.9 Development & Active Living (2010) 
This document was prepared by James Lette, BBC Consulting Planners and Dr Danny Wiggins for the Premier’s 
Council for Active Living NSW in June 2010. The purpose of this document was to assist councils in implementing 
Active Living policies within existing or new policies and assist with design to promote Active Living in development 
proposals. 
Development and Active Living highlighted the following principles: 

1. Walkability and Connectivity –potential destinations and walking and cycling catchments should be identified 
and contributions made to the network to encourage people to walk.  

2. Active travel alternatives – consideration should be given to managing parking demand, promote the use of 
public transport, cycling and walking. 

3. Legibility – the location of facilities and direct routes including clear signage of landmarks, public transport 
stops and timetables and directions to walking/cycling routes to promote wayfinding. 

4. Quality Public Domain – consideration of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
principles can provide safe walking and cycling environments (day and night). Attractive streetscapes with 
appropriate planting and well designed local open space and community facilities are required in order to 
create attractive destinations. 

5. Social Interaction and Inclusion – physical environments should encourage people meeting together and be 
inclusive of all ages, ethnicities and ability levels. This includes active street frontages and communal areas 
with a range of facilities. 

 
3.10 Healthy Urban Development Checklist (2009) 

This document was prepared by NSW Health Department and Sydney South West Area Health Service with the 
purpose of providing a development checklist that will guide future urban planning and early large-scale development 
to positively impact upon the health of the community. Four key principles that guide the development and 
implementation of this checklist include: 

1. Equity – access to all aspects of a community is fair to all residents regardless of socioeconomic status, 
cultural background, gender, age or ability. Urban development policies and plans need to recognise the 
importance of equity and ensure new and existing communities have access to a range of facilities and 
services. 

2. Early engagement – the ability to consider health issues at the initial stages of a development project’s 
inception is an effective approach.  

3. Interdependence – it is important to maintain an understanding of the links between elements of the space 
and interaction with this space. Such factors include transport access to work, education, health services, 
recreation and opportunities for social interaction.  

4. Building partnerships – cross-sectional partnerships between health workers and planners is essential to 
ensure relevancy and beneficial outcomes in the long term. 

 
3.11 Draft Centres Design Guidelines (2011) 

These guidelines were prepared by the NSW Department of Planning in 2011 to improve the form and function of 
existing and identified new centres. It identifies principles of urban design and planning that can deliver attractive, 
sustainable and liveable centres and set a benchmark about what is good design for centres.  In developing this 
report, the intent and concepts within this document have been applied. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section of the report provides an analysis of a range of built form, structural, environmental and social issues relevant to 
the Warrawong Town Centre. 

 
4.2 Road Hierarchy 

 

King Street, running north south is an arterial road which supports four lanes of traffic between Turpin Avenue and Northcliffe 
Drive, and six lanes of traffic north of Turpine Avenue and south of Northcliffe Drive.  Cowper Street and Northcliffe Drive are 
sub arterial roads connecting east/ west traffic links. 

Pedestrian links are focussed around signalled intersections.  Two pedestrian crossing points are identified along King Street 
north of Cowper Street to provide for east west crossing, however, the majority of King Street has restricted pedestrian 
crossing points with a pedestrian barrier running along King Street.  Cowper Street, east of the King Street intersection has 
restricted pedestrian crossing points with a barrier fence established in the median strip.  Two pedestrian only laneways are 
identified, however one of these is understood to have been sold to the Housing NSW (Lane 127). 

AECOM were commissioned by Wollongong Council to undertake an Access and Movement Study (Stage1 Issues Report 
June 2010).  The purpose of this study was to identify current and future access and movement issues within Warrawong 
Town Centre for all modes of transport. 
  
The main issues identified in this report with regard to the road hierarchy, traffic and parking are outlined below. 
 
Traffic 

- King Street/ Northcliffe Drive and King Street/Cowper Street intersections currently at or approaching capacity during 
peak hours. 

- Vehicle congestion at schools in the area during school peak periods. 
- Lack of turn right opportunities for north bound traffic along King Street. 
- Lack of signage along King Street to retail and recreational areas and other services. 
- Direct property access causes high risk of rear end shunt type accidents along King Street. 
- Congestion on Cowper Street eastbound due to isolated pedestrian crossing point. 
- Lack of north-south road connections through residential areas particularly on the west side of King Street. 

 
Walking 

- Lack of formal footpaths in residential streets 
- King Street acts as a major barrier to east-west pedestrian movements with a limited number of crossing opportunities 
- Improvements could be made to improve the amenity of King Street/Cowper Street intersection which is the focus of 

pedestrian movement in the town centre. Improvements to weathered pedestrian crossings and the lack of tactile 
paving is noted. 

- Lack of street lighting along main pedestrian routes, such as Cowper Street 
- Potential future issues of lack of pedestrian linkages across King Street between the bulky goods strip on the east side 

and the potential development on the Lake Illawarra Authority land on the west side 
- Pedestrian movement and safety risks at Greene Street/ King Street intersection and on Greene Street (related to the 

public housing estate). 
- Poor pedestrian mid block crossings – north south. 

 
Parking 

- Underutilised off-street car parks outside peak hours and on-street parking on Saturday morning and Thursday 
evening 

- Lack of off-street car park signage 
- Overflow parking issues around the Illawarra Regional Hospital 
- Over-supply of parking in the area can discourage use of public transport 

 

Priorities for the Study 

Review opportunities to soften the impact of traffic along King, Cowper and Northcliffe Drive 
Strengthen pedestrian links across streets within the town centre and to key destinations. 
Improve pedestrian links through town centre blocks. 
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4.3 Open Space 

 

There are no community open spaces within the town centre.  There are a range of local and regional parks identified in the 
locality.  Within 400 metres of the town centre is Darcy Wentworth sport fields and open space adjacent to Lake Illawarra (non 
operational grass land and recreation open space).  Within 800 metres is Flagstaff park, located in an elevated poison at the 
top of Warrawong.  An area of open space is designated on the corner of King Street and Northcliffe Drive, adjacent to an 
established McDonalds.  This open space has poor amenity, acting as a landscape setback to King Street. 

4.4 Council Owned Land 

 

Council owns a small number of sites within the Warrawong Town Centre. These sites are mainly small parcels of Community 
land used as laneways, access ways and green space. 

The Community Centre and adjacent legal centre on Greene Street is owned by Council and sits within the northern part of the 
Warrawong Town Centre.  

Other significant Council owned sites include Lions Park on the northwest corner of Northcliffe Drive and King Street and a 
child care centre on Shellharbour Road. The largest site owned by Council adjacent to the Town Centre is Darcy Wentworth 
Park.   

 

Priorities for the Study 

Identify opportunities for active/ passive open space within the Warrawong Town Centre. 
Allow improved links to the natural environment.  
Recognise the value and significance of the natural environment  
Encourage the use of recreation sites outside of the study area through establishing clear links from the Warrawong 
town centre. 
The people who live here are healthy and active. 

Priorities for the Study 

Identify opportunities to utilise council owned land for catalyst development  
Identify the optimal location for community based facilities 
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4.5 Public Transport 

 

With Warrawong not located along any established train lines, public transport is heavily dependent upon bus routes and taxi 
availability. 

Bus stops are located along the major roads within Warrawong including King Street, Northcliffe Road, Cowper Street and 
Shellharbour Road. Buses play a vital roll servicing the community residing in smaller towns in the vicinity of Warrawong 
including Lake Heights, Berkeley, Cringila, Port Kembla, Windang and Primbee. Limited shelters and seating is provided for 
waiting commuters. 

An established shared bicycle and pedestrian route around Lake Illawarra encourages sustainable transport options. This 
pathway runs along Northcliffe Road and joins King Street at the major intersection diagonally opposite Westfields Shopping 
Centre within 400 metres of Warrawong town centre. 

AECOM were commissioned by Wollongong Council to undertake an Access and Movement Study (Stage1 Issues Report 
June 2010).  The Stage 1 report identified current and future issues for all modes of transport. 
  
 
 

 
 
The key issues identified with regard to public transport and cycling are outlined below. 
 
Public Transport 

- King Street is a strategic bus corridor, therefore potential for bus priority improvements in the long term 
- Lack of bus services to the south during summer bus timetable (4 months of the year). 
- Lack of facilities at bus shelters in terms of weather protection and a lack of routing information 
- Limited number of bus services after the evening peak period and perceived lack of security of bus stops and on 

buses 
- Limited east-west road connections within the study area limits the opportunities to have more direct bus access to 

Warrawong through other neighbouring suburbs. 
- Buses operating during the weekday afternoon and weekend mornings are currently under-utilised 

 
Cycling 

- Lack of cycle facilities, such as cycle parking, cycle signage formal and direct cycleways and formal crossing 
opportunities for cyclists particularly along King Street (north of Northcliffe Drive) 

- Potential for cycling to and from work should be investigated; BHP currently has a cycle group 
- Lack of continuity of existing, off road cycle routes to connect the study area with major services, transport facilities 

and surrounding suburbs. 
- Lack of formal and direct cycleways ( in particular, on road cycleways) within the area, in particular along King Street 

(north of Northcliffe Drive) 

Priorities for the Study 

Identify optimal location for bus stops 
Investigate bus interchange opportunities 
Review bus Identify high-demand bus stops requiring a shelter and public outdoor furniture. 
To strengthen bicycle and pedestrian links between Warrawong town centre and Lake Illawarra. 
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4.6 Topography 

 

Warrawong is topographically a diverse environment with undulating hills to the north, west and northeast and the low lying 
Lake Illawarra to the southwest. This natural topography provides outlooks over to the town centre toward Lake Illawarra and 
the escarpment from the surrounding residential areas. 

 

 

4.7 Consolidated Land Holdings 

 
Understanding land ownership patterns is important in the implementation of renewal projects.  Improving the urban 
environment often requires redevelopment, and this is typically inhibited by small land holdings which require amalgamation to 
achieve optimal height and floor space opportunities as well as on site parking and access requirements.   

Small allotments located along King Street (north of Greene Street), are consolidated under single ownership to create larger 
land holdings.  Westfield’s secure the largest land holdings, centrally within Warrawong Town Centre. Several small allotment 
ownership remains along Cowper Street (northern side). 

 

 
Priorities for the Study 

Maintain and promote existing view corridors and outlooks to low lying areas and Lake Illawarra. 
Identify new view corridors which can be achieved to improve the amenity of the town centre and surrounding residential 
areas. 

Priorities for the Study 

Promote urban form outcomes which can be achieved through current land ownership patterns. 
Identify opportunity for amalgamation where benefits to the urban form can be identified. 
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4.8 Environmental Considerations 

There are no items or features within the town centre which have been identified as being environmentally sensitive.  
Consideration has been given to environmental considerations in context of the wider environment and locality.   

Coomaditchie Lagoon is the only remaining perched dunal lake in the Illawarra and is one of the primary breeding grounds of 
the endangered green and golden bell frog. 

Four Endangered Ecological Communities (EECs) have been identified outside the Warrawong Town Centre. These 
include: 

• A Coastal Sand Freshwater wetland of high disturbance on the northern side of Commiditchie Lagoon located less 
than 1 kilometre southeast of Warrawong Town Centre 

• A Coastal Swamp Oak Forest has also been assessed as high disturbance located on the southeast side of Lake 
Illawarra opposite the bulky goods precinct located approximately 1.3 kilometres south of Warrawong Town Centre 

• Estuarine Alluvial Wetland located adjacent to the Coastal Swamp Oak Forest included as a threatened community 
(no assessment has been determined regarding disturbance class) 

• A Floodplain Wetland located at the northern end of Jackson Avenue (near the hospital) approximately 900m from 
the Town Centre (no assessment has been determined regarding disturbance class) 

Threatened fauna have also been located within the Warrawong Town Centre and in close proximity of the centre including: 

• Broad-Billed Sandpiper (a small wading bird) on the east side of Lake Illawarra opposite the Bulky goods area along 
King Street and also on the north side of the Lake approximately 1 kilometre from the Town Centre  

• Freckled Duck and Swift parrot located near the corner of Montgomery and Churchill Avenues within the Town Centre 
• Green and Golden Bell Frog discovered in various locations surrounding the town centre including Coomiditchie 

Lagoon, a park/former builders’ dump (approximately 600 metres northeast of the town centre) and neighbouring 
streets northeast of the Town Centre  

Port Kembla has the most significant Illawarra population of the Green and Golden Bell Frog based on population size and 
area distribution. (Gaia Research Pty Ltd, March 2009). The Green and Golden Bell Frog (litoria aurea) is listed as an 
endangered species under Schedule 1 of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and at a national level, the 
species is listed as vulnerable under Schedule 1 Part 2 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 
The Green and Golden Bell Frog have been identified at various locations in North Port Kembla including Boilers Point, 
Coomaditchie Lagoon, Inner Harbour,  Korrongulla Wetland (Primbee) and as north as Wollongong Golf Club. This species 
can move over highly disturbed landscapes such as industrial areas, roads and grasslands hence it is critically important to 
consider the entire area where the frog exists for the conservation of the Port Kembla Green and Golden Bell Frog population. 
(Gaia Research Pty Ltd, March 2009) More than 12 sightings of this endangered species have been noted in and around 
Warrawong Town Centre as noted above as a threatened fauna. A White-flowered Wax Plant which is identified as a 
threatened flora has been located outside the town centre (west of the hospital). 

Natural Resource Sensitivity – no natural resource sensitivity areas have been identified within the existing built-up town 
centre. However some small areas of sensitivity do exist around Lake Illawarra and surrounding Coomiditchie Lagoon 
(approximately 1 kilometre northeast of the town centre). Those areas noted as sensitive within the vicinity of the Lake include 
the grassland/wetland on the north side of the lake south of Northcliffe Drive and further south of the town centre opposite the 
bulky goods precinct on the eastern side of the Lake (approximately 1 kilometre south of the town centre). 

 

 

4.9 Economic Considerations 

The core catchment for Warrawong is defined by HillPDA (2004) as containing around 36,000 people. Typically core 
catchments of such a size contain 2-3 supermarkets and a discount department store. Westfield Warrawong provides 2 
supermarkets and two discount department stores. According to HillPDA the centre has a total of around 54,000 square 
metres of retail floorspace. This is high for a catchment of 36,000 people. Given that growth projections in the catchment are 
modest with most of the growth in the region occurring outside the core catchment area and subject to the competitive 
influences of other centres, a retail-only revitalisation strategy is not available for the town centre based on catchment growth.  
 
There are a number of factors which have influenced the decline of the Warrawong town centre, these include the access-
denied nature of the major regional arterial of King Street; the internalisation of Westfield Warrawong; the introduction of 
competing retail in the region; and local employment decline.   
It will be important to consider indirect strategies that improve the image, context and capacity of the town centre, requiring the 
evaluation of long term strategies that change the basis under which the town performs; structural changes to relationships 
within the town centre; catalysts outside of retail expansion that may improve the dynamics of the centre. 
 
The Westfield, and Town Centre’s performance suffers from poor context and urban setting. It also suffers from a low socio-
economic catchment profile. A part of the reason for this profile is the poor urban setting of the town centre that has in part 
been caused by the mall.  Therefore a balance needs to be found between the amenity depleting characteristics of the mall 
and a more active and attractive town centre.  
 
The town centre has an eclectic mix of retailers and businesses.  Given the nature of King Street and the dynamics imposed 
by the RTA and the poor design interface of Westfield’s, it is unlikely that any meaningful relationship could be developed 
between the two sides. The town does have two very high quality food service operators, being a signature deli and signature 
butchery. Both of these operators would not be out of place in any fashionable or high amenity location. These operators sit on 
Cowper Street opposite the main pedestrian mall entrance.  The best opportunity for a redesigned relationship with Westfield 
exists around this Cowper Street entrance, and to an extent these retailers can provide some of the inspiration for change.  
 
The centre has a reasonable street pattern with rear lanes and a modified rectilinear grid. The land use transition between 
retail and commercial and residential is quite hard with little commercial activity found outside of the core blocks of the centre.  
 
If Warrawong wishes to improve its overall performance as an economic and social facility for the community then the urban 
qualities that come from active public realm, need to be improved. This means that controls are required over the way 
Westfield’s responds to the town centre now and in the future. If these controls are not in place then Warrawong’s future is 
simply a continuation of what can be seen today. 
 
The challenge for the future planning and development of the Warrawong centre is to foster a process of consolidation, rather 
than dispersal and fragmentation and implement a more cohesive strategy to enhance overall environmental amenity of the 
centre at large. It is therefore recommended that:  

 Priorities for the Study 

The emphasis for the Warrawong Town Centre Review is to identify ways to consolidate and enhance the established 
retail lands/ business lands within the Town Centre. Special emphasis be directed towards a consolidation of discrete 
precincts for retail activity and peripheral sales, rather than a continued expansion. 
Enhance building form and public domain to support improved retail and commercial facilities. 
Identify opportunities to renew and improve retail and commercial stock without increasing supply/ capacity of the retail 
floor area. 
Review and identify improvements to access and movement between retail and commercial facilities in Warrawong, and 
the broader region. 
Ensure that any identified opportunities for renewal of retail floor space within the Warrawong Town Centre are assessed 
with regard to potential impacts upon the viability of Wollongong City Centre. 
Review opportunities to renew retail occupancy and to promote a diverse and vibrant mix of businesses. 
Further planning should acknowledge that the future demand for floor space will most likely be focussed on and around 
Dapto Town Centre. 

Priorities for the Study 

Investigations are to take into consideration the wider impacts of development on the contextual environment. 
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4.10 Social Considerations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2006 
 
Warrawong and the southern suburbs have a diverse resident population.  The local community is diverse, 
supporting a mix of cultures, socio economic status, employment and languages.  Statistically, Warrawong supports 
a disadvantage community.  It is essential that the town centre which supports the southern suburbs and in 
particular Warrawong population meets their needs, and is focussed on enabling the local community to use and 
access facilities that are a priority to them. 

 

 
Warrawong has the highest level of socio-economic 
disadvantage in NSW with a SEIFA Index Score of 
747. This index measures the level of disadvantage 
in terms of income, high unemployment and low 
levels of education. 

 
 

 
Warrawong has a high 
unemployment level of 19.1% 
compared to 7.6% for the 
Wollongong LGA. 

 

 
Almost 40% of the 
population were born 
overseas compared to 22% 
for the Wollongong LGA 
making it one of the City’s 
most culturally diverse 
suburbs.  

 
 
Approximately 44.2% of the 
population speak another 
language at home 
compared to 16.2% for the 
entire city. 

 

 
In 2006 43.4% of the 
Warrawong population were 
renting compared to 28.4% 
for the Wollongong LGA  

 

 
Warrawong has an ageing 
population.  
Approximately 1 in 5 people 
(20.9%) are between 65 
and 84 yrs of age compared 
to 13.8% for the 
Wollongong LGA. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Warrawong has a 
significant percentage of 
households with no 
vehicles. 30.5% of 
households have no vehicle 
compared to 12.8% for the 
Wollongong LGA 
 

 
Approximately 27% of 
households or 1 in 4 
households are one parent 
families compared to 17% 
for the Wollongong LGA. 

 

 
Approximately 74.9% (3 
in 4) of the Warrawong 
population have an 
income less than $600 
per week compared to 
59.4% for the 
Wollongong LGA. 

 

 
Warrawong has a low level of 
internet connectivity. 30.4% of 
households have access to the 
internet compared to 55.1% for 
the Wollongong LGA. 
 

 

 
A third (33.6%) of the 
Warrawong population live 
in lone person households 
compared to approximately 
24.7% for the Wollongong 
LGA. 

 

Priorities for the Study 

Provide Social Facilities which promote service delivery that recognises the social, economic and cultural diversity of the 
community and  

- are functional, multipurpose and flexible 
- encourage co-location and clustering 
- encourage participation & facilitate a sense of community 
- are accessible and safe 
- offer high quality amenity and  
- contribute to civic identity (extract from Social Justice Principles paper) 
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4.11 Summary of Observations 

A summary of key observations arising from background analysis have been divided into three categories – People, Place and 
Movement.  
 

People 
- The socioeconomic disadvantage index (SEIFA) of the Wollongong LGA is 984.  Several suburbs in the LGA have 

much lower SEIFA index values and include Berkeley (860), Koonawarra (841), Cringila (790) and Warrawong (747). 
- Unemployment in Wollongong LGA is 7.6%.  The Warrawong unemployment rate stands at 19.1%. 
- 22% for the population in Wollongong LGA were born overseas.  Almost 40% of the Warrawong population were born 

overseas, making it one of the City’s most culturally diverse suburbs.   
- A significant proportion of Warrawong residents speak a language other than English at home (approximately 44% 

compared to the city average of 16%). 
- Wollongong LGA supports a number of successful district level community facilities such as the Thirroul and Dapto 

centres. These centres have a strong community focus. At Warrawong, the community facilities consist of a library on 
leased land in a recently fitted out building the Warrawong Community Centre on Green St and the Warrawong 
Children’s House.  
 
The community centre and child care centre are inadequate in respects to size. An exciting challenge is to establish a 
district level community facility that co-locates the library, community centre and possibly the child care centre 

-  20.9% of Warrawong population are aged between 65 and 84 years.  The Wollongong LGA average is 13.8%. 
- Approximately 24.7% of households in Warrawong and 23.9% in Berkeley rent from a Government authority.  This is 

compared to the Wollongong average of 8.2%.   
- 21.3% of households in Wollongong have no vehicles. In Warrawong no vehicle households total 30.5% and in 

Cringila, 22.1%. 
- 1.7% of the Wollongong population is Aboriginal. The highest concentrations of Aboriginal persons living in 

Wollongong LGA live in the southern suburbs and include:  
- Koonawarra 5.8% (206) 
- Berkeley 3.8% (278) 
- Warrawong 3.1% (145); and  
- Port Kembla 2.8% (124).  

 

Place 
- Lack of outdoor community meeting places, community spaces in the town centre 
- No children play areas within the town centre. 
- Many buildings do not define or activate the street. 
- Emphasis on improvements to and consolidation of retail and business lands rather than expansion. 
- King Street is a major barrier dividing the town centre – barrier for pedestrians, vehicles, public transport and creates 

an amenity concern for people using King street. 
- Warrawong is under developed and has high vacancies.  No known impetus for renewal. 
- Security / surveillance needs to be strengthened. 
- Warrawong has a strong structure to create a liveable and healthy centre – need to build on legibility and accessibility. 
- Limited connectivity – to Lake Illawarra, Port Kembla, Library, and other key destinations. 

- Public domain operational but in need of upgrade – to improve accessibility, create identity and a ‘sense of place’, and 
to promote walking/ cycling etc. 

- Coomaditchie Lagoon is the only remaining perched dunal lake in the Illawarra and is one of the primary breeding 
grounds of the endangered green and golden bell frog. 

- No main street.   
- The activity of the ‘town centre’ is limited to the big box (i.e. Westfield’s).  
- Beautiful natural setting not connected to the town centre (lake, escarpment, beach, recreation space). 
- Library disconnected to the town centre. 

 

Movement 
- Lake Illawarra provides high quality walking and cycling facilities. 
- The pedestrian network has limited connectivity throughout the town centre - crossing opportunities limited along King 

Street, Northcliffe Drive and Cowper Street.   
- Footpaths are operational but in need of upgrade.  Kerb ramps do not meet accessibility requirements.   
- Safe pedestrian crossing points to Lake Illawarra and other key destinations is restricted to major intersections.   
- Laneways provide strong north south-connections.  These could be upgraded to promote better connectivity, safety 

and amenity. 
- Vehicle speeds along Cowper Street and King Street compromise pedestrian safety and amenity. 
- Residential streets do not support formal footpaths. 
- The town centre does not have high quality bicycle facilities such as cycle lanes, cycle parking, signage, formal 

connections to broader cycle way network. 
- The dominant form of public transport in Warrawong is bus.     
- Bus stop facilities are varied with some shelters provided.   
- Bus pick up and drop off points do not integrate with pedestrian routes through the town centre. 
- King Street supports a significant amount of through traffic and varies between 4 and 6 lanes of traffic through the 

town centre. 
- Warrawong is predominantly accessed by cars. 
- Limited directional signage for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. 
- Generous supply of off street car parking in the town centre. 



 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

05  TOWN CENTRE VISION

 

" A strategic objective for Sustainable Communities
 is to create an attractive, high quality environment 

where people feel safe and which provides the 
conditions for health and social wellbeing. "  

Vital and viable: a good practice guide for breathing new life into cities and towns 
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5.1  Introduction 
The vision for the future of Warrawong Town Centre needs to build from the analysis and observations of the centre and 
importantly, community aspirations. 
In response to the findings of the earlier sections of this report, the following initial principles have been formulated.  The 
purpose of defining these is to enable community engagement and discussion around these to inform a community vision for 
its town centre. 
 

5.2 Community Vision – Southern Suburbs 2015 
Council have engaged with the community of the southern suburbs of Wollongong through various projects.  The information 
gained through these forums has been insightful and has consistently demonstrated themes and issues facing the southern 
suburbs community.   
In 2007, detailed workshops and community engagement was held with the Southern Suburbs Community to inform the 
preparation of a report on Place Management in the Southern Suburbs identified a clear Vision for the Community.  The 
community were asked to define their vision for the southern suburbs in 2015 (refer extract from Place Management in the 
Southern Suburbs Final Report, prepared by Urbis in 2007)  Below is a summary of the points raised, grouped into themes. 
 
 
 
 
 

Housing 
 Less concentration and density of public housing in the Southern Suburbs (although with the same net amount in the 

Illawarra region as a whole)  
 The public housing in the Southern Suburbs is seen as desirable; higher demand.  
 The private housing market has risen in some areas (eg Port Kembla)  
Transport 
 Transport options meet community need  

− within the Southern Suburbs  
− between the Southern Suburbs and Wollongong CBD, Northern Suburbs, Shellharbour, Dapto etc  

Reputation and image 
 The area is seen as a good place to live, work and play, eg 

− people can get a good coffee, shop, eat, socialise 
− it is an area of choice to live in 
− Northern Suburbs residents wish they had bought there earlier, encourage their kids to move there 

 The area is seen to be ‘getting better all the time’; no stigma 
Community strength 
 Local people feel part of the community and are active in community life 
 Community spaces are well designed, well utilised and meet community needs (eg coffee shops, yoga, meetings, plaza, 

social connection centres).  
− Berkeley’s community centre has been upgraded and now links beautifully with the pool and the shopping centre 
− Warrawong’s community centre has also been re-done, and now includes a children’s centre 

 Active Indigenous custodianship of significant sites – joint Indigenous management of the council reserves, walking 
tracks, Indigenous guides, economic infrastructure 

Governance  
 Strong representation, contribution and collaboration between and within different levels of government, business, 

NGOs and the community  
 An award has been won for social renewal and partnerships  
 Social programs are adequately funded, focused on the priority issues and outcomes, well designed, clear 
 There is a new generation of community workers implementing well-documented strategies that have strong community 

support 

Community Vision 2015 (URBIS 2007) 
 
Environment 
 The area has a healthy natural environment that people recognise as valuable/beautiful and use (including the lake)  

 Landcare groups are still going strong 
 There are new/improved recreation destination sites (eg Hill 60); also newly revegetated areas (eg Berkeley)  
Physical health 
 The people who live here are healthy and active  
 The area is well serviced by primary health, hospital and community services.  
 Services for older people have increased in line with demographic shifts; local young people work in this field (which contributes to 

lower rates of youth unemployment).  
The economy 
 The area has a strong, stable and growing economic base; including small business that is not (fully) reliant on heavy industry  

 Commercial lands are in demand  
 Quality jobs are being created and local people are filling the positions.  There are good local jobs for young people 
 The unemployment rate for the area (youth and total) is the same as the urban average  
 Locality/suburb-based retail is in place and viable – particularly Wentworth St (Port Kembla)  
 Cultural tourism is established, with tangible economic benefits for locals  
Education 
 Participation and outcomes are at the State average for urban areas  
 Locals have the right skills to work locally  

 The 2007 Berkeley Boys have technical skills training and are working locally 
Crime and safety 
 The area feels safe, and is safe  

 Certain crimes are down, eg domestic violence, car theft, break and enter.  
 Policing is more case-managed and statistics-managed; intelligence driven.  
Mental health, social and emotional wellbeing 
 Services for at-risk people are available and effective (eg drug and alcohol, mental health)  
 Adverse personal circumstances do not escalate to crisis (a product of effective early intervention and case management by 

community agencies, as opposed to reactive ‘crisis management’)  
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 5.3 DRAFT Urban Design Principles 
 
To delivery the Community Vision, the following series of Urban Design Principles have been drafted to inform discussion with 
key stakeholders and the community around the desired future of Warrawong Town Centre.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Create community meeting places either side of King Street 

- activated/ functional spaces 

- accessible to all for the community used by the community 

1. Re-establish Cowper Street ‘main street’ 

- Connect the Big Box with the town centre 

- Cowper Street – focus for retail/ outdoor dining 

3. Improve legibility of the town centre 

- safe, accessible & activated public domain 

- links with public transport 

- link with residential 

- link to Lake Illawarra/ open space 

- strengthen links to Port Kembla 

4. A connected and accessible Town Centre which is safe for 
all 

- Create improved connectivity through and to the town centre for 
pedestrians, reinforcing east /west connections and creating 
and redefining north /south connections. 

- Safe environment 

- Create an accessible Town Centre 

- Connection to key destinations outside of the core town centre 

- Promote traffic calming through public domain improvements 
and other appropriate strategies 

- Reduce vehicular speed by widening the footpaths along 
Cowper St, thus allowing outdoor seating areas for cafes and 
restaurants 

5. Promote a sense of Community 

- Cultural Identity/ sense of community – multicultural community; 
indigenous identity 

- Create focal points for community activity 

- Identify and create a town square/ community meeting space 
for a diverse population 

- Deliver a multi purpose community facility which is accessible 
and caters to the community needs. 
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6. Promote a sustainable Town Centre 

- Identify opportunities to improve sustainable infrastructure 

- Promote an adaptable urban form 

- Identify and enhance access to public transport 

- Build on retail function  
7. Enhance existing Warrawong Town Centre 

- Revitalise the Town Centre  

- Organise activity points  

- Improve pedestrian safety  

- Rationalise vehicular movement and parking 

- Create ‘gateways’ at major intersections and key locations throughout 
the town centre to promote a sense of arrival and identity. 

8. Retain character which is specific to Warrawong 

- Protect and enhance existing views and vistas 

- Promote principles of sustainability through design and location of built 
form 

9. Connect the town centre with key destinations including: 

- Lake Illawarra,  

- Port Kembla Main Street,  

- Port Kembla Beach,  

- Wollongong,  

- Darcy Wentworth Park 
10. Reconnect Westfield’s with the town centre 

- Active street frontages 

- Building form to address street 

- Cross site links where possible 

- Improve safety and efficiency of vehicle movements 
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5.4 DRAFT Key Strategies - Urban Structure 
 

1. Provide a continuous north – south pedestrian link between Cowper Street and Northcliffe Drive to connect to 
Lake Illawarra Lands. 

 
2. Create a major urban space that links Cowper Street to Lake Illawarra in north - south orientation along buildings 

for community gatherings, weekly markets, bands, children’s play, casual dining, etc. 
 

3. Provide a continuous north - south pedestrian link through the future redevelopment or renovation of Westfield. 
 
4. Provide additional ‘bus only’ lane for north bound and south bound destinations. 
 
5. Create an urban space at Westfield frontage along Cowper Street for outdoor dining and community gathering. 
 
6. Establish Cowper Street as Main Street by strengthening its role through major public domain upgrades which 

will facilitate high level of retail and pedestrian activity Key items to include: 

- Improve the northern side of Cowper Street by providing quality footpath materials create off street 
parking bays interspersed with landscaping 

- Widen the footpath along south side of Cowper Street to provide outdoor seating for cafes 
 
7. Pedestrian links to be upgraded with safety and security. 
 
8. Create a future bus interchange which is accessible and integrated with the town centre. 

 
9. Create town centre gateways/ points of arrival. 

 
10. Create a community facility which caters for a range of community needs and is accessible and integrated with 

the town centre. 
 

11. Strengthen connections between the town centre and key destinations (for example Lake Illawarra, Port Kembla, 
local schools, hospital and surrounding residential areas). 

 
12. Strengthen the integration between the town centre and the Lake Illawarra Authority lands to the south. 

 
 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 
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 5.5 DRAFT Key Strategies – Land Use 
 

A  Future development with residential focus & character having ground floor activation through same home-office 
type uses, professional suites & residential fronting the streets. 

 
B  Future development consisting of ground and first floor retail/commercial addressing the streets & residential at 

upper levels with optional first floor residential. 
 
C  Future development consisting of ground and first floor retail/commercial addressing the streets & residential at 

upper levels with optional first floor residential. 
 

Cowper Street & the public space along with the strong pedestrian North-South link to Lake Illawarra. 
 
D  Future development consisting of ground floor retail, first floor commercial and residential at upper levels. Ground 

floor retail to address the Cowper street & provide fine grain smaller shop widths. 
 
E  Main focus on retail development. 
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6.1 Next Steps 
 
 
 
 

The draft strategies and urban design principles presented by this urban design analysis report provide a range of 
responses to the future of Warrawong Town Centre.    
 
In order to successfully promote positive change which will meet community needs, it is essential to engage with the 
community to confirm and identify the key priorities and issues facing their town centre and which will shape its future.   
 
Following internal review and Councillor input, it is intended that the initial analysis presented in this report will be exhibited 
for public input, comment and contribution.  This will be delivered through a comprehensive community engagement 
strategy to ensure that the opinions of this very diverse community are represented.   
 
Based on feedback and ongoing technical analysis, Council will refine a preferred structure and built form outcome for the 
town centre which will require policy refinement.   
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APPENDIX  A 
Summary of Permissible Land Uses 
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Table 2.1 - Summary of permissible land uses 
Zone 
 

The objectives of the zone Permitted without consent Permitted with consent 

Commercial Core – Zone B3 

 

 To provide a wide range of retail, business, office, entertainment, community and other suitable 
land uses that serve the needs of the local and wider community. 

 To encourage appropriate employment opportunities in accessible locations 
 To maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling. 
 To strengthen the role of the Wollongong city centre as the regional business, retail and cultural 

centre of the Illawarra region. 
 To provide for high density residential development within a mixed use development if it: 

(a) is in a location that is accessible to public transport, employment, retail, commercial 
and service facilities, and 
(b) contributes to the vitality of the Wollongong city centre. 

 

Building identification signs; 
Business identification signs. 
 

Advertisements; Advertising structures; Amusement centres; Boarding houses; Bulky goods premises; Business premises; 
Car parks; Child care centres; Community facilities; Educational establishments; Entertainment facilities; Exhibition homes; 
Function centres; Funeral chapels; Funeral homes; Helipads; Hostels; Hotel or motel accommodation; Information and 
education facilities; Landscape and garden supplies; Office premises; Passenger transport facilities; Places of public 
worship; Pubs; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (outdoor); Registered clubs; Restricted 
premises; Retail premises; Roads; Self-storage units; Seniors housing; Service stations; Sex services premises; Shop top 
housing; Timber and building supplies; Tourist and visitor accommodation; Vehicle sales or hire premises; Veterinary 
hospitals; Wholesale supplies. 

Mixed Use – Zone B4 

 

 To provide a mixture of compatible land uses. 
 To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible 

locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling. 
 To support nearby or adjacent commercial centres without adversely impacting on the viability of 

those centres. 
 

Building identification signs; 
Business identification signs 
 

Advertisements; Advertising structures; Amusement centres; Boarding houses; Bulky goods premises; Business premises; 
Car parks; Child care centres; Community facilities; Educational establishments; Entertainment facilities; Environmental 
facilities; Exhibition homes; Function centres; Funeral chapels; Funeral homes; Hostels; Hotel or motel accommodation; 
Information and education facilities; Landscape and garden supplies; Multi dwelling housing; Office premises; Passenger 
transport facilities; Places of public worship; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Registered clubs; Residential 
flat buildings; Retail premises; Roads; Self-storage units; Seniors housing; Service stations; Shop top housing; Tourist and 
visitor accommodation; Vehicle body repair workshops; Vehicle repair stations; Vehicle sales or hire premises; Veterinary 
hospitals; Wholesale supplies. 
 

Enterprise Corridor – Zone B6 
 

 To promote businesses along main roads and to encourage a mix of compatible uses. 
 To provide a range of employment uses (including business, office, retail and light industrial 

uses) and residential uses (but only as part of a mixed use development). 
 To maintain the economic strength of centres by limiting retailing activity. 
 To encourage activities which will contribute to the economic and employment growth of 

Wollongong. 
 To allow some diversity of activities that will not:  
(a) significantly detract from the operation of existing or proposed development, or 
(b) significantly detract from the amenity of nearby residents, or 
(c) have an adverse impact upon the efficient operation of the surrounding road system. 

Building identification signs; 
Business identification signs 

Advertisements; Advertising structures; Bulky goods premises; Business premises; Car parks; Child care centres; 
Community facilities; Depots; Entertainment facilities; Environmental facilities; Hotel or motel accommodation; Industrial 
retail outlets; Landscape and garden supplies; Light industries; Office premises; Passenger transport facilities; Places of 
public worship; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreational facilities (outdoor); Registered clubs; Roads; 
Service stations; Serviced apartments; Sex services premises; Shop top housing; Storage premises; Take away food and 
drink premises; Timber and building supplies; Transport depots; Truck depots; Vehicle sales or hire premises; Veterinary 
hospitals; Warehouse or distribution centres 

Tourist – Zone SP3 

 

 To provide for a variety of tourist-oriented development and related uses. Building identification signs; 
Business identification signs 

Advertisements; Advertising structures; Amusement centres; Boat repair facilities; Boat sheds; Caravan parks; Cellar door 
premises; Charter and tourism boating facilities; Child care centres; Community facilities; Entertainment facilities; Food and 
drink premises; Function centres; Information and education facilities; Kiosks; Marinas; Markets; Moorings; Neighbourhood 
shops; Recreation areas; Recreation facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (major); Recreation facilities (outdoor); 
Registered clubs; Roads; Tourist and visitor accommodation; Water recreation structures 

Public Recreation – Zone RE1 

 

 To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes. 
 To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses. 
 To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes. 
 To cater for the development of a wide range of uses and facilities within open spaces for the 

benefit of the community. 

Nil Boat sheds; Caravan parks; Child care centres; Community facilities; Environmental facilities; Environmental protection 
works; Extensive agriculture; Helipads; Information and education facilities; Kiosks; Markets; Recreation areas; Recreation 
facilities (indoor); Recreation facilities (major); Recreational facilities (outdoor); Restaurants; Roads; Signage; Take away 
food and drink premises; Water recreation structures 
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Issues Paper of the NSW Planning System Review 
 

Wollongong City Council – response to feedback questions 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 
A1 What should the objectives of new planning legislation be? 

Wollongong City Council is of the view that new legislation should be introduced, rather 
than a revision of the existing Act.  Numerous revisions to the current Act have resulted 
in a complicated and often confusing system. 
 
Council also believes that there should be one (1) Act, rather than separate Acts for plan 
making, development assessment, compliance, enforcement and administration.  Multiple 
Acts can result in confusion and inconsistency. 
 
Given these two starting points, the objectives of the new Act should seek to improve 
communication, provide for local decision making, provide certainty for developers and 
the community.  Many of the objectives in the original 1979 Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act remain relevant and provide a useful starting point. 
 
Council believes that Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) should be included as 
an overarching objective of any new planning legislation.  The Local Government Act 1993 
provides the legal framework for an environmentally responsible system of local 
government in NSW.  
 
The Act requires councils, councillors and council employees to “have regard to the principles 
of ecologically sustainable development in carrying out their responsibilities.”  The inclusion of ESD 
as an overarching principle in new planning legislation will promote integration with the 
requirements of the Local Government Act. 
 

A2 Should any overarching objectives be given weight above all other considerations? 
As noted in A1, ESD should be an overarching objective of new planning legislation.  
This does not mean that environmental issues should be given weight above all other 
considerations including social and economic objectives.  Rather, the principles of ESD 
should ensure that social, economic and environmental objectives are balanced in a way 
that considers present and future timeframes. 
  

A3 Should there be strict controls in plans? 
The Act should contain the enabling provisions for the subordinate legislation, rather 
than containing controls. 
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The controls in the SEPPs, REPs and LEPs should generally require compliance with, 
but allow for minor variations in certain circumstances.  The legislation should indicate 
what provisions/controls are mandatory and desirable.  The mandatory provisions may 
vary depending on the location or category of development. 
 

A4 Should applications that depart from development controls be permitted? 
Yes.  Minor variations need to be justified.  Major departures should not be permitted.  If 
major departures are considered appropriate, the planning controls should be revised. 
 
Wollongong City Council requires all departures from LEP development standards to be 
reported to an Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (IHAP). 

 
A5 What should the test be for a proposed variation? 

Similar to the current process, minor variations should be justified in terms of 
compliance with the zone and control objectives, and community interest. 

 
A6 Should new planning legislation provide a framework for regional strategic 

planning processes? If so, how should appropriate regions be determined for 
strategic planning? 
Yes – Regional Environmental Plans as environmental planning instruments should be 
reintroduced in the planning system to provide a statutory regional framework.  The 
replacement of REPs with regional strategies which only need to be considered in the 
preparation of a planning proposal via a Section 117 Direction has weakened regional 
planning. 
 

A7 Should strategic plans be statutory instruments with greater weight? 
Yes – Councils should be required to prepare a Strategic Plan, in conjunction with the 
Community Strategic Plan, to inform the community about the strategies that are being 
implemented through a Local Environmental Plan.  The LEP and DCP should be 
regarded as implementation tools, rather than the “strategic” document. 
 

A8 How should implementation of strategic plans be facilitated? 
The preparation of a Strategic Plan and supporting studies could be part of the 
requirement for the preparation of comprehensive LEPs for each Council.  Outcomes 
from the Strategic Plan could then be reflected in LEPs and DCPs to guide sustainable 
development.   
 
It is noted that under the Local Government Act 1993, Council is required to prepare a 
10 year Community Strategic Plan.  Additionally Council is required to review its LEP 
every 5 years.  Wollongong City Council undertook a range of investigations to inform 
the preparation of its new LEP, and the same process is proposed to inform the next 
City-wide LEP which is due in 2015.   
 

A9 In a new planning system, how can we improve community participation 
opportunities? How can we improve consultation processes for plan making and 
development assessment? 
The community participation and consultation provisions need to be updated to reflect 
modern technology.  The placement of an advertisement in the local paper is no longer 
appropriate as the minimum notification requirement.  Council now uses a variety of 
tools such as social media, website, emails and information kiosks to consult with the 
community, as well as the more traditional letters, advertisement and public meetings. 
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Despite Council’s proactive attempts, the community tends to be more interested in 
proposals at the Development Application stage, than the plan making stage, because 
they can see the impact the proposal may have on them.  It is more difficult to engage 
with the community at the plan making stage, because proposals are still in conceptual 
stages.  Consequently, new techniques such as social media are used to encourage 
participation. 
 
Consideration should also be given as to whether the consideration of submissions 
should be weighted. Is an original submission from a land owner, equal to a web 
generated tick and send email submission.  Council received over 18,000 email 
submissions to a recent exhibition.   

 
A10 How should levies to pay for local and state community infrastructure be set? 

They should be based on the cost of infrastructure required and apportioned to new 
greenfield development and the existing development in the catchment that will benefit 
from the infrastructure.  In the case of infill development, which can be more difficult to 
determine the quantum of future development, a percentage of the cost of such 
development as is utilised in the current Section 94A system would be appropriate.  
However, the percentage that is currently capped at a maximum of 1% should be able to 
be adjusted to suit the Local Government Areas and unique challenges faced in the 
provision of infrastructure. 

 
A11 What alternatives to – or additional funding sources for – such infrastructure 

should be considered? 
The following alternate funding sources should be considered: 
1. An increase in direct funding to Councils from the Federal Government who 

collects the major share of tax revenues in Australia. 
2. Removal of Rate Pegging to allow Councils to more effectively budget for future 

expenditure on both new infrastructure and recurrent maintenance costs of 
existing facilities. 

3. Property taxes such as Land Tax could be charged on the ‘improved value’ of 
land rather than the unimproved value so that the uplift in value is more 
appropriately shared and the funding should be directed to infrastructure in the 
area where the tax is collected. 

 
A12 Who should decide Regionally significant development and local development 

applications? 
If Joint Regional Planning Panels are retained they should determine genuine “Regionally 
significant” development applications.   
 
Councils should continue to determine local development applications.  Council should 
be responsible for local decision making.  
 
Private certifiers should not be able to amend Council approved development 
applications. 
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A13 Should Joint Regional Planning Panels decide development applications? If so, 
which applications should the panels decide? Who should identify these? 
As noted above, if Joint Regional Planning Panels are retained, they should determine 
genuine “Regionally significant” development applications. The legislation should 
contain clear descriptions of what types of development constitute “Regionally 
significant” development. 

 
A14 Should councils be able to apply to be exempt from the Joint Regional Planning 

Panel process? 
 No.  The Joint Regional Planning Panel process should apply to all Councils. 
 
A15 Should any changes be made to complying development and the process of 

approving it? 
 The State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 

2008 needs to be made clearer in terms of what development is exempt and what is 
complying. 

 
 Dual occupancy developments should be added to complying / certifiable development.  
 
 Under complying / certifiable development, a development should be approved if it 

complies with the numerical standards without the need for public notification. 
 

There should be maps relating to all categories of “environmentally sensitive area” and 
“excluded land identified by an environmental planning instrument”.  For example, there 
is no map of land identified as being of high Aboriginal significance.  This information is 
needed both for the determination of whether the SEPP can be used and is required to 
be included in Section 149 certificates. 

 
A16 What changes should be made to the private certification system? 
 The role of the Building Professionals Board (BPB) needs to be reviewed in conjunction 

with the review of Private Certifying Authority (PCA). There needs to be clarity and 
consistency as well as clearly imposed penalties for PCAs that are found to be negligent.  

 
The BPB is seen as a toothless tiger that does not reprimand PCAs. The fact that the 
PCA can issue notices of intention, but not orders is problematic for Councils. Councils 
are currently required to step into an investigation half way through the issue.  PCAs can 
walk away from a project once they have issued a Notice and leave Councils to rectify the 
breach. Cost recovery needs to be addressed to compensate Councils for investigations 
when the PCA has been renumerated to certify/oversee a development. The BPBs 
complaint system also needs to be reviewed with the intention of making it less onerous 
for Councils to make a submission. 

 
A17 How can private certifiers be made more accountable? 

Councils should have the ability to commence legal action (issuing of penalty notices or 
court action) via introduction of additional penalties for non compliance with consent 
conditions. For example, PCAs that issue occupation certificates in contravention of 
consent conditions. Council should also be able to recover the investigative costs from 
PCAs where they have been negligent or have not complied with the consent conditions. 
 
As noted in A16, the BPB needs review, as it is ineffective. 
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A18 Should there be a right of review or appeal against a council decision concerning 
the zoning of a property? 
If the current system is retained, then no, Council should decide whether land is rezoned.  
Unlike development assessment, the Department of Planning and Infrastructure already 
reviews Council decisions on the preparation of planning proposals, except where 
Council does not agree to commence the preparation of a planning proposal. 
 
Additionally, the Department may take over the preparation of a planning proposal if 
Council does not support a proposal or unduly delays the process. 
 
It is understood that in Queensland the Court has become a defacto planning authority 
as it determines rezoning appeals which has resulted in zone boundaries being extended 
contrary to local planning strategies.  
 
However the provision for judicial review should remain. 

 
A19 Should there be any distinction between a council decision to change a zoning 

and a council refusing an application to change the zoning? 
No.  Decisions to change or not change a zoning or planning control should be based on 
a strategy rather than an application process.  Council should continue to make decisions 
about the zoning of land and its planning strategies. 
 

A20 If there is to be a right of appeal or review of a council zoning decision, who 
should decide that appeal or review? 
No.  The Department of Planning and Infrastructure already undertakes this task. 
 

A21 What are appropriate measures that might be implemented in a new planning 
system to create public confidence in the integrity of environmental impact 
statements (and their supporting studies) for major development projects? 
EISs and supporting studies need to be paid for by someone.  It is not the Council’s 
responsibility to justify a development, therefore the applicant/proponent should pay for 
the completion of the studies. 
 
Similar to the preparation of Local Environmental Studies, one alternate option would be 
for Council or the Department to engage consultants on behalf of proponents, with the 
work funded by the proponent.  However, this would create additional administrative 
costs for Council, preparing briefs and managing consultants for private development.   
It also has the potential to lead to conflict regarding the cost, scope and quality of such 
studies. 
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B. KEY ELEMENTS, STRUCTURE AND OBJECTIVES OF A NEW 
PLANNING SYSTEM 
 

B1 What should be included in the objectives of new planning legislation? 
As noted in A1, there should be one (1) new Act.  Therefore the objectives need to 
address for plan making, development assessment, compliance, enforcement and 
administration. 
 
The objectives of the original 1979 Act, provide a useful starting point and many of the 
original objectives remain relevant. 
 
The objectives of the new Act should seek to improve communication, provide for local 
decision making, provide certainty for developers and the community.  Many of the 
objectives in the original 1979 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act remain 
relevant and provide a useful starting point. 
 

B2 Should ecologically sustainable development be the overarching objective of new 
planning legislation? 
Council believes that Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) should be included as 
an overarching objective of any new planning legislation.  The Local Government Act 1993 
provides the legal framework for an environmentally responsible system of local 
government in NSW.  
 
The Act requires councils, councillors and council employees to “have regard to the principles 
of ecologically sustainable development in carrying out their responsibilities.”  The inclusion of ESD 
as an overarching principle in new planning legislation will promote integration with the 
requirements of the Local Government Act. 

 
ESD should be an overarching objective of new planning legislation.  This does not 
mean that environmental issues should be given weight above all other considerations 
including social and economic objectives.  Rather, the principles of ESD should ensure 
that social, economic and environmental objectives are balanced in a way that considers 
present and future timeframes. 
 

B3 Should some objectives have greater weight than others? 
As noted in B2, ESD provides a framework for making development decisions.  

 
B4 Should there also be separate objectives for plan making and development 

assessment and determination? 
No.  The objectives of the Act should be relevant to all aspects of the legislation and 
planning system. 
 

B5 Should the objectives address the operation of the new planning legislation? 
No.  Procedural objectives (such as clarity, simplicity, transparency etc) should be a 
requirement for the drafters of the legislation, not the Act. 
 
It is agreed that the new system should remove unnecessary delays and provide clarity 
and certainty of outcomes. 
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B6 Are the current definitions in the Act still relevant or do they need updating? 

The definitions of the Act and other instruments need updating.  There is a need to 
consolidate definitions into a single dictionary that applies to all planning legislation.  
Currently definitions are hidden amongst the Act, Regulations, SEPPs, LEPs and other 
related legislation such as the Interpretation Act 1987 or Threatened Species Act. A 
single State planning dictionary would simplify the planning system, and prevent the 
needless duplication of dictionaries in every SEPP and LEP. 

 
B7 Does the present definition of ‘development’ need to be rewritten? If so, in what 

respect? 
Yes.  There needs to be a clear definition of what is development and what is work or an 
activity.  If demolition is included in the definition of development, then the Regulations 
should not be able to exclude the demolition of temporary structures. 

 
B8 Should there be a definition of ‘minor’? If so, what should it say? 

Yes.  There should be a definition of minor.  The definition could be taken from the 
State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 
2008, however this only relates to internal and external building alterations. The 
definition may need to be expanded if it is to cover minor development which again 
could be referred back to the SEPP. 
 

B9 Should ‘public interest’ be defined? If so, what should it say? 
 Yes.  The difference between public benefit and public interest should be explored. 
 
B10 Should there be one Act or separate Acts for different elements of the planning 

system? 
There should only be one (1) Act.  A single Act is required to ensure consistency between 
the different elements of the planning system. As evidenced by SEPPs or other Acts, the 
more pieces of legislation, the more opportunity for duplication, inconsistency, 
complexity and lack of transparency. 

 
B11 What should be in Regulations? 

The Regulations should continue to be subordinate to the Act.  The Regulations should 
contain the procedures for plan making, development assessment and other aspects of 
the Act.  The Regulations should not permit and prohibit land uses, which are more 
appropriate in LEPs. 
 

B12 Should there be a statutory requirement to review legislation periodically? If so, at 
what interval? 
It is understood that there is already a requirement to review Regulations and LEPs every 
5 years.  However SEPPs do not seem to be subject to the same requirement.  It is noted 
that the current Regulation was prepared in 2000 and is behind its review date. 
 

B13 Should there be requirements to periodically review other planning instruments 
and maps? 
It is understood that there is already a requirement to review LEPs, including LEP maps,  
every 5 years. 
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B14 Should the information available about land on a central portal be able to be 
legally relied upon, if there is the ability for it to be certified for accuracy? 
Ideally yes, however this appears to be beyond the resources and ability of the State.  
Many State agencies already have IT systems which do not seem to be compatible with 
other agencies.  For example, the Department of Lands has Six Viewer which is meant to 
be a State portal, and shows various land constraint layers, but it does not contain zoning 
information.   
 

B15 Would this be able to replace section 149 Planning Certificates? 
Due to the complexity of the NSW Planning System, the generation of a Section 149 
Certificate is only a minor front end role.  Council spends more time in updating the data 
used in the certificates and development assessment than producing certificates.  Every 
time a new lot is created, or a State, Regional or local plan amended, Council needs to 
update the land information system. Other agencies have also introduced requirements 
for information to be contained in Section 149 Certificates, but do not provide Council 
with the relevant data. 
 
If a State-wide system is introduced it is likely that the information requirements will be 
watered-down to the basic zoning information.  Purchasers would still need to come to 
Council for more detailed information on constraints. 
 
The requirements for the information contained in a Section 149 Certificate should be 
reviewed.  The requirement to identify whether every Code of the Code SEPP applies to 
the land is onerous and resource intensive.  Council is required to identify land uses 
permissible on the site under an LEP, yet only has to list SEPPs which also contain 
additional permitted land uses. 
 

B16 What provisions should there be for independent decision making? 
The continuation of the Planning and Assessment Commission (PAC) and Joint Regional 
Planning Panels (JRPP) under the planning legislation is supported. 
 
The Land and Environment Court also provides an umpire role in the event of disputes 
or appeals. 
 
Wollongong City Council has established an Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel 
(IHAP), to ensure that contentious development applications are assessed independently 
and transparently. 
 
Similar to the current system, there should be a hierarchy of review and appeal processes, 
so minor issues are addressed locally, and State issues by the PAC. 
 
In terms of Plan Making, there is already a transparent Council process which involves 
review by the Department of Planning and Infrastructure.  Where a Council and the 
Department disagree, there could be a role for the JRPP to review. 
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B17 What should be the role of the Minister in a new planning system? 
The Minister for Planning role should be limited to: 

• Overseeing the Regulations and SEPPs; and 
• Liaising with the other Ministers and Departments to ensure consistency in State 

and Regional policy, to remove the current inconsistencies. 
 
The Minister should not have a role in the making of individual LEPs or the assessment 
of individual development applications. 
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C. MAKING PLANS 
 
C1 Should there be an independent State Planning Commission to undertake 

strategic planning? Or should there be an independent Planning Advisory Board? 
No. There were Planning Authorities in the 1950s that prepared plans such as the County 
of Cumberland Planning Scheme and Illawarra Planning Scheme Ordinance.  These 
organisations were an additional level of bureaucracy and were eventually replaced.  If 
the Department prepares State and Regional Plans, and Councils prepare Local Strategic 
Plans, consistent with the Regional Plans, there is no need for another separate body to 
undertake Strategic Planning.  The Department already provides advice to Council on 
regional issues. 
 
However, there is a need for the rationalisation of State policies, plans and guidelines 
prepared by the many different State agencies which are often in conflict.  Many single 
issue agencies have policies plans and guidelines (which are not legislative) but are treated 
as State policy by the agency, and can conflict with regional or local objectives, but 
Councils and developers are expected to comply. 

 
C2 Should Regional Organisations of Councils be recognised in new planning 

legislation? 
No.  While Regional Organisations of Councils and similar organisations have a role to 
play in regional planning, social and economic issues, they should not be given veto 
powers over their individual Councils. 

 
C3 Should new legislation prescribe a process of community participation prior to 

the drafting of a plan? 
Yes for major reviews and comprehensive Plans at both State and local level.  
Wollongong City Council undertakes preliminary consultation with the community prior 
to the decision to commence the preparation of a planning proposal, either by: 
 
• notification of surrounding landowners about the lodgement of a rezoning request; 
• the preparation and exhibition of a planning study or strategy to guide or inform 

changes to the LEP.  Some studies include steering committees which include 
community representatives. 

 
If a Planning Proposal is based on an exhibited and adopted strategy, then there should 
be less objection to the proposal and more understanding of the background.  Any 
controversial issues should have been resolved.  The resolution of issues up-front should 
make the Planning Proposal process smoother and faster, and negate the need for re-
exhibition.  
 

C4 Should there be required consideration of the ‘public interest’ in the plan making 
process? 
Yes.  The plan making requirements within a new planning legislation should be 
consistent with the objectives of the Act.  Council believes ESD should be the 
overarching objective and therefore, public interest should be required to be considered 
within the context of ESD. 
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C5 Should there be a definition of what constitutes the ‘public interest’? And what 
should it say? 
Public interest is inherently difficult to define.  If LEPs are based on an adopted Strategic 
Plan or strategy and exhibited, then the public interest should have been considered and 
incorporated. 
 
Council LEPs are also reviewed by the Department to ensure the public interest and 
other issues have been properly considered. 
 
Councils and the State also have a political requirement to consider the public interest via 
the respective election cycles. 
 

C6 Should plans and associated maps have prescribed periodic reviews? 
It is understood that there is already a requirement to review Regulations and LEPs every 
5 years.  However SEPPs do not seem to be subject to the same requirement. 
 

C7 At what suggested intervals should such reviews occur? 
It is understood that there is already a requirement to review LEPs every 5 years, which is 
appropriate. 

 
C8 How can new planning legislation coordinate with council planning under the 

Local Government Act? 
The Department of Local Government has been able to legislate for the implementation 
of the Integrated Reporting Process including Community Strategic Plans, where the 
Department of Planning’s PlanFirst process failed. 
 
Local Government is multi-faceted, and a Community Strategic Plan covers more issues 
than planning matters.  Through the delivery plan, Councils will be required to respond 
to local issues raised in the Community Strategic Plan.  The Community Strategic Plan is 
also meant to identify actions that are the responsibility of State agencies, however, 
Council has no control over the agency agreement, funding or timing to complete each 
task. 
 
It is noted that a Council through its Community Strategic Plan could adopt a position 
that may be contrary to State or Regional planning policy. 

 
C9 What information and data should be used when preparing plans? 

All relevant information should be used in plan making.  The context in the Issues Paper 
relates to population projections.  This data should also be made available, as this 
information is relied upon to support many other decisions.   
 
Council is required to publish and supply to the Department copies of reports and data 
used to inform LEPs, however, the Department does not have to justify or provide 
background information on SEPPs. 
 

C10 Should there be a requirement to make it publicly available? 
Yes.  All reports relied upon should be available on the Web, without charge. 
 
However, where Council has outlaid a significant investment to prepare a 3D town 
centre model, flood planning model or traffic model, it should be able to licence the use 
of the model to consultants. 
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C11 Should there be a requirement for plans to address climate change? 
Yes.  This should be part of a State policy, which then informs regional plans and local 
plans.   
 
Wollongong City Council and other Coastal Councils are preparing coastal risk studies 
based on the requirements of OEH, the recommendations will be used to inform future 
LEPs. 
 
Similarly, Council’s flood studies are require to consider increased storm intensity and sea 
level rise as a consequence of climate change. 
 
However, climate change may not be relevant to some spot rezonings, or 
reclassifications. 
 

C12 Should biodiversity and environmental studies be mandatory in the preparation of 
plans? 
Yes.  Council should have sufficient information and data on a site and proposal to 
assess the current environment and determine the likely impacts.  Wollongong City 
Council already has City-wide vegetation mapping, as well as other constraint mapping.  
This information is used and supplemented by more detailed data in the preparation of 
planning studies. 
 
If relevant data is not already available, it should be mandatory for it to prepared as part 
of the plan making process.  This equally applies to State and Regional plans.  Previously, 
the Department has introduced policies without apparent regard for the implications of 
the policy on the environment. 
 
Biodiversity studies may not be relevant in the assessment of spot rezonings on a site that 
has been previously cleared and developed, however other constraints such as flooding 
or contamination may be relevant. 
 

C13 How should landscapes of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance be identified 
and considered in plan making? 
Aboriginal sites and cultural landscapes should be considered in plan making. 
 
The identification and assessment of significance of Aboriginal sites and cultural 
landscapes needs to occur in partnership with the local Aboriginal communities and 
through the relevant state agency.  A clear process to support the legislation would assist 
in this regard. 
 
Aboriginal heritage currently sits outside the planning legislation under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1975.  Council supports the review of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act 1975, to separate out the management of Aboriginal sites from the 
management of State reserves.  
 

C14 Should new planning legislation provide a statutory framework for strategic 
planning? 
Yes.  Councils should be required to prepare a Strategic Plan, in conjunction with the 
Community Strategic Plan, to inform the community about the strategies that are being 
implemented via a Local Environmental Plan.  The LEP and DCP should be regarded as 
implementation tools, rather than the “strategic” document. 
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C15 Should strategic plans be statutory instruments that have legal status? 

No.  The Act should require the preparation of Strategic Plans.  However, they should be 
implemented through an LEP and DCP which have the legal status. 
 

C16 How can the implementation of strategic plans be facilitated? 
The preparation of a Strategic Plan could be part of the requirement for the preparation 
of comprehensive LEPs for each Council.  It is noted that under the Local Government 
Act 1993, Council is required to prepare a 10 year Community Strategic Plan, additionally 
Council is required to review their LEP every 5 years.  Wollongong City Council 
undertook a range of investigations to inform the preparation of its new LEP, and the 
same process is proposed to inform the next City-wide LEP which is due in 2015.   

 
C17 To which geographical regions should strategic plans apply – catchments or local 

government areas? 
Strategic Plans should apply to local government areas.  While catchments are important 
for natural processes such as drainage, they are not relevant for other issues such as town 
centre catchment areas.  Councils are required to consider all social, economic and 
environmental issues within its boundaries. 
 

C18 Should there be State environmental planning policies? If so, should they be in a 
single document? Or should they be provisions in a local environmental plan? 
Yes.  There is a need for State policies to be consistent across the State.  However, the 
current system has been abused, through the introduction of SEPPs for non-State issues 
or to apply to single sites, or only parts of the State. 
 
The current suite of SEPPs should be reviewed and a single SEPP prepared of genuine 
State issues.  A single SEPP would remove the duplication and inconsistency in the 
current suite of SEPPs.  If Councils are required to prepare a single LEP, then the 
Department should be able to prepare a single SEPP. 
 
Confusion has resulted from SEPPs also including land use tables.  Council LEPs no 
longer indicate the complete list of permissible and prohibited development.  It is not a 
user friendly system, for a planner or member of the public to have to review an LEP 
and seven SEPPs to determine whether a land use is permissible. 
 
There is no need for SEPPs to control land use.  The Standard Instrument already allows 
the Department to mandate land uses across the State.  The SEPP should indicate the 
policy, and the LEP be used for the implementation. 

 
C19 Should there be statutory public participation requirements when drafting 

SEPPs? 
Yes.  The Department should be required to exhibit the strategy and research behind the 
SEPP, as well as the draft SEPP.  It is a strange system that allows the Minister to make a 
State-wide SEPP with a stroke of the pen, yet requires a Council to prepare and exhibit a 
strategy and planning proposal to justify a minor amendment to an LEP. 
 

C20 Should a SEPP be subject to disallowance by Parliament? 
Yes.  SEPPs are State policies which should be endorsed at Government level. 
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C21 Should there be a review process to deal with issues arising between the 
Department and councils that relate to the preparation of local environmental 
plans? 
Disputes over the preparation of LEPs can be reviewed by the PAC. 
 

C22 Should there be a legislative provision to establish this? 
Yes.  One of the problems with the current plan making process, is that the Department 
has introduced a number of sets and processes which are not legislative, but are required 
to be complied with.  The legislation should clearly indicate the process or processes 
available. 
 

C23 How should rezonings (planning proposals) be initiated? 
The commencement of a planning proposal / rezoning should remain a decision of the 
local Council.   
 
A rezoning application process is not supported, where proponents seek zoning changes 
to improve the value of their land.   
 
Rezonings and Planning Proposals should be consistent with Council Strategic Plans, or 
to correct errors.  Proponents should only be able to seek amendments which are 
consistent with the adopted strategy plan. 
 

C24 How can amendments to plans be processed more quickly? 
The current process for amending LEPs is unnecessarily complex.  Significant efficiency 
gains could be achieved by removing the Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 
Parliamentary Counsel Office (PCO) and the Minister for Planning from the process.  
The current process requires Council to assess a proposal, then the Department Regional 
Office, then the LEP Review Panel, then Gateway, public exhibition then further reports 
to Council, the Regional Office, and Department hierarchy.  The Department’s role is 
largely duplication which adds little value to the rezoning/LEP amendment process.  It is 
unknown why all LEPs and LEP amendments are drafted by the PCO. 
 
A review of the 10 amendments approved for the Wollongong LEP 2009 since February 
2010 reveals that on average each amendment took 510 days, of which 25% of the time 
was managed by Council (assessment and exhibition) and 75% was managed by the 
Department (Gateway and Final processing to notification).  The majority of the time 
delays occur at the end of the process, following Council’s determination when the 
Planning Proposal is submitted to the Department for the preparation of a draft LEP 
and notification. 
 
Councils historically prepared and submitted draft LEPs.  This process has recently been 
taken over by the Parliamentary Counsel Office, who appear to be under-resourced. 
 
There should be no requirement for the Department to be involved in simple rezoning 
amendments, except for consultation on the consistency of a proposal with State and 
Regional plans.  The Department should be more involved in the overseeing of 
comprehensive plans prepared every 5 years and the preparation of regional strategies. 
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C25 Should there be a right of appeal or review for decisions about planning 
proposals? 
Planning Proposals should be consistent with adopted strategies and remain a decision 
for the local authority.  The provision for judicial review should remain. 
 

C26 Should there be a right for a landholder to seek compensation for the 
consequences of a rezoning of their land? 
Currently the NSW system does not provide for compensation or betterment.  The 
exception being, Council may be required to purchase a property if the list of permissible 
land uses is so restrictive, it is like a reservation. 
 
Compensation should only be introduced if betterment is also introduced.  Then the 
landholders that benefit by a decision can compensate those whose land is down valued. 

 
C27 When local environmental plans are being made or amended, how can 

transparency and opportunities for negotiation be improved during consultation 
with government agencies? 
Government agencies should be involved in the preparation of the State and Regional 
Plans and support their recommendations.  The State agency views need to be better co-
ordinated and consistent with the State and regional objectives and direction.  There 
appears to be the need for the establishment of an inter-agency committee within 
government to consider and resolve competing objectives and priorities, and to provide a 
single point of contact for consultation. 
 

C28 Should some individual rezonings not require any merit consideration at a State 
level? 
Yes.  In fact most rezonings should not require the involvement of the State.  The 
Department should only be consulted on the preparation of rezonings, to ensure 
consistency with State and regional plans.  The Department should have greater role in 
reviewing the comprehensive LEP, every 5 years, rather than minor amendments.  

 
C29 What should be the processes prior to listing an item of local heritage in an LEP? 

The Heritage listing of an item should be justified by a heritage study and assessment.  
Consultation should also occur with the land owner, prior to Council making a decision 
on whether to prepare a draft planning proposal for public exhibition to list the property. 

 
C30 Should student housing be included as affordable housing? 

Yes.  However, there needs to be a distinction between purpose built student housing, 
and the use of a dwelling house for rental accommodation.  Council experiences more 
issues relating to houses being rented out to multiple students with multiple cars, than 
premises controlled by the local university. 
 

C31 How can abuses of ‘student housing’ be prevented? 
Council does not experience issues associated with purpose built student 
accommodation, or owner occupied facilities.  As indicated above, many of the issues 
relate to the rental of dwelling houses to multiple students.  Similar to boarding houses, 
there needs to be an identifiable organisation that tenants or neighbours can complain to 
about the state of the accommodation, or the impact on the neighbourhood. 
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C32 What should be the legal status of a DCP? 

The status of a DCP needs to be clarified.  DCPs currently provide the opportunity to 
present detailed requirements. 
 
DCPs should remain local documents under the control of Council, without the 
involvement of the Department or Minister for Planning. 
 
The difficulties of moving exempt and complying development from DCPs to an LEP as 
required by the Standard Instrument, provides sufficient evidence of why they should 
not be a document similar to an LEP.  In the preparation of the Wollongong LEP 2009, 
the Parliamentary Council Office (PCO) had more drafting issues with the exempt and 
complying schedules than the rest of the instrument.  The PCO was also unwilling to 
incorporate maps and diagrams which would assist in the understanding of provisions. 
 

C33 Should there be a standard template for DCPs? 
No.  It should be left to each Council to prepare its DCP.  The Standard LEP Instrument 
is an example of a State-wide template that has been difficult to implement. 

 
C34 How should new planning legislation facilitate cooperative cross-border planning 

between councils? 
The Regional Plan should allow cross-boarder issues to be facilitated.  The Department 
could have a role in facilitating discussions. 
 

C35 Should a program be developed to integrate Aboriginal reserves properly into a 
new planning system and, if so, how should that program be developed and what 
timeframe could be targeted for its implementation? 
Yes.  There are no Aboriginal reserves in Wollongong.  Within Wollongong, land owned 
by the Illawarra Local Aboriginal Land Council is subject to the provisions of the LEPs. 

 
C36 Should developers of greenfield residential land release areas be required to make 

provision for a registered club and associated facilities? 
The planning of Greenfield Release Areas should be done by the Council and if 
Regionally significant by the Department, not a developer.  Greenfield areas need to 
incorporate a range of uses and facilities – housing, employment, recreation areas, 
bushland, community facilities etc, not just clubs.  Depending on the type of clubs, they 
can be located in town centres or as part of a recreation precinct. 

 
C37 Who should have responsibility for planning in the unincorporated area of the 

State? 
Not relevant to Wollongong. 
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D. DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS AND ASSESSMENT 
 
D1 How should development be categorised? 

As per the Issues Paper, development could be classified into four (4) main categories, 
namely: 
1. Exempt development; 
2. Certifiable development; 
3. Assessable development; and  
4. Prohibited development. 

 
 The assessable development category could then be split into four (4) sub-categories 

such as: 
(i) State significant development; 
(ii) designated development; 
(iii) Regionally significant development; and 
(iv) local development. 

 
D2 What development should be designated as State significant and how should it be 

identified? Should either specific projects or types of development generally be 
identified as State significant? 
State significant developments should truly be “State significant” development and may 
include the following types of development:  
• Correctional centres 
• Hospitals 
• Major air transport facilities 
• Port facilities  
• Rail and related transport facilities 
• Major electricity generating works and heat or co-generation works 
• Major water storage or water treatment facilities 
 
Once approved, minor amendment should be able to be assessed and determined by the 
Council or JRPP. 
 

D3 What type or category of development, if any, should be identified as Regionally 
significant and be determined by a body other than the council? 
Regionally significant development needs to be properly defined in the new legislation. 
 
The recommended types of Regionally significant development would include such 
things as: 

 
• Coal or mineral sands mining; 
• Council related development over $5 million; 
• Crown development over $10 million; 
• Extractive industries that: 

(i)  extract more than 500,000 tonnes of extractive materials per year or  
(ii)  extracts from a total resource of more than 5 million tonnes or  
(iii)  extracts from an environmentally sensitive area of regional significance. 

• Chemical, manufacturing and related industries with a capital investment value of 
more than $50 million; 
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• Liquid fuel depots, gas storage facilities and chemical storage facilities with a capital 
investment value of more than $50 million; 

• Dangerous Goods manufacturing or storage facilities with a capital investment value 
of more than $30 million; 

• Private infrastructure projects (air transport facilities, electricity generating works, 
rain infrastructure facilities, port facilities, road infrastructure facilities, sewerage 
systems, telecommunications facilities) of more than $30 million; 

• Affordable housing projects over $10 million; 
• Waste and resource management facilities; 
• Liquid waste depots that treat, store or dispose of industrial liquid waste. 
 

D4 What development should be exempt from approval and what development 
should be able to be certified as complying? 
The current list of exempt development and complying development should be retained. 
Dual occupancy developments could also be added to complying development. 

 
D5 How should councils be allowed local expansions to any list of exempt and 

complying development? 
Local expansions should not be permitted for exempt and complying development.  The 
current system of having exempt and complying development in multiple SEPPs and 
LEPs creates confusion and unnecessary complexity.  A single list of exempt and 
complying development should be consistent across the State. 

 
D6 Should there be a public process for evaluating complying development 

applications? 
 No.  Complying development is designed to fast track the approval process for code 

compliant development.  Therefore, if the complying development application complies 
with the set standards / code, then public exhibition is not considered warranted. 

 
D7 Should there be an absolute right to develop land for a purpose permitted in the 

zone subject only to assessment of the form proposed? 
 No.  Relevant environmental, social and economic factors should be considered as to 

whether a particular land use is suitable upon a site. 
 
D8 Should there be an automatic approval of a proposal if all development standards 

and controls are satisfied? 
 This should relate to current complying development. 
 
 For residential housing development, there should be an automatic approval of a 

proposal if it meets all of the development standards and controls. This would help 
address the well documented housing shortage. 

 
D9 Should conceptual approvals be available for large scale developments with 

separate components? 
 Yes.  Conceptual approval will enable the proponent to obtain finance for the 

development whilst the requirement for separate Development Applications for each 
stage in the development will ensure the project is consistent with the concept approval 
and is sympathetic with the surrounding environment. 
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D10 Should a new planning system reinstate the ability to convert one non-conforming 
use to another, different nonconforming use? 

 No.  The new planning system should try to reduce the number of non-conforming uses 
over time rather than encouraging the continuance of different non-conforming uses. 

 
D11 Should existing non-conforming uses be permitted to intensify on the site where 

they are being conducted (subject to a merit assessment)? 
No. 

 
D12 Should existing non-conforming uses be permitted to expand the boundaries of 

their present site (subject to a merit assessment)? 
No.  The non-conforming use should remain restricted to the original site. 

 
D13 Should properties with existing non-conforming uses have access to exempt and 

complying development processes? 
No.  The current Development Application process for dealing with “existing use rights” 
and determining whether a non-conforming use is suitable upon a site should remain. 

 
D14 When there is a change in zoning of the land, should an application be able to be 

made to a council for a declaration of the nature and extent of an existing use? 
No.  The current Section 149(2) Planning Certificate process provides sufficient advice to 
property owners or prospective purchasers on whether a land use is permissible or 
prohibited upon the subject land. 
 
The creation of an application to declare the nature and extent of existing uses is not 
recommended since it would significantly impact upon Council resources to determine 
such advice. In this regard, Council would be forced to spend inordinate amounts of time 
carrying out detailed property history searches and in some cases, seek legal opinion(s) as 
to whether a land use has “existing use rights”. 

 
D15 Should there be a system of transferable dwelling entitlements to permit owners 

of an agricultural holding to: 
 – transfer a dwelling entitlement from that land to another parcel of land? 

Yes.  This may help ensure that agricultural landholdings remain large, to ensure long 
term viability whilst providing a saleable dwelling entitlement on a smaller parcel of land. 

 
D16 – extinguish that dwelling entitlement on the original agricultural landholding? 

Yes.  The dwelling entitlement should be extinguished on the original agricultural 
landholding. 

 
D17 Should it be possible to apply for approval for development that is prohibited in a 

zone? 
 No.  The present system of Planning Proposals (rezonings) should continue to determine 

the suitability of a prohibited land use. If prohibited development could be approved via 
a Development Application, it is likely that Councils would refuse a large percentage of 
such requests on the basis of incompatibility with surrounding land uses. This would 
then lead to a dramatic increase in Court appeals. 
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D18 Should there be a single application to the council to obtain permission to use an 
unauthorised structure? 

 In the event that the new Planning Act does not automatically require the demolition of 
unauthorised buildings, a single application system is recommended to determine 
whether the structural integrity and land use suitability of an unauthorised structure / 
building is acceptable. 

 
D19 Where a small scale proposal requires an environmental impact statement, should 

it be possible to seek a waiver? 
 No. 
 
D20 Should dual service connections be permitted for residences in greenfield 

residential developments? 
 Yes.  This would provide added flexibility in greenfield residential areas and help address 

the supply of housing. 
 
D21 What provisions, if any, should be made for pre-lodgement processes? 
 Pre-lodgement meetings should be made mandatory for State significant developments 

and designated developments. For State significant developments, Councils should be 
included in the initial focus meeting between government departments and the 
proponent. 

 
D22 How should Director-General’s requirements fit in the planning process? 
 The Director–General’s requirements should continue to apply to State significant 

development and designated developments. 
 
D23 How can the application process be simplified? 
 The assessable development category could be split into four (4) sub-categories such as: 

(i) State significant development;  
(ii) Designated development;  
(iii) Regionally significant development; and  
(iv Local development.  
 
This could be highlighted through the use of a flowchart. 

 
D24 Should there be standard development application forms that have to be used in 

all council areas? 
 Yes. The development application form requirements need to be reviewed to take into 

account the electronic lodgement of applications.  For example, electronic signatures 
need to be allowed. 

 
D25 What public notification requirements should there be for development 

applications? 
The following notification timeframes should apply: 
• Alterations and additions to an existing dwelling-house – 7 days 
• New dwellings – 7 days 
• Ancillary structures to residential development – 7 days 
• Designated development – minimum 31 days 
• Integrated development – minimum 21 days 
• Other development – minimum 14 days 
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The extent (i.e. adjoining neighbours, suburb, etc.) of notification should reflect the scale, 
intensity and potential impacts of the proposed development.  The methods of 
distribution should reflect contemporary standards. 

 
D26 How can the community consultation process be improved? 
 The State significant development process for community consultation should be the 

same as Designated development. 
 
 There should be an opportunity for Councils and community to make second 

submissions if the new Planning Act allows the proponent to formally respond to the 
original submissions. 

 
D27 Should deemed approvals take the place of deemed refusals for development 

applications? 
No.  If the ‘deemed approval’ process was implemented, it is likely to lead Councils 
actually refusing applications rather than requesting amended plans or additional 
information.  This will result in an increase in the number of court appeals and associated 
mediation, in order to resolve issues which could have been resolved between Council 
and applicant through the assessment process. 
 
The ‘deemed approval’ path is not considered necessary if “stop the clock” provisions 
remain and concurrence referral processes are fast tracked. 
 
The current ‘deemed refusal’ process is still considered meritorious and generally only 
leads to appeals where the applicant is of the view that the consent authority will not 
determine the application favourably within a reasonable amount of time. 

 
D28 Should councils be able to charge a higher development application fee in return 

for fast-tracking assessment of a development proposal? 
No.  The community may perceive the fast – tracking of a major Development 
Application as a form of bias in the assessment process. 

 
D29 If an application partially satisfies the requirements for complying development, 

should it be assessed only on those matters that are non-complying? 
 No.  The Development Application assessment process should be holistic given that 

Council may decide that the non-complying matters warrant a complete redesign of the 
development proposal anyway. 

 
D30 How can unnecessary duplication of reports and information seeking be 

eliminated from the development process? 
 Mandatory pre-lodgement meetings for large scale developments such as designated 

developments and integrated developments would determine the type and number of 
reports necessary in the development process. 

 
D31 How should State significant proposals be assessed? 

State significant developments are generally large scale projects and should be assessed 
against the same criteria as designated developments, which should include compliance 
with local planning requirements. 
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D32 Should the Crown undertake self-assessment? 
An independent body such as the Planning Assessment Commission should assess major 
Crown projects.  These should not be assessed by the Crown. 

 
D33 Should the Crown undertake self-determination? 

Provided that the development is not identified as either Regionally significant 
development or State significant development and is subject to compliance with local 
planning controls. 

 
If the project is identified as Regionally significant development then the Joint Regional 
Planning Panel should be the determining authority. For projects identified as State 
significant development, the Planning Assessment Commission should be the 
determining authority. 

 
D34 Should councils undertake self-assessment? 
 Yes.  Councils should be able to undertake self-assessment subject to compliance with 

local planning controls. 
 
D35 Should councils undertake self-determination? 
 Yes.  For projects where the construction value is $1 million or less and / or less than 

5 objections were received during the formal exhibition of the development proposal. 
 
 However, all Councils should have an Independent Hearing & Assessment Panel. 
 
 The Independent Hearing & Assessment Panel should be the determining authority for 

projects with a construction value of greater than $1 million or where the consent 
authority has received 5 or more objections during the formal exhibition of the 
Development Application. 

 
D36 How can the integrity of an Environmental Impact Statement be guaranteed? 

• Mandatory pre-lodgement focus meeting with key stakeholders for major 
development projects. 

• Adequate community consultation – minimum 31 days public exhibition of original 
proposal and the right to lodge second submissions (minimum 14 days) after the 
proponent has provided a response to the original submissions. 

• Adequate DA assessment periods (eg 90 days for larger development projects such as 
State significant developments and Designated developments). 

• Use of independent, accredited environmental experts selected by Council (not the 
proponent). 

• Allow third party appeal/review. 
 
D37 Should new planning legislation make provision for councils to appoint 

architectural review and design panels? 
 Yes.  The new Planning Act should mandate that certain types of development must 

attend an Architectural Review and Design Panel at the pre- DA stage.  
 
 This Panel meeting should be fully funded by the proponent but the Panel should report 

to the consent authority (ie Council). If the proponent ultimately adheres to the 
comments made by the Panel, then the Panel meeting fee could be deducted from the 
DA fee. 
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D38 What changes, expansions or additions should be made to the present assessment 
criteria in the Planning Act? 
The assessment criteria should reflect the objects of the new planning legislation.  Any 
criteria should reflect the principles of ESD. The ‘public interest’ criteria parameters 
should also be clearly spelt out.  

 
D39 Should the economic viability of a development proposal be taken into account in 

deciding whether the proposal should be approved or in the conditions for 
approval? 

 No.  The economic viability of a development project is ‘inbuilt’ into the Development 
Application process since a DA would not be lodged if the proponent was not prepared 
to build it. 

 
D40 Sometimes there are changes that would rectify problems with a proposal and 

thus permit its approval. Should it be mandatory during an assessment process 
for the consent authority to advise of this? 

 No.  In the majority of cases, Councils use the ‘amber light’ approach and try to resolve 
issues through “stop the clock” provisions. However, in some cases, Development 
Applications are lodged which markedly vary from a range of planning controls and 
hence, force Councils to refuse such applications. 

 
 Therefore, “stop the clock” provisions should remain in the new Planning Act and the 

“stop the clock” provisions should be appropriately acknowledged by the NSW 
Department of Planning with the use of net processing times in the annual performance 
report of local councils. 

 
D41 Should a new planning system permit adverse impacts on the value of properties 

in the vicinity of a proposed development to be taken into account when 
considering whether a development should be approved? 

 No.  This would otherwise lead to major disputes between parties as to the true value of 
each property and how much ‘blight’ will be caused from a particular development. 

 
D42 Should local development controls be allowed to preclude high-quality, 

environmentally sustainable, residential designs on the basis that they are 
inconsistent with the existing residential development in the vicinity? 
No. 

 
D43 How can the Planning System ensure that the impact of development that is 

remote from but directly affecting a community is taken into account in the 
assessment process? 

 For major developments, the following is recommended: 
 

• Remote but direct impacts should form part of the Director-General requirements 
for State significant developments and designated developments. 

• Public exhibition of Environmental Impact Statements should be extended over 
several local government areas. 
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D44 Should a consent authority be required to consider any cumulative impact of 
multiple developments of the same general type in a locality or region? Should 
this be a specific requirement in assessment criteria? 
Yes.  Cumulative impacts need to be considered at the Development Application 
assessment stage.  This is a major drawback with the current system where cumulative 
impact is generally not considered.  Where there is evidence that an accumulation of a 
particular development type is acting against the public interest, Councils should have the 
ability to assess the cumulative impact under the Act. 

 
D45 As part of the assessment process for some classes of development projects, 

should there be a mandatory requirement in a new planning system for full 
carbon accounting to be considered? 
Yes.  Full carbon accounting should be considered in Designated developments and State 
significant developments. 

 
D46 Should the broader question of the public benefit of granting approval be 

balanced against the impacts of the proposal in deciding whether to grant 
consent? 
The new Planning Act should enable a situation whereby the broader public benefit 
could outweigh potential adverse impacts if it is consistent with the principles of ESD. 

 
D47 Should a consent authority be able to take into account past breaches of an earlier 

development consent by an applicant in considering whether or not it is 
reasonable to expect that conditions attached to any future development consent 
would be obeyed? 
Yes.  The consent authority should be entitled to consider the performance of an 
applicant in determining whether or not it is reasonable to expect that conditions 
attached to any future development consent will be complied with. 

 
D48 Should objections to complying with a development standard remain? 

Yes.  Exceptions to development standards in LEPs should remain. Development 
consent should not be granted for development that contravenes a development 
standard unless the consent authority has considered a written request from the applicant 
that seeks to justify the contravention of the development standard by demonstrating:  
(a)  that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary in 

the circumstances of the case, and  
(b)  that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening 

the development standard. 
 
 Exceptions to development standards should also continue to require the formal 
concurrence of the Director–General of the NSW Department of Planning. 

 
D49 Should an ‘improve or maintain’ test be applied to some types of potential 

impacts of development proposals?  
Yes.  Where developments are located in sensitive environments, such as drinking water 
catchments, development should result in improvement to water quality.  However, if the 
development was located in a commercial centre some environmental impact may be 
acceptable, for the economic or social benefits of a development. 
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D50 If so, what sorts of potential impacts should be subject to this higher test? 
• Threatened flora and fauna and their habitats 
• Endangered ecological communities 
• Riparian vegetation 
• Drinking water catchments 
• Development proposed within the Illawarra escarpment 
• Development within floodplains (ie below the 1 in 100 year flood frequency level) 
• Pollutant discharges 

 
D51 Should there be a specific assessment criterion that requires risk of damage as a 

consequence of either short-term natural disasters or long term natural 
phenomenon changes to be included in development assessment? 

 Yes. 
 
D52 What water issues should be required to be considered for urban development 

projects? 
Can reticulated water and sewerage supplies be provided to the development. If not, can 
alternative water and sewerage measures satisfactorily serve the development. 

 
In addition, stormwater quality and impacts of flooding - increased run-off from 
impervious surfaces should also be considered. 

 
D53 When development is proposed that has an impact on an existing, nonconforming 

residential use, should any special assessment criterion be required to take 
account of the residential use? 
Yes.  Building setback (front, side and rear controls) and landscaping controls. 

 
D54 Should new planning legislation fix a time at which a council assessment report 

concerning a development application is to be made available for access? If so, 
when should that be? 
No. 

 
D55 When should an amended application be re-exhibited and when is a new 

application required? 
An amended proposal should be re-exhibited when the amended proposal will result in 
any potential new external impact upon surrounding properties. 
 
A new application should be lodged when the amended proposal is substantially different 
to the original proposal. 

 
D56 What are appropriate performance standards by which council efficiency can be 

measured in relation to development assessment? 
• Mean gross time taken. 
• Mean net time taken (with “stop the clock”). 
• Median net time taken (with “stop the clock”). 

 
D57 Should there be random performance audits of council development assessment? 
 Yes.  Especially if decisions are not subject to a peer review. 
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D58 How should concurrences and other approvals be speeded up in the assessment 
process? 
A centralised coordination agency such as the Department of Planning & Infrastructure 
should be vested with the responsibility of speeding up concurrence referrals. 

 
D59 What approvals, consents or permits required by other legislation should be 

incorporated into a development consent? 
The current section 90 Integrated Development approvals should be incorporated into 
development consents. 

 
D60 Should a council be able to delegate to a concurrence authority power to impose 

conditions on a development consent after the council approves the proposal? 
Yes, unless an integrated approach is achieved through this Planning System Review. 

 
D61 Should there be some penalty on a council if a referral to a concurrence authority 

has not been made in a timely fashion? 
Provided applications include the correct information and fee, there should be no delay 
in referral to the relevant concurrence agency.  If applications are incomplete, councils 
should be able to ‘stop the clock’ or reject the application, until all relevant information is 
provided.  It is unclear what form of penalty is being suggested, how it would be 
implemented and how it would impact on the assessment of the application.  If a penalty 
is being considered, a similar penalty should exist for State agencies in responding to 
concurrence referrals. 

 
D62 Who should make decisions about State significant proposals? 

State significant developments should be determined by the Planning Assessment 
Commission. 

 
D63 What concurrence decisions should be able to be delegated? 

Councils should be able to delegate their planning functions to council staff, except for 
any applications which are required to be determined by the Joint Regional Planning 
Panel and Independent Hearing & Assessment Panel. 

 
D64 Should there be a model instrument of delegation? 

Yes.  A model instrument of delegation would provide guidance to Council. 
 
D65 What decisions should the Planning Assessment Commission make? Should the 

Commission’s processes be inquisitorial or adversarial? 
The Planning Assessment Commission should be the determining body for State 
significant developments and its processes should be inquisitorial. 

 
D66 What should be the processes required for hearings of Planning Assessment 

Commission panels? 
The Planning Assessment Commission should be open and transparent in its dealings 
and should include open public briefings and hearings. 

 
D67 Should a local member be on any Planning Assessment Commission panel 

considering a proposed development? 
 The PAC decision making process may benefit from local representatives providing 

advice about the local circumstances.   
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D68 If so, should this be mandatory for all commission panels? 
 No.  Depends on the application. 
 
D69 Should the development assessment criteria for the Planning Assessment 

Commission be the same as for any other development assessment process? 
Yes.  Local Environmental Plans and Development Control Plans should form part of 
the assessment criteria for the Planning Assessment Commission. 

 
D70 Should a new Planning System include Joint Regional Planning Panels? 

Yes.  The new Planning System should include Joint Regional Planning Panels to 
determine Regionally significant developments. 

 
D71 What should be the composition of a Joint Regional Planning Panel? 

The existing JRPP is working effectively and should be retained. 
 
D72 What should be the hearing processes for a Joint Regional Planning Panel? 

The Joint Regional Planning Panels should provide for open and transparent decision 
making and provide public hearing sessions. 
 
The hearing process for Joint Regional Planning Panels should include at least:: 
(i) a 10 – 15 minute formal briefing of the proposal by the assessing officer as to the 

nature of the application and the proposal’s compliance with the relevant 
environmental planning instruments and development control plan  

(ii) a 5 minute address by the proponent on the nature of the proposal and any 
comments with respect to the assessment report  

(iii) 5 minute address by objectors and then  
(iv) comments and determination by the JRPP members. 

 
D73 Should a council be able to refer a matter to a Joint Regional Planning Panel for 

determination even if the matter would not ordinarily fall within the jurisdiction of 
such a panel? 
Yes.  If Council formed a view that it was not in a position to determine a controversial 
application, the ability to forward the matter to the Joint Regional Planning Panel for 
determination is considered advantageous.  

 
D74 Should State nominated members of a Joint Regional Planning Panel be 

precluded from taking part in any decision concerning the local government area 
in which they reside? 

 Yes. 
 
D75 If a proposed development is recommended for approval by council staff, has no 

public submission objecting to it and is not objected to by the Department, 
should it be determined by the council? 

 Yes. 
 
D76 Should it be possible to constitute a Joint Regional Planning Panel with a single 

representative of each of the affected councils to consider and determine a 
significant development proposal that extends across the boundary between two 
local government areas? 
Yes. 3 State appointed representatives plus 1 local representative from each local 
government area concerned. 
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D77 If located entirely within one local government area, should a significant 

development proposal that is likely to have a significant planning impact on an 
adjacent local government area be determined by such a two council panel? 

 Yes. 
 
D78 Should a council should be able to apply to the Minister to be exempt from a 

JRPP? 
No.  JRPPs should apply to all local government areas. 

 
D79 Should aggregation of multiple proposals to bring them within the jurisdiction of 

a Joint Regional Planning Panel be banned if, separately, they would not satisfy 
the jurisdictional threshold? 

 Yes. 
 
D80 Should an elected council have the right to pass a resolution to supplement or 

contradict the assessment report to a Joint Regional Planning Panel? 
Elected Council should have the right to pass a resolution to supplement an assessment 
report to a Joint Regional Planning Panel. 

 
D81 Should the Central Sydney Planning Committee be established under legislation 

for a new Planning System or should it remain established by a provision of the 
City of Sydney Act? 

 No comment. 
 
D82 Should elected councillors make any decisions about any development proposals? 

The principal role for Councillors should be plan making, against which applications are 
assessed and determined. 
 
There is a role for Councillors in the determination of major local applications, or where 
an Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (IHAP) does not support an officer 
recommendation. 

 
D83 What should be the requirement for a decision making body to give reasons for 

decisions – in particular as to why objections to a proposal have not been 
accepted? 

 The consent authority should only be required to provide a standard letter to objectors 
advising that, on balance, the proposal was considered supportable rather than having to 
provide particulars to each objection.  

 
The new Planning Act could however require that an assessment report must be 
provided for each Development Application and that this assessment report must clearly 
outline each objection issue. The report must address as to why an objection is supported 
or why the objection has not been accepted. 

 
D84 If a council resolves to approve a development proposal where the assessment 

report recommends rejection, should the council be obliged to provide reasons for 
approval of the development? 

 Yes.  The reasons for approval or refusal should be documented. 
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D85 Should approval of development proposals for quarries be removed from 
councils? 

 No.  The current requirements under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 
and Regulations for designated developments are quite rigorous and hence, if these 
provisions are retained, Councils should be well equipped to effectively deal with quarry 
applications. 
 
Regionally significant quarries can be reported to the JRPP for determination. 

 
D86 Should there be a range of standard conditions of consent to be incorporated in 

development approvals? 
Yes.  The provision of State-wide standard conditions of consent would provide a level 
of consistency and hence assist applicants who regularly deal with a number of Councils 
in NSW. 

 
D87 Should new planning legislation make it possible for public interest conditions to 

be imposed that go beyond the conditions that immediately relate to a particular 
development? 

 Yes. 
 
D88 Should nominated conditions of consent be able to be reviewed at regular, 

specified intervals? 
 Yes. As per the Issues Paper nominated conditions of consent should be able to be 

reviewed at regular or specified intervals such as the following situations:  
(i) modification applications and  
(ii) as part of the negotiation stage for the extension of the life of an existing mining 

consent. 
 
D89 Should it be possible to grant a long-term time-limited development consent for 

developments that are potentially subject to inundation by sea level rise caused by 
climate change? 
Coastal councils should have development controls in place which address the risks 
associated with sea level rise.  Time-limited development consents would prove difficult 
to implement given the impacts of sea level rise may not be realised within the set 
timeframe.   

 
D90 Should consent authorities be prohibited from requiring public positive covenants 

as part of development approvals, if the matter could be dealt with by a condition 
of consent? 
No.  The imposition of positive covenants on property titles is an important way to 
highlight specific requirements on a property to alert prospective purchasers. 

 
D91 Should new planning legislation make it possible to impose performance bonds 

or sureties unrelated to the protection of public assets? 
 Yes. 
 
D92 If so, should there be any restrictions on the reasons for which such bonds or 

sureties could be required? 
 Yes. 
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D93 Should a new planning legislation system permit a council to impose a condition 
that requires payment of charges that would fall due under the Local Government 
Act? 

 Yes. 
 
D94 If there is to be a more concept based development application process, should 

councils have the power to impose conditions on construction approvals? 
Yes.  This will help guarantee that construction approvals are consistent with and 
supplement the original development consents. 

 
D95 Should IPART be given a general reference to examine and make 

recommendations about how any shortfall in development contributions plans for 
necessary community infrastructure should be funded? 

 Yes.  However, any recommendation should not be binding on the local council.  The 
council should be permitted flexibility to decide how it will provide the community 
infrastructure it intents to provide. 

 
D96 Should IPART be given a reference to make recommendations about what should 

be the extent, standard and nature of community infrastructure works that should 
be included in contributions plans? 

 Yes.  However any recommendation should not be binding on the local council.  The 
council should be permitted flexibility to decide the level/type of infrastructure that is 
most appropriate for its local area.  Many local areas have unique issues and needs that 
differ across the State. 

 
D97 In light of the particular circumstances that might apply to the area covered in a 

contributions plan, should IPART be given a standing reference to enable 
councils to apply for variation to the cap on community infrastructure 
contributions? 

 Yes.  If the cap system is to be maintained, an approach that is not supported, there 
should be a standard process to vary the cap so that the infrastructure provided meets 
the needs of the local area for both new and existing residents.  There is no benefit in 
providing substandard or no infrastructure purely to fit an arbitrary unsupported cap 
value per dwelling. 

 
D98 Is it reasonable to require IPART to undertake a detailed analysis of each 

contributions plan developed by councils? 
 No.  Especially if the cap system is maintained and the Council is not seeking to charge a 

contribution in excess of the cap, then no value to the process would be added by the 
additional time and expense of an IPART review. 

 
D99 Would it be preferable to give IPART a general reference to develop an 

appropriate plan preparation methodology and approach to construction costing 
for community infrastructure contributions plans? 

 Yes.  A clear set of guidelines would assist in making contribution plans easier to be 
understood by applicants across different Council areas.  A standard methodology for 
construction costing, would only be of benefit, if it was flexible enough to cover all 
various contingencies and local conditions that would affect the costings, especially as the 
detailed design of many infrastructure projects is not available when a Contributions Plan 
is initially prepared. 
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D100 Should IPART be given a reference to make recommendations as to when 
community infrastructure contributions should be available? Should this include 
recommendations as to whether a delayed payment system should apply and, if 
so, at what development stages payment should be made? 

 Yes.  However any recommendation should not be binding on the local council.  The 
council should be permitted flexibility to decide the appropriate timing for payment of 
contributions so that it aligns with the Infrastructure Provision Strategy for the specific 
development area. 

 
D101 Should there be a requirement for councils to publish a concise, simply written, 

separate document on community infrastructure funds collected and their 
proportionate contribution to individual elements in the council’s contributions 
plan? 

 Yes.  However this requirement should only apply to Councils who were holding 
contributions funds in excess of certain thresholds.  There should also be no requirement 
to link a specific contribution from an individual development to exact infrastructure 
projects as this would be an unreasonable administrative burden. 

 
D102 Should IPART be given a reference to consider whether or not guidelines and/or 

mandatory requirements should be set for councils about community 
infrastructure prioritisation and levels of community infrastructure funds 
permitted to be available? 

 Yes.  However any recommendation should not be binding on the local council.  The 
council should be permitted flexibility to decide which infrastructure items are priority in 
their local area.  At present the legislation allows the pooling of contributions to 
accelerate projects however, this presents a financial risk for Council to ensure that 
sufficient funds are available to repay the effective loan from one project to the other.  It 
can be extremely difficult, especially in infill areas, to forecast the timing and level of 
future contributions. 

 
D103 Should new planning legislation make provision for voluntary planning 

agreements to permit departure from numerical limits that would otherwise apply 
to a development? 

 Yes.  The intention of Voluntary Planning Agreements is to provide the flexibility for the 
Authority and the applicant to negotiate contributions in circumstances where the 
provisions of the Contributions Plan are not appropriate or suitable to deal with the 
specific situation.  For example, Voluntary Planning Agreements can allow an applicant 
to provide a piece of infrastructure designated to benefit the wider development area at 
an earlier time then would be have otherwise been provided and potentially in a more 
cost effective manner. 

 
D104 Should any appeal be allowed against the reasonableness of a development 

contribution, if it has been approved by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 
Tribunal? 

 No.  If IPART has already reviewed and recommended that a Contributions Plan was 
appropriate for that area, then a contribution charged in accordance with that Plan 
should not be able to be appealed. 
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D105 Should developer contributions apply to modifications of approved development? 
 Yes.  Contributions should be considered on modifications in the same manner as if the 

modified proposal was a new application and any change to the existing contribution 
charged should be applied to the amended consent.  This would ensure that the 
contributions paid on the development are aligned to the final form of development and 
its demand on community facilities / infrastructure.  For example, if a Contributions 
Plan charges contributions based on the number and type of dwellings, if an approved 
development is modified to increase the number of dwellings or amend the type of 
dwellings proposed, then the contributions should be amended to match. 

 
D106 Should regional joint facilities funded by developer contributions shared between 

councils be encouraged? 
 Yes.  If a facility has a regional focus and the catchment consists of multiple Council 

areas.  For example, joint funding of a major sporting facility would be appropriate and 
equitable. 

 
D107 What should be the permitted scope of modification applications? 

The modification must be substantially the same development as the originally approved 
development. 

 
D108 Should there be a limit to the number of modification applications permitted to 

be made? 
 Yes.  Maximum of 5 modification applications. 
 
D109 Should any modification be able to be approved retrospectively after the work has 

been done? 
No.  Applications and modifications should be assessed and determined prior to work 
commencing, rather than retrospectively.  Minor inconsequential cosmetic adjustments 
to the building may be acceptable for retrospective approval. 

 
D110 If so, should retrospective approval be confined only to minor changes and not 

more substantial ones? Should this be the case even if major changes leave the 
development substantially the same development as the one originally approved? 

 Yes.  Minor changes only. See D109 above. 
 
D111 Should minor modification applications made to the Planning Assessment 

Commission or Joint Regional Planning Panel approvals be decided without a 
public hearing? 

 Yes. Provided the modification is truly minor.  The expansion of a development, is not a 
minor modification. 

 
D112 Should councils be able to deal with minor modification applications to major 

projects? 
No.  Modification applications to State significant developments should be considered y 
the original determining body.  

 
D113 Development applications that propose breaches to (or increases in breaches to) 

numerical limits in local environmental plans are subject to special tests. Should 
modification applications be subject to these same special tests? 
Yes.  Special tests should apply to modification applications where variations are 
proposed to numerical limits in local environmental plans. 
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D114  Should the ‘substantially commenced’ test for ensuring the ongoing validity of 

development consent be retained? 
The “physical commencement” test should be retained. 

 
D115 If the present test was not retained, what new test should replace it? 
 See above. 
 
D116 How long should development consents last before they lapse? 
 5 years. 
 
D117 Should private certifiers have their role expanded and, if so, into what areas? 
 No.  
 
D118 Should private certifiers be permitted, in effect, to delegate certification powers to 

other specialist service providers and be entitled to rely, in turn, on certificates to 
the certifier from such specialist professions? 

 No.  Council is already experiencing problems with third party certification with respect 
to fire safety issues. 

 
D119 Should certifiers be required to provide a copy of the construction plans that they 

have certified (as being generally consistent with the development approval) to 
the council to enable the council to compare the two sets of plans? 

 Yes. At present, private certifiers are required to forward a copy of approved 
Construction Certificate plans to Council for its records. Private certifiers however 
should be required to certify that the construction plans are consistent with the original 
development consent plans. 

 
D120 Should there be a requirement for rectification works to remove unacceptably 

impacting non-compliances when these are actually built rather than leaving an 
assessment of such non-compliances to either a modification application 
assessment or to the Court on an appeal against any order to demolish? 

 Yes. 
 
D121 What statutory compensation rights, if any, should neighbours have against a 

certifier who approves unauthorised works that have a material adverse impact on 
a neighbouring property? 
The private certifier should be required to enforce the demolition of unauthorised works 
rather than setting up a compensation rights regime. 

 
D122 Should construction plans be required to be completely the same as the 

development approval and not permitted to be varied by a private certifier for 
construction purposes? 
Yes.  A formal modification application should be lodged with Council for any variation 
to the original development consent. 

 
D123 Should developers be permitted to choose their own certifier? 

No.  Proponents should be required to either nominate Council as the certifier or take 
the first private certifier from the rotating list of private certifiers as coordinated by the 
Building Professionals Board. 
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D124 What should the Department’s compliance inspection role be? 
The Department’s compliance inspection role should be similar to a Council’s 
enforcement and compliance role for applications in which Council is the nominated 
principal certifying authority. 

 
D125 Should Interim Occupation Certificates have a maximum time specified and, if so, 

how much should this be? 
 Yes. 12 months. 
 
D126 Should a certifier issuing a Final Occupation Certificate be required to certify that 

the completed development has been carried out in accordance with the 
development consent? 
Yes.  This would ensure that private certifiers are accountable for guaranteeing that 
developments are completed in accordance with the relevant development consent. 

 
D127 What might be done to have power delegated by the Commonwealth to State 

authorities or councils to give approval under the Commonwealth Act? 
Bi-lateral agreements to give power to the NSW Department of Planning to deal with 
commonwealth legislative requirements. 

 
D128 Should there be a guide prepared to explain to councillors what their roles are in 

the development proposal assessment and determination process and how it is 
appropriate that they fulfil that role? 

 Yes. 
 
D129 If there were to be such a guide prepared, who should have the responsibility for 

its preparation and what participation and consultation processes should be 
undertaken in its development? 
The NSW Department of Planning and the NSW Department of Local Government 
should jointly prepare the guidelines. 
 
Initial regional workshops should be provided for interested councillors and senior 
council staff to enable dialogue as to what should be contained in the guidelines.  
 
Follow up regional workshops should then be provided with councillors and senior 
council staff at the draft formulation stage. 

 
D130 Is it appropriate to consider, in legislation for a new planning system, providing a 

statutory basis for spreading the cost of a necessary rehabilitation or stabilisation 
measure across all property ownerships benefited by such a measure? 
Yes. This approach is supported for past decision making such as described in the Issues 
Paper. 
 
However, for current decision making, the proponent should be responsible for the cost 
of rehabilitation or stabilisation. 

 
D131 Should there be specific statutory obligation to require the establishment of (and 

the procedures for) community consultation forums to be associated with major 
project developments? 

 Yes. 
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D132 Should a quantity surveyor’s report be required to accompany applications for 
large projects? 

 Yes.  It is important that an accurate cost of development is provided, as it is needed to 
determine both the application fees and the Section 94 Development contribution. 

 
D133 What fees should councils receive for development applications? 
 As per the current prescribed fees in the Environmental Planning & Assessment 

Regulation. However the fees need to be reviewed to better reflect the assessment and 
exhibition costs. 

 
D134 When and how should council development application fees be reviewed? 

Every 2 years. The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) should review 
application fees prescribed in the Regulations. 
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E. APPEALS AND REVIEW; ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE 
 
E1 What appeals should be available and for whom? 

• Applicant appeals. 
• Third party appeals for designated developments, State significant developments and 

to restrain breaches of the Act. 
 
E2 Should anyone be able to apply to the Court to restrain a breach of the Act? 
 Yes. 
 
E3 In what circumstances should third party merit appeals be available? 

Third party merit appeals should apply to designated developments and State significant 
developments. 

 
E4 Should approval bodies or concurrence authorities be the respondent to some 

appeals? 
Yes.  Approval bodies and concurrence authorities should be the second respondent in 
appeals. 

 
E5 What should be the time limit for any appeal about local environmental plan 

provisions? 
The decision to prepare an LEP should remain with the local council.  The provision for 
judicial review should be retained and such action should be commenced within 
3 months.  The provision extending merit appeals to LEP provisions is not 
recommended. 

 
E6 Should the Court have absolute discretion as to costs orders? Or should the 

Court’s discretion be limited and, if so, in what respects? 
The new Planning Act should continue to require the Court to make an order that the 
applicant pay costs to the respondent(s) where an amendment is made during the appeal 
process since Councils are generally required to re-exhibit amended plans and to 
reconsider the merits of the application. 

 
E7 Should any appeal be allowed against the reasonableness of a development 

contribution if it has been approved by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 
Tribunal? 

 No.  If the new Planning Act requires the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 
to set the contributions in a Contributions Plan, then there should be no ability for an 
appeal to be lodged against the reasonableness of such contributions. 

 
E8 What sort of reviews should be available? 

In respect to Development Applications, the current Section 82A review of 
determination process is considered a fair and cost effective process and hence, is 
recommended to be retained in the new Planning Act. 
 

E9 Who should conduct a review? 
The new Planning Act should make provision for an Independent Hearing & Assessment 
Panels (IHAP) to consider review applications where: 
 
(i) The original Development Application had been considered by IHAP or determined 

by full Council; or  
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(ii) The original Development Application was refused by Council staff under 
delegation and the review application is also recommended to be refused. 

 
E10 What rights should third parties have about reviews? And what provisions should 

apply regarding the costs of the review? 
Third parties should not have a right to appeal the merits of a review application but 
should have appeal rights for restraining breaches of the Act. 

 
E11 How might recommendations by the Planning Assessment Commission be 

reviewed? 
A right of review similar to Section 82A reviews should be available in which the 
Planning Assessment Commission is required to review its decision. 

 
E12 Do some present penalties need to be increased? 

The range of penalty amounts listed within the Act and Regulation need to be made be 
consistent.  If they were all changed to be a maximum of $250,000 (Corp) and $120,000 
(Ind) the Court would be able to assess the significance of the offence and determine an 
appropriate penalty.  Currently the court could be restrained from issuing a penalty it 
considers appropriate. 

 
E13 What new orders should there be or what changes are needed to the present 

orders? 
There are currently avenues open to Council to immediately prevent a significant breach 
(injunction) and allow an independent third party (the court) to determine the validity of 
the application.  There could be potential liability issues with circumventing this process. 
This option isn’t supported. 
 
The table contained within Section 121B needs to be reviewed and updated.  Many of the 
orders overlap and as such there is potential for an appropriate, but not the most 
appropriate, order to be issued and therefore challenged in the Court.  In particular 
column 2 of the table needs further clarification. 
 

E14 How can enforcement be made easier and cheaper for consent authorities? 
 Consideration could be given to an administration fee (similar to that contained within 

Sections 94 and 100 of the  Protection of the Environment Operations Act, to assist in 
recovering Councils costs as well as full cost compliance notices rather than what is 
currently contained within Section 121CA. 

 
 Providing a standard template order notice and a standard template for notices of 

intention would help reduce drafting defects and reduce legal challenges on technical 
grounds. 

 
Order provisions should enable Councils to recover costs from private certifiers for any 
enforcement actions undertaken with respect to unauthorised building works which were 
incorrectly certified by the private certifier. 
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E15 Should councils have a costs or other remedy against private certifiers in certain 
circumstances? 
Councils should be able to recover (investigation) costs from private certifiers where they 
have been negligent in their duties. Remedy provisions for Councils in the new Planning 
Act would help ensure that private certifiers are responsible for their actions. Councils 
should also be able to recover their costs from private certifiers where they have been 
negligent in their duties. 
 

E16 Should monitoring and reporting conditions be reviewable? 
  In certain circumstances yes. This would enable the consent authority to modify the 

consent condition after the first review to ensure that the condition is actually targeting 
the correct information / data as originally envisaged. 

 
E17 Should there be an appeal right for third parties in proceedings against private 

certifiers? 
Yes. Third party appeal rights would help ensure private certifiers are responsible for 
their actions and that construction works are in accordance with the original 
development consent and the construction certificate plans. 
 

E18 Should a consent authority have a wider right to revoke a development consent? 
A consent authority should have a wider right to revoke a consent, especially where it is 
found that the application was a sham application or where the original assessing officer 
was found to have acted in a corrupt manner. 

 
E19 Should councils have a statutorily created ‘best endeavours’ defence? 

Yes.  Councils should be given a ‘best endeavours’ defence for changes made to the 
Planning Act or state environmental planning policies where it was unaware of the 
change. 

 
E20 Should council compliance officers be given rights of entry and inspection and of 

access to official databases for compliance and enforcement inspections under 
planning legislation on the same basis as they have such rights under the Local 
Government Act? 
Powers of entry should be made similar to those under Section 196 of the Protection of 
the Environment Operations Act 1997.  Currently officers can only enter and inspect 
with the consent of the owner or with prior written notice.  The ability to enter and 
inspect when it is reasonably suspected that an offence is being carried out would be 
beneficial. Rights of entry and inspection and access to official databases should be the 
same under the new Planning Act and the Local Government Act. 
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F. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW PLANNING SYSTEM 
 
F1.  What should be the role of the Department in implementing a new planning 

system? Should the role and resourcing of the regional offices be embraced? And, 
if so, in what respects? 
The Department should limit its involvement in development proposals to those matters 
that are truly State significant. It should maintain its role in supporting Councils in 
preparing environmental planning instruments but look to provide greater autonomy to 
Councils and to avoid duplication and delay in the plan making process. At present 
relatively simple zoning amendments are taking many months to be processed through 
the Department, usually with no significant changes made. Greater delegation should be 
provided to regional offices to improve efficiencies, for example head office should not 
be reviewing (and sometimes over-riding) all regional office positions on site 
compatibility and zoning etc . The Department should look to provide standard tools (eg 
Basix) and templates to help deliver effective and efficient planning outcomes. The 
Department should continue to monitor local government performance but should also 
be actively implementing changes to assist eg amend legislative requirements inhibiting 
electronic lodgement/approvals.  

 
F2 What should be the role of Councils in implementing a new planning system? 

Councils should have greater independence in plan making.  The current system is 
difficult, and is inefficient.  The Department currently duplicates many of the steps 
undertaken by Council. 
 
Council should also continue to prepare development contributions plans and 
development control plans. 
 
Council should continue to assess development applications and undertake monitoring 
and enforcement activities. 
 

F3  What can be done to ensure community ownership of a new planning system? 
The new Planning System should be simpler and more accessible to the general public 
through a reduction in the myriad of state environmental planning policies and state 
codes applying to development. 
 
Additionally, practical guides written in plain English on various aspects of the Planning 
System including on how to lodge an application and how to object to a proposal would 
help improve community understanding of the planning system. 

 
F4 What actions can be undertaken by bodies preparing strategic plans to increase 

community engagement with the planning system? 
Wollongong City Council undertakes wide consultation with the community in the 
preparation of planning strategies.   
 
The Act and Regulations need to account for the increasing use of social media as a 
means of consultation, rather than just written submissions.  Similar comments received 
at forums, community kiosk should be just as valid. 
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F5 What changes can be put in place to ensure more effective cooperation between 
councils, government agencies, the community and developers within the 
planning system? 
The State needs to improve coordination and consistency between agencies.  The 
requirement to obtain multiple approvals under multiple legislation leads to frustration 
and delays. There should be a structure which facilitates balanced constructive input on 
planning issues.  Agencies should also be required to respond in a timely manner.  The 
establishment of an inter-agency committee with a single point of contact for 
consultation would assist in this regard.. 

 
F6 What checks and balances can be put in place to ensure probity in the planning 

system? 
Wollongong City Council already has a number of systems in place, including: 

• A Code of Conduct for staff and Councillors – which includes specific provisions 
for planning and development issues; 

• an Internal Ombudsman to review complaints; 
• all decisions are peer reviewed; 
• any Development Application that includes a departure from a development 

standard is reported to an Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (IHAP); 
• Plan making / rezonings are all reported to Council and reviewed by the 

Department of Planning and Infrastructure. 
 

The suggested introduction of an independent overseer to be present during all meeting 
with developers, and therefore also objectors or other stakeholders, is simply impractical 
and unnecessary.  Council would end up paying someone to be present full-time which 
would remove the independence. 
 

F7.  How can information technology support the establishment of a new planning 
system? 
Most larger Councils have developed suitable databases that are readily accessible to the 
public. The minimal database requirements to facilitate simple-to-use portal access by the 
public may be identified in the new legislation/regulation. In relation to DAs the current 
legislation/regulation inhibits electronic lodgement and determination. For example DAs 
should be able to be endorsed electronically (rather than by signature) and stamped 
approved plans delivered electronically (rather than requiring a paper copy). Similarly, 
clear support (protection) is required for electronic exhibition of DA plans/statements 
etc without ongoing litigation concerns to council over copyright issues or privacy. 

 
F8 Should the new planning system contain mechanisms for reporting on and 

evaluating objectives of the legislation? 
This is a matter for the State to determine.  Councils already report against its own 
Strategic Plans and Management Plans.  For Councils to comply additional data to enable 
the State to report on its objectives, would be a significant undertaking and divert 
resources from plan making, development assessment or enforcement. 
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F9 How should information about the planning system be made more accessible in a 
multicultural society? 
Wollongong Local Government Area is very multicultural with over 120 different 
languages represented in the City.  The top eight dominant languages other than English 
are Macedonian, Italian, Greek, Spanish, Arabic, Serbian, Mandarin and Portuguese.   
 
To assist informing the community, Wollongong City Council prints information in other 
languages, has interpreters available and liaises with multicultural groups. 
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1. The Submission Context 
 

Wollongong City Council (WCC) appreciates this opportunity afforded by the 

New South Wales State Government to make a submission to this “Inquiry into 

the utilisation of rail corridors”. 

 

This submission presents Council’s vision and plans for two specific locations on 

the South Coast Railway corridor namely, Wollongong Station and Dapto Station 

precincts.   Council’s submission on these two locations is backed by an extensive 

body of planning and feasibility work in collaboration with a number of State 

Government Agencies. 

 

2. Rail Corridors in Wollongong 

• Historically, the South Coast Railway has been a significant contributor to 

the Wollongong way of life since its construction in the mid 1880s. 

• There are 21 stations on the South Coast Railway Line within the 

Wollongong LGA and another 4 stations on the Port Kembla spur line. 

• Rail patronage and commuter numbers reflect 2006 ABS Census data 

showing some 18% of the Wollongong workforce commute to Sydney. 

• Freight movement by rail competes for access paths with passenger 

services. In excess of 20 million tonnes per annum of freight are moved 

into and through the region by rail with the majority being bulk 

commodities (coal and grain) bound for Port Kembla. 
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3. Regional and Local Planning Context 
 

• The NSW Government’s Illawarra Regional Strategy: 2006 – 2031 adopts a 

hierarchy of commercial centres and sets out a broad framework of 

development for the Region over the next 20 or more years. 

• The Strategy specifically plans for significant development within the 

Wollongong City Centre (designated a Regional City) and the West Dapto 

Release Area where Dapto CBD is planned to be a major regional centre. 

Also, a number of local centres are identified at railway stations on the 

South Coast Railway Line. 

• Wollongong LEP 2009 largely accommodates planned growth throughout 

the LGA with an appropriate mix of land uses and densities for each 

commercial centre. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.   Wollongong, Regional City and 

Dapto, Planned Major Regional Centre 
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4. Council Response to Inquiry Terms of Reference 
 

The remainder of this submission follows the following format: 

• Wollongong Station Precinct (Section 4.1), 

• Dapto Station Precinct (Section 4.2), and 

• Summary table of “Terms of Reference” responses for Wollongong and 

Dapto Station precincts. (Section 4.3) 

 

 

4.1 Wollongong Station Precinct 
 

The State Government’s “Revitalising Wollongong City Centre Plan” (Dept. 

Planning & Infrastructure, 2006) identifies the Wollongong Station precinct as 

having “a critical role to play in the (revitalisation of) the City Centre”.   The plan 

identifies significant commercial development opportunities using under-utilised 

sites around the station as well as air space above and adjacent to the station.  An 

investment in public infrastructure would facilitate private sector investment in 

the order of $400 million.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.   Artist’s impression of possible Station upgrade.  (DoPI, 2006) 
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The new public entry plaza, railway concourse and bus interchange on Crown 

Street was estimated to cost some $30 million funded by a 1% developer 

contribution levy collected and paid to NSW Treasury under the provisions of 

Section 94EE of the EP&A Act.  This levy (for this project) was removed from 

the Act by the Minister on 30 December 2009 for reasons including the slow rate 

of development in the Wollongong CBD levy catchment. 

 

Council in conjunction with RailCorp (property), the then NSW Ministry of 

Transport and the then RTA (now NSW Roads and Maritime Services) engaged 

an experienced rail planning consultant to prepare a Wollongong Station Precinct 

Masterplan in 2005, see Figure 3. 

 

The Masterplan considered the best use of both air space and public and private 

land holdings adjacent to Wollongong Station.   The plan incorporates “best 

practice” Transit Oriented Development (TOD) principles and represents the 

practical integration between transport planning and land use planning in the City 

Centre.   Wollongong Station will become an important arrival point and 

destination for many regional commuter, shopping, recreation and business trips. 

 

This masterplan informed the development of the Wollongong City Centre LEP 

2007 that  then permitted 120 metre (40 storey) building heights and generous 

Floor Space Ratios (FSR) of up to 6 : 1 adjacent to Wollongong  Railway Station 

(Figure 4).    That LEP has been replaced by Wollongong LEP 2009 which 

incorporates the same provisions around the Station.  These planning provisions 

are considered to offer an attractive and significant development opportunity.   

The considerable economic, social and environmental benefits that are expected 

to be generated by the permitted development would both contribute to the 

revitalisation of Wollongong City Centre and also have a positive impact on the 

wider Regional economy.   
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Figure 3.   Wollongong Station Masterplan (WCC 2005) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.   Wollongong Station Precinct (Max. 40 storeys) 
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Figures 5, 6 and 7 below and over page of St Leonards Station precinct indicate 

possible urban design outcomes possible at Wollongong Station. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.   Access from St. Leonards Station Concourse to Platforms. 
(Used as example for development of Wollongong Station masterplan) 

 

 
 

Figure 6.   Access to St. Leonards Station Concourse  and Bus Interchange. 
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Figure 7.   St. Leonards Station (example of TOD project) 
 

Importantly, through (for example) a possible public private partnership (PPP) 

commercial arrangement, the Wollongong Station masterplan presents an 

opportunity to make a significant contribution towards the revitalisation of a 

struggling major regional city.   

 

Furthermore, the potential development, shown as being feasible in the 

masterplan background study, would have iconic visual and functional 

significance, making Wollongong CBD unmistakably recognisable as the Regional 

Capital.   Such recognition would strengthen both private sector and Government 

confidence to invest and do business in Wollongong. 

 

Finally, extensive public consultation through public meetings and media coverage 

has shown very strong support for the masterplan proposal. 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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4.2 Dapto Station Precinct 
 

Dapto Railway Station is central to the Illawarra Regional Strategy’s planned Major 

Regional Centre of Dapto.   Dapto is also the focus of the State Government 

designated greenfields growth area of the West Dapto  that will ultimately see an 

additional population of some 50,000 people.   A Dapto Town Centre Study 

(WCC, 2006) identified significant development opportunities surrounding Dapto 

Station that could utilise air space as well as adjacent public and private land. 

 

Dapto Station and surrounding RailCorp property has been the subject of a study 

titled “Dapto Railway Station Precinct and Residual Land Concept Plan Study” 

(RailCorp 25 September 2009).  This study evaluated the development potential of 

identified surplus RailCorp property whilst considering the future access needs of 

Dapto Station.    However, there are significant adjacent landholdings in Council 

ownership that were not considered in the RailCorp study.   Therefore, there is a 

pressing need to initiate a “Whole of Government” study to develop a 

comprehensive Dapto Station Precinct Masterplan.   The plan must address a 

wide range of planning matters including best and highest use of all adjacent 

property with appropriate urban design to deliver a quality mixed use medium 

density development that includes a multi-modal transport interchange. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.   Dapto Railway Station Entrance (existing) 
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Figure 9.   Dapto Station Precinct – Transport Access 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10.   Liverpool Station (example of possible station architecture) 
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4.3 Summary Table addressing Inquiry Terms of Reference 
 
 

Submission Response to Relevant Terms of Reference Matters 
 

Relevant Matters Wollongong Station Dapto Station 
 

1. Opportunity for 
mixed use property 
development. 

Regional City Centre 
location.  Proposed high 
density mixed use 
development permitted by 
existing Wollongong LEP 
2009. 

Major Regional Centre.  
Possible medium density 
mixed use development 
permitted by existing 
Wollongong LEP (West 
Dapto) 2010 

2. Generate income to 
fund future 
infrastructure. 

• Precinct masterplan 
identified potential sale 
of surplus RailCorp 
property. 

• Significant potential 
developer contributions. 

• Potential retail property 
rental income. 

 

RailCorp study indicates 
potential sale of surplus 
property. 

3. Facilitate sustainable 
urban renewal and 
development. 

Public investment (State 
Government) to provide 
catalyst to facilitate 
significant private sector 
development to revitalise 
the rundown end of the 
Wollongong CBD. 
 

Possible mixed use 
development 
incorporating transit 
interchange is consistent 
with the Dapto Town 
Centre Study. 

4. Facilitate transit 
oriented 
development (TOD) 
schemes around 
railway stations. 

Wollongong LEP 2009 and 
the precinct masterplan 
incorporate TOD 
principles including high 
density mixed use 
development with 
significant employment and 
residential at the Illawarra’s 
“Central Station”.   The 
NSW State Plan includes a 
mode shift goal of 15% by 
public transport for 
Wollongong CBD 
commuters by 2021 
 

Potential major 
development to 
incorporate transit 
interchange to 
accommodate West 
Dapto’s growth  
(+ 50,000 additional 
population) to strengthen 
Dapto Regional Centre 
and meet 15% mode shift 
goals for new West 
Dapto development 
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5. Connectivity of 
communities either 
side of railway line. 

Enhanced accessible 
pedestrian “main street” 
station access based on 
CPTED principles to 
replace existing unsafe and 
steep pathways. 

• Current poor 
pedestrian, 
vehicular and bus 
access to be 
improved in the 
short term with 
traffic mgt. and 
station access 
upgrades.  

• Medium density 
mixed use 
development 
(TOD) 
incorporating a 
railway overbridge 
and transit 
interchange to be 
planned for the 
longer term. 

 
6. Current planning and 

policy framework. 
Detailed precinct 
masterplan (& supporting 
study), Wollongong LEP 
2009 and DCP all support 
a high density mixed use 
development (TOD) at 
Wollongong Station. 

• Dapto Town 
Centre Study, 
Wollongong LEP 
(West Dapto) 
2010, DCP and 
RailCorp residual 
property study. 

• URGENTLY 
need a 
comprehensive 
Dapto Station 
Precinct 
Masterplan study. 

7. Compatibility of 
projects within local 
community. 

• Extensive 
consultation in 
preparation of 
Wollongong City 
Centre 
Revitalisation plan. 

• Consultation on 
Station Precinct 
Masterplan 
undertaken with 
very high media and 
public support. 

Consultation undertaken 
in preparing Dapto Town 
Centre plan with 
significant community 
engagement preparing 
Dapto traffic and access 
plans.  Strong support for 
improved access to and 
from Horsley with 
improvements that would 
address the “bottleneck” 
at the rail rail level 
crossing adjacent to 
Dapto Station.  
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8. Examples of best 
practice from other 
jurisdictions. 

Extensive research 
undertaken to source best 
practice TOD principles 
and case studies.  Urban 
design guidance taken from 
the St. Leonards (Sydney) 
rail station and surrounding 
high density development. 
 

Experienced transport 
and planning consultants 
engaged by Council to 
prepare the Dapto Town 
Centre plan with regard 
to examples of TOD and 
transit interchange at 
various locations. 

Barriers to Progress   
9. Regulatory and policy 

barriers to 
implementation. 

• State Government 
commitment sought 
to confirm and 
progress TOD at 
Wollongong Railway 
Station.   

• Possible 
reconstitution of 
“whole of 
government” multi-
agency PCG to 
facilitate 
implementation of 
“catalyst” public 
infrastructure. 

• Loss of State 
Government 1% 
S94EE developer 
levy.  (See #10 
below) 

• Wollongong City 
Council seeks 
partnership with 
State Government 
to plan best 
practice TOD 
project within the 
Dapto Station 
precinct. 

• A Dapto Station 
Precinct 
masterplan would 
investigate the 
practicality of 
medium density 
mixed use 
development 
together with best 
practice transit 
interchange PLUS 
resolution of 
alternative to the 
existing railway 
level crossing 
problems. 

10. Issues relating to 
financing and 
funding. 

$30million “seed” funding 
required to facilitate 
potential private sector 
investment estimated to be 
valued up to $400million. 
(Possible PPP commercial 
arrangement or developer 
contribution to reduce 
financial burden on 
Government.) 

Suggested State 
Government (planning 
and funding) lead with 
Council partnership. 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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• methods of assessing the compatibility of projects with the local community; 

• examples of best practice from other jurisdictions. 
 
 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 
 

Mr Charles Casuscelli MP  Liberal Party  (Chair) 

Mr Tim Owen MP  Liberal Party  (Deputy Chair) 

Ms Tania Mihailuk MP  Australian Labor Party   

Mr Greg Piper MP  Independent   

Mr Paul Toole MP  The Nationals   



THE FOLLOWING ADVICE IS PROVIDED TO ASSIST YOU 
TO PREPARE A SUBMISSION TO A PARLIAMENTARY  
COMMITTEE INQUIRY: 
 

1. There is no set form for submissions. They may take the form of a letter, paper or report, and they may contain 

facts, opinions, arguments and recommendations. Supporting documents and other exhibits may be appended to 

submissions. If in doubt, please consult the inquiry staff. 

 

 

2. The terms of reference of an inquiry are usually a good 

basis for structuring submissions. Submissions may cover 

all or only some of the points raised in the terms of  

reference. 

 

 

3. Submissions should be printed on A4 paper so they can 

be reproduced easily for distribution to committee  

members. Hand written submissions are acceptable but 

should be legible. 

 

 

4. Electronic copies of submissions are not essential but would be appreciated, and can be submitted via a link 

from the committee’s web page. 

 

 

5. Submissions should be signed by the author either on his or her own behalf or on behalf of an organisation. 
Those signing submissions on behalf of an organisation should indicate at what level the submission has been 
authorised (e.g. sub-committee, executive committee, president, chair, state branch, or regional group). 
 
 
6. The committee will generally publish submissions unless an author requests that all or part of their submission 

be kept confidential. Such a request should be made in the document itself and those parts of the submission 

which the author wishes to remain confidential should be clearly indicated. 

Legislative Assembly
PREPARING SUBMISSIONS TO 

COMMITTEE INQUIRIES 



7. Submissions to parliamentary committee inquiries attract the protection of parliamentary privilege under the 

Defamation Act 1974 and Parliamentary Papers (Supplementary Provisions) Act 1975. Legislation and case law in 

general treat the proceedings of parliamentary committees as parliamentary proceedings to which privilege  

applies. No action of any kind may be taken against a person for making a submission, and the submission may not 

be used in courts or tribunals to question the truth, motives or credibility of any person. 

 

 

8. Once a submission has been received by a committee it must not be published or otherwise disclosed in that form 

without the committee’s authorisation. Unauthorised publications are not protected by parliamentary privilege and 

may be a contempt of Parliament. Constraints regarding publication do not apply to previously published material 

which is appended to a submission. 

 

 

9. A committee may not accept a submission that is not relevant to the committee’s inquiry. The committee will  

inform you if it decides not to accept your submission. Before publishing a submission the committee will also vet 

the contents to ensure it does not reflect adversely on third parties, or is subject to legal proceedings. 

 

 

10. Authors of submissions are sometimes asked to give oral evidence before a committee at a public or in camera 

(private) hearing. Questioning witnesses allows the committee to examine particular issues in greater detail and 

gives the author an opportunity to provide more information and to amplify points made in the submission. More 

information about appearing at public hearings is available from the pamphlet Information for committee witnesses. 

The pamphlet is available on the Parliament’s website: 

 

www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/committees 

 

The pamphlet will be sent to you if you are called to give evidence. 

 

For more information on any aspect of preparing submissions to parliamentary committee inquiries please contact: 

 

       Clerk-Assistant, Committees 

       Legislative Assembly 

       Parliament House 

       Macquarie Street 

       SYDNEY  NSW  2000 

       Ph: (02) 9230 2225 

       Fax: (02) 9230 2828 

 

or visit the Parliament’s website: 

 

www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/committees 

 

Follow the link to the relevant committee and contact the Inquiry Manager. 
 
 
July 2011 
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REPORT OF THE GENERAL MANAGER

This Quarterly Review Statement is the second review for the 2011-12 financial year. It
covers the period from October - December 2011 and reports on progress against the
Strategic Directions and Management Plan 2011-14.

The review is designed around Council’s three departments: Planning and Environment,
Infrastructure and Works, and Corporate and Community Services. It identifies the
achievements of each of these departments with respect to overall service delivery and key
projects, as well as demonstrating our progress through a number of measures.

Council’s Strategic Directions for 2011-14 identifies key focus areas and strategies for
Council. As the Management Plan is informed by the Strategic Directions, the Quarterly
Review Statement demonstrates how Council has progressed toward delivering the
identified strategies. A summary of the major achievements and significant progress of our
key projects during October – December 2011 is listed below. More information on these
achievements and progress on all key projects is detailed in the following pages.

There have been significant achievements in the progress of some of our key projects.
Refurbishment works of the North Beach Bathers Pavilion are progressing with internal fit
out of the Pavilion and reconstruction of the shared pathway from the North Wollongong Surf
Club to below Battery Park. Completion of these works is anticipated for March 2012.

In October 2011 over 200 community members worked with Councillors and council staff at
the Wollongong Town Hall to develop a shared vision for the City of Wollongong. The draft
vision (below) will be exhibited for public comment as part of the Wollongong 2022,
Community Strategic Plan in May 2012.

From the mountains to the sea, we value and protect our natural environment and will be
leaders in building an educated, creative and connected community.

Council on the 28 November 2011 endorsed a revised set of recommendations for the future
zoning of land formerly zoned 7(d) Hacking River Environmental Protection at Helensburgh,
Otford and Stanwell Tops. The draft Planning Proposal will be forwarded to the NSW
Department of Planning and Infrastructure for review and permission to exhibit.

Three Council lifeguards received Royal Life Saving Society Certificates of Commendation
on 7 December 2011. The award was presented by the Society’s Patron Her Excellency
Professor Marie Bashir AC CVO, Governor of New South Wales for their heroic efforts in the
mass rescue on 21 January 2011 at Stanwell Park Beach.

This review indicates an improvement of $1.2M in the projected Net Surplus [pre capital] for
the year ending 30 June 2012. This improvement is primarily due to anticipated profit on land
sales of $1.6M that is offset by a number of adjustments in operational income and
expenditure areas.

I would like to thank all staff and the community for their contributions to the achievements
identified in this Quarterly Review Statement. This Review will inform the Annual Report for
2011-12 due in November 2012.

David Farmer
General Manager
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HOW WE ARE TRACKING AGAINST OUR BUDGETS

2011-12 Budget
The graph below shows Council’s expenditure from ordinary activities by expense type for
the December 2011 quarter:

Materials +
Contracts

33%

Borrowing
Costs

2%

Depreciation
26% Employee

Costs less
Internal
Charges

39%

Expense Type
 ($'000) YTD Actual

Proposed
 Budget

Employee
Costs less Internal
Charges 43,652 84,664
Borrowing Costs 1,703 3,407
Materials +
Contracts 37,025 80,485
Depreciation 29,041 63,424

Total 111,421 231,980

The graph below shows Council’s income sources for the December 2011 quarter:

Rates and
Annual

Charges`
69%

Other
Revenue

3%

Grants +
Contributions

12%

User Fees
+ Charges

13%

Interest
+Investments

3%

Income Type
($'000) YTD Actual

Proposed
Budget

Rates and
Annual Charges` 71,809 143,483
Other Revenue 3,534 9,421
Grants +
Contributions 12,192 23,025
User Fees
+ Charges 14,125 28,670
Interest
+Investments 3,094 5,537

Total 104,754 210,136

2011-12 Capital Budget
The graph below shows Council’s funding sources for the capital project budget for the
December 2011 quarter:

Operational
Funds
57%

Asset Sales
0%

Developer
Contribution

s
17%

Capital Grant
7%

Restricted
Cash
17%

Income Type
($'000) YTD Actual

Proposed
Budget

Restricted
Cash 4,843 17,023
Capital Grant 2,070 4,891
Developer
Contributions 4,839 6,947
Asset
Sales 605 5,461
Operational Funds 16,758 39,318

Total 29,115 73,640

$29.12M

$104.75M

$111.42M
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT

The role of Planning and Environment is to enhance the many attributes that make
Wollongong an attractive and liveable city. This involves protecting and enriching our unique
natural, cultural and scenic resources and regulating new development to ensure high quality
outcomes in accordance with adopted plans and policies.

Our Highlights

• Council on the 28 November 2011 endorsed a revised set of recommendations for
the future zoning of land formerly zoned 7(d) Hacking River Environmental Protection
at Helensburgh, Otford and Stanwell Tops. The draft Planning Proposal will be
forwarded to the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure for review and
permission to exhibit.

• On 29 November 2011 Council received three highly commended awards at the Local
Government and Shires Association of NSW Excellence in the Environment Awards
for the following projects:

- No drips no drops: 50% reduction in water consumption at Council's
Administration Building

- Regional biodiversity strategy
- On-Call Household Cleanup Service trial.

• Council’s greenhouse gas profile, associated with energy consumption has fallen
slightly by 119 tonnes over the previous financial year to 14.041kT of CO2-e/year.
The majority of the reported reduction is associated with reduced electricity
consumption related emissions.

• Council is continuing to investigate and implement energy saving measures at its
facilities. Level two Lighting Audits are underway at Dapto Ribbonwood and Library
Community Centre, Corrimal Community Centre and Thirroul Library and Community
Centre. These audits will provide detailed energy efficient lighting solutions and
equipment specifications that could be implemented by Council to reduce energy
consumption at these centres.

• Over 4000 people attended the Teddy Bears Picnic Event on the 16 October 2011 at
Wollongong Botanic Garden. The event raised vital funds for the Children’s Hospital
at Westmead.

• Council was successful in obtaining a bushfire management grant of $95,000 from
the Rural Fire Service, NSW for the purpose of undertaking fuel reduction works and
fire trail maintenance across the Local Government Area.

• Council commenced a School’s Education Program in conjunction with the Roads
and Marine Services (RMS) (formerly RTA), educating parents on vehicle safety
around selected Wollongong schools.
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Progress Against Key Projects

Progress the West Dapto Land Release
Two draft planning proposals seeking to make
a number of minor amendments to the
Wollongong LEP (West Dapto) 2010 were
reported to Council on 12 December 2011,
following exhibition. Council endorsed the
recommendations and the proposals will be
forwarded to the NSW Department of Planning
and Infrastructure for approval.

Council also resolved to commence the
preparation of a new planning proposal to
amend the minimum lot size on a property in
Smiths Lane, Wongawilli. The proposals will
be forwarded to the Department of Planning
and Infrastructure for review and permission to
exhibit.

The minor update of West Dapto Development
Contribution Plan was endorsed by Council on
12 December 2011, following exhibition.

Construction works at Brookes Reach
development site on Bong Bong Road has
commenced. The subdivision will create 290
lots. As at December 2011, 90 lots had been
released and sold.

Finalise the Coastal Management Plan
The first draft of the Wollongong Coastal Zone
Management Plan was submitted for internal
review in November 2011. The draft plan
consists of two parts – the Management
Study, which documents the outcome of the
risk assessment carried out for assets
potentially affected by coastal hazards; and
the Implementation Action Plan, which
includes a schedule of actions that Council
can undertake over the next five to ten years
to manage the risks.

Following review and feedback by Council
officers and officers from the Office of
Environment and Heritage a final draft has
now been issued. The final draft will be
submitted to Council to seek endorsement for
public exhibition.

Measuring our Progress
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Undetermined Development Applications

Total no. DAs Undetermined Undetermined DAs > 90days

At the end of the December quarter there were 259
undetermined DA’s, overall with 44 falling within the ‘over
90 days’ category. The total undetermined DA’s are slightly
over the target of 250 for the quarter as a result of staffing
levels and undetermined DA’s greater then 90 days are
under the target of 50.
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Customer Service Weekly Contacts

% Completed Target

90% of contacts responded to within 10 mins

At the end of the December quarter 95% of in-person
customer service contacts were responded to within 10
minutes. This is well above the target of 90%. Direct
customer service contacts for the quarter totalled 7519.
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Correspondence Met Response Target

Percent completed on-time Service Level

At the end of the December quarter, 89% of
correspondence was responded to within the target of
85%. The volume of correspondence received during the
quarter was 5030 items.



Undertake Precinct Planning in Warrawong and Wongawilli
Warrawong Regional Centre – Draft Stage 1 Analysis has been completed, including: site
analysis, statutory framework overview; identification of environmental issues; and economic
issues overview. Key Urban Design Principles have been nominated to inform the delivery of
Built Form options. Council has received a $65,000 grant from the Department of Planning to
assist project funding. A Councillor workshop occurred on 19 December 2011 to progress this
study.

Wongawilli Village – meetings have been held with a committee of Wongawilli residents and key
stakeholders to discuss the proposals to integrate existing and new development within
Wongawilli. The Residents Committee and each of the major land holders in the precinct have
provided a number of submissions seeking amendments to the current neighbourhood plan.
The submissions are being reviewed and will be reported to Council in 2012 together with:

- A review of the adopted road network.
- A review of the number and location of centres identified by the Growth Centres

report.
- Small lots housing controls.

Initial work has also commenced on the Figtree and Unanderra Town Centre studies.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND WORKS

The role of Infrastructure and Works is to plan, design, deliver and manage Council’s public
infrastructure and assets on behalf of the community, as well as operate our key recreational
facilities and coordinate the provision of emergency services. The department plays an
important role in developing and implementing Council’s public infrastructure and assets
strategies, plans and priorities.

Our Highlights

• Brighton Beach (Belmore Basin) was awarded a ‘highly commended’ state award at
the Keep Australia Beautiful NSW Clean Beaches Awards 2011 under the friendly
beach category. Brighton Beach also received the Illawarra region award for:

- Community Partnership and Action.
- Litter and Waste Management.
- Friendly Beach.
- Overall Clean Beach.

Towradgi Beach received a highly commended award for Community Partnership and
Action Award and the Overall Clean Beach Award.

• Council’s beach lifeguards presented their Surf Sense Water Safety Program to TAFE
non-English speaking international students on 29 November 2011. The presentation
looks at beach preparation, beach safety, role of lifeguards, what to do if you get into
trouble, beach signage, rip identification and waste on beaches.

• Controlled access fencing has been installed at Galvin Park (Puckey’s), North
Wollongong. The fencing is a risk minimisation approach to prevent people from
accessing the beach in this area.

• Three Council lifeguards received Royal Life Saving Society Certificates of
Commendation on 7 December 2011. Presented by the Society’s Patron Her
Excellency Professor Marie Bashir AC CVO, Governor of New South Wales for their
heroic efforts in the mass rescue on 21 January 2011 at Stanwell Park Beach.

• Council was a finalist in the Local Government Shires Association Excellence in the
Environment Awards and were awarded a ‘Highly Commended’ for the On-Call
Household Cleanup Service.



Progress Against Key Projects

Implement the West Dapto Access
Strategy
• Construction of widened footpaths to the

Princess Highway and traffic signals at
the intersection of Cleveland Road and
Marshall Street (east of railway bridge)
have been completed. The work will be
finalised with the installation of the
pedestrian fence adjacent to the railway
bridge prior to the commencement of
School in February 2012.

• Design plans for safety improvements in
front of Dapto Primary school in
Sierra Drive are being finalised and
construction work is programmed to
commence in April 2012.

• Investigation, consultation and design are
progressing on the following project
elements: Council’s designs for traffic
signals and other road improvements at
the intersection of West Dapto
Road/Princes Highway have been
approved by Roads and Maritime
Services (RMS), RailCorp and the
Illawarra Turf Club. Work is programmed
to commence in February 2012 with
adjustments to public utilities.

• Construction documentation for
improvements to Shone Avenue adjacent
to the West Dapto Road intersection will
commence in January 2012 with
preparation of designs for a new bridge
and road realignment works.

Crown Street Mall Refurbishment
The NSW Government Architect’s Office
(GAO) has provided revised documentation
for the refurbishment of the Crown Street Mall.
The refurbishment design was presented to
Council in October 2011. The revised design
was approved by Councillors subject to
several items requiring further investigation.

Refurbishment of the North Beach Bathers
Pavilion and surrounding Precinct
Refurbishment works are progressing with
internal fit out of the Pavilion and
reconstruction of the shared pathway from
North Wollongong Surf Club to below Battery
Park. Completion is anticipated for March
2012.

Measuring our Progress
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Percentage of material diverted from landfill
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During the December quarter, 51% of recycled material
was diverted from landfill. This represents an increase on
the previous quarter however slightly down on the same
period last year.
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Capital Expenditure YTD vs Budget YTD

Capital Expenditure Original Forecast Budget

At the end of the December quarter capital expenditure
was $29.08M, compared to a forecasted budget of
$32.18M. This result is due to delays in the delivery of the
West Dapto Access Strategy as a result of protracted
negotiations.
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Percentage

Customer service weekly calls

% Completed Target

Target = 80% of calls answered within 30 secs

During the December quarter a total of 40022 calls were
received by the customer service unit. Of these 59% were
responded to within 30 seconds. Although this result is
below the target of 80%, it highlights a slight improvement
on the September quarter.
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Sandon Surf Club Refurbishment and Expansion
Construction works have been delayed due to the discovery of an Aboriginal midden on site.
Council has applied for the necessary Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) in order to
proceed further. Temporary amenities have been installed adjacent to the Sandon Point car park
to cater for surf club members and the general public for the summer surf season. It is anticipated
that works can resume in January 2012, following approval of AHIP.

Upgrade Whytes Gully Landfill Facility
The design for the next landfill area at Whytes Gully is 50% complete and is ready to be reviewed
by an international peer reviewer. The Environmental Assessment (EA) which meets statutory
requirements is being finalised. The project remains on schedule.

Development of Future Asset Management Plans and Future works Programs
Asset Management Plans for transport, stormwater, recreation and open space, plant and
equipment, vehicles and buildings and facilities have been finalised and adopted. A draft Strategic
Asset Management Plan summarising the detailed plans and setting Council’s strategic direction
for asset management has been finalised and is being used to inform development of Council’s
Resource Strategy and five year Management Plan.

Prepare Plans of Management for McCauleys Beach (Sandon Point) and East Corrimal
Beach
Consultation on McCauleys Beach is currently underway, with the exhibition period closing at the
end of February 2012. The information gathered through this consultation stage will assist in the
development of a draft Plan of Management, which will be presented to Council in May. The draft
Plan of Management will also go exhibition following endorsement by Council. No action has
commenced to date on the Plan of Management for East Corrimal Beach.
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CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

The role of Corporate and Community Services is to enhance Wollongong’s lifestyle amenity
through the promotion and delivery of a wide range of community services; and delivering a
Council that is responsive, progressive, efficient and accountable.

Our Highlights

• Council facilitated a series of Town Hall Talks in October 2011, with presentations
from Dr Ed Blakely, Dr Karl Kruszelnicki, Glenn Mitchell and Max Hardy on economic,
environmental, social and governance matters. The series was part of the community
engagement process underway for the development of a long term community vision
and goals for Wollongong 2022 Community Strategic Plan.

• More than 200 community members worked with Councillors and council staff at the
Wollongong Town Hall on 29 and 30 October 2011 to develop a shared vision for the
Greater City of Wollongong. The draft vision (below) will be exhibited for public
comment as part of the Wollongong 2022, Community Strategic Plan in May 2012.

From the mountains to the sea, we value and protect our natural environment and
will be leaders in building an educated, creative and connected community.

• Continuing on from the Community Summit, agency, community and business
representatives attended two workshops in November to refine the seven goals
developed at the Community Summit. Workshop participants worked together to
identity draft objectives to deliver the draft community goals. As a result of the
workshops, the seven goals were refined to six.

• On 1 November 2011, Council took over responsibility for the management of the
Crown Street Mall. In addition, Council engaged Tourism Wollongong to undertake
promotion and events within the City Centre. During November and December a total
of 57 events/promotions were delivered within the City Centre.

• Viva la Gong Festival was held on 12 November with an estimated 25,000 people in
attendance. Highlights included the street parade, evening lantern parade, earth
petting zoo, the spirit of Wollongong Wishing Tree, the fire performance and the light
and laser show. There were over 100 food and market stalls at the event.

• Nominations were received for the 2012 Wollongong City Centre Retail and Business
Awards. This year the eligibility criteria for the Awards have been expanded to
include businesses and retailers within the City Centre, not just the Crown Street Mall,
which is reflected in the revised name for the Awards.

• A new Christmas campaign was developed for the City to strengthen Wollongong's
reputation as the shopping and entertainment hub of the region, including new
banners, fairy lights and a nine metre Christmas tree. The campaign promoted a
strong entertainment focus to encourage people to experience Christmas in the City
Centre. At the centre of the Wollongong’s Christmas campaign, 22 major community
events attracted families, workers and residents into the city.

• The period also saw the introduction of a twilight movie program, run in conjunction
with Wollongong TAFE and a very successful free screening of ‘Surf’s Up’ at Thirroul
where over 600 members of the community attended. This year’s New Year’s Eve
celebration was one of the most successful in recent years with over 10,000
community members attending Belmore Basin to view the 9.30pm fireworks
sponsored by IMB.

• Wollongong Library launched a Facebook page in November 2011 and launched the
Library Application for iphone and android users.
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Progress Against Key Projects

Coordinate Service Delivery and improve
Business Attraction/Retention within the
Wollongong City Centre
During this quarter the transition of
responsibility for the management of the
Crown Street Mall to Wollongong Council was
completed, with the new arrangements
becoming effective from 1 November 2011.

Planning has commenced for the delivery of a
Business and Investment Attraction Program
which will focus on coordinating opportunities
for investment in the Central Business District
(CBD) together with the private sector. This
program is identified in the CBD Action Plan.

During November 2011 Council partnered
with the Illawarra Chapter of the Property
Council of Australia to host an Investor’s Tour
of the city and its surrounds. Two busloads of
international and national retailers, business
people and investors toured the city and
surrounds. The tour enabled the region’s
businesses to work together to attract future
investment in the city.

Work has commenced on the new premises
for the Wollongong branch of the Australian
Taxation Office. The new home office which
will be located in Kembla Street, Wollongong
has been designed to achieve a 4.5 star
energy rating and a five star green rating.
The construction phase will provide
employment for up to 300 people. Council
has continued to liaise with the proponents
throughout the process. The project is
scheduled for completion by the end of 2013.

Deliver a Collaborative Wollongong Place
Marketing Strategy
A draft Wollongong Events Strategy for the
Wollongong Local Government Area has
been developed to increase visitation,
enhance perceptions and engage the
community by hosting major events that
showcase Wollongong’s strengths.

Tourism Wollongong is developing the events
and associated marketing to achieve the
Marketing and Events Strategy for the City
Centre.

Measuring our Progress
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Community Facilities Utilisation
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During the December quarter Council’s multi-purpose
facilities had an overall utilisation rate of 75%. This is
calculated as a percentage of optimum usage at 45 hours
per week per room. This is an increase of 10% for the
same period last year.
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Library Visits

2010/11 2011/12

During the December quarter library visits declined
slightly compared to the September quarter. This is
attributed to seasonal trends and library closures over the
Christmas period.
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 Participation

Community Participation in Community Programs

Community Participation in Community Programs

During the December quarter 25,848 people participated
in library and community programs. Programs included:
friends of the Gallery art market, Viva la Gong programs
and the ‘Don’t Dis My Ability’ exhibition.
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Community Participation in Community Engagement

Attendees/Participants

During the December quarter a total of 993 people
participated in engagement activities. This increase in
participation from the September quarter is attributed to
the extensive consultation program undertaken for
Wollongong 2022 Community Strategic Plan, including
the community summit which attracted over 200
participants. A total of 158 people attended
neighbourhood forums during the quarter.
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Continue to implement the City Centre Action Plan
The CBD Action Plan recognises the importance of an attractive and functioning, modern public
domain. It was developed in collaboration with key stakeholders to build a coordinated
approach to the delivery of opportunities and actions for Wollongong, and identify new
opportunities and initiatives that will continue to drive the development of the City Centre.

During this quarter Council completed the CBD Action Plan annual progress report. Of the 17
projects/actions scheduled for completion in 2010-11, eight projects have been completed,
seven projects are in progress and two actions/projects have been delayed. Key achievements
include Crown Street Mall minor streetscape upgrade. Of the 21 projects/actions scheduled for
completion during 2011-13, one project has been completed; nine projects are in progress and
11 projects will commence in the 2012-13 period.

Implement the City Centre Safety Action Plan 2010-13
A number of activities occurred during the quarter that contributed to the goal of ‘working toward
increasing actual and perceived safety in the City Centre’. Activities included; Viva la Gong
creative dialogue activities, Christmas events held in the Crown Street Mall and confirmation of
Federal Government funding to support the extension of CCTV to the Blue Mile.

Reducing antisocial behaviour and alcohol associated crime was progressed through
implementation of the ‘In the Midnight Hour’ project where late night transport options were
promoted via posters and visual plasma screens to City Centre licensed premises. Security
guards were introduced on a three-month trial in Crown Street Mall on Friday evenings. This
trial is the final component of the ‘Hassle Free Nights’ initiative facilitated by the Office of Liquor
Gaming and Racing through the City Centre Precinct Liquor Accord.

Facilitate the development of a Community Strategic Plan
Between October and December 2011 a number of key milestones were achieved in the
development of the Wollongong 2022, Community Strategic Plan. Town Hall Talks were held in
September and October in preparation for a 1 ½ day Community Summit on 29 and 30 October.
At the Community Summit, participants considered the views of other residents expressed
through survey results and children and young people’s presentations in the development of a
draft community vision and goals. Two refining workshops followed the Summit in November
with participants working together to identity draft objectives and strategies to deliver the draft
community goals. A progress report on the Wollongong 2022 engagement process was
provided to community, agency participants in the development of the vision and goals.

Promote Wollongong Town Hall and IPAC as accessible Civic and Cultural venues
IPAC has continued to provide opportunities for a broad range of community cultural events,
delivering major national and international theatre productions to local school and community
groups. The new IPAC season was launched on 8 November 2011.
Wollongong Town Hall is now fully operational and operating under licence to Pegasus Venue
Management. A range of events have been successfully held at this venue to date.
Under the Wollongong Town Hall subsidy of fee reduction policy Council has subsidised events
such as Illawarra Suzuki Talent Education Association.
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Develop an internal Communications
Strategy
An internal Communications Strategy has been
developed and endorsed by Council’s
Executive Management Committee. The
delivery of this strategy will commence in early
2012.

Coordinate the Financial Sustainability
Program 2011-12
The Financial Sustainability Program has been
designed to achieve a recurrent reduction in
operational expenditure without having a
negative impact on the community.

The current program includes a range of
strategies such as expenditure reviews, review
of the staffing establishment, service reviews
and process documentation and improvement.
The operational savings target of $2.0M will be
met as the year progresses.

Coordinate the annual Learning and
Development program
The annual learning and development program
continues to be rolled out. Highlights for the
quarter include the completion of:
• Diploma Project Management
• Graduate Diploma in Management
• Contractor Management
• Code of Conduct refresher training
A tender for the supply of training was finalised
during the quarter providing the organisation
with a panel of providers ensuring quality and
cost effective delivery of the program.

Carry out Workforce Planning
Workforce planning consultation sessions have
continued with management during the quarter
with all information being collated, analysed and
compiled into the Draft Workforce Plan to be
tabled with Council’s Executive Management
Committee in February 2012.

Partner with community Based
Organisations in the provision of Services
to the Southern Suburbs
During the quarter ongoing funding has been
provided for the provision of youth services at
Warrawong Community Centre. Other major
activities for the quarter included:
• Trail bike education programs in Berkeley
• Healthy Communities Initiative activities in

Koonawarra.

Measuring our Progress
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Cash and Investment less External Restricted Cash

Actual Lower Target Upper Target

Cash and investments less externally restricted cash at the
end of December was $46.6M. This is comprised of $82.5M
of cash and investments reduced by externally restricted
cash of $35.9M. This measure is above the long term target
range of $7.3M to $11.5M as a result of operational
expenses against the phased budget.
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Creditors Paid on Time

% creditors paid on time Target

At the end of December, 92% of creditors were paid on time.
This compares favourably against the target of 85%.
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Operating Result pre Capital Income Incl Dep'n

Operating Result Current Forecast Budget

At the end of December Council recorded a deficit [pre
capital] of $6.7M against a year to date budget of $9.5M
(favourable variance of $2.8M). This result is primarily due to
depreciation variations, timing issues relating to
commencement of projects and the phasing of the budget.
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Positive + Negative Media Stories about Council

Positive/Neutral Negative

During the December quarter there were 467 stories that
covered Council in the media of which 441 were positive and
26 were negative. The positive stories focussed on the
twilight markets, Viva la Gong and the GPT announcement.
Negative stories focussed on Puckey's Beach and regulation
and enforcement issues.
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Conduct our biennial Community Survey
The biennial community survey is scheduled for
February 2012.

Review Council’s Community Consultation
Policy
The Community Consultation Policy review will take
place following the completion of Wollongong 2022
Community Strategic Plan. This will enable
consideration of the consultation methods used in
the Wollongong 2022 Community Engagement
Strategy.

Formalise the scope of works with Tourism
Wollongong and establish an expanded
funding program
Council has endorsed an expanded Funding
Agreement with Tourism Wollongong for a five
year period which became effective from 1
November 2011.

Undertake implementation, audit and monitoring
of Council’s Governance Registers
During this quarter the project team has
commenced assessment of Council’s business
systems that have been identified as containing
critical business records. The assessment
determines if the systems are a compliant digital
record keeping system as defined by the State
Records Standard on Digital Record Keeping.

The final milestone due July 2012 is to achieve
compliance on all defined digital record keeping
systems in Council.
Business Classification Scheme Review
The TRIM Business Classification
Structure (BCS) was implemented across all
divisions of Council in 2009 .The objective of this
review is to simplify and rationalise the number of
classifications and documenting of division
specific business rules. The review is expected to
be completed November 2012.

Enhance web and online customer service
During the quarter approval was given to appoint a
resource to assist with technical implementation of
on-line services. The project is continuing and
implementation is due to commence in the fourth
quarter of 2011-12.

Measuring our Progress
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 Number

Visitors to Tourism Information Centres

Southern Gateway My Gong Crown Street

During the December quarter there was 16,297 visitors to the
Southern Gateway Centre, 367 visitors to the interim i-Hub
facility in Crown Street during its 10 days of operations and
17,627 people received information from the 'My Gong'
mobile tourist van. This resulted in a total of 34,291 visitors
for the quarter.
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12 Month Rolling Average Days per Employee

Sick Leave + Carers Leave

12 Month Rolling Avg Sick Days Taken
12 Month Rolling Avg Carers Days Taken
Lower target
Upper target

The 12 month rolling average number of sick days per
employee declined in December to 7.0 days, the lowest in 12
months. Carers leave continues to remain stable, with 0.72
days of carers leave per employee.
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Overall staff establishment has remained stable. At the end
of December FTE’s increased by 1.05 and staff turnover
remained stable at 4.5%.
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Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate 2010 Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate 2011
Upper Target Lower Target

The Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) for December
ranged between 24-27 days. A slight increase compared to
the September quarter. Eleven LTI's were incurred during
the quarter which involved three sprains and strains, three
psychological incidents, two contusion/trauma, one sun
spot, one electric shock and one  fracture.



OUR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

The following table provides a summary view of the organisation’s overall financial forecast
for the full year 2011/12 based on year to date and anticipated performance to 30 June 2012.

Table 1 – Financial Forecast 2011/12

Original Adopted Proposed Proposed Budget

Budget Budget Budget Variation Outcome

KEY MOVEMENTS 1-Jul 30-Sep 31-Dec Q2

Operating Costs $M (229.3) (232.6) (232.0) 0.6

Operating Revenue $M 206.1 209.5 210.1 0.6

Net Surplus (Deficit) [Pre Capital] $M (23.2) (23.1) (21.8) 1.2 a
Capital Grants & Contributions $M 6.9 6.9 4.3 (2.6)

Net Surplus (Deficit) $M (16.3) (16.2) (17.5) (1.4) r

Operational Funds Available for Capital $M 30.3 31.0 30.5 (0.5) r

Capital Expenditure 66.9 69.5 73.6 4.2

Funded from:

- Operational Funds $M 38.1 38.4 39.3 1.0

- Other Funding $M 28.8 31.1 34.3 3.2

Total Funds Surplus/(Deficit) $M (7.8) (7.4) (9.4) (2.1) r

Table 1

FORECAST POSITION

Revised projections at the December Quarterly Review indicate an improvement of $1.2M in
the projected Net Surplus [pre capital] for the year ending 30 June 2012. This improvement is
primarily due to anticipated profit on land sales of $1.6M that is offset by a number of
adjustments in operational income and expenditure areas.

A reduction in Capital Grants and Contributions that reduces the Net Result is caused by the
timing of grants receipts as opposed to the forecast in the original budget and improved S94
revenues. The proposed adjustment includes the removal of $2M of grants associated with
Crown Street Mall works from this year’s budget and an adjustment of $0.7M for other grants
recognised in the prior year.

The increase of $4.2M proposed in the capital budget is due to the purchase and associated
works for the Flinders Street land and is offset by the revised expenditure forecast for the
Crown Street Mall. At the end of December, Council has expended $29.1M or 39.5% of the
revised capital budget.

The projected Funds Surplus (Deficit) variation is due to the Flinders Street land purchase
and a number of adjustments in operational income and expenditure areas. During the
quarter Council approved the $5.9M purchase and associated works for Flinders Street land
to be partially funded by the sale of property. Additional land sales of $5.0M including sale of
an investment site in Bellambi have been achieved, $0.6M from this sale had previously
been allocated to fund a deficit balance in the previously used Community Infrastructure
Fund that will now be closed as planned. While these adjustments have had a small
negative impact on the Total Funds result, the acquisition of the Flinders Street property
provides Council with a significant investment in a strategic asset.
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1 Income & Expenses

The primary variations and issues are discussed below with favourable changes identified as
(F) and unfavourable (U). A more comprehensive list is provided in Table 7.

� Employee Costs $0.5M (U). This variation includes an increase for workers
compensation expenditure of $0.3M. There has been some volatility in workers
compensation expenditure with the payment of major medical expenses and
settlement of a number of claims. This is an area that is and will continue to be
monitored carefully. In addition, project materials and contracts budgets have been
re-classified as employee costs where employees are now intended to be used for
project delivery $0.2M.

� Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses $1.2M (F). Movement in this category is
largely a result of lower than anticipated costs in the Waste area ($0.5M), Regional
Roads RTA funds ($0.4M) being applied to capital rather than operational works, a
reduction in the anticipated contribution to Emergency Services ($0.2K) and the
elimination of rates on Council properties for reporting purposes. These
improvements have been offset by increased costs associated with the operations of
the parking meters ($0.2) and the introduction of new project expenditure funded from
grants and contributions.

� Rates and Annual Charges $0.3M (U). This reduction reflects the elimination of
internal rate income ($0.3M) that is fully offset by a reduction in expenditure reported
above.

� User Charges & Fees $0.5M (U). This adjustment primarily reflects a decrease in the
budgeted waste income at Whytes Gully that was offset by reduced material and
contract costs at the site.

� Other Revenue $0.3M (U). This unfavourable variation is mainly due to a reduction in
parking infringement revenue as a result of improved compliance and availability of
additional parking facilities with the construction of surface car parks in the lower
CBD.

� Profit/Loss on Disposal of Assets $1.6M (F). Profit on sale of Bellambi site ($1.8M),
which is partially offset by loss on sale of Farmborough Rd property sold during the
quarter ($0.2M).

� Grants & Contributions – Capital $2.6M (U). The proposed variation includes the
reduction in grant funding in 2011/12 for Crown St Mall upgrade project ($2.0M) and
grant income recognised in prior years ($0.7M). This has been partially offset by
increased S94 contributions.

� Savings Target $0.1M (F). The improvement in the target during this quarter is due to
a reduction in corporate projects and the net adjustment in waste facility operations
that is offset by labour adjustments. The remaining savings target of $1.9M will
require the careful management of Divisional revenue and expenditure budgets,
general constraint, and the identification of improvements against the planned results.
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2 Capital Budget

The capital works program is reviewed on a continuous basis to monitor progress and reflect
planned delivery dates with proposed changes reported on a monthly basis. During the second
quarter the most significant changes in this program were the purchase of the Flinders Street
property and associated works ($5.9M), additional works at the North Beach Bathers Pavilion
($0.7M) and the revision to the forecast expenditure for Crown Street Mall ($2.7M).

The increase in the capital budget funding includes proceeds from land sales in Watts Lane
Bellambi ($4.7M) and Farmborough Heights ($0.3M) that have been offset by the reduction
in funding that was associated with the Crown St Mall upgrade project of $2.0M.

3 Cash & Investments

The revised projections proposed at December indicate a decrease in available cash of
$2.1M and a decrease in externally restricted cash of $0.5M. The reduction in projected cash
holdings is largely the net impact of property sales and acquisitions and the proposed
changes in a range of revenue and expenditure items that are detailed in Table 7. The
reduction in externally restricted cash is the result of the recognition of grant income received
in a prior year.

Table 2 – Cash and Investments

Total Cash and Investments $M 64.6 62.1 82.5 (2.1) 60.0
Attributed to:
External Restrictions

Developer Contributions $M 6.6 6.3 6.4 0.3 6.6
Specific Purpose Unexpended Grants $M 6.0 2.8 6.2 (0.6) 2.2
Special Rates Levy City Centre $M 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2
Unexpended Loans $M 6.5 6.5 17.6 0.0 6.5
Domestic Waste Management $M 4.3 5.3 2.4 (0.0) 5.3
Private Subsidies $M 2.6 2.3 2.5 (0.1) 2.2
Stormwater Management Charge $M 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.3

Total External Restrictions $M 26.6 23.7 35.9 (0.5) 23.2

Internal Restrictions
Community Infrastructure Fund $M (0.6) (0.6) (0.5) 0.5 0.0
Sports Priority program $M 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.0 0.9
Car Parking strategy $M 0.0 (0.0) 0.1 0.0 (0.2)
MacCabe Park Development $M 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.0 1.1
Darcy Wentworth Park $M 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
Garbage Disposal Facility $M 18.4 18.5 16.8 0.0 18.5
Telecommunications Revenue $M 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2
Art Gallery $M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Internal Restrictions $M 20.0 20.0 18.5 0.4 20.4

Available Cash $M 18.0 18.4 28.1 (2.0) 16.4

Net Payable & Receivables $M (0.1) (0.1) (5.0) 0.1 0.0
Available Funds $M 17.9 18.4 23.1 (1.9) 16.4

Table 2

CASH & INVESTMENTS

* The Original budget projection have been revised to reflect actual cash holdings at 30 June 2011.

Original Budget
2011/12 *

September QR
2011/12 *

YTD Actual 30
December

2011

Proposed
Variation

Proposed
Budget

2011/12 Q2
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4 Long Term Financial Projections

The changes proposed during the December Quarterly Review are both of a recurrent and non
recurrent nature. Examples of non recurrent changes that will not impact on future years include
introduction of funded projects and changes in the capital works program. Recurrent changes are
highlighted in the Major Variations listing that is provided in Table 7. It is also important to realise
that not all recurrent variations impact the overall result in future years as they may have an offset
adjustment. For example, the net savings made in waste facility operations is offset by a reduction
in the savings target. The major recurrent item that has impacted the long term projections at this
review is the decrease in parking infringement revenue of $0.3M. The additional requirement of
$0.3M for workers compensation expenditure processed has not been reflected as a recurrent
change as this is subject to further evaluation in the context of longer term workers compensation
provisions.

While the proposed December Quarterly Review increases the deficit in Total Funds for 2011/12, it
is considered that the major contributing factors relate to timing issues and investment in land
acquisitions that create future potential benefits.

It should be noted that the revised long term financial projections and indicators are being reviewed
in line with the 2012/13 annual planning process and will vary from the existing position.

The following indicators are based on strategies and targets from Council’s Financial Strategy that
was adopted by Council in June 2009.

Operating Surplus/ (Deficit) [pre capital]

The operating result [pre capital] provides an indication of the long term viability of Council. In
broad terms, a deficit from operations indicates that Council is not earning sufficient revenue to
fund its ongoing operations (services) and continue to renew existing assets. The indicator
includes significant accounting and engineering estimates relating to the consumption of long lived
assets (depreciation) which significantly impact this result and need to be refined over time. The
December Quarterly Review indicates a marginal improvement compared to forecasts in the
Adopted Management Plan and it is recognised that further strategies and actions need to be
developed to address increasing deficit.

Table 3 – Operating Surplus / (Deficit) [pre capital]

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) [pre capital]
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Operational funds available for capital

An increase in Operational Funds available for Capital remains the primary objective of
Council to provide for effective renewal of assets. The graph below shows there has been
little change in the planned growth in this target.

Table 4 – Operational Funds available for Capital
Operational Funds Available for Capital
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Available Funds

Council’s Financial Strategy has a target to achieve and maintain an Available Funds
position between 3.5% and 5.5% of Revenue [pre capital]. Available Funds represent the
working capital of an organisation that is used to meet short term cash requirements, provide
contingency for unexpected costs or loss of revenue, and to provide flexibility to take
advantage of opportunities that may arise from time to time. During the December quarter
available funds were used to support the acquisition of land that is expected to create future
benefits. This along with operational adjustments has impacted the projected Available
Funds. The revised projections are in line with the Adopted Management Plan and Council
continues to maintain a positive position compared to the target range contained in the
Financial Strategy. The September Quarterly Review forecasts recognised savings that
were identified at that time that had not been considered for allocation over the longer term.

While the changes proposed in this review generally maintain the projections in the
Management Plan, there are a number of major projects and potential issues that could
impact significantly on this forecast.
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Table 5 – Forecast Available Funds Balance

Forecast Available Funds Balance
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Table 6 – 2011/12 Financials - December 2011 Quarter

Original Q1 YTD Proposed Proposed
Budget Budget Actual Variation Budget
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Employee Costs 93,418 94,192 48,244 535 94,727

Borrowing Costs 3,407 3,407 1,703 0 3,407

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 81,549 83,602 37,022 (1,230) 82,372

Depreciation, Amortisation + Impairment 63,424 63,424 29,041 (0) 63,424

Internal Charges (10,024) (10,031) (4,591) (32) (10,063)

Savings Target (2,476) (2,027) 0 140 (1,886)

Total Expenses from Ordinary Activities 229,297 232,567 111,420 (587) 231,980

REVENUES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Rates and Annual Charges 143,800 143,804 71,809 (321) 143,483

User Charges and Fees 28,805 29,148 14,125 (478) 28,670

Interest and Investment Revenues 4,250 5,537 3,094 0 5,537

Other Revenues 7,851 7,975 3,745 (343) 7,631

Grants and Contributions - Operating 21,273 22,889 12,192 136 23,025

Profit/Loss on Disposal of Assets 149 149 (211) 1,641 1,790

Revenues [pre capital] 206,129 209,502 104,754 634 210,136

NET SURPLUS (DEFICIT) [Pre capital] (23,168) (23,065) (6,666) 1,222 (21,844)

Capital Grants & Contributions 6,912 6,912 1,553 (2,616) 4,297

(16,255) (16,153) (5,113) (1,394) (17,547)

Surplus (Deficit) [pre capital] (16,255) (16,153) (5,113) (1,394) (17,547)
Add back :

- Non-cash expenses 75,662 75,729 35,620 (1,515) 74,215
- Restricted cash used for operations 7,160 9,695 3,665 722 10,417

- Income transferred to Restricted Cash (24,124) (26,097) (12,008) 1,698 (24,399)

- Payment of Accrued Leave Entitlements (8,989) (8,989) (5,044) 0 (8,989)

Funds Available from Operations 33,454 34,186 17,120 (489) 33,697

Advances made by / (repaid to) Council (135) (135) 10 0 (135)

Borrowings repaid (3,041) (3,041) (2,963) 0 (3,041)

Operational Funds Available for Capital Budget 30,278 31,009 14,167 (489) 30,520

Assets Acquired (66,872) (69,489) (29,115) (4,151) (73,640)

Transfers to Restricted Cash 0 0 0 (629) (629)

Funded From :-
- Operational Funds 30,278 31,009 14,167 (489) 30,520

- Sale of Assets 424 424 605 5,036 5,461

- Internally Restricted Cash 1,900 1,971 1,108 (91) 1,880

- Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0

- Capital Grants 4,737 6,734 1,873 (1,844) 4,891

- Developer Contributions (Section 94) 6,749 6,944 4,839 3 6,947

- Other Externally Restricted Cash 14,973 15,052 3,735 (0) 15,052

- Other Capital Contributions 0 0 197 91 91

TOTAL FUNDS SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) (7,812) (7,355) (2,590) (2,074) (9,429)

Table 6

FUNDING STATEMENT

CAPITAL BUDGET

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
2011-12 Year Financials - December 2011 QR

INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT
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Table 7 – Major variations YTD compared to Budget

Surplus Deficit *

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Employee Costs

Additional Workers Compensation Costs (300)
Reclassification of expenditure from Materials & Contracts (153) 0
Additional positions to be funded by increased Savings Target (94)
Other 12 (535)

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses
Projects funded from prior year's grants (74)
Projects funded from additional grants and contributions (176)
Projects funded from additional income 19
Projects Moving between capital & operational classification 358
Projects where expenditure reclassified as Employee Costs 247
Cost Adjustments to be funded by increase or decrease to Savings Target

Waste Disposal Centres operational savings 541
Reduction in High Value Procurement Project 100
Workers Compensation review project (25)
Net reduction in support required for Fire Services 214

Eliminate Internal rate income / expenditure 321
Additional cost associated with city parking (181) *
Increased leachate treatment costs (91)
Costs associated with Flinders St property acquisition (45) *
Valuer General increased expenditure (40)
Various other adjustments 23 38 1,229

Internal Charges
Increase in internal charges to capital projects 9 23 32

Saving Target
Materials & Contract (616)
User charges & Fees 382
Employee Costs 94 (140)

REVENUES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Rates & Annual Charges (321) (321)
User Charges & Fees

Reduction in domestic drop off income Whytes Gully Waste Centre (382)
Library fees and charges (21) *
Glennifer Brae lease income (18) *
Various other adjustments -57 (478)

Other Revenue
Parking infringements (300) *
Glennifer Brae lease income (50) *
City Gallery sponsorship income (39) *
Mt Keira lease reduced income during renovation period (15)
Library eees and charges (11) *
Various other adjustments 32 41 (342)

Grants & contribution - Operating
Various  adjustments 136 136

Profit/Loss on Disposal of Assets
Loss on disposal of Farmborough Rd (204)
Profit on sale Bellambi Depot 1,845 1,641

Operating Variation [pre capital] 1,836 316 (930) 1,222

Table 7

MAJOR VARIATIONS YTD compared to Budget  $'000s
Offsetting
Items for

Fund

Net by
type
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Surplus Deficit *

Capital Grants & Contributions
Crown St Mall grant for 2011/12 (2,000)
Grants received prior year (736)
Increase in S94 contributions 259

Various other (139) (2,616)
Operating Variation [post capital] (780) 316 (930) (1,394)

FUNDING STATEMENT
Reduction in Crown St Mall funding 2,000
Grants received prior year capital 736
Elimination of profit on sale of land -non cash (1,640)
S94 transfered to restricted assets (259)
Parking meter income transfer to Restricted Asset 181
Other (238) 125 905
OPERATIONAL FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR CAPITAL 0 441 (930) (489)

CAPITAL BUDGET
Capital Expenditure

Purchase of Flinders St property (5,560)
Construction of car parking facilities in Flinders St (380)
Removal of grant funding associated with Crown St Mall project (2,000)
Increase in North Beach Bathers Pavilion project (650)
Reduction in Crown St Mall project 2,650
Other (52) (52)

Sale of Assets
Proceeds on sale of Bellambi depot site 4,722
Proceeds on sale of Farmborough Rd property 314 5,036

Transfer to restricted cash to eliminate deficit in Community Infrastructure Fund (629) (629)
TOTAL FUNDS SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) 0 5,477 (7,550) (2,074)

Recurrent where indicated *

MAJOR VARIATIONS YTD compared to Budget (cont)  $'000s
Offsetting

Items
Net by
type
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Table 8 – Capital projects Report

Roads And Bridges 8,242 2,351 157 142 3,131 8,398 2,493

West Dapto 14,775 14,000 0 0 3,855 14,775 14,000

Footpaths And Cycleways 5,873 3,382 2,650 2,000 1,043 3,223 1,382

Carparks 1,851 450 380 0 346 2,231 450

Stormwater And Floodplain Managem 3,815 2,029 0 0 1,242 3,815 2,029

Non-Commercial Building 19,277 5,135 695 17 8,302 19,972 5,152

Commercial Operations 1,429 65 10 0 550 1,439 65

Parks Gardens And Sportfields 3,361 1,533 0 0 1,057 3,361 1,533

Beaches And Pools 1,356 0 0 0 439 1,356 0

Recreation And Leisure Enterprises 50 0 0 0 13 50 0

Natural Areas 159 0 0 0 7 159 0

Waste Facilities 1,025 1,025 0 0 796 1,025 1,025

Fleet 743 343 0 0 348 743 343

Plant And Equipment 2,732 214 0 0 245 2,732 214

Information Technology 2,277 19 20 0 1,697 2,297 19

Library Books 1,203 6 0 0 533 1,203 6

Public Art 172 91 0 0 94 172 91

Emergency Services 707 0 0 0 39 707 0

Land Acquisitions 205 0 5,569 5,036 5,347 5,774 5,036

Miscellaneous 237 0 30 0 0 207 0

Contributed Assets 0 0 0 0 34 0 0

Other 0 480 0 0 0 0 480

TOTAL PROJECTS 69,490 31,125 4,151 3,195 29,115 73,640 34,320

Table 8

Proposed
Expenditure FundingFunding Expenditure

YEAR TO DATE
Expenditure Funding

CAPITAL PROJECTS REPORT
as at December 2011

Project Expenditure
Approved Budget Proposed Variation
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The Quarterly Budget Review Statement (QBRS) requirements that were issued by the
Department of Local government in December 2010 require council to provide additional
information that is included in the following schedules and this report should be read in
conjunction with these.
The (QBRS) guidelines require councils to provide a listing of contracts that have been entered
into during the quarter that have yet to be fully performed. Details of contracts, other than
contractors that are on Council’s preferred supplier list, that have a value equivalent of a 1% of
estimated income from continuing operations or $50K, which ever is the lesser, are required to
be provided.

Table 9 – Contract Listing

Contractor Contract Detail & Purpose
Contract

Value
Commencement

Date
Duration of

Contract
Budget

Y/N
$000's

ILLAWARRA PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE Annual Contribution 588 1/01/2012 12 Months YES
STYLEWISE HOMES Install Demountable Structure 56 23/11/2011 FY 2011/2012 YES
HITACHI CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY AUSTRALIA Purchase of Construction Equipment 78 2/12/2011 FY 2011/2012 YES
KOMATSU AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Purchase of Construction Equipment 155 17/11/2011 FY 2011/2012 YES

Budget Review for Quarter ended 31 December 2011

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
Contract Listing

Table 9

The QBRS guidelines also require councils identify the amount expended on consultancies and
legal fees for financial year. Consultants are defined as a person or organisation that is
engaged under contract on a temporary basis to provide recommendations or high level
specialist or professional advice to assist decision making by management. Generally it is the
advisory nature of the work that differentiates a consultant from other contractors.

Table 10 – Consultations and legal Expenses

Expense Expenditure YTD Budgeted (Y/N)
$000's

Consultancies 471 Y
Legal Fees 825 Y

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
Consultancy and Legal Expenses

Budget Review for Quarter ended 31 December 2011

Table 10
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SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTT OOFF RREESSPPOONNSSIIBBLLEE AACCCCOOUUNNTTIINNGG OOFFIICCEERR

All investments held at the 30 December 2011 were invested in accordance with Council’s
investment policy.

Bank reconciliations have been completed as at 30 December 2011.

Year to date Cash and investments are reconciled with funds invested and cash at bank.

BBUUDDGGEETT RREEVVIIEEWW SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTT -- RREEVVIISSIIOONN TTOO FFUULLLL YYEEAARR EESSTTIIMMAATTEESS

The following statement is made in accordance with Clause 203(2) of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.

It is my opinion that the financial statements and schedules contained within the Quarterly Review
Statement for Wollongong City Council for the quarter ended 30 December 2011 indicate that
Council’s projected financial position at 30 June 2012 will be satisfactory having regard to the
projected estimates of income and expenditure and the original budgeted income and expenditure.

The overall year to date position is within expectations of the adopted budget across the broad
range of indicators and on a budget outcome basis is acceptable.

BRIAN JENKINS
RESPONSIBLE ACCOUNTING OFFICER



 Original Current YTD YTD
Budget Budget Budget Actual
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Employee Costs 93,418 94,468 53,860 55,258

Borrowing Costs 3,407 3,407 1,964 1,987

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 79,073 80,744 44,614 40,878

Depreciation, Amortisation + Impairment 63,424 63,424 36,564 33,545

Internal Charges (10,024) (10,063) (5,912) (4,994)

Total Expenses from Ordinary Activities 229,297 231,980 131,091 126,674

REVENUES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

Rates and Annual Charges 143,800 143,483 82,716 82,777

User Charges and Fees 28,805 28,670 16,598 16,640

Interest and Investment Revenues 4,250 5,537 3,225 3,610

Other Revenues 7,851 7,631 4,392 4,287

Grants and Contributions - Operating 21,273 23,025 13,693 14,794

Profit/Loss on Disposal of Assets 149 1,790 87 (220)

Revenues [pre capital] 206,129 210,136 120,711 121,888

Operating Result [Pre capital] (23,168) (21,844) (10,380) (4,786)  

Capital Grants & Contributions 6,912 4,297 1,420 1,989

OPERATING RESULT (16,255) (17,547) (8,960) (2,797)

Surplus (Deficit) [pre capital] (16,255) (17,547) (8,960) (2,797)

Add back :

  - Non-cash expenses 75,662 74,220 43,599 41,132

  - Restricted cash used for operations 7,160 10,417 6,015 4,303

  - Income transferred to Restricted Cash (24,124) (24,399) (13,624) (15,044)

  - Payment of Accrued Leave Entitlements (8,989) (8,989) (6,004) (6,485)

Funds Available from Operations 33,454 33,702 21,027 21,108

Advances made by / (repaid to) Council (135) (135) (78) 10

Borrowings repaid (3,041) (3,041) (2,974) (2,974)

Operational Funds Available for Capital 30,278 30,525 17,975 18,144

Capital Works (66,872) (73,640) (35,802) (30,839)

Contributed Assets 0 0 0 (34)

Transfers to Restricted Cash 0 (629) 0 0

Funded From :- 
  - Operational Funds 30,278 30,525 17,975 18,144

  - Sale of Assets 424 5,461 247 605

  - Internally Restricted Cash 1,900 1,880 1,142 1,275

  - Borrowings 0 0 0 0

  - Capital Grants 4,737 4,861 2,175 2,599

  - Developer Contributions (Section 94) 6,749 6,976 5,080 4,904

  - Other Externally Restricted Cash 14,973 15,052 4,520 3,965

  - Other Capital Contributions 0 91 0 198

TOTAL FUNDS SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) (7,812) (9,424) (4,663) 818

FUNDING STATEMENT

CAPITAL BUDGET

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
1 July 2011 to 27 January 2012

INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT

 



 
WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL

Actual Actual
2011/12 2010/11

$'000 $'000

27/01/2012 as at 30/06/11

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash Assets 68,029 75,211
Investment Securities 7,401 9,207
Receivables 14,568 16,743
Inventories 8,919 8,826
Other 2,625 1,027

Total Current Assets 101,543 111,014

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Non-Current Receivables 3,308 3,316
Property, Plant and Equipment 2,234,776 2,238,391
Investment Properties 3,725 3,725
Westpool Equity Contribution 291 291

Total Non-Current Assets 2,242,101 2,245,723

TOTAL ASSETS 2,343,643 2,356,737

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Current Payables 13,769 21,913
Current Provisions payable < 12 months 10,329 11,485
Current Provisions payable > 12 months 22,060 22,060
Current Interest Bearing Liabilities 1,843 1,843

Total Current Liabilities 48,001 57,301

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Non Current Interest Bearing Liabilities 14,317 16,504
Non Current Provisions 41,480 40,289

Total Non-Current Liabilities 55,796 56,793

TOTAL LIABILITIES 103,797 114,094

NET ASSETS 2,239,846 2,242,643

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 995,266 996,485
Asset Revaluation Reserve 1,188,774 1,188,153
Restricted Assets 55,806 58,005

TOTAL EQUITY 2,239,846 2,242,643

BALANCE SHEET

 



 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:

Rates & Annual Charges

User Charges & Fees

Interest & Interest Received

Grants & Contributions

Other

Payments:

Employee Benefits & On-costs

Materials & Contracts

Borrowing Costs

Other

Net Cash provided (or used in) Operating Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:

Sale of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment

Deferred Debtors Receipts

Payments:

Purchase of Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment

Purchase of Interests in Joint Ventures & Associates

Net Cash provided (or used in) Investing Activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Receipts:

Proceeds from Borrowings & Advances

Other Financing Activity Receipts

Payments:

Repayment of Borrowings & Advances

Repayment of Finance Lease Liabilities

Net Cash Flow provided (used in) Financing Activities

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents

plus: Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments - beginning of year

Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments - year to date

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
CASH FLOW STATEMENT

as at 27 January 2012

2011/12

Actual

2010/11

-                      

$ '000

17,608            

18,547            

137,499          

28,906            

4,506              

42,106            

(2)                    

(2,971)             

-                      

(34,920)        

(35,539)           

75,430       

84,418            

(8,988)          

(2,973)          

-                      

2,841              

7                     15                   

(17,508)           

612                 

28,905         

(13)                  

YTD Actual

$ '000

3,844              

83,990            

3,018              

(26,816)           

(53,765)           

9,727              

(85,769)           

(47,806)           

(1,977)             

(27,598)           

(52,562)           

59,594         

(49,856)        

-                      

-                      

(650)                

(150)                

76,154            

84,418       

(824)                

(1,474)          

8,264           

 

 

Total Cash & Cash Equivalents and Investments
 - year to date

Attributable to:

External Restrictions (refer below)

Internal Restrictions (refer below)

Unrestricted

External Restrictions

Developer Contributions

RTA Contributions

Specific Purpose Unexpended Grants

Special Rates Levy Wollongong Centre Improvement Fund

Special Rates Levy Wollongong Mall

Special Rates Levy Wollongong City Centre

Unexpended Loans

Domestic Waste Management

Private Subsidies

Stormwater Management Service Charge

Total External Restrictions

Internal Restrictions

Community Infrastructure Fund

Future Projects / Property Development

Employee/Superannuation Reserve

Sports Priority Program

Car Parking Stategy

MacCabe Park Development

Darcy Wentworth Park 

Garbage Disposal Facility

Telecommunications Revenue

Total Internal Restrictions

 

119                 -                      

-                      

2011/12 2010/11

$ '000 $ '000

WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL
CASH FLOW STATEMENT (cont.)

as at 27 January 2012
YTD Actual Actual

75,430     84,418     
19,587            26,413            

37,066            40,688            

18,777            17,317            

153                 169                 

6,497              9,800              

684                 723                 

6,048              6,265              

19                   

710                 

2,594              2,458              

37,066         40,688         

235                 

(516)                

75,430       84,418       

-                      -                      

2,708              537                 

(430)                

54                   71                   

649                 

-                      

859                 

900                 988                 

16,988            15,702            

236                 531                 

18,777         17,317         

17,534            20,501            

151                 (89)                  

-                      

 

 



 



JANUARY
25th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

FEBRUARY
Thursday 9th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Wednesday 15th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Friday 17th 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group
Wednesday 22nd 2.00 - 4.00 pm Aboriginal Reference Group
Tuesday 28th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

MARCH
Thursday 8th 9.30 - 10.30 am Cultural Reference Group

APRIL
Wednesday 11th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Thursday 12th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Friday 20th 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group
Tuesday 24th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

MAY
Wednesday 23rd 2.00 - 4.00 pm Aboriginal Reference Group

JUNE
Thursday 7th 9.30 - 10.30 am Cultural Reference Group
Wednesday 13th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Thursday 14th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Friday 15th 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group
Tuesday 26th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

JULY

AUGUST
Thursday 9th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Wednesday 15th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Friday 17th 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group
Wednesday 22nd 2.00 - 4.00 pm Aboriginal Reference Group
Tuesday 28th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

SEPTEMBER
Thursday 13th 9.30 - 10.30 am Cultural Reference Group

OCTOBER
Thursday 11th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Wednesday 17th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Friday 19th 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group
Tuesday 30th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group

NOVEMBER
Wednesday 28th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Aboriginal Reference Group

DECEMBER
Wednesday 12th 4.00 - 6.00 pm Wollongong City Gallery Reference Group
Thursday 13th 9.30 - 11.00 am Community Safety Reference Group
Thursday 13th 9.30 - 10.30 am Cultural Reference Group
Tuesday 18th 2.00 - 4.00 pm Multicultural Reference Group
Friday 21st 1.00 - 3.00 pm Access Reference Group

REFERENCE GROUP MEETING DATES - 2012

ATTACHMENT 1
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